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2011

This dissertation proposes to examine the work of scholars Christine de Pizan and Luce 
Irigaray in order to develop the possibilities of fiction in philosophy for the purposes of 
social transformation. Using four of her major narrative texts (The Mutación of Fortune, 
the City of Ladies, the Path of Long Study and the Vision) I show how Christine em
ploys the complex array of hermeneutical tools available to her in fictionalized ways as 
a means of training her readers into re-writing their understanding of themselves and 
their contexts. Alongside such re-writings, I show th a t she understands herself to have 
a particular vocation for educating the powers of France towards ethical action in their 
governance, and th a t she does so in these works in the form of philosophically oriented 
fictionalizations. I use the work of Luce Irigaray to  explore a philosopher from the twen
tieth  and twenty-first century who uses narrative and hermeneutical tools th a t bear a 
family resemblance to Christine’s. Tracing Irigaray’s formulations on the necessity of sex
ual difference I show how she re-tells stories from myth and history in such a way as to 
develop the sexual difference she desires. Finally, having engaged with these two philoso
phers, I use the hermeneutical work of Hans-Georg Gadamer to present my own work on 
how well-crafted fiction can be used to  build philosophical concepts and understandings 
th a t are not yet available in our world, but which become available to us through our 
participation in the new fictionalized contexts and fictional worlds we create. I show how



it is through understanding the possibilities this kind of philosophical and fictionalized 
utopic thinking holds that social transformation rooted in the world-building capabilities 
of individual persons can occur.



This work is dedicated in memoria to Betty Underwood, Henry Carr, 
Robbin Burry, and Finnigan Harrison:

Bright souls who did not live to see its completion.
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Introduction
“ Our historical consciousness is always filled with a variety of voices in which 
the echo of the past is heard. Only in the multifariousness of such voices does 
it exist: this constitutes the nature of tradition in which we want to share and 
have a part.”1

When I was an undergraduate, I pursued a double major in Philosophy and English. I 
served for a time as co-chair of the student philosophy seminar as well as being pres
ident of the school’s fiction writing group. I spent many hours arguing with the other 
writers tha t it was possible for fiction to change society—a claim for which some called 
me “an idealist.” I spent even more hours arguing with my philosophy peers, students 
in a highly analytic department, insisting that fictive writing and philosophy were not 
mutually exclusive. They suggested my English courses were getting in the way of a truly 
philosophical understanding of the world. I continued to be convinced, however, that 
fiction and philosophy could and did work together to transform people’s understanding 
and lives. Groping around as best I could, with help from a few professors, I found some 
resources th a t were at least not opposed to the notion of philosophy and fiction being 
somehow connected, and so I settled down to study Gadamer and his work on tru th  in 
art.

And then, years later, I heard about Christine de Pizan.

In his updated introduction to the new edition of the Book of the City of Ladies, Earl 
Jeffrey Richards recalls the words of Susan Groag Bell, “Christine de Pizan gets under 
your skin. Once she has been discovered, there is no forgetting, it is not possible to be 
free of her.”2 I did not start out to study Christine, and I certainly did not start out 
to write a dissertation mostly on her work, and yet those words have proved true. The

1Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall (New 
York: Continuum Press, 2000), 284.

2Earl Jeffery Richards citing Susan Groag Bell, “Introduction to  the New Edition: An U pdate” in 
Christine de Pizan, The Book o f the City of Ladies, trans. Earl Jeffery Richards (New York: Persea, 
1998), lxiii.
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City of Ladies intrigued me greatly; when next I picked up the Vision, I was hooked. 
Here was a scholar, a woman even, who was a writer of tales, a teller of stories, and she 
used those stories to try  to challenge and change her society. Furthermore she did so by 
means of complex narrative interactions with some of the most weighty authorities the 
philosophical tradition had to offer at her time, as we will see in the following chapters. 
I almost fell out of my chair laughing the first time I realized what she was up to, and 
upon reading her tale of Joan of Arc, the last work we know Christine penned, I thought 
I just might have an inkling of the way she felt in those first few opening lines.3 Here 
was a woman whose work I could look to, who had already woven two of the four main 
strands of my academic passions together: fiction and philosophy. Even more astounding 
to me was that she did so by means of what happen to be the other two strands of 
my academic interests: gender and politics. Re-defining the concept of woman in order 
to build a better and more peaceful society for women and men together is one of the 
first and more central areas of her work, as we quickly see in the City and elsewhere. 
And political thought and theory is ubiquitous in her writing, though she goes outside 
the edges of th a t field as well.4 In some senses, I suppose Christine is my Joan: the 
woman who came along completely unexpected, at a time in history th a t would seem 
categorically unable to  accept her, yet nevertheless did accomplish much—though not 
all she hoped—before her death. Like Joan too, she was sacrificed to history, though in 
much less violent a manner, and has only recently begun to be vindicated.5

I have here mentioned the two of her works (the City and the Vision) that are her 
most narratively mature, but she does not keep to narrative approaches throughout her

3“I, Christine, who have wept for eleven years in a closed Abbey... I begin now for the first time to 
laugh.” Unfortunately, I have not had room in this dissertation for an exploration of tha t work, though
I am currently working on an article discussing it.

4For example, she wrote courtly poetry both in the form of more lengthy works like The Book of the 
Duke o f True Lovers and also shorter poems in collections, such as her Les cent ballades d ’amant et de 
dame in Oeuvres poétiques de Christine de Pizan 3 vol., ed. Maurice Roy (New York: Johnson Reprint 
Corp., 1965).

5The figure of Joan is not, of course, a morally neutral one, and Christine too has opinions and beliefs 
with which I will not identify for ethical or moral reasons. I will note these, as well as my reasons for 
non-identification, as the chapters progress.
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writing career. Indeed, after 1405 she no longer uses narrative as her main vehicle for 
arguing, though she does not abandon it entirely.6 Nor is narrative the only means of 
fictionalization she uses, though it is her most striking. Even after she gave up telling 
stories as such, she still used narrative, myth and story as tools in her increasingly political 
writings in order to demand and plead for change. However she framed her sibylline call 
for transformation, she remained a writer th a t passionately debated, pleaded and argued 
with her audience until the very end of her career. This is what I love about her.

This dissertation is therefore practically oriented. Although it looks at philosophical 
concerns and attem pts to do so from a philosophical standpoint, the issue I wish to 
address—transformation of one’s social context or tradition via narrative th a t is both 
fictional and philosophical—has a very practical application: namely, changing the world 
for the better. That seems like a tall order of dubious definition (what constitutes “better” 
for instance?), and it would be if this single work was all we had to go on. But of course 
it is not. This is just one piece I am offering th a t I hope will fit puzzle-like into a new 
perspective, and might give someone cause to say, “Aha!” as I certainly have in the course 
of my research.

The two women about whom I am writing would want no less. Their work too, deeply 
philosophical in nature, was also and at the same time often written with very practical

6There is at least one work of hers—L ’Advision du Coq—which has been lost, bu t which may have 
formed another, later allegorical writing, given its title  (Christine’s own “Advision” was allegorical in 
nature, and “visions” or “dreams” in general were associated with such writing.) Given also tha t Christine 
referenced it in her last full work, the Book of Peace, it seems a t least probable tha t the lost work came 
close to when the Book o f Peace was written, well after 1405. However, unless a copy ever surfaces, we are 
unable to speculate much further. See Karen Green’s introduction to the Book o f Peace for a reference 
to this lost work Christine herself mentions. Karen Green, introduction to  Book o f Peace, by Christine 
de Pizan (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2008), 6. Christine also makes some use 
of a “dream vision” setting as part of her Book of Deeds of Arms and o f Chivalry, w ritten around 1410. 
At the beginning of book three of tha t work, she writes, “While I was waiting to begin work on the third 
part of this book and my brain was heavy from the great weight of the first two parts, there appeared 
before me, as I lay drowsily in bed, someone resembling a solemn man in clerical garb; he spoke to me 
as a right authorized judge might...” A dialogue between them  then ensues, by which means Christine 
accomplishes a compilation of the work (Arbre des batailles) of the m aster in question—Honré Bouvet, 
as Willard references. See Christine de Pizan, The Book o f Deeds o f Arm s and o f Chivalry, trans. Sumner 
W illard, ed. Charity Cannon W illard (University Park: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 143 ff.
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aims in mind. Two major motivations for Christine’s work were to improve the situation 
of women, and ultimately to bring peace and stability to war-threatened France.7 Luce 
Irigaray, the twentieth-century philosopher whose work I also study in this dissertation, 
makes claims no less grand. She wishes to  reorganize the way humans relate to each other 
as female and male, building a whole new “world” with all the ontological thickness such 
a concept entails.8 Transformation as a theme is vital to both. There is another reason I 
chose these writers, however, and th a t is th a t both of them use story, myth, and fiction— 
even and especially purposeful re-telling of stories, myths, and fictions—as an important 
means of engaging their philosophical traditions and bringing their readers to a point of 
desiring or envisioning transformation.

Situating my work on Christine de Pizan

Christine de Pizan is a writer for whom the question of tradition and social context, 
along with the possibility of changing what in tradition one finds unsupportable is, as 
I have said, a core issue. One of the concepts of th a t tradition and social context that 
she believed needed to be transformed was the concept of woman. It is not surprising, 
then, tha t much of the conversation surrounding Christine’s work has until recently 
centered on Christine’s ‘defense of women’9 and her attack on the misogynist literary 
tradition of her time. More specifically, attention has centered on the question of whether 
or not Christine is in some sense a “feminist,” “proto-feminist” or “anti-feminist.” The

7One can see these aims in her works like the City and Vision, but also in such books as The Book 
of the Body Politic and Epistle to the Queen of France among many others. I will discuss these below.

8See, for instance, her claim at the beginning of An Ethics of Sexual Difference: “Sexual Difference 
would constitute the horizon of worlds more fecund than  any known to date—at least in the West—and 
without reducing fecundity to the reproduction of bodies and flesh. For loving partners, this would be 
a fecundity of b irth  and regeneration, but also the production of a new age of thought, art, poetry, 
and language...” Luce Irigaray, A n Ethics of Sexual Difference trans. Carolyn Burke and Gillian C. Gill 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), 5.

9This phrase comes from Rosalind Brown-Grant: see the following note.
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responses to  this question have varied widely. Scholars such as Rosalind Brown-Grant,10 
Kevin Brownlee,11 M. Bella Mirabella,12 and Maureen Quilligan13 argue for a vision of 
Christine through feminist lenses, whether they assign the actual word “feminist” to  her 
or not. Others, such as Jody Enders14 and Keiko Nowacka15 argue th a t Christine was a 
feminist by the standards of her time, but we can’t  (and, at least for some writers in this 
category, should not) expect from her th a t she will measure up to today’s standards for 
feminist discourse. Still others, such as Sheila Delany,16 Gustave Lanson,17 and Moneera 
Laennec,18 fault Christine for being mediocre at best, and (at least with Delany and 
Laennec) for employing what they believe are morally or ethically questionable means 
to engage in her work, thus excluding her both from their canon and from what they 
believe may properly be called “feminist.” Added to this is a fourth group represented 
by the likes of Barbara Stevenson,19 th a t have began to say th a t if we begin by asking 
whether Christine was in some sense a feminist, we are asking the wrong question.

This fourth group is approximately where I situate myself in the conversation. Although 
I do believe th a t the philosophical questions of gender and gender-relations typically

10Rosalind Brown-Grant, Christine de Pizan and the Moral Defense o f Women (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1999).

11 Kevin Brownlee, “Christine de Pizan: Gender and the New Vernacular Canon” in Strong Voices, 
Weak History: Early Women Writers and Cannons in England, France and Italy, ed. Pamela Joseph 
Denson and Victoria Kirkham (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005), 99-120.

12M. Bella Mirabella, “Feminist Self-fashioning: Christine de Pizan and ‘The Treasure of the City of 
Ladies,’” The European Journal of Women’s studies 6:1 (1999): 9-20.

13Maureen Quilligan, “The Allegory of Female Authority in Christine de P izan’s Livre de la Cite des 
Dames,” Acta, 18 (1993): 11-41.

14Jody Enders, “The Feminist Mnemonics of Christine de Pizan,” Modern Language Quarterly 55:3 
(1994): 231-250.

15Keiko Nowacka, “Reflections on Christine de Pizan’s ‘Feminism’” Australian Feminist Studies 17:37 
(2002): 81 -  97.

16Sheila Delany, “M others to  Think Back Through: W ho are They? The Ambiguous Example of 
Christine de Pizan” in Medieval Texts and Contemporary Readers (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1987). Reprinted in Christine de P izan’s The Selected Writings o f Christine de Pizan: A Norton Critical 
Edition, Trans. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski and Kevin Brownlee, ed. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski (New 
York: W .W . Norton and Company, 1997), 312-328.

17Gustave Lanson, Histoire de la Literature Française (Paris: 1894), 166-67.
18Moneera Laennec “Unladylike Polemics: Christine de P izan’s Strategies of Attack and Defense” 

Tulsa Studies in W omen’s Literature 12 (1993), 47-59.
19B arbara Stevenson, “Re-visioning the Widow Christine de Pizan” in Crossing the Bridge: Compara

tive Essays on Medieval European and Heian Japanese Women, ed. B arbara Stevenson and Cynthia Ho 
(New York: Palgrave, 2000), 29-44.
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posed by feminist discourse are important, I do not believe they are the most interesting 
questions to ask regarding Christine’s work, nor do I believe tha t the most interesting 
question is whether Christine herself could properly be called a “feminist.” While there 
is much to be gleaned from discussions of th a t nature, and they will certainly have some 
impact on my project here, I believe it is even more important how Christine wrote. I 
am most interested in Christine’s use of literary means to press the philosophical and 
political points about which she cared so deeply. Thus I will argue tha t her real creativity 
and inventiveness lie in her use of fictional creations to argue. It is with these creations 
that she is able to order her imaginative appropriations of the tradition and context in 
which she was situated to find a voice for herself, so as to address the academic and 
political conversation of her time through manipulations of its own stories. It was with 
these th a t she was able to articulate a possible way different than (though still related 
to) the one predominant in the world in which she lived and struggled.20 It was at least 
in part through these stories th a t she attem pted to  argue for the way she thought society 
should be re-shaped.

A second strand relevant to my discussion is the issue of comparing Christine with any 
modern thinker and with Irigaray in particular. On this too there has already been some 
scholarly conversation. In 1991, Maureen Quilligan published a book titled The Allegory 
of Female Authority: Christine de Pizan’s Cité des Dames. W hat is especially interesting 
about Quilligan’s work is that, while she writes on Christine, she does so partly, but 
self-consciously, through the eyes of Irigaray and other psychoanalysts. As she outlines 
in her introduction, she draws the comparison tha t, like Christine, Irigaray and other 
female psychoanalysts work as commentators vis à vis the tradition in which they find 
themselves, responding to the authority posited there by previous (male) authors, which 
they feel they must correct. Thus she argues it is appropriate to use categories and con

20On these and other issues, the work of Helen Solterer and Barbara Newman has been illuminating: 
Helen Solterer, The Master and Minerva: Disputing Women in French Medieval Culture, (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995) and B arbara Newman, God and the Goddesses: Vision, Poetry and 
Belief in the Middle Ages (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003).
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cepts from authors like Irigaray to look at the work of Christine.21 When addressing their 
similarities, Quilligan focuses on the role that the mother plays in both thinkers, though 
her primary engagement is with Christine. She points to the importance of Christine’s 
mother in several of her works, noting places where her mother actually interrupts the 
story as Christine is telling it, either by banging on Christine’s door to wake her or by 
calling her in to dinner. Arguing this has great allegorical importance in Christine’s nar
ratives,22 she notes that Irigaray (and others) have done much work on the relationship of 
mothers and daughters, and that this is a fruitful lens through which to view Christine’s 
narratives. While I do not necessarily agree with all of Quilligan’s conclusions, I do con
cur that there are some similar themes running through the work of both these thinkers 
th a t are worth reading next to each other—th a t is, I try  not to read one through the 
eyes of the other. Quilligan’s book nevertheless offers many insightful contributions to 
any reading of the City of Ladies, whether one is engaging with psychoanalytic thinkers 
or not.

The final strand th a t defines the m atrix of the conversation in which I place this project 
vis a vis Christine is th a t of political thought. In this area too there has been considerable 
scholarly attention given to Christine, as she herself wrote a great deal about politics. 
To cite just a few examples, theorists such as Lori J. Walters,23 Kate Langdon Forhan24 
and Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski25 have paid attention to the politically-inclined work

21Not everyone would agree with this approach. Rosalind Brown-Grant, for example, takes exception 
to such thinking. See Rosalind Brown-Grant, Moral Defense, 120-121.

22See for example Quilligan’s prefatory remarks to her book on the opening scene in the City: Maureen 
Quilligan, The Allegory o f Female Authority (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), xiii.

23Lori J. Walters, “Christine de Pizan, France’s Memorialist Persona, Performance, Memory” Journal 
of European Studies 35 (2005), 29-46.

24Kate Langdon Forhan, The Political Theory of Christine de Pizan (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002).
25Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, “Christine de Pizan and the Political Life in Late Medieval France,” 

in Christine de Pizan: A Casebook, ed B arbara Altm ann and Deborah McGrady (New York: Routledge, 
2003), 9-24.
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of Christine, while others, such as Rosalind Brown G rant,26 Glenda McLeod27 and a 
collaborative essay by Liliane Dulac and Christine Reno28 discuss the political as it is 
developed through Christine’s use of her own life as an exemplum,29 I believe tha t all 
of these approaches are im portant to understanding the many-layered means by which 
Christine attem pts to  engage and transform the social and political scene in which she 
resides, as well as the stories she uses to effect such a transformation, and I will be trying 
to pick up and play on all those various levels of meaning when I engage with Christine’s 
work.

Christine, Irigaray and Transforming M atter

When writers such as Christine and Irigaray begin to tackle aspects of “the tradition” 
handed down to them, what they are identifying and attem pting to refine, undermine, 
or re-define is what they have to work with. They cannot extricate themselves from their 
own time and place, and all the intellectual, emotional and spiritual baggage belonging in

26As Rosalind Brown-Grant writes, “analyzing the Avision  within the generic context of the ‘mirror 
for princes’, rather than  just th a t of autobiography, allows us to understand the text as a unified whole 
in which Christine puts her self-representation as a woman at the service of her political goals. Thus, 
as we shall see, the Avision  is a ‘m irror’ with an im portant difference: here, the model for teaching the 
implied princely reader how to  act in the best interest of his country is Christine herself.” Rosalind 
Brown-Grant, Moral Defense, 90.

27Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive essay” in The Vision o f Christine de Pizan, by Christine de Pizan, 
trans. Glenda McLeod and Charity Cannon Willard (Cambridge: D.S. Brewers, 2005), 135-158.

28Liliane Dulac and Christine Reno, “The Livre de l ’advision Cristine.” in Christine de Pizan: A 
Casebook, ed. B arbara K. A ltm ann (New York: Routledge, 2003), 199-214.

29By exemplum  or exempla I mean here a story or figure th a t is presented as a “mirror” for the reader. 
That is, a story or figure in which the reader is implicitly enjoined to understand th a t story or figure as 
being exemplary, as a model of right action or right interpretation to be imitated. Glenda McLeod in her 
“interpretive essay” on the Vision notes such a pairing: “the book’s presentation of Christine’s evolution 
as a writer offers a key to  France’s political quandary: this narrator [Christine] (and her spiritual and 
intellectual itinerary) are exempla for her audience’s emulation. In the City o f Ladies Christine had 
similarly used her narrative to model a psychological process, there of a woman battling the destructive 
influence of misogynistic authority. In the Vision, Christine likewise models a reorientation to  wisdom 
through misfortune and crisis for the leaders of France. While writing the story of her education, she is 
also tracing a path  for political renewal.” Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive Essay” in Vision, 136. McLeod 
notes as well tha t scholars Christine Reno and Liliane Dulac have called what Christine attem pts in the 
Vision “une expérience morale et intellectuelle implicitement proposée en modèle.” Ibid, 136.
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that time and place carries with it, any more than can the rest of us.30 They cannot simply 
reject their context and the material it provides them, for th a t context is the m atter with 
which they have to work. But they can reflect on their situation and form a response 
which attem pts to transform what they believe desperately needs transforming. To put it 
another way, the m atter with which they (and we all as well) work is hardly immutable, 
even if it may be ornery or stubborn. Though there are meaningful differences between 
the two writers, we will see th a t when we read Christine’s and Irigaray’s work beside 
each other paying attention to  how they each tried to transform the academic, social, 
and political conversations of their days, we will notice many meaningful similarities as 
well.31

One of the first things th a t might strike one upon a side by side reading of two of the 
more well-known works of Christine and Irigaray (the City of Ladies and Speculum of 
the Other Woman) is the similarity of the opening scene of each. These similarities are 
particularly fitting because the two texts in question represent an in-depth look at the 
question what is woman.32 In the City of Ladies we will see how Christine is overwhelmed 
by the force of the misogynist text she picks up to read, and laments the supposed tru th  
of its claims, even against her better judgment. The male-authored text she mentions

30This notion is very Gadamerian, of course, and his influence on my thinking will be made more clear 
below in the next section. See pages 17-21.

31There is a new book just out which deals with an Irigarayian poetics through looking at the work of 
Yves Bonnefoy, Saint-John Perse and Jorie Graham. Though it lies outside (albeit closely outside) my 
immediate project, it does mention Christine in passing in the introduction. In fact, the author names 
Christine and Irigaray as having a similar project, placing Christine in a line of writers she might have 
been surprised to  find herself in: “As with Plato, Christsine [sic] de Pisan, and Nietzsche before her, 
Irigaray’s philosophy is not only interested in psychoanalytic, linguistic, phenomenal and ontological 
descriptions: hers is a philosophy interested in inauguration, a new paraousia she has called it, of a 
world no longer dedicated to reiterations of the Same (an ideological default setting of the masculine as 
normative, feminine as deviant.)” M.F. Simone Roberts, A Poetics o f Being-Two: Irigaray’s Ethics and 
Post-Symbolic Poetry (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2011), 2. Although as I have said, the reference to 
Christine is passing, I see it as a sign tha t Irigaray scholars are beginning to  think of Irigaray’s way of 
thinking as having a particular kind of narrative history, and of placing Christine within tha t history. 
This is also the first time tha t I have seen someone writing on Irigaray specifically mention Christine: 
the other comparisons between them  which I have come across have all come from scholars working in 
the Middle Ages and drawing parallels to  post/m odernity—th a t is, they are writing on Christine, and 
mention Irigaray.

32Which is not to say tha t either definitively claims to answer th a t question, but rather tha t the 
question of what women is occupies an im portant role in the respective texts.
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tells her what women are, outside of any room for response. She even notes that one of 
the texts which trouble her—the Secreta mulierum  or Secrets of Women—threatens its 
male audience with excommunication if they so much as show it to a woman, let alone 
allow women equal voice in defining who they are.33 The narrative-Christine34 comes to 
the conclusion tha t despite all she knows about herself and other women, the learned 
male writers must be right. She rhetorically35 concludes th a t women are the impossible, 
the paradox, literally that which cannot logically be: the “abominable work” of a good 
God.36

The parallels with the beginning of Irigaray’s Speculum of the Other Woman are fas
cinating, and illuminate, at least between the two of them, a shared female experience 
despite the gap of almost six centuries. Irigaray is not present in her own text in the way 
Christine is, and she does not explicitly dramatize the doubt and anguish her reading 
places her in, bu t she too begins her text Speculum of the Other Woman by commenting 
on reading a damaging misogynist text. Likewise, this text upon which she comments 
attem pts to  keep women out of the conversation defining them. In this case, the text in 
question is a (never given but later published) lecture by Freud titled “Femininity.” In 
Speculum, the first voice in Irigaray’s text is not her own, bu t Freud’s, and thus from the 
beginning she has put herself in the position of a person responding—though by nature 
of having given her work a title of her own, she nevertheless manages to reorient even 
this text to her own work and intent. Irigaray quotes Freud:

Ladies and gentlemen... Throughout history people have knocked their heads 
against the riddle of the nature of femininity... Nor will you have escaped 
worrying over this problem—those of you who are men; to those of you who

33Christine de Pizan, The Book of the City o f Ladies, trans. Earl Jeffery Richards (New York: Persea, 
1998), 22.

34I will argue in this work th a t the “Christine” who appears in her texts is not identical to  Christine 
de Pizan, the woman who wrote the texts. She is, as I discuss in my first chapter, a fictionalized persona 
created to help do the narrative work Christine de Pizan the writer was attem pting. For this discussion, 
see chapter one p. 55.

350ne notes she is being not just a little sarcastic here.
36Christine de Pizan, City, 5. This conclusion is, of course, the position which Christine as a writer 

will correct with the material of her book, as I discuss in my first chapter.
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are women this will not apply—you are yourselves the problem.37

To this rather off-putting beginning Irigaray responds,
So it would be a case of you men speaking among yourselves about woman, 
who cannot be involved in hearing or producing a discourse th a t concerns the 
riddle, the logogriph she represents for you. The enigma that is woman will 
therefore constitute the target, the object, the stake, of a masculine discourse, 
of a debate among men, which would not consult, would not concern her. 
Which, ultimately, she is not supposed to  know anything about.38

Irigaray thus places herself as answering a debate th a t will not answer her. It will not 
include her, but rather will attem pt to speak over her head, as though she were not 
there. For the reason that “to those of you who are women this will not apply,” even 
if she manages, metaphorically speaking, to get into the room where Freud lectures, he 
will only acknowledge her presence there long enough to  dismiss it. As with Christine’s 
experience she records in her text, women are not supposed to  know who or what “they” 
are, nor are they supposed to be involved in the conversation defining “them.” Truly, 
these stories both authors tell of the tradition they encounter are stories of damage 
inflicted on a particular group: in this case, women.

As both Irigaray and Christine see the tradition which speaks of women in their contexts, 
tha t tradition has labeled women “the problem” which it will try  to address by and 
in excluding women. While Christine sees responding to such a “problem” as a large 
part of her work, Irigaray sees such a response as itself constituting her work. They 
both, however, take on their projects of inventing new understandings of being woman

37“Mesdames, Messieurs,... Le problème de la féminité vous préoccupe puisque vous être des hommes. 
Pour les femmes qui se trouvent parmi vous, la question ne se pose pas puisqu’elles sont elles-mêmes 
l’énigme dont nous parlons.” Luce Irigaray, Speculum de l’autre fem m e  (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1974), 
9; Speculum o f the Other Woman, trans. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 13. All 
ellipses here are as noted in the text. Gill notes the lecture in question can be found in The Standard 
Edition o f the Complete Psychological Works o f Sigmund Freud, XXII 112-35. See the first footnote in 
the English translation of Speculum.

38 “Il s ’agirait donc pour vous, hommes, de parler entre vous, hommes, de la femme, qui ne peut 
être intéressée par l ’écoute ou la production d ’un discours concernant l ’énigme, le logogriphe, qu’elle 
représente pour vous. Le mytère qu’est la femme constituera donc la visée, l ’objet et l’enjeu d ’un discours 
masculin, d ’un débat entre hommes, qui ne lui ferait pas question, ne la concernerait pas. Dont elle 
n ’aurait à la limite rien à savoir.” Luce Irigaray, Speculum (French), 9; Speculum (English), 13. Emphasis 
in text.
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from the standpoint of engaging the philosophical and literary traditions handed down 
to them, often through re-reading stories. They both excel at retelling that tradition 
in such a way th a t it operates as a mirror into which women may look and begin to 
understand themselves not only as individuals, but as members of a wider social and 
political community in which they may, and should, take part. They even include stories 
telling how or when this has been accomplished. Speculum is, of course, the Latin word 
for mirror (a word with a long tradition) from which idea Irigaray takes the title of her 
book,39 and Christine too picks up the concept and image of the mirror in her City of 
Ladies', it is the tool th a t Lady Reason carries, which she claims will give “clear self- 
knowledge”40 for any who look into it. Both Irigaray and Christine attem pt to offer such 
a mirror with their work, even while their means of offering it and the material they 
gather from which they hope to entice a true reflection differs.

As we will see, their emphasis on knowledge gained by looking into the metaphorical 
“mirror” of their work leads to an emphasis on social transformation th a t pervades both 
of their writings.41 While it is nothing new th a t stories have been written and read to help

39In an interview with Elizabeth Hirsh and Gary A. Olson, Irigaray comments “Speculum has as 
its subtitle de l ’autre femme, and i t ’s true tha t I was imprudent [in so titling it]. W ith this title and 
subtitle I meant two things. Almost everybody understood the term  “speculum” as simply the term 
‘m irror.’ But the title evokes much more than  this: i t ’s an allusion to those European works (I’m no 
longer sure of exactly what era) tha t speak of the “speculum mundi”—tha t is, the ‘mirror of the world.’ 
I t ’s not simply a question of a mirror in which one sees oneself, but of the way in which i t ’s possible 
to give an account of the world within a discourse: a mirror of the world.” See “Je-Luce Irigaray: 
A Meeting with Luce Irigaray” in JAC 16:3. (2006). This interview may also be accessed at: h t tp :  
/ / w w w .jacw eb .o rg /A rch ived_vo lum es/T ex t_artic les/V 16_I3_H irsh_01son_Irigaray .htm I would 
argue th a t Irigaray’s and Christine’s m utual use of a concept like “m irror” is another mark of the 
commonalities between them, and the similarities of the tradition(s) from which they both draw to 
produce their work.

40 “Si saiches de vray qu’il n ’est quelconques personne qui s ’i mire, quel que la criature soit, qui 
clerement ne se cognoisse.” ; “I would have you know truly  th a t no one can look into this mirror, no 
m atter what kind of creature, without achieving clear self-knowledge.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 627; 
City, 9.

41I will develop this argument in chapter six. For now I will note th a t the tone of such social trans
formation is very different for Christine than  it is for Irigaray. The most immediate and obvious aspect 
of tha t difference is Irigaray’s belief tha t the required social transform ation centers on a re-definition 
of the genders and their relations, out of which transform ation any further social progress must flow, 
while Christine views better relations between the genders as only one point among several tha t she is 
aiming for, and not even the most im portant one. Her greatest aim is a peaceful society with responsible 
government.

http://www.jacweb.org/Archived_volumes/Text_articles/V16_I3_Hirsh_01son_Irigaray.htm
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lead people to  self-transformation—something commented upon as early as in the work 
of Aristotle42—Christine and Irigaray both seem to  go one step further. They want to 
link self-transformation with social-transformation, or, in Irigaray’s case, transformation 
of the world.43 I hope to take what I learn from them and show how philosophical 
fiction primes the imagination for relating microcosm to macrocosm: self-transformation 
to social-transformation through our ability as beings able to  use a hermeneutical and 
conceptually-generative tool like world-building/creating through fiction.

Hans-Georg Gadamer and Dialogue

And now we are come to  the core of my work. Here, I must momentarily change tone and 
use “confessional” language: I wish to make clear the convictions th a t led me to take on 
this project, and which permeate the work as a whole, so th a t it will come as no surprise 
when arguments arising out of those convictions surface in my final chapter. When I 
decided almost half way through my undergraduate career to abandon the previous course 
of study I had decided on—teaching middle-and-high school students with emotional 
and behavioral problems—and take the path of philosophy instead, it was due to the 
conviction th a t philosophical practice was particularly capable of forming and asking 
several im portant questions that I felt needed to be raised for public discussion. I wanted 
to look at the macro level, in the hopes of doing more good than I could do by helping 
the few students who would end up in my classroom, already deeply wounded by the 
time they reached me. I decided there must be a better way: I wanted to be able to 
be more active and conscious about shaping the world th a t was shaping the children 
I had seen (and all of us as well). The questions in which I was interested had to do 
with the nature of human experience and how to shape the experiences th a t shape us,

42I will cover this in my sixth chapter: see pp. 279-281.
43Christine makes this link through the princes transforming themselves: not the average Jehanne/Jean 

reader (if such a reader existed). Irigaray is more democratic with her self-to-social transformation 
connections. I discuss this a t some length in chapter six: see pp. 271-273.
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in order to form a better world. I was convinced this was possible many different ways, 
but the way to which I felt called was writing fiction, and I saw in philosophical practice 
the possibility for reflective tools to hone my fiction practice, and to share those tools 
with others so inclined. As I indicated at the opening of this introduction, I came to 
philosophy with the understanding th a t fiction can tell tru th  and change lives. I wasn’t 
sure how th a t was so, or why, but th a t had been my experience both as a writer and 
a reader, and I found a sympathetic interlocutor in the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer. 
Specifically and first, in Gadamer’s thought I was able to see a framework upon which this 
experience of fiction-speaking-life-changing-truth fit. In reading Gadamer, I also gained 
other intellectual frameworks th a t intuitively made sense to  me, even though I sometimes 
disagreed with the details and my ultimate focus is perhaps different than his. I will take a 
moment to identify those now, as they make im portant contributions to this dissertation.

To begin with, Gadamer’s insistence tha t all understanding is already interpretation and 
application44 made sense to me and is something I have consciously assumed in my own 
reading and writing. His notion of coming to understanding through dialogue45 fit with 
my own manner of learning and interactions, in particular with students, and is, I hope, 
evident in the way I present my research. That Christine presents her own learning often 
in the form of dialogue has only strengthened this association. Gadamer’s emphasis on 
goodwill, hospitality, and putting one’s own beliefs at risk to truly engage with the other46

44Gadamer appropriates an insight from the Romantics when he writes, “Interpretation is not an 
occasional, post facto supplement to understanding; rather, understanding is always interpretation, and 
hence interpretation is the explicit form of understanding. In accordance with this insight, interpretive 
language and concepts were recognized as belonging to  the inner structure of understanding.” To this 
he adds in the next paragraph, “In the course of our reflections we have come to see tha t understanding 
always involves something like applying the text to be understood to  the interpreter’s present situation. 
Thus we are forced to  go one step beyond romantic hermeneutics, as it were, by regarding not only 
understanding an interpretation, but also application as comprising one unified process.” Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, Truth and Method, 307 and 308 respectively.

45As he writes, “the hermeneutic phenomenon too implies the primacy of dialogue and the structure 
of question and answer.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 369. This position is developed from 
about page 362-379 of Truth and Method, and I will return to  a discussion of it in my sixth chapter.

46Gadamer discusses how one proceeds in dialogue with an other in Truth and Method and again in his 
“Reply to Jacques Derrida.” In the la tter he states more succinctly, “one does not go about identifying the 
weaknesses of what another person says in order to prove th a t one is always right, but one seeks instead 
as far as possible to strengthen the o ther’s viewpoint so th a t what the other person has to say becomes
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appealed to my sense of how humans should act, even if I did not find it an accurate 
description of the way things generally are. His claim th a t there are multiple forms of 
knowledge, and multiple forms truth-telling takes47 resonated with my own experience 
and became a cornerstone of my philosophical project. And his ability to comfortably 
name human finitude48 without using th a t as a mask for intellectual or spiritual laziness 
spoke to my own understanding of what being human meant, with all that th a t entails 
for our ability to understand. He had a love of poetry and art. Moreover, he could speak 
of art broadly as a means of raising philosophically and socially important questions 
without thereby erasing the art he was discussing.49 All this deepened my appreciation 
of his work. Here, I thought, was a good set of tools with which to begin readying my own 
philosophical garden. I did not (and do not) think he adequately developed his notion 
of tradition. I would, for example, have liked him to talk more about what to do with 
or about negative aspects of a tradition. Nevertheless, the understanding that human 
life comes already embedded in a historical situation and is shaped50 by the forces of
illuminating.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Reply to Jacques Derrida” in Dialogue and Deconstruction: The 
Gadamer-Derrida Encounter, ed. Diane P. Michelfelder and Richard Palm er (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1989), 55. For his discussion in Truth and Method see his section “The Model of 
Platonic Dialogue” 362-369.

47I develop this position momentarily below.
48As for instance when he says during a section specifically critiquing the Enlightenment, “The over

coming of all prejudices, this global demand of the Enlightenment, will itself prove to be a prejudice, and 
removing it opens the way to an appropriate understanding of the finitude which dominates not only 
our hum anity bu t also our historical consciousness.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 276.

49In a 1993 interview with Carsten D utt, Gadamer, speaking about poetry, states, “You cannot para
phrase a poem. You cannot substitute something else for it... when a work of art truly takes hold of us, 
it is not an object tha t stands opposite us which we look a t in hope of seeing through it to an intended 
conceptual meaning. Just the reverse. The work is an Ereignis—an event th a t ‘appropriates us’ into 
itself. I t  jolts us, it knocks us over, and sets up a world of its own into which we are drawn.” Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, “Aesthetics” in Gadamer in Conversation, ed. and trans. Richard Palmer (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2001), 71. Gadamer here also brings up the notion of memorizing, (since one “cannot 
paraphrase a poem”) though he does not comment much on it. However, we will see in chapter six that 
this has a similar ring to  Christine’s practice regarding memory, as well as my thoughts on world building 
when I return  to this quotation in its larger context.

50Gadam er tells D utt in a different interview, also in 1993, th a t “the thesis I propose, namely, th a t in 
every case this [understanding—AC] happens in a particular historical situation and tha t the tradition 
poses questions and points the way to  answers, in no way entails tha t the tradition is some kind of 
‘supersubject.’ No, the conversation with the tradition is a genuine conversation, a conversation in 
which the one who is encountering the word plays an active role. The language of the interpretation 
is his or her language, not just ‘the language of the tex t,’ whose implications of meaning he or she is 
seeking to  unfold. In this respect the interpretation of the tradition, of what has been handed down 
to us, is never a  mere repetition of its words but rather a new creation of the understanding that 
achieves determ inate expression in the words tha t interpret it.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Hermeneutics”
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a tradition or traditions in which th a t life participates (and also helps to shape) is a 
notion tha t I believe holds true, and th a t grounds my own conceptions of how to more 
deliberately, and positively, shape the ‘world.’

Although these threads I have laid are not meant to provide a full outline of Gadamer’s 
work, they do form the background of my own thinking. My understanding of how philo
sophical practice should proceed begins and ends in exploring and explicating embodied 
experience. Further to th a t point, my understanding of what (human) embodied experi
ence entails begins and ends with hermeneutically attuned participation and embedded
ness in a communally and phenomenologically constructed world.51 This world stretches 
across time, space, and what we call history, placing us all in interrelated contexts into 
which we are born, but which we also shape through our interactions and our dialogue 
(or poly-logue) with each other, and with our world(s). Anyone who has read Gadamer’s 
work will likely recognize this as a playful though non-identical mimesis of several of his 
concepts, with tradition and conversation being two of the most obvious.52
in Gadamer in Conversation, 51-52.

51By ‘world’ here, I am speaking of the humanly-constructed mental, emotional and spiritual means 
tha t allow us the ability to  perceive and organize our experiences in such a way tha t we can make 
sense of those experiences, of ourselves, and of our relationships to each other and our environments. 
‘World’ is the way in which we perceptually interpret what we experience. The means which ‘world’ 
constitutes come partly always already given to  us by tradition and partly  are things we give ourselves 
as we further learn and live, communally. ‘W orld’ is thus always both personal, since we ourselves add 
elements to its construction, and also communal, since we gain the m aterial and notions of how it should 
be constructed from tradition as well as from continually gaining feedback from and adapting to our 
interactions with others and our environments. This becomes all the more obvious when something 
‘goes wrong’ in the process of day-to-day world-construction. We sometimes say of someone who has 
dementia or some other form of severe mental illness tha t they ‘are in their own world.’ They have lost 
the ability, or it has become severely limited, to  continue communally constructing their world, in the 
sense of getting communal feedback and adaptations from those around them. The ‘world’ in which they 
live still has elements of previous communal construction, bu t seems to have lost its present elasticity 
to receptively engage in the communal aspects of world construction. It seems to  be, in a sense, only 
their world. Most of my discussion in this work will deal not primarily with ‘world’ as this means, but 
rather with fictionalized world-construction, which is concerned not with the experiences one has, but the 
experiences one could have. I do discuss the notion of ‘world’ somewhat in my third  and sixth chapters 
(see pp. 149-154 and 291-298).

520 n e  m ust also, of course, acknowledge Heidegger’s influence (specifically in the notion of “world”), as 
it comes down to  me through Gadamer, and through my own reading of Heidegger. Although Heidegger 
was centuries after Christine and is consequently absent in her work, he is one of Irigaray’s primary 
philosophical interlocutors, and so aspects of his work as well will inevitably be present in some sense in 
this text.
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Gadamer’s work is also a large part of the beginning point of my own readerly practice. 
I see texts and myself as a reader involved in a form of mutual questioning where I as 
the reader question the text even as it questions me: both of us call for an account of 
the other. I have found tha t the act of reading a text evokes a form of textual play, the 
conversation into which we as reader-and-read enter. Gadamer maintains th a t works of 
art can transform us,53 and I agree: th a t is in some sense the orienting compass of this 
thesis. Gadamer has also helped me understand th a t texts-and this is especially the case 
with works of fiction-as works of art pose questions to me, not in some general way, 
but concretely, where I am situated.54 These are questions th a t I am only able to hear 
and understand through my historical situatedness and likewise the ‘answer’ I shape in 
response to their questioning call I am only able to create with the materials I have as 
part of th a t situation. Thus I agree with Gadamer’s formulation of the creative work 
involved in understanding: “understanding is not merely a reproductive but always a 
productive activity as well... we understand in a different way i f  we understand at all.”55 
This claim makes sense to  me even more (and differently!) after having read Christine, 
for whom, as we will see, understanding a text differently is often her explicit starting 
point when she undertakes to re-present an authoritative text for her readers. This is 
also, though again in a different way, true of Irigaray.56

Outline of M y Argum ent

Before I proceed to a more specific outline of the parts of my argument in this dissertation, 
I will offer a brief description of what I mean by the words “fiction” and “fictionalization,”

53 “In the experience of art we see a genuine experience (Erfahrung) induced by the work, which does 
not leave him who has it unchanged...” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 100. Brackets in text.

54I am not making the claim here tha t they are necessarily good art, and any claim they make on the 
reader to  pay heed must, of course, be evaluated alongside their artistic worth, among other factors. But 
such is not the topic of this dissertation.

55Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 296-297. G adam er’s emphasis.
56One can see this in particular for example in her Ethics o f Sexual Difference. I discuss Irigaray’s 

reading and writing style at some length in chapter three. See in particular p. 149.
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as well as venturing a distinction between two functions fiction can perform in fiction- 
mediated philosophy. First, unless I qualify the term  in a specific instance, when I use 
the word “fiction” or “fictionalization” in this dissertation I mean it in a very broad sense 
as being a description of something that is not actual in the physical world in which we 
exist. Lest this too easily or quickly be misconstrued, let me say right here th a t I am not 
tying such a conception of “fiction” to a correspondence theory of truth . In other words, 
the fact th a t something is not “actual” does not make it false. Rather, as Christine herself 
says, “it is not a lie or a fable to speak according to metaphor which does not exclude 
tru th .”57 Fictions or fictionalizations may thus be anything ranging from a full-blown 
“new” story to “old” stories or histories re-written, narrative figures, personae, textual 
voices, or metaphors.

In terms of fiction-mediated philosophy, a distinction is also in order here: “Fiction” 
and “fictionalizations” may have a rhetorical-persuasive function in a philosophy text, 
or they may have a structural-hermeneutical function. Both functions are important and 
they may operate in tandem, though the first does not require the second.58 The first, 
fiction or fictionalization used as a means of rhetorical persuasion hangs on fiction’s 
ability to  convince its audience by means of an affective appeal or a deductive argument 
that begins from some premise of commonly held opinion59 thereby leading them to 
sympathize with the claims one is making. In fulfilling its rhetorical-persuasive function 
in philosophy, fiction is used as an illustrative means of exemplifying a point in such a 
way th a t it deductively draws on the audience’s experience and emotions in the hopes 
of leading them to further identify with or assent to the point being made. This is a 
legitimate and at times even necessary function. It is a different though analogous form

57 “si n ’est mençonge, ne fable, a parler selon methafore, qui pas ne m et vérité fore.” Christine in her 
M utation of Fortune. I cite this quote again in its larger context in my first chapter. For th a t context 
see Christine de Pizan, Mutation, 102; Mutacion, 41-42; lines 1025-1037 or my discussion in chapter one, 
p. 37.

581 would say it seems the second requires the first, though.
59This is often done by means of an enthymeme.
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of demonstration than, for example, formal logic, but it is demonstration nevertheless.60 
A philosopher must decide for him or herself which form of demonstration to use (or, 
indeed, whether to use more than one) in constructing her or his argument(s). This is 
why I use the phrase “fiction-mediated” philosophy, or the somewhat less cumbersome 
“fiction as philosophy.”

These terms also apply to the second half of the distinction I made above, though in a 
different way. While rhetorical-persuasive fiction is meant to  convince its audience affec
tively, fiction can also function in a way I would term “structural-hermeneutical.” Though 
I hint at this in my third chapter, and one can see glimpses of it in my various chapters 
on Christine (one, two, four, and five), this function is not developed in detail until my 
final, sixth, chapter. This kind of fiction or fictionalization is more robust than the first. 
It constitutes a “science” proper: a “way of knowing”61 (not just a way of convincing). 
Used in this manner, it is a means by which we investigate and order our thinking to
ward understanding. This way of doing fiction-mediated philosophy is dependent on the 
concept of constructing possibilities through the process of world-building/generating.62 
In chapters three and six I refer to this as “utopic work,” coming out of my discussion 
of the role of utopic thinking in social critique and transformation. Here I have called 
it “structural-hermeneutical” because we have not yet walked through my arguments 
discussing the concept of utopias and what constitutes utopic work proper,63 and to 
recapitulate them  here only in brief and without the background of Christine’s and Iri- 
garay’s works on which I draw in the chapters leading up to it would risk a misstep. 
Thus I say here “structural” because it is a way of ordering one’s thinking by means of 
investigating a situation or idea outside the confines of the actual, and I say “hermeneu
tical” because it has to do with constructing understanding. To venture briefly stating

60I am drawing, of course, on Aristotelian notions here.
611 am using “knowing” here not in the sense of “knowing something certainly” but in the sense of 

“investigatory means.”
62The concept of possibilities and its grounding in the notion of a poetics also grows out of Aristotle’s 

works, though I approach it through an engagement with Gadamer-reading-Aristotle. See pp. 301-304.
63These arguments can be found in chapter six, pp. 298-301.
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my claim, there are some ways of coming to understanding th a t we can only reach in 
the realm of fiction—the realm of what is not currently actual—because we cannot see a 
way forward through what we understand as potential within the coniines of the current 
situation. This too, like the discursive “rhetorical-persuasive” I mentioned above is a 
form of fiction and fictionalization th a t fiction-mediated philosophy takes.

The argument I develop in this dissertation may be split into four parts, which I will lay 
out in brief here at the end of my introduction. In my first chapter, I examine portions 
of two of Christine’s narrative works, the Mutation of Fortune and the City of Ladies, in 
order to trace Christine’s response to the allegations raised by authorities tha t women 
are incapable, imperfect with respect to men, and often base. I give the outlines of 
how Christine frames her own response as a woman, claiming first a fictitious-but-still- 
true change of her sex and then re-telling the history of women in a way that valorizes 
the feminine sex itself. I recount how she undertakes this revalorization through re-told 
stories tha t have been shaped “appropriately” by the three goddess figures who appear 
to her narrative persona “Christine” and show the reader how one may create rhetorical 
difference from one’s sources and tradition to effect a better and more appropriate self- 
understanding.

In my second chapter, I examine Christine’s use of a particular figure in her City of 
Ladies, Semiramis, to have an in-depth look at Christine’s hermeneutical practice of 
inventive writing via integumenta,64 Building on her use of images as a way of knowing, 
I then detail Christine’s complex interactions with Aristotelian tenets as she presents 
them in the opening scene of her Vision in service of philosophical transformation of the 
operative gender conceptions of her day. I end with a discussion of her use of metaphors 
and images to argue for specifically political actions and transformations.

64Integumenta, in a medieval context, are stories read in a philosophical manner for their inner, veiled 
meaning.
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Chapter three operates as my interlude th a t is meant to imitate and encapsulate the 
movement of the work as a whole. Through exploring the writings of contemporary 
philosopher Luce Irigaray, I show how philosophically fictionalized practices in our time 
in some ways mirror the practices I described Christine using in the first two chapters. 
They also reflect tools and practices th a t we will see operative in Christine’s writing in 
the course of chapters four and five. Being separated by more than six hundred years, 
Christine and Irigaray do not use the same tools or practices, but several of their tools 
and practices do bear a family resemblance. Setting the two writers beside each other 
allows us to examine from different angles the particular means by which they accomplish 
their work in their different contexts. In the first part of the chapter I show how Irigaray 
makes use of elemental images and metaphors as modes of knowing aimed at conceptual 
transformation. I then follow her work theorizing intersubjective relations via re-tellings 
of ‘old’ stories as examples of her dystopic65 description of those stories’ representation 
of the relations between women and men. Finally, in the last section I explore Irigaray’s 
conceptually utopic66 world-generative work, examining her use of stories and voices she 
puts forward as ways of describing what could be, a possible social transformation of 
intersubjective relations to work towards.

My fourth chapter returns to the fifteenth century and Christine’s work. In it, I recount 
Christine’s narrative practice along with her understanding of allegoresis, allegorical read
ing, and the practices of memory associated with it. I show how Christine understands 
the proper reading of stories as a form of educative memory practice to  be of vital impor
tance for the princes of her day, noting th a t memory, memoria, was supposed to constitute 
the building blocks of ethical knowledge. I show in particular th a t Christine understood

65I use the word “dystopic” here as related to a “dystopia,” namely, the opposite of a utopia. My 
understanding of the concept of utopia, as we will see both in chapter three and chapter six, is founded 
on the w riting/creating utopias (and dystopias) as a means of commentary on one’s current historical 
situation. Which is to say, they are fundamentally a form of social critique. See pages 298-301.

66By “utopic” I am not saying “utopian.” W hat I mean by this distinction will become clear in chapter 
three and to a much larger extent in my discussion of utopic work in chapter six. See pp. 284-289 and 
298-301.
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herself to have a vocation to create “veiled” stories— integumenta—specifically for the 
princes’ memory and ethical formation.

In my fifth chapter, I show that Christine understood the “proper reading” of veiled 
stories was necessary for the education of the princes not only to transform themselves 
ethically, but also for realizing the type of societal transformation and reorientation to
ward a state of peace. Walking those princes through an explanation of Aristotelian 
causality via a fictionalized conversation between her narrative persona and “Lady Opin
ion,” Christine proves to her readers that the causes of their actions reside within their 
own choices and sensible power. Finally, through a conversation with Lady Philosophy 
herself, Christine aims to give her readers, the political powers of France, the tools they 
need for prudent action in particular circumstances: ethical knowledge th a t allows them 
not only the tools necessary for proper self-formation, but also knowledge of how to act 
to make necessary changes in their world, thereby addressing the peril of their realm.

In my sixth and final chapter, I briefly compare the work of Christine and Irigaray on the 
question of what constitutes human nature and on their conception of the social, since 
both concepts are intricately related to my project. Then, building on the fundamentally 
interpretive work of perceiving, I show how Gadamer’s notion of tradition as something 
we are both shaped by and ourselves shape, allows us room to change the way we think 
and act in the world through an interaction with the very context out of which we come. 
Following Gadamer’s description of the notion of tru th  in art and his engagement with 
Aristotle on tragedy, which work I relate to both Christine’s and Irigaray’s writings, I 
explore ethical self-formation as instigated by a work of art, connecting this self-formation 
with knowledge of how to act properly in the world. I describe in relation to Gadamer’s 
commentary on Aristotle’s Poetics how the “possible” and its utopic work are meant to 
be inextricably tied to  the context out of which they arose, as a means of criticizing that 
very context. I illustrate my point with some of Irigaray’s writings. Along the way I show 
th a t philosophical fiction is not an ethically neutral means of working, and briefly give
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an example of a negative use of philosophical fiction while also discussing the positive 
examples I have already outlined.

Finally, taking Christine’s own life and writing practice as an exemplum , I use my epilogue 
as a way to narratively reflect my own argument. In it, I hold up my own fiction-mirror 
to what I have been trying to claim in the academic prose of my chapters. I present you, 
my readers, with a story.

In writing this introduction, I am reminded th a t one never knows where one will end up 
when one starts down a road.67 The direction may appear set at first, but all sorts of 
pitfalls, obstacles and even exciting discoveries can change the course one takes. Christine 
understood this well. Echoing Dante, she used the metaphor of journeying along a path 
for the process of learning.68 Let us now proceed along th a t path, though it may at 
times become rocky, bringing along as guides and companions the figures of Christine 
and Irigaray, and calling on Gadamer for support in those terrains where the interpretive 
maneuvers required are particularly difficult. This path  is, as Christine and Dante both 
indicated, a path through the wilds in which one may meet all manner of frightening 
creatures. Such a path requires the guidance of long study, but the process of walking it 
is, in the end, what strengthens the imagination and our conceptual “muscles.” May the 
road rise to meet us.

67Said with a nod, of course, to Tolkien.
68She develops this in her Path o f Long Learning, which I discuss in chapter four. See pages 174-193; 

in particular, pp. 184-185.



Chapter 1

R eading and W riting: 
C hristine’s C onstruction o f Textual M eaning

“ Come back to yourself, recover your senses, and do not trouble yourself over 
such absurdities. ”69

Although there has been much work done on Christine de Pizan in the last thirty years, 
one area of her work tha t has not been largely commented on is her use of fiction and 
fictive figures to do the work of philosophy. This is not surprising, as it is only recently 
th a t Christine has really begun to be noticed as a philosophical writer.70 Given the three 
mediums she most often wrote in—narrative visions, political treatises, and poetry—it 
is equally unsurprising th a t her non-traditional interactions with philosophy and philo
sophical texts have heretofore remained out of focus while other concerns, such as her 
work on gender and her political and poetic accomplishments, have taken center stage. 
Yet even in the fields of gender relations, political theorizing and poetic creation, Chris
tine shows her ability as a philosophical thinker, indeed, as I will show, as a philosopher 
proper. And she does so primarily through the guise of fiction.71

69Christine de Pizan (in the mouth of Lady Reason), City o f Ladies, 8.
70In her seminal two-volume work on the concept of woman as it develops through history, Sister 

Prudence Allen makes a telling observation about the way Christine has been received, even as of late. 
She devotes an entire chapter to Christine’s work and quips towards the beginning of tha t chapter, “While 
many texts authored by Christine de Pizan have in the last couple of decades become well known to 
scholars of literature, she has remained relatively unknown to philosophers. This lack of recognition is 
unfortunate because Christine de Pizan is the first woman author who dem onstrated a consistent ability 
to engage in philosophical argum entation.” Sister Prudence Allen, The Concept of Woman vol I I  (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002), 539.

711 use the term  “fiction,” as well as “fictionalization” when speaking of work Christine does in her 
various visions and fabulous tales: her telling of stories, her building of fictional cities and dream-journeys 
throughout the world, her creation and use of personae and figures such as Ladies Reason, Rectitude, 
Justice, Fortune, Nature, Libera, Opinion, Philosophy, and many others. Of course “fiction” is a term 
recognizable to  audiences now, and Christine does not tend to speak of “fiction” as such (though she 
does occasionally speak of “fictions,” as in her Vision where, while relating the charge to  write th a t Lady 
N ature gave her, she speaks of creating “soubz fictions delictables et morales” Advision, 110; I discuss 
tha t charge a t length in my fourth chapter, see pp. 195-200.) Rather, Christine usually prefers to talk 
about “dire de parole couverte”—speaking by means of veiled speech—tha t is, speaking by integumenta, 
under the cover of stories or fictions.

28
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Much of what I would consider Christine’s philosophical writing takes place in her fic
tionalized visions and dream-visions in the form of narrated dialogues. Those narrations 
do not comprise the whole or even the majority of her work, since she undertakes a good 
deal of non-narrative treatises as well.72 Nevertheless, narration and fictionalized dia
logues tha t take place in dreams or visions remain an important and central part of her 
oeuvre. Consequently, though I will refer at times to her later and more openly political 
works, I will focus most of my attention here on her narrative texts: specifically, the Path 
of Long Study, the Mutation of Fortune, the Book of the City of Ladies, and the Vision. 
These are not her only narrative works. I will also refer at times to her Letter of Othea 
to Hector and I should also mention her Letter of the God of Love, the Tale of the Rose 
and her Book of Three Virtues, as well as such poetic works as the Duke of True Lovers 
and the Tale of Poissy.73 The four I have chosen to focus on are, however, the allegorical 
works to which we still have access in which she most keenly develops her philosophical 
concepts.

A brief word on the topic of medieval allegory and the practice of allegoresis is in order 
before I proceed in this chapter, and indeed this dissertation. The term  “allegory” is noto
riously difficult to precisely define,74 but Christine is typically understood to be working

72For example, see her Book o f the Body Politic and Book of Peace, both of which I will occasionally 
draw from in this work. See for example p. 269.

73 All of these are extant and available, though not all have been translated—the Path of Long Study 
in particular, which I will address at length in chapter four, has yet to be translated in its entirety. For 
the other works, see Thelma Fenster and Mary Carpenter Erler, ed. and trans. Poems of Cupid, God 
of Love: Christine de Pizan’s, “Epistre au dieu d ’Am ours” and “Dit de la Rose”; Thomas Hoccleve’s 
“The Letter o f Cupid”; with George Sewell’s “The Proclamation o f Cupid” (New York: E.J. Brill, 1990.) 
See also Charity Cannon Willard and Eric Hicks, Christine de Pizan: Le Livre des trois vertus, edition 
critique Bibliothèque du XVesiècle (Paris: Champion, 1989.) For the Duke o f True Lovers see: Christine 
de Pizan, The Book of the Duke o f True Lovers trans. Thelm a S. Fenster and Nadia Margolis (New 
York: Persea, 1991). The Epistre Othea has recently been published in a critical addition: see Christine 
de Pizan, Epistre Othea: Edition critique par Gabriella Parussa (Genève: Droz, 1999) and there is an 
English translation that came out prior to the critical edition: see Christine de Pizan’s Letter of Othea 
of Hector trans. Jane Chance (Newburyport: Focus Information Group, 1990).

74Scholar Suzanne Conklin Akbari has aptly noted, “Perhaps it is appropriate th a t a genre based 
on the ability of the word to signify more than one thing should itself resist being limited to a single 
definition.” Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing through the Veil: Optical Theory and Medieval Allegory 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), 8. Conklin Akbari also explores Christine’s allegorical 
practice in particular in her essay “The Movement from Verse to Prose in the Allegories of Christine 
de Pizan” in Poetry, Knowledge and Community in Late Medieval France, ed. Rebecca Dixon and Finn
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and writing allegorically in her primarily narrative works, such as I deal with in these 
chapters.75 The focus of my thesis is not on the structure of allegory as such, however, 
but on Christine’s use of allegorical reading in her texts: the practice of allegoresis. Thus 
I will be concerned primarily with the hermeneutical movements she undertakes in order 
to produce new meaning from old stories—as well as making stories of her own that can 
also be read allegorically, and as authoritative points from which to start when thinking 
about a particular topic under consideration.76

Christine’s use of fictionalized narrative, however, is not self-explanatory. It is legitimate 
to ask, why fiction? Why use something tha t is fictionalized to make a philosophical 
point? As we will see, Christine is motivated by three circumstances, two of which are 
m atters of social expectation and one th a t is a m atter of philosophical intention.77 First, 
as a woman writing in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Europe, Christine lacked 
the cultural authority to speak as a philosopher. Never having attended any university 
or received any formal position as a student of some master, she did not possess the 
necessary legitimation to be recognized as one who could or should speak on philosoph
ical matters. Second, and likely as a result of the first expectation, Christine built a 
prior reputation as a poet and thereby was able to use the properly poetic justification 
of speaking tru ths—even philosophical ones—under the cover of fiction. Writing as a 
poet under cover, sub integumento was a recognized means of conveying truth , and was 
therefore one avenue nominally open to her if she could prove her poetic ability and

Sinclair (Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2008), 136-148). I discuss this later in chapter four. See pp. 
196-197.

751 am speaking in particular of those four works of Christine’s which I address most often in this 
dissertation: her Mutation, her Path, her City and her Vision. I t is also worth noting tha t Christine 
herself uses the term  “allegorie” in her Epistre Othea as part of her tripartite  division of the work: texte, 
glose and allegorie for each of the 100 vignettes she presents as part of tha t work.

76For a discussion of the complexity surrounding allegorical practices, see Suzanne Conklin Akbari, 
Seeing Through, particularly 7-15, which presents an overview of recent work on the concept of medieval 
allegory. For a  discussion of how allegory was also used by medieval theologians as a means of reading 
Scripture, see Henri de Lubac’s chapter “Allegory, Sense of the Faith” in Medieval Exegesis vol I I  trans. 
Mark Sebanc (Grand Rapids, Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co, 1998), 83-125.

77Christine’s reasons will not be the same as every other philosopher who uses fiction, though there 
will be some similarities.
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philosophical understanding.78 More importantly and finally, stories and fictionalizations 
themselves have literary advantages attractive to a writer with Christine’s philosophical 
intentions. Guiding the audience through the text, the writer (here Christine) is not only 
able to outline convincing arguments through narrative means, but more importantly to 
bring her audience to respond affectively. She wants to convince them  to change the way 
they act. It is mainly for these reasons th a t Christine employs fictionalization to do her 
philosophical work.

In this chapter, I will look a t Christine’s struggle with the context in which she is situated, 
and how she used fictionalized means to resist the misogynistic understandings of women 
so prevalent in the literary tradition. Using many of the intellectual tools th a t were 
available to scholars in her century, she will show her reader a different way to read and 
a different way to construct textual meaning, re-defining the concept of woman through 
revising stories from previous authoritative sources.

First, some background. Christine de Pizan was an Italian-born woman who lived and 
wrote in France in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century. By her own account 
she showed a marked preference for study even early in life, though her mother was 
against it, wishing more “feminine” pursuits for her daughter.79 She was married at the 
age of fifteen in 1380 to Etienne de Castel, a man her father had chosen who seemed 
a good match.80 They had three children, only two of whom lived into adulthood. Of 
her marriage Christine always spoke positively and lovingly, calling herself “lucky” and

78I will cover Christine’s use of integumenta extensively in chapter two.
79Lady Rectitude reminds Christine-the-narrator th a t “[t]he feminine opinion of your mother, however, 

who wished to keep you busy with spinning and silly girlishness, following the common custom of women, 
was the major obstacle to your being more involved in the sciences.” ; “Mais l’oppinion femenine de ta  
mere, qui te couloit occupper en fillasses selonc l ’usaige commun des femmes, fu cause de l’empeschement 
que ne fus en ton enffance plus avant boutee es sciences et plus en parfont.” Christine de Pizan, The 
Livre de la Cité des Dames by Christine de Pizan: A Critical Edition  ed. and trans. Maureen C, Curnow,
2 vols., PhD thesis, (Vanderbildt University, 1975), 875; City, 154-155.

80See Christine de Pizan, The Vision of Christine de Pizan, trans. Glenda McLeod and Charity Cannon 
Willard (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 93.
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likening her husband to a capable captain of a ship.81 Life seemed to be going well and 
for ten years she enjoyed her happiness, but the death in 1380 of the king Christine’s 
father had served—Charles V—had already set in motion a chain of events that brought 
misfortune on the Pizan-Castel household, as well indeed all of France.

Though it was a decade before Christine says “Lady Fortune” turned against her and 
her family, when it happened the change was swift and devastating. In 1387 or 1388, 
Christine’s father died, leaving behind little for the family to support itself. Then in 1390 
only shortly after her father’s death, Christine’s own husband fell ill while on a mission 
with King Charles VI, and also died. The monarchy itself was in little less trouble, for 
it was less than two years later th a t this same King Charles VI suddenly started having 
marked fits of insanity.82 His mental illness and consequent inability to rule plunged the 
land into chaos. France itself was being drawn ever more surely into civil war and also 
renewed war with neighboring England. Adding to Christine’s particular troubles, her 
husband’s illness had moved so quickly th a t he died without having the chance to let 
her know the state of their own financial affairs, including the various sources of their 
revenue. The lack of knowledge of their finances at the time of her husband’s death was 
a fact Christine bitterly lamented, as in addition to her grief at the loss of her loved 
spouse, it left her and her family in a very vulnerable position throughout these periods 
of intense social chaos.83 Widowed at the age of twenty-five, with three young children

81She does this in her Mutation o f Fortune. I will discuss the pertinent passage below.
82Charity Cannon Willard describes the onset of the King’s fits in her detailed biography of Christine: 

see Charity Cannon W illard, Christine de Pizan: Her Life and Works (New York: Persea, 1984), 41.
83Christine tells us, “For since I was not present at the death of my said husband, who was overtaken 

by a sudden epidemic... in the town of Beauvais where he had gone with the King, accompanied only 
by some of his servants and a supplementary escort, so I could not precisely know the condition of his 
finances. For as it is the general custom of married men not to  tell or declare all their business affairs 
to their wives, from which there often comes misfortune, as experience has shown me... so I well know 
tha t all he possessed did not come to light for me.” French: “Car, comme je ne fusse au trespassement 
de mon dit mary, lequel fu surpris de hastive epidimie... en la ville de Beuvaiz ou avec le roy estoit alex 
et n ’estoit acompaigniez fors de ses serviteurs et maignee estrange, si ne pos savoir precisement l’estat 
de sa chevance. Carm comme se soit la coustume commune des hommes mariez de non dire et devlairer 
leurs affaires entièrement a leurs femmes, de laquelle chose vient souvent mal, comme il m ’appert par 
experience... si sçay bien que a clarté ne me vint tou t ce qu’il avoit.” Christine de Pizan, l ’Advision, 
édition critique, ed. Christine Reno and Liliane Dulac (Paris: Honore Champion, 2001), 100; Vision, 96.
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and her mother to care for84 and with few resources, Christine herself fell ill for quite some 
time,85 while drawn into protracted legal battles86 to try  either to recover or defend what 
was left of her household’s estate. All told, it took almost ten years before she was able to 
consolidate her position and take the unusual route of earning her and her family’s living 
as a writer.87 This she did with vehemence, first writing love poems, then stories, and 
debating literary works in public. Finally, in reaction to  the growing instability of France 
itself and her patrons’ demands, she began writing increasingly more politically-oriented 
works. The story of Christine’s life as a writer always has as its backdrop, therefore, 
her need for patrons to pay for her work as well as the deteriorating social and political 
situation in which she found herself and her family.88

Besides the need for money to support her household and the ever-growing instability that
84It seems Christine had an unmarried niece as well. See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 98 n 14.
85 “So tha t I might arrive to the point where Fortune was leading me, at this time a t the height of my 

misfortunes, I succumbed, like Job, to a long illness.” ; “Affin que je parvenisse au point ou Fortune me 
conduisoit en ce temps ou comble de mes adversitez fortune[es], me sourdi comme a Job longue maladie.” 
Christine de Pizan, Advision, 101; Vision, 97. Brackets in text.

86These legal battles, by her accounts, lasted for more than  fourteen years after her husband’s death. 
She writes, “Do not think tha t this might have persisted for one or two, but for more than fourteen 
years...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 102; Vision, 97.

87She describes the beginning of her writing career thus, “Then I began to devise pretty  things, at 
my beginning rather light, and, just like the worker who grows more and more clever in his work as he 
does it, so, always studying different subjects, my mind drank in more and more new things, amending 
my style with greater subtlety and more noble subjects from the year 1399 when I began until the 
year of 1405 [in which year this account was w ritten—AC], when I have not ceased. During this time 
fifteen principal volumes were compiled, excluding other individual small poems, which all together are 
contained in around seventy large quires, as can be seen.” ; “Adonc me pris a forgier choses jolies, a mon 
commencement plus legieres, et tout ainsi comme l ’ouvrier qui de plus en plus en son euvre se soubtille 
comme plus il la frequente, ainsi tousjours estudiant diverses matieres, mon sens de plus en plus s ’imbuoit 
de choses estranges, amendant mon stille en plus grant soubillete et plus haulte matiere, de puis l’an 
mil IIICIIIIXX et XIX que je commengay jusques a cestui IIIIC et V ouquel encore je ne cesse, compilles 
en ce tendis XV volumes principaux sans les autres particuliers petis dictiez, lesquelz tout ensembles 
contiennent environ LXX quaiers de grant colume, comme l’experience en est manifeste.” Christine de 
Pizan, Advision, 111; Vision, 105.

88Charity Cannon W illard traces both of these issues—and their relation—extensively in her biography 
of Christine. Noting tha t Christine had already dedicated a book to  the duke of Burgundy’s daughter, 
W illard writes, “After the book for the duke’s daughter, Christine’s interest turned—or perhaps was 
directed—toward the education to his son-in-law Louis of Guyenne, the dauphin. The formation of the 
‘perfect prince’ was another favorite concern of humanist writers, who stressed the importance of moral 
values and civic duty based on a study of the Latin classics.” See Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de 
Pizan: Her Life and Works (New York: Persea, 1984), 175. She also talks about Christine’s search for 
patronage and the political climate surrounding it a t length in chapters four, five, eight and nine. I will 
also discuss the political situation in France as it impacted Christine’s work and as she responded to it 
later in the dissertation: see in particular pp. 111-116 of chapter two.
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gripped France, Christine also faced the issue of social and literary misogyny. Although 
some of her works were quite popular, she was at times faced with accusations and 
doubts as to her skill, which were based on her female gender.89 One cannot help but 
notice th a t the auctores with whom Christine dealt were all male. Such a preponderance 
was unavoidable in her day, but it led to some difficult quandaries for the aspiring female 
writer: any female writer would have to answer charges th a t she as a woman should 
not write as an auctor (as a cultural authority from which to begin when reflecting on 
a particular topic.)90 Christine recognized th a t this was a problem not just for her in 
particular, but for society at large and so she spent a good deal of time attem pting to 
address such doubts. Yet how could one respond to continual sex-based doubts about 
one’s mental capacities as a writer? Authorization in such circumstances must either be 
argued for or the occasion for doubt be removed. Christine proceeds on both fronts.

89Reading letters by the Col brothers with whom she debated the merits of Jean de Meun’s section of 
the Roman de la Rose provides ample indication of this. See for instance Gontier Col’s note tha t “I sent 
you the day before yesterday, a first le tter in which I begged, exhorted, and advised you to retract your 
error and manifest foolishness which was caused by your pretentiousness, as a woman passionate about 
this m atter...” ; “t ’ay premierrement par une mienne lettre, que avant yer t ’envoyay, exortée, avisée 
et priée de toy corriger et amender de l’erreur et magnifeste folie ou demence trop grant a toy venue 
par presompcion ou oultrecuidance et comme femme pacionnée en ceste matiere...” Gontier Col, “15 
September 1401 Letter to Christine de P izan” in Debating the Roman de la Rose ed. Christine McWebb 
(New York: Routledge, 2007), 134-135.

90Scholar Mary Carruthers notes th a t it is “im portant to recognize tha t there are two distinct stages 
involved in the making of an authority—the first is the individual process of ‘authoring,’ and the second is 
the m atter of ‘authorizing,’ which is a social and communal activity.” Mary Carruthers Book of Memory 
first edition, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 189. The social and communal part of 
tha t authority  is the granting of auctoritas to  a particular text or set of texts. On the cultural weight 
auctoritas grants to a text, scholar Bob Sweetman writes, “one only commented upon a text th a t had 
auctoritas, i.e., whose words could be seen as constituting per se an indication (signum ) of the tru th  
of the claims they articulated. T hat is not to say th a t an authority’s claims were thought always to be 
true: A ristotle’s texts had the requisite auctoritas, and yet were known to be egregiously mistaken at 
fundamental points. Rather, it is to say th a t an authority’s claims had always to be dealt with seriously; 
they were probae and so could not easily be gotten around...” Bob Sweetman, “Memory, Imagination 
and Im itative Performance of Christian Life in Early Dominican Thought.” Forthcoming.
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1.1 Changing Bodies

If one aims to address questions of gender by fictionalized means, what better way to 
do so than to show how it is possible for one’s own gender to be changeable? Christine 
began her engagement with the question of changing a body’s gender with the end of 
a particular era of her life, her “time at the court of Hymen.”91 As she tells her story, 
she had “resided” in th a t court from the time of her marriage to  Etienne de Castel, 
until his death separated them, metaphorically severing her from Hymen’s court.92 In 
The Mutation of Fortune, written in 1403, Christine describes in some detail this part 
of her personal story, including a metaphorical narrative of her husband’s death and her 
subsequent visitation by Lady Fortune, who “takes pity” on her vulnerable state and 
changes her into a man. It is assumed in the narrative, whether rhetorically or not, that 
the jobs Christine would have to perform in her husband’s absence were a m an’s work, 
requiring a m an’s body to accomplish. If her female body was “too weak” for the literary 
and social establishment of her time, Christine proves that she would go to the drastic, 
rhetorical length of creating a “new” male body, as a way of responding to this issue.93

Thus Christine begins to speak of the time of her grief, painting a poignant picture 
of how jealous Fortune—whom Christine calls her ‘mistress’—wrecks havoc with her life 
when she summons Christine and her husband on a perilous sea-journey. A terrible storm 
strikes the ship during the course of this fictitious voyage and Etienne is swept off board 
by what sounds like a tornado: “At that moment, a sudden and powerful wind started 
up; the whirlwind was twisted like a corkscrew and it struck against the ship and hit 
our good master so violently tha t it took him very far out to sea. Then I wished to be

91This is, of course, a reference by classical allusion to her marriage.
92For W illard’s account of the marriage, see Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de Pizan, 34-35. 

Christine also gives an account of this in her M utation: see in particular lines 773-1024 in which she 
speaks allegorically of her time a t Hymen’s court. Christine de Pizan, Le Livre de la M utation de Fortune, 
vol 1 of 4, ed Suzanne Solente (Paris: Picard, 1959), 33-41; lines 773-1024.

93Presumably, the ‘m ale’ work involved providing for her family.
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dead!”94 All accounts of this event are filled with grief, despair and panic on her part. She 
even talks about being struck down, utterly incapacitated, and wishing to kill herself.95

Eventually finding a way out of her despair, Christine turned the aftermath of her hus
band’s death to a purpose other than mourning, though if her stories are any clue, she 
continued to grieve as well.96 Her loss freed her from the constraints (and protections) a 
married woman would have had, and forced her to take on a “m an’s role.” But in order 
to write herself into th a t role, Christine could not, in the eyes of the culture in which she 
lived, be a “woman.”97 Thus she relates to her reader,

94 “Adone un soubdain vent grant erre/ Se lieve; comme un faulsillon/ Fu tortille l’estourbillon,/ Si se 
vient en la nef frapper/ E t nostre bon patron happer/par tel rendon qu’en mer l’em porte/ Moult loings, 
lors coulsisse estre morte!” Christine de Pizan, Mutacion, 48, lines 1234-1239; Mutation of Fortune in 
The Selected Writings o f Christine de Pizan trans. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski and Kevin Brownlee, 
ed. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski (New York: Norton, 1997), 105. Although tornadoes do occur in France, 
they are not particularly frequent and appear to have been even less so in the past (see Dessens, J., 
and J.T . Snow, 1989: “Tornadoes in France” Wea. Forecasting, 4, 110-132). I am inclined, therefore, to 
see Christine’s imagery of this large corkscrew-shaped wind storm  as a whirlwind of the Old Testament 
type, an image tha t appears several times in the Bible; in particular, when Elijah is taken from Elisha. 
(2 Kings 2: 1-14). Though she does not, to my knowledge, refer to her husband as a prophet, she 
does at times cast herself in th a t role and as Elisha is said to have “twice” Elijah’s spirit because 
he saw Elijah taken away in the whirlwind, it is possible tha t Christine is attem pting to evoke this 
imagery here. Her fictionalized self imitates her late (and also fictionalized) husband, but does so in 
a way in which she numerically surpasses him. In other words, she offers an imitation of the proper 
authority for her to have drawn on—her husband—but her imitation is one tha t does so competitively, 
showing she can perform the role “b e tte r’ than the previous authority she is mimicking. This mode of 
im itation is called aemulatio and is one Christine makes use of on many occasions, as we will see below. 
On aemulatio, often translated as ‘em ulation,’ see R ita Copeland, who cites for example Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus: “Dionysius of Halicarnassus had defined emulation (zelos) as an ‘activity of the soul 
impelled toward admiration of what seems to be fine,’ and zelos, the desire to vie with the object of 
admiration, is recognized throughout Roman theory of im itation as a factor th a t ensures excellence and 
cultural evolution through new achievement.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 28. She then goes on to cite the 
Institutio oratoria 10.1. 122 which discusses the good im itation of the ancients toward bettering oneself, 
speaking of those who pursue such imitation as “veteribus aemulantur” which Copeland translates as 
“serious rivals.” Ibid, 28. Scholar Jan  Ziolkowski also discusses im itation (im itatio) and aemulatio, calling 
the la tter a “rivalry for distinction” and writing, “imitatio in Medieval Latin literary contexts bears a 
likeness to its predecessor in classical Latin literature, where the word described one class of relationships 
tha t bound Rom an authors to Greek authors. More closely tied to the original inspiration were texts 
produced through interpretatio (‘translation’); more loosely connected were those th a t resulted from 
aemulatio (artistic rivalry).” Jan  Ziolkowski, “The Highest Form of Compliment: Im itatio  in Medieval 
Latin Culture” in Poetry and Philosophy in the Middle Ages: A Festschrift fo r  Peter Dronke, ed. John 
Marenbon (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 301.

95See Christine de Pizan, Mutacion, 46-50; lines 1159-1312.
96Etienne died in 1390, so it is worth noting tha t this work was finished 13 years after his death. 

Though the M utation is hardly her first work, Christine had thus already been a widow for more than 
a decade when she wrote this. I t  took her quite some time to  get back on her feet.

97Judith  Kellog has an interesting discussion of this dilemma in a discussion where she compares 
Christine’s own metaphorical sea-caused widowhood with tha t of Ovid’s story of Ceyx and Alcyone.
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It is now time for me to recount the strange case, the unusual account (as 
I had promised at the beginning of this book, where I placed my name) of 
how, when I returned to Fortune, I was changed from woman to man, which 
is a very marvelous thing. And it is not a lie or a fable to speak according to 
metaphor which does not exclude tru th . For Fortune has enough power over 
those whom she rules to effect much greater miracles...98
Or est il temps que je raconte/ Le’estrange cas, le divers com pte,/ Si comme 
au premier je promis/ De cestui livre, ou mon nom m is,/ Comment de femme 
homme devins,/ Quant chieux Fortune je revins,/ Qui trop est chose merveil- 
lable/ E t si n ’est mençonge, ne fable,/ A parler selon methafore,/ Qui pas 
ne met vérité fore,/ Car Fortune a bien la puissance/ Sur ceulx de son obéis
sance/ Faire miracles trop greigneurs..."

Here, not only has she prepared us for the narrative of her literary sex change, she also
and a t the same time gives her reader an insight into her narrative theory with regards
to fictionalizations:100 “si n’est mençonge, ne fable, a parler selon methafore, qui pas ne
met vérité fore.” : “it is not a lie or a fable to speak according to metaphor which does
not exclude tru th .” She notes th a t the story is a metaphor, but that it is nevertheless
capable of tru th  telling. In addition, she stresses th a t there are many more marvelous or
stranger miracles th a t Fortune could perform than simply changing someone’s gender.101
This highlights her insistence on the essentially human core of both sexes, where gender
is, in Aristotelian terms, “accidental.”102 It is also worth noting th a t it is the goddess
figure Lady Fortune who effects this change, not Lady Nature or Lady Reason, and so
we can discount th a t Christine’s change was either one th a t happened naturally, or was
Kellog notes for example tha t “W hereas the Ovidian transformation skirts any problems of a widow’s 
social readjustm ent by taking Alcyone out of the world of human activity altogether, Christine’s meta
morphosis forces the Alcyone figure from the margins of society to the center, as she sails toward public 
productive activity.” Judith  Kellog, “Transforming Ovid: The Metamorphosis of Female Authority” in 
Christine de Pizan and the Categories o f Difference, ed. Marilyn Desmond (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1998), 187. Kellog adds, however, th a t even this re-writing of the figure towards pro
ductive activity has “layers of irony” since the only way for Christine to  be able to do so is to re-write 
herself as a man. Ibid, 188.

98Christine de Pizan, Mutation, 102.
"C hris tine  de Pizan, Mutacion, 41-42; lines 1025-1037.

100I will explore her narrative theory as well as her practice in more depth in chapters two and four. 
See in particular pp. 86-97 and 195-204.

101 She covers these in the four stories I mentioned above, giving as part of those tales examples of 
humans being changed into animals. She cites in particular the tale of Ulysses and Circe, where Ulysses’ 
men are turned into pigs. (See Christine de Pizan, Mutacion, 42; lines 1040-1056; Mutation, 102.)

102Christine is quite conscious of this distinction and what it entails for a theory of gender, as she 
shows in parts of her Vision. I will cover this and some scholars’ work on her interactions with Aristotle’s 
thought in some detail in chapter two and again later in a different context in chapter five. See 103-111 
and 229-239.
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a reasonable course of action.103 The capriciousness of the goddess in question was well 
known in literary circles of the time and her ill repute properly guides how we should see 
the supposed “necessity” of the transformation itself.104

Typical of her time and as with her later work, Christine did not just tell her story as 
though it is only hers and unconnected to the rest of history or the literary tradition: 
the story she tells of her change is preceded in the narrative by several other tales of 
transformation. The four stories she briefly recounts are all taken from Ovid, and highlight 
Fortune’s incredible power over human life.105 She uses these stories to give historical/ 
mythical precedent while strengthening her literary ties to a tradition she is seeking both 
to be a part of and to  transform. Furthermore, Christine is explicit about placing her 
story in their context, telling her reader, “Ovid recounts these miracles, but it is now 
fitting th a t I tell you of my own transformation, I who by the visitation of Fortune was 
changed, transformed from woman to man.”106 Returning momentarily to one of the tales 
with which Christine frames her story, we can notice ways in which she both displays 
similarity with the literary tradition on which she draws and also establishes rhetorical 
difference from it, telling her story her way, in a manner appropriate to her context.

103We may say this because Christine was always very careful with her personifications. It was one 
of her more adam ant criticisms of Jean de M eun’s text of the Rose th a t it contained, among others, 
a personified goddess (Reason) who failed to  exemplify her namesake. I discuss the difference between 
Christine and Jean de Meun on the use of personification further in chapter two when I explore the 
notion of the integumentum  and the practice of personification. See 97-101.

104In chapter five I discuss Christine’s portrayal of a similarly fickle figure, Lady Opinion, and the 
consequences Christine portrays as coming from trusting inappropriately in her. See sections “W hat the 
Imagination Tells” and “Knowing by Fruits (Or Stench)” 227-245.

105Some of these stories involve gender changes and others involve species (human-into-non-human 
animal). She covers the tale of Ulysses’ men getting changed to  pigs by Circe, the tale of Tiresias changed 
into a woman (and then changed back again), the tale of Iphis being changed into a man (and remaining 
one) and she finally references, though she does not dwell on, the tale of Ceyx and Alcoyne. Renate 
Blumenfeld-Kosinski also notes the use of these four stories in an essay on the M utation of Fortune, 
asserting th a t they “form part of a poetic autobiography” for Christine. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, 
“Christine de Pizan and Classical Mythology: Some Examples from the ‘’M utation de Fortune,’” in The 
City of Scholars: New Approaches to Christine de Pizan, ed. M. Zimmerman and D. de Rentiis (Berlin, 
New York: De Gruyter, 1994), 10. Blumenfeld-Kosinski also traces Christine’s interactions with myths 
in the later portions of the Mutation, where she notes they take on political significance. See especially 
ibid, 11-14.

106 “Or est il temps que je raconte/ L ’estrange cas, le divers com pte,/ Si comme au previer je promis/ 
De cestui livre, ou mon nom m is,/ Quant chieux Fortune je revins...” Christine de Pizan, M utation, 41 
lines 1025-1030; Mutation, 104.
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The tale of Iphis, which she recounts at greatest length of the four that frame her change, 
is most interesting in her context since it is the one which also recounts a woman being 
changed into a man. In this instance, however, the motivation for the change of gender 
centers on a father who “hates” women, and would have ordered his daughter killed if 
the mother had not lied by saying she gave birth to a son.107 The ruse looks like it is 
about to end in tragedy, however, when the father orders th a t his ‘son’ marry a woman 
he has chosen. Panicked, Iphis’ mother petitions Vesta the hearth-goddess to  help them 
from being discovered in their lie, and Vesta obliges, changing the young woman into a 
man on the day of the wedding. Christine, on the other hand, becomes a man the day her 
marriage ends: she is not so much becoming an ‘appropriate’ partner for her spouse but 
actually replacing her spouse—or at least the roles her husband played. Furthermore, 
while both goddesses in question are spoken of as having “taken pity” on the woman 
being transformed, Vesta is uninvolved until someone actually asks her for help, which 
she then supplies, while Fortune is the one who put Christine in this terrible position 
in the first place. It sounds as though Fortune acts almost out of guilt, and certainly 
not according to the desire of the woman she changed. But Iphis’ mother has a different 
mistress: Vesta, who was not known for her jealousy and capriciousness as Fortune was. 
Christine writes of Iphis’ mother and her request tha t, “Much [did she] pray to her loved 
mistress/ until the goddess took pity”108 adding th a t this gender transformation causes 
“joy” and “festivities”109 Reading Christine’s description of Fortune’s actions, however, 
one sees almost the opposite reaction: “my mourning was so intense my eyes cried so 
much that Fortune took pity on my unhappiness, and wanted to show her friendship 
with me, like a good mistress, and help me in my time of trouble: but her help was a 
marvel! And I do not know if it was more of a danger.”110 Christine does not report being

107This, of course, is a far cry from Christine’s reports of her father’s treatm ent of her, whom she details 
elsewhere as quite loving and intellectually supportive.

108 “Tant la prya par am istié/ Que la deesse en ot pitié” Christine de Pizan, Mutacion, 45 lines 1144- 
1145. Translation mine.

109“Joye y ot et feste...” Mucation, 45 line 1151. Translation mine.
110 “tan t fu mon dueil/ Grief et tan t plorerent mi œ il/ Que meismes Fortune ot p itié / De mon meschief, 

et am istié/ Volt faire, com bonne m aistresse,/ E t secourir a m a destrece,/ Mais le secours fu merveilleux!/ 
Ne sçay s ’il fu plus perilleux.” Christine de Pizan, Mutaction, 50-51, lines 1313-1320; Mutation, 106.
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happy, let alone being filled with “joy,” even though she represents her transformation 
as saving her and her family. In Christine’s story, she and her household are aboard 
a ‘ship’ left captainless in the severe storm th a t brought about her husband’s death. 
The story describes the ship’s main mast as having been damaged, a detail likely meant 
to symbolize the household’s financial woes. The transformation Fortune effects gives 
Christine the strength and will to  take over captaining the imperiled ship, and she proves 
herself capable of piloting it through the danger to safety, but this does not seem to bring 
her much joy. In fact she adds not long after tha t “I am still a man and I have been for a 
total of more than thirteen full years, but it would please me much more to be a woman, 
as I used to be when I used to talk with Hymen[.]”m

We can see thus th a t Christine seems to understand Fortune as a force to be either 
withstood or bowed to, depending on one’s constitution, but not one to learn from or be in 
dialogue with. Christine spends a great deal of time in several of her works in conversation 
with various other goddess-figures, as I will show throughout the dissertation, yet this is 
not the case with Lady Fortune.112 One wonders whether Fortune speaks with her at all, or 
just acts upon her. At no point does Christine mention Fortune asking her whether, given 
the circumstances in which Fortune has put her, she would prefer to be a man. Rather, 
Fortune decides for Christine. Looking at Christine’s account of her transformation, we 
even see th a t Fortune’s action occurs while Christine is only semi-conscious. She writes,

Then my mistress [Fortune-AC] came to me, she who gives joy to many, and 
she touched me all over my body; she palpated and took in her hands each 
bodily part, I remember it well; then she departed and I remained, and since 
our ship was following the waves of the sea, it struck with great force against a 
rock. I awakened and things were such that, immediately and with certainty,
I felt myself completely transformed.113

111 “encor suis hom m e/ E t ay esté ja  bien la somme/ De plus de .XIII ans tous entiers,/ Mais mieulx me 
plairoit plus du tie rs/ Estre femme, come je souloie,/ Quant a Ymeneüs parloie[.]” Christine de Pizan, 
Mutación, 53, lines 1395-1400; Mutation, 107.

112Although we will see this repeatedly as we progress through the chapters here, one can look for 
instance a t what Lady Rectitude says to Christine upon introducing herself. She says she will be Chris
tine’s ‘assistant.’ See Christine de Pizan, City, 13. Lady Nature is one exception to  this rule, but even 
she does purportedly speak with Christine at times, as Christine relates in book III.10 of her Vision.

U3Christine de Pizan, Mutation, 106.
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Adont vers moy vint ma maistresse/qui a plusieurs la joye estrece/ Si me 
toucha part tout le corps;/Chacun membre, bien m ’en recors,/ Manÿa et tint 
a ses m ains,/Puis s ’en ala et je remains,/ Et, comme nostre nef a last/ Aux 
vagues de la mer, frapast/ Contre une roche moult grant cas;/ Je m ’esveillay 
et fu les cas/ Tel qu’incontinent et sanz doubte/ Transmuee me senti toute.114

Lest anyone miss the point th a t she was now male, Christine continues her description a 
bit further down; “Then I felt myself much lighter than usual and I felt th a t my flesh was 
changed and strengthened, and my voice much lowered, and my body harder and faster... 
I found my heart strong and bold, which surprised me, but I felt that I had become a 
true man, and I was amazed at this strange adventure.”115

This is indeed a strange adventure she describes, and yet the change of sex which Christine 
recounts here is necessary within the narrative for her ability to take over captaining the 
metaphorical ‘ship’ of managing her household. W ithin her story one can see the dire 
straits to which she has been brought, and the need tha t presses her. She must give 
up her current perception of herself and her life and exchange it for another that is 
not only a mental but a social reality as well. This is what becoming a man entails to 
her. The fictionalization she has crafted here of her life-as-tale is a mimesis116 of an 
authoritative text th a t has been transformed in her re-telling to fit not only the context 
of her own life, but also the message she wishes to get across to her readers. She, that 
is her fictionalized self, is the authoritative figure which her audience is supposed to see

U4Christine de Pizan, Mutación, 51; lines 1325-1336.
115 “Si me senti trop plus legiere/ Que ne souloye et que m a chiere/ Estoit muee et enforcie/ E t m a voix 

forment engrossie/ E t corps plus dur et plus isnel/... Fort et hardi cuer me trouvay,/ Dont m ’esbahi, 
mais j ’esprouvay/ Que vray homme fus devenu; Si me suis en estant ten u / Esmerveillez de l’aventure” 
Christine de Pizan, Mutación, 51; lines 1347-1363; Mutation, 106. It is worth noting also tha t that 
Christine here laments tha t during this transformation, her wedding ring fell off her, which grieved her; 
“Mais choiet de mon doy fu Panel/ Q u’Ymeneüs donné m ’avoit,/ Dont me pesa, et bien devoit,/ Car je 
l’amoie chierement.” Ibid, lines 1352-1355.

116 Mimesis is not the word Christine would have used, as she did not typically tu rn  to Greek vocabulary 
but rather Latin if she wanted to  speak outside of French, bu t certainly Christine was familiar with a 
notion of “im itation” similar to  what mimesis implies. T hat is, in this case, an imitation meant not 
to mock or merely copy, but to accomplish bringing oneself more fully into a particular role, virtue or 
practice which was proper to emulate. I use “mimesis” here and throughout this dissertation, to avoid 
the modern and negative connotations of “fakeness” th a t the word imitation has picked up in a twentieth 
or twenty-first century context. Such connotations were not typically active in Christine’s context.
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and emulate. Christine-the-ship’s-captain is the transformative exemplum.117

In responding “appropriately” to the change Fortune foisted on her, Christine imitates 
the authoritative example of her husband by taking over the role of captain, having first 
placed her story in the authoritative context of Ovid’s stories re-told. She thus doubly 
places her own narrative self as an authoritative example for her readers to imitate: she 
imitates Ovid’s stories (a form of cultural authority) even while placing her own story 
over them. They frame her story, not the other way around. In addition, she imitates her 
husband’s persona that she herself wrote, which figure represents a form of social author
ity that previously occupied the position “over” her. In so functioning as an authoritative 
example, an exemplum, she shows her readers that they too should metaphorically adapt 
to whatever Fortune throws at them, appropriately responding to their own contexts and 
not giving up in despair. Christine’s narrative figure operates as a fictionalization that 
offers a transformative mimesis of the sources on which she draws. She shows her readers 
the social change th a t she felt was required in her context—her assuming the role of a 
man—and they in turn are meant to imitate her not necessarily by re-writing their own 
gender, but by appropriately adapting to take over the unusual roles required in dire 
circumstances. It is worth recalling here that France, and the very readers to which the

117An exemplum  was something, often a story or figure, th a t took the role of providing an authoritative 
and substantive model which the reader was supposed to understand and emulate or reject. Christine 
makes frequent use of exempla. This has been remarked upon by such scholars as Renate Blumenfeld- 
Kosinski who notes tha t “Just like in the Histoire ancienne, historical and mythic events are recounted in 
the same register. But Christine also uses mythological stories as exempla th a t open up the text toward 
contemporary politics.” Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, “Christine de Pizan and Classical Mythology” in 
City o f Scholars, 11. Though Blumenfeld-Kosinski is here talking about the stories Christine appropriates 
from Ovid referred to above, the same could be said of Christine’s narrative figure herself, as Blumenfeld- 
Kosinski herself implies, “The mythological examples are thus far more than mere illustrations of the 
powers of Fortune. They are essential parts of Christine’s self-definition.” Ibid, 10. W orth noting too is 
Blumenfeld-Kosinski’s picking up on how Christine used the exempla she re-tells/creates to “open up the 
text toward contemporary politics.” I will develop this political side of Christine’s writing further below, 
and it will be a theme throughout the dissertation. Sandra Hindman also comments on Christine’s use 
of exempla in her work on Christine’s Epistre Othea: see in particular her section “Historical Exempla 
as Models of Advice.” Sandra Hindman, Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea: Painting and Politics at 
the Court of Charles VI (Toronto: Pontifical Institu te of Mediaeval Studies, 1986), 129-138. Finally, 
Christine comments on her own use of exempla in her later work The Book o f the Body Politic, saying 
briefly tha t they “move one more than  simple words.” See Christine de Pizan, Book o f the Body Politic, 
trans. K ate Langdon Forhan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 25.
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Mutation was directed and given,118 stood in increasingly dire circumstances, and th a t 
certain role changes were increasingly required to adapt to the problem of King Charles 
VI’s insanity. W ith the “captain” of the ship of Prance “absent” or swept off board, who 
could appropriately pilot? Christine does not come right out and ask this, as to say it in 
plain language could be interpreted as treasonous, but the analogy nevertheless remains 
discernible between the lines.119

Even after this transformation, Christine continues to refer to herself as a woman through
out her writing career, though she also continues to speak of having to put aside such 
things as “womanly fear.”120 These strange tales, these “fictions” she presents us with 
are other ways of being and understanding one’s self. The rhetorical difference she has 
created with her text is specifically here meant to point to possible social changes: the 
taking on of roles one would “normally”121 not have. Moreover, she demonstrates with 
her narrative th a t no m atter what “Fortune” does to a person it is still possible to  re
cover, take control of one’s life and situation, and in so doing find a course that leads to 
safety again. A more im portant lesson for France’s beleaguered and beleaguering princes

118Although there is no dedication as such at the opening of the poem, Charity Cannon Willard 
reports th a t after finishing the M utation  in November of 1403, Christine presented one copy to the duke 
of Berry and another to the duke of Burgundy. She also notes th a t “Two other manuscripts were copied 
and illustrated at the same time. It is not certain for whom they were intended, although one must 
surely have been prepared for the king of France.” Charity Cannon W illard, Christine de Pizan, 107.

U9By offering such a politically inclined reading of her change, I am not implying th a t Christine did 
not also use her story of being changed into a man as a form of claiming the necessary authority for 
herself as a writer. Certainly this was a m ajor part of her motivations for the narrative sex-change. I 
am merely arguing the two motivations may be read alongside each other: Christine gains the necessary 
authority as a writer through re-writing herself as a “m an” and she (subtly) offers her fictionalized self 
as an exemplum  of someone who was able to rise to the occasion in desperate times to take the role of 
captain when needed and appropriate.

120Although identifying such things as fear with womanhood is hardly empowering, one must read such 
assertions in the context of her work, and her re-definition as a whole. The definition of womanhood 
which she inherited had been largely influenced and constructed using misogynist resources. This is why 
she requires her metaphorical sex-change in the first place. However, she also spends a great deal of time 
showing many examples of women for whom fear was not an issue, as in her City, w ritten in 1405, (see 
the section below,) and although she does occasionally use such adjectives as “womanly” to describe 
traits like fearfulness, one begins to suspect her tongue is firmly in cheek. W ithin the definitions she is 
trying to  counter, certainly, fear is a womanly tra it, but by the end of the City, reading through the tales 
of scores upon scores of fearless, courageous, even a t times seemingly reckless women, one can hardly 
associate the words “women” and “fear” without irony.

121T hat is, “normally” in the context of her social structures, where a woman would not be the head 
of the household and the King should be the active head of the government.
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could hardly be imagined.

1.2 Translating Stories

One could think of Christine as performing various translations of her life, the literary 
tradition within which she worked, and the source texts constituting her m aterial.122 
Certainly she performed a ‘translation’ of her own body, but she was also engaged in 
‘translating’ stories and materials from previous sources to a new context: her context. 
Even if she is not typically a “translator” strictly speaking, one can see how she uses her 
works to help in the transference of stories from one culture to another—the translatio 
studii—both in her re-use of the classical myths, as I detailed above with Iphis, and 
through her appropriation of more contemporary Italian literature such as Boccaccio, 
Petrarch and Dante.123 Although I have largely dealt with her gender change here as 
a form of fictionalized autobiographical commentary meant to highlight her work on 
gender, it is only part of a much larger context in the Mutation of Fortune that uses her 
life and a lengthy universal history as a means of political commentary. Engaging in the 
practice of translatio studii is one of the frameworks for her Mutation of Fortune.124

Since her translations operate as part of this topos, they do not entail a perfect re
production of the text with which she is working, but rather a transformation th a t is

122By “translating” I mean here taking authoritative m aterial from one context and adapting it so tha t 
it can be understood in a new context. Christine was also able to translate in the more typical sense: 
presenting the sense of words in one language into a different language, and I will note a t least one 
instance where she does so (see chapter five, p 229.)

123I will cover her engagement with Boccaccio and Petrarch momentarily below, and D ante’s work in 
chapter four. See 179-186.

124Lori Walters gives a brief but good overview of this in her essay “Translatio studii: Christine de 
Pizan’s Self-Portrayal in Two Lyric Poems and in the Livre de la mutacion de Fortune” in Christine 
de Pizan and Medieval French Lyric, ed. Earl Jeffrey Richards (Gainsville: University Press of Florida, 
1998), 155-167. There she notes for instance tha t “In the Livre de la mutacion de Fortune, Christine 
frames a universal history greatly indebted to  the translatio imperii topos with an allegorized version 
of her own life in which the events of her biography show her to embody concretely the translatio studii 
theme... the translatio imperii underlying the universal history [of the Mutation-AC] is doubled by the 
translatio studii of Christine’s personal history.” Ibid, 160.
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appropriate to a new literary or cultural context. Scholar Rita Copeland notes that, as 
part of the translatio studii, there can be a “framework of cultural rivalry” in the act 
of translation, citing the Roman practice of the translation of Greek works into Latin, 
along with all th a t such translations attem pted to accomplish.125 This cultural rivalry 
was also present between Italy and France, particularly when it came to  literature, as 
Earl Jeffrey Richards has argued concerning the Debate over the Roman de la Rose in 
which Christine played so large a role.126 It is apparent tha t Christine was self-conscious 
about this practice in her texts. In a move not surprising given her use of the translation 
topos and this implicit cultural rivalry, she occasionally plays on the fact th a t she too 
has Italian heritage, though she is explicit and insistent th a t she has made France her 
home.127 More importantly, this ‘translation’ entails the goal of making the “new” or 
“translated” material relevant for one’s audience to pick up and use in their own lives.128 
This tale Christine tells us of Fortune changing her body is therefore “strange,” but it is

125See R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1991), 29.

126See his “Introduction” to the critical anthology Debating the Roman de la Rose: ed. Christine 
Me Webb (New York: Routledge, 2007), esp. page xxvii. Speaking about the Greek-to-Roman context, 
Copeland writes, “To understand interlingual translation as essentially substantive in its aim also clarifies 
how Roman theory conceives translation as a rhetorical activity, the object of translation is difference 
with the source, and the act of translating is comparable to  the act of inventing one’s own argument 
out of available topics.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 29 and 30, respectively. We will see how im portant 
this “difference with the source” is for Christine in constructing her own arguments momentarily when 
I examine her compilationary practice in the City of Ladies below.

127In her Book of Deeds of Arms and o f Chivalry, for instance, she says to  Minerva, upon whom she 
calls for assistance, “like you, I am an Italian woman.” Christine de Pizan, The Book of Deeds of Arms 
and of Chivarlry, trans. Sumner Willard, ed. Charity Cannon W illard (University Park: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 1999), 13. It has thus been suggested by scholar Jacqueline Cerquiglini-Toulet, 
commenting on the same passage, tha t Christine herself actually embodies a kind of translation: “Née en 
Italie comme Minerve dans les interprétations évhéméristes, elle sera une nouvelle Minerve: ’O Minerve, 
deesse d ’armes et de chevalerie!... je suis comme toy femme ytalienne’ Venue d ’Italie en Prance, elle 
incarnera dans cette trajectoire le mouvement de la translatio studii de l’est vers l ’ouest” Jacqueline 
Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L ’étrangère,” Revue des langues romanes 92 (1988): 240. This sentiment is echoed 
by Lori Walters, who notes, “In comparing herself to  Minerva, Christine implicitly presents herself as 
the fulfillment of the translatio studii, the transmission of learning from Greece to  Rome and then to 
France.” Lori Walter, “Translatio studii: Christine de P izan’s Self-Portrayal in Two Lyric Poems and in 
the Livre de la mutacion de Fortune” in Christine de Pizan and Medieval French Lyric, ed. Earl Jeffrey 
Richards (Gainsville: University Press of Florida, 1998), 155. On Christine’s insistence th a t France is her 
adopted home, see for instance the end of book one of her Vision, where she accepts Libera-as-France’s 
commission to  speak for her to the princes, Libera’s children: Vision, 51-52.

128In Copeland’s words, speaking again of the translation of Greek into Latin texts, “The aim of 
translation is to reinvent the source, so tha t, as in rhetorical theory, attention is focused on the active 
production of a new text endowed with its own affective powers and suited to the particular historical 
circumstances of its reception.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 30.
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one she felt was necessitated by her society’s stories of what it meant to be male and fe
male, and with a likely eye toward encouraging the princes—perhaps even the Queen—to 
take hold of the wheel of Prance and chart a course out of their current peril.

In this chapter, however, I am mainly dealing with Christine’s philosophical fictionalized 
work on gender: the next three chapters th a t deal with her work will be more politically 
focused.129 W ithin just two years of writing the Mutation, Christine will undertake a new 
project, the Book of the City of Ladies, which pointedly and systematically attem pted 
to undermine problematic definitions of women, and allow her readers the ability to see 
women differently than much of the literary tradition had previously portrayed them. 
Having written about the change of gender that her work and situation necessitated, 
she perceives th a t there need to  be new stories of women, stories that show women as 
capable of those things which the Mutation still assumed they are not. And again in good 
scholarly fashion, Christine turns to the previous literary tradition to supply her with 
such stories through her ‘translating’ work. The stories she gathered, however, did not 
yet have the form she required of them, since they came from the tradition which had 
already proved itself to  be so problematic. They needed to be ‘translated’ to be able to 
effect the change in perception of women that Christine desired.

In order to collate and change these stories at the same time, Christine turns to the prac
tice of compiling, an already well-developed mode of textual production in her time.130

129This is by no means to  say th a t gender will drop out of the conversation: only th a t after this chapter 
the focus will be more on Christine’s philosophically fictionalized political work.

130The City was by no means her first go a t the practice of compiling. The Mutacion too, for example, 
uses compilationary tools. On the practice of using compilation as a cultural tool, R ita Copeland notes, 
“The implications of compilatio in the Ovid moralisé extend beyond the activity of compiling or collecting 
auctoritates, which is the common understanding of the role of compilator in late medieval academic 
practice... under the rule of the compilator he [the poet of the Ovid moralisé-AC] has made the very 
enterprise of translatio studii the property of vernacular writing. His work is a compilatio of hermeneutical 
responses to pagan and Christian auctoritates, as he assumes variously the posture of moral expositor, 
biblical exegete, allegorist, and translator.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 116-117. Compilation is a practice 
Copeland treats throughout her book: see in particular ibid 110, 116-118, and 138-141. For other looks 
at compilation in a medieval context, see for instance A.J. Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship: 
Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages (Aldershot: Wildwood House, 1988), and Marleen 
Cré, “A uthority and the Compiler in W estminster Cathedral Treasury MS 4: W riting a Text in Someone
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In general terms, a medieval compiler produced a compilation or compilatio, a work that 
takes the material of two or more extant texts and re-presents them together in another 
format.131 Insofar as Christine’s works make use of this practice, there have been scholars 
who do not see her as properly an “author” of those works,132 but this understanding 
does not do the situation justice. Christine added quite a bit of her own to  those texts 
she approached as a compiler, both in terms of re-shaping or commenting on the material 
she took and also adding vital elements, whole sections, or even entire narrative frame
works th a t did not exist in any of the original source materials.133 Such an approach was

Else’s Words” in Authority and Community in the Middle Ages ed. Donald. Mowbray, Rhiannon Purdie 
and Ian P. Wei (Phoenix Mill: Sutton, 1999), 153-176. On Christine’s own specific use of compilatio, 
Earl Jeffrey Richards offers the following in a brief examination of Christine’s practice: “Compilation 
in Christine is intended to create a new kind of book and entails a series of shifts and displacements 
of source materials.” Earl Jeffrey Richards, “Christine de Pizan, the Conventions of Courtly Diction 
and Italian Humanism” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan ed. Earl Jeffrey Richards et al. (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 1992), 259.

131 Giving a more precise definition than  this is difficult, since it can be difficult for a modern scholar 
to grasp the scope tha t the practice of compilation encompassed. This is due in part to contradictory 
views articulated by writers in the Middle Ages themselves. According to the categories supplied by 
Bonaventure, which A.J. Minnis outlines in his work Medieval Theories of Authorship, “The scribe is 
subject to materials composed by other men which he should copy as carefully as possible nihil mutando. 
The compilator adds together or arranges the statem ents of other men, adding no opinion of his own 
(addendo, sed non de suo). The commentator strives to  explain the views of others, adding something 
of his own by way of explanation. Finally and most importantly, the auctor writes de suo but draws on 
the statem ents of other men to  support his own views.” A.J. Minnis, Authorship, 94-95. While Minnis 
cites Bonaventure’s definitions, he later adds the caveat “But, of course, many medieval compilers were 
accustomed to including something out of their own heads, of adding some personal assertion to their 
reportage.” Ibid, 200.

132 Joël Blanchard makes an argument similar to this when he asserts in his essay on Christine’s use of 
compilation and legitimization, “The compiler is not an author but the operator of the text of others.” 
Joël Blanchard, “Compilation and Legitimation in the Fifteenth Century: Le Livre de la Cité des Dames” 
in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan, 247. In saying so, however, Blanchard is not following Bonaventure’s 
description of the roles of writers vis-à-vis their texts (see previous note) but rather argues th a t Christine 
does work significant change, in tone a t least, in her sources. He, however, asserts tha t she does so in 
“bad faith,” (ibid, 232) constructing an “antifeminist” tradition where there was none. ( “Christine 
unleashed the scandal and converted their [the pro -Rose camp-AC] perspective into something different 
which was more striking: antifeminism... This artifice must be constantly kept in mind in order to gage 
Christine’s good faith. A literary theme—antifeminism—which, to  be precise, lacked any real historical or 
sociological reference, served as her alibi to speak more freely of something else: the book as such.” Ibid, 
230.) He asserts she does this purely to  legitimate her writing and support her fascination with textual 
production. Having read many of the philosophers and church fathers who wrote prior to Christine, I 
find Blanchard’s assertion highly implausible. He does, however, give an interesting discussion of the 
practice of compilation, though I believe he relies too heavily on anachronistically-weighted conceptions 
of violence to  the text. See in particular the latter half of his essay, ibid, 235-247.

133Christine does all three of these, for example, in her Book o f the City o f Ladies, which I treat at 
length below. Certainly the trope of the three goddesses appearing to her and claiming to set the record 
straight about the worth of women via a dialogue with the narrator was not present in any of the texts 
upon which she draws, and she adds whole sections in pursuit of this, as well as the framework of building 
the “city.” She also significantly revises many of the stories she takes.
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widespread as a m atter of practice, even if precluded by theory. In Rhetoric, Hermeneu
tics and Translation in the Middle Ages, R ita Copeland explores medieval compilation in 
the context of translating the Latin auctores into vernacular languages, tracing exactly 
these sorts of additions.134 Though she does not discuss Christine as part of her study, 
reading through her work one sees th a t an accomplished medieval compiler tends to ap
proach the material of the texts in question more as unfired clay to be worked than as 
already more or less completed artifacts merely to be placed in relation to each other. 
Christine makes full use of such an approach.

The first step in creating a compilatio was prior reading: one had to research and choose 
sources, then choose what to take from those sources. These choices and how one ordered 
what one took had the ability to significantly shape the way the compiled materials 
related to  each other and to the subject being addressed.135 This shaping occurred in 
part because in ordering those original sources the compiler had to first take them apart, 
performing a divisio on the source texts he or she had chosen. Initially, divisio is a rhetor
ical tool used to divide up the text into smaller pieces to make it easier to understand 
and remember.136 However, once a text is taken apart (divided) it has lost its structural 
integrity. Its parts—which one remembers might not be divided along lines the original 
author may have intended or even recognize—no longer relate to each other and to the 
whole in the way they did pre-division. Furthermore, in using divisio as a means of con
structing a compilation instead of just as a way to approach and remember a specific

134I discuss points from Copeland’s text throughout this section, and it was also she who referred to 
the practice of translation as having in some cases an implicit cultural rivalry. See p. 44 above.

135In an essay on a particular compilation addressing the contemplative life Marleen Cre makes this 
point as well. She writes, “The compilation of course owes much to its source texts, but through the com
piler’s selection of themes and fragments which he felt were crucial to  the teaching of the contemplative 
life, the compilation possesses greater focus and is more forceful in the emphasis on what the compiler 
wants to  teach his audience than any of the source texts would have been.” Marleen Cre, “Authority 
and the Compiler,” 154.

136Though she is speaking here directly about the Conjessio amantis the point holds for other compiled 
texts as well: Copeland notes th a t in Confessio amantis, “[tjhe various elements of the anthology are 
subordinated to a controlling structure which works through divisio textus, division of the tex t into 
coherent sections, and ordinatio, a hierarchical arrangement of information.” R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 
206.
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text, those parts must also be ordered in relation to the other material th a t is to  make up 
the compilation, so th a t all parts from whatever source fit with the new whole.137 Some 
material from each is likely to be left out as well. This tool of division is thus refined into 
a hermeneutical tool producing order and understanding. In fact, Copeland shows that 
“division” can be seen as an ethical activity.138

Scholar Mary Carruthers also notes this and gives an example. In her Book of Memory 
she recalls the story of Paolo and Francesca in Canto v of Dante’s Inferno, where the 
lovers read and performed a poor divisio on a particular tex t.139 As Carruthers explains, 
Paolo and Francesca read only part of the account of Lancelot and Guinevere in their 
amorous (mis)adventures. They stopped reading too soon, once Lancelot and Guinevere 
began kissing, and did not see what happened afterward: that the two lovers were caught 
by a third character.140 This improper division is what moves them  to improper ethical 
action. Carruthers writes, “This presents their fault as one of poor divisio and incomplete 
reading, rather than of ‘wrong’ interpretation according to some transcendental norm.”141 
Or, as she puts it a little further down the page,

I am not really suggesting tha t the lovers’ [here, Paolo and Francesca-AC]

137Copeland states, “The most basic principle of the compilatio is divisio: division of the text and the 
ordering of its parts. Under the impress of Aristotelian science, divisio is, moreover, an epistemological 
principle, an understanding of the categories of knowledge in terms of relation and subordination.” Rita 
Copeland, Rhetoric, 207.

138She notes tha t Gower’s text (the Confessio amantis) “uses the academic system of divisio to achieve 
its directive of ethical rehabilitation. But the use of the system of divisio in this way also turns the 
textual activity of divisio into a form of ethical action... As a means of achieving these ethical objectives, 
the hermeneutical tool of divisio becomes a kind of action upon the inherited materials tha t form the 
text: it delineates the various components of ethical teaching and makes those components accessible 
and understandable as parts of a large system of practical wisdom.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 218.

139See Mary Carruthers, Book of Memory, 187. In addition it is worth noting th a t we know Christine 
had read a t least portions—and likely most or all—of this work of D ante’s, since she draws extensively 
from it in her Path of Long Study. See pp. 179-186.

140Speaking of Paolo and Francesca having stopped just after the kiss without proceeding further, 
Carruthers writes, “Had they read the next clause of the sentence after th a t point, they would have 
read th a t Lancelot and Guinevere’s illicit love-making was instantly discovered... Indeed (to learn from 
this example) every illicit love affair has its ‘Lady of M alohaut,’ [the jealous woman who saw them-AC] 
and it is only a m atter of tim e (often not long) before she shows up; thus their fear of her watchful and 
dangerous eyes, to those who have read far enough in the book to be concerned about her, should be 
enough to check passion. But Paolo and Francesca failed to  get to the crucial ‘point.’” Mary Carruthers, 
Book o f Memory, 187.

141M ary Carruthers, Book of Memory, 187.
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only fault was one of punctuation—yet they did not punctuate wisely. ‘Solo 
un punto’ did them  in, says Francesca, one little mark of punctuation... since 
divisio produced the building blocks of memory, and hence of education and 
character, punctuation was not an altogether trifling affair. It was crucial, 
as it still is, to  the intelligibility of a text, bu t it was also crucial ethically, 
given the role th a t reading and memorizing played in the formation of moral 
judgments.142

It was, in fact, acting on th a t improper division which damns them, which is how they
end up in the Inferno.

The ethical activity of division is not limited to the reader only, however, but also extends 
to the writer who makes the text. Copeland cites as example John Gower’s Confessio 
amantis, the tale of a lover’s confession to Genius to obtain absolution.143 She argues 
that Gower is using the tools of a compiler in order to both make his point through the 
ordering of his text and also as a claim to the authority of his tex t.144 That this text 
differs significantly from his sources is part of Gower’s purpose, accomplished through 
his use of these rhetorical/ hermeneutical tools. In Copeland’s words,

As a compiler, Gower quite literally makes a new book out of inherited ma
terials: the structure of his text confers new meaning on his sources, which 
are now organized to pertain to different stages of sin and to exemplify the 
laws of human and divine love. It is for this reason as well th a t the classical 
tales are transformed in the retelling, abbreviated, amplified, and refigured 
so as to comply with their new textual purpose. At this most fundamental 
level, Gower as a vernacular transm itter and transformer of the classics car
ries out the inventional precepts of the artes poetriae: out of the procedures 
of exegetical service, enarratio poetarum , he discovers and asserts rhetorical 
difference with his sources.145

142M ary Carruthers, Book o f Memory, 187-188.
143Copeland outlines Gower’s division of his his source text and then re-organization using the orienting 

categories of the seven deadly sins. She states, “Confessio amantis proposes to lead its readers, along 
with Amans, from singular to common profit, and from a discourse of self-governance to a discourse 
of public morality.” R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 218. As an interesting comparison, Christine also uses 
the seven deadly sins as one of her organizational tools in her work the Letter o f Othea to Hector. See 
Christine de Pizan, Othea, 53-59.

144 “Gower uses academic discourse for the explicit task of political rehabilitation, and it is of necessity 
a vernacular academic discourse tha t he deploys for this purpose. He takes over the hermeneutical 
techniques of compilatio, and structures an exegetical voice for the text in the figure of Genius, and in 
making this exegetical apparatus refer to his own text he establishes his own claims, in this vernacular 
context, to the powerful role of auctor.” R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 219. Emphasis in text.

145R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 207.
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One can already begin to see Christine doing this in her interactions with classical texts 
in the Mutation of Fortune, but we will see th a t by the time she writes the City of 
Ladies, where she again works with the compilatio format, her practice is even more 
pronounced. As both Christine and Gower make clear, the compilatio is a tricky work, 
with relationships to its auctores and sources th a t are difficult to define. Moreover, one of 
the first things th a t becomes evident through the process of division and ordering is that 
categories th a t are nominally distinct—those of compilator and commentator—become 
easily enmeshed.

We see in fact by looking at several compilations/ commentaries, Christine’s and others’, 
tha t the exercise of dividing and re-organizing the text was of fundamental importance 
for conveying the compiler’s point as well as his or her orienting assumptions and in
tentions.146 Christine effects exactly this in her compilations, and her ability to do so 
is crucial to accomplishing her goal of changing the way society views and acts towards 
women—or for any other social change for which she is arguing. Drawing on others’ work 
gave her texts authoritative weight while involving the literary tradition she was attem pt
ing to transform. Using the form of compilation to  ‘translate’ problematic textual sources 
and supplant the very sources on which she draws, she has the chance to replace their 
misogynist views with her own revised perceptions of the worth, virtue, and capability 
of women. Thus even as she takes a story from an auctor like Boccaccio, when she com
ments on, revises, and re-presents tha t story in a different light, readers may remember 
her revised exemplars instead of Boccaccio’s.147 This, I believe, is largely what prompts

146In fact, for Copeland, “these scholastic principles of the order and division of texts and knowledge 
were such powerful directives for late medieval epistemology th a t the very classificatory structure itself 
could be regarded as the primary vehicle of meaning.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 206. Ordering did not 
only organize meaning; in some ways it produced meaning. It certainly enabled new meaning to grow 
out of older texts. For further examples beyond Christine’s work, one may look at Copeland’s treatm ent 
of Chaucer’s Legend o f Good Women and, among others, an essay by Helen S. Lang: Helen S. Lang, 
“From A ristotle’s N ature to Thom as’s God: The Power of the Commentary ,Acta  15 (1988): 85-99.

147There is some evidence th a t this persisted even when people were reading Boccaccio’s story, not 
Christine’s version of it. Diane Wolfthal, for instance, notes th a t in one manuscript of Boccaccio’s text 
(Spencer 33) th a t was produced around 1470, well after Christine wrote the City of Ladies, the artist 
illuminated Christine’s version of the story of the rape of the Galatian Queen instead of Boccaccio’s. 
In Boccaccio’s tale, the Queen orders her rapist beheaded, and one of her soldiers does the dirty work,
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her to pen the City of Ladies two years after the Mutation of Fortune. The context she 
inhabited was destructive: she must make a new one, and she will use previous sources 
to do so. Her construction of this new context comes into sharpest focus with the writing 
of her City of Ladies, creating thereby through compilation and commentary a “New 
Kingdom of Femininity.”148

1.3 Com pilation, Com m entary and Construction

One can see how the genre of the compilatio is an apt vehicle for Christine’s project of 
re-defining women through stories, since it will allow her to work with previous material 
from the literary tradition while still commenting on and even changing it. And she does 
so in her City of Ladies, to great effect. There Christine-the-narrator recounts how she 
was studying, “following the practice that has become the habit of my life,” when she 
picks up a misogynist book and begins to read it. Although she admits the book is of “no 
authority” and in fact “not very pleasant for people who do not enjoy lies,”149 she falls 
to reflecting on the sheer number of auctores who report bad things about women. She 
begins to question her own knowledge about herself, even against her better judgment. 
Although she believes herself and most women to be virtuous and not act as this book

but in Christine’s version the Queen attacks the rapist herself and beheads him, presenting his head to 
her husband as a trophy. Wolfthal writes, “In the Cité des dames Christine rewrites Boccaccio; Spencer 
33 demonstrates tha t her revisions were successful: a t least one later artist visualized her version of the 
story, not Boccaccio’s, even when illustrating a Boccaccio tex t.” Diane Wolfthal, “’Douleur sur toutes 
autres’: Revisualizing the Rape Script in the Epistre Othea and the Cité des dames” in Christine de 
Pizan and the Categories o f Difference, ed. Marilynn Desmond (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998), 65-67 (illumination showed on 66.)

148This is the phrase Lady Rectitude herself uses to  describe the City of Ladies to Christine: “Now a 
New Kingdom of Femininity is begun, and it is far better than  the earlier kingdom of the Amazons, for 
the ladies residing here will not need to  leave their land in order to  conceive or give birth to new heirs to 
maintain their possessions throughout the different ages...” ; “E t ores est un nouvel royaume de Femenie 
encommencié; mais trop plus digne que celluy de jadis, car ne couvendra aux dames ycy herbergiees aler 
hors de leurs terres pour concepvoir ne enffanter nouvelles heritieres pour maintenir leur possession par 
divers aages...”Christine de Pizan, Cité, 815; City, 117.

149 “Selonc la maniéré que j ’ay en usaige, et a quoy est disposé le excercice de ma vie...” ; “nulle attorité” ; 
“semblast pa moult plaisant a gent qui ne se delittent en mesdit,” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 616, 617 and 
617 again, respectively; City, 3, all three citations.
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(the Lamentations of Matheolus) says women do, she nevertheless notes th a t many of 
the authorities say otherwise. She tells her reader, “judging from the treatises of all 
philosophers and poets and from all the orators—it would take too long to mention their 
names—it seems that they all speak from one and the same mouth. They all concur in 
one conclusion: that the behavior of women is inclined to and full of every vice.”150 She 
recounts th a t she struggles with this notion of the inherent wickedness of women for a 
while, attem pting to prove its falsity, but is eventually overpowered by the sheer weight 
of the literary tradition which she has inherited. Right after “deciding God formed a vile 
creature when he made woman” Christine reports,

I wondered how such a worthy artisan could have deigned to make such an 
abominable work which, from what they say, is the vessel as well as the refuge 
and abode of every evil and vice. As I was thinking this, a great unhappi
ness and sadness welled up in my heart, for I detested myself and the entire 
feminine sex, as though we were monstrosities in nature151

Christine’s account of the misogyny she has read and applied to her own life is emotionally 
charged, albeit in an amplified way, and she uses her amplification152 to demonstrate the

150 “mais generaument aucques en tous traittiez philosophes, pouettes, tous orateurs desquelz les noms 
seroit longue chose, semble que tous parlent par une meismes bouche et tous accordent une semblable 
conclusion, determ inant les meurs femenins enclins et plains de tous les vices.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 
618; City, 4.

151 “je determinoye que ville chose fist Dieux quant il fourma femme, en m ’esmerveillant comment si 
digne ouvri[e]r daigna oncques faire tan t abominable ouvrage qui est vaissel, au dit d ’iceulx, si comme 
le retrait et herberge de tous maulx et de tous vices. Adonc moy estant en ceste penssee, me sourdi 
une grant desplaisance et tristesce de couraige en desprisant moy meismes et tou t le sexe féminin, si 
comme ce ce fust monstre en nature.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 620; City, 5. Brackets in text. “Nature” 
is a hugely im portant concept and figure in the work of Christine and it is likely tha t here Christine 
is drawing on Aristotelian accounts of reproduction, where Nature “intends” to make male creatures. 
Christine seems to indicate this by questioning Lady Reason whether it is in fact true tha t Nature is 
“ashamed” when she makes a female, since she has read in what she calls a text falsely attributed  to 
Aristotle th a t females are only formed through some weakness or impotence during the reproductive 
process. See City, 22-23. I will discuss Christine’s use of A ristotle’s views on gender further below. See 
103-111.

152Amplification, ampliftcatio, is a frequent intellectual tool in medieval rhetorical theory. See also, for 
instance Geoffrey of V insauf’s work Poetria Nova, w ritten as a rhetorical treatise around the turn  of the 
twelfth to thirteenth  centuries, in particular his section on amplification: Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria 
Nova, trans. M argaret F. Nims (Toronto: Pontifical Institu te of Mediaeval Studies, 1967), 24-40. On 
amplification, for example, Geoffrey writes, “to  amplify the poem, avoid calling things by their names; 
use other designations for them. Do not unveil the thing fully but suggest it by hints. Do not let your 
words move straight onward through the subject, but, circling it, take a long and winding path around 
what you were going to say briefly.” Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, 24. One can see how difference 
from a source may be produced by using such techniques: a long and winding path  will bring with it more 
experiences (or material, speaking textually) than  one tha t is straight to  the point, and such material 
will reflect on the colour of the compilation.
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incapacitating power of such reading. Some critics have even argued th a t consideration 
of Matheolus’ book positions Christine to demonstrate the damaging effects of faulty 
reading habits and poor use of division,153 To counter the harm of the reading she has 
done, nothing short of the appearance of not one but three goddess-figures—Lady Reason, 
Lady Rectitude and Lady Justice—is required. Having appeared in Christine’s study and 
called her back to herself, they proceed to tell her they have a charge for her. She is to 
build a city for all ladies of worth, and they will help her to  do so.

In the opening portion of her narrative, Christine presents to  her reader the “story” 
she has heard th a t “the behavior of women is inclined to and full of every vice.” This 
misogynist premise could be found in numerous documents, not the least of which was 
the work she mentions at the opening of the City (the Lamentation of Matheolus). There 
is, however, another type of misogynistic attitude towards women she will also have 
to address if she wishes to really counter misogynist definitions of women. This second 
detrimental description of women was the background for her gender transformation in 
the Mutation of Fortune: an understanding of the feminine sex not as necessarily more 
evil or vice-ridden, bu t as weaker and incompetent.154 The first change Christine makes

153I tend to agree with this contention and in fact will discuss reading practices as Christine portrays 
them  with regards to the education of her readers at length in my fourth and fifth chapters, though there 
I work with Christine’s Vision. On this particular section of the City of Ladies, however, Glenda McLeod 
argues in an excellent essay th a t Christine is consciously trying to  show the ill effects a poor reading 
of a text, and particularly a poor divisio, can have on people. Speaking of Christine-the-narrator’s 
reaction to  Matheolus’ tex t McLeod writes, “Reason shows Christine th a t even if misogynists write 
with the perfectly laudable intent of steering others away from evil, their approach is wrong. They 
formulate their ‘arguments loosely only to make their point,’ attem pting definition without division, two 
modi habitually linked in the medieval commentaries... These flawed form e tractandi inevitably generate 
Christine’s succession of failed, imperfect, or even harmful assimilationes.” Glenda McLeod, “Poetics 
and Antimisogynist Polemics in Christine de Pizan’s The Book o f the City o f Ladies” in Reinterpreting 
Christine de Pizan, ed. Earl Jeffrey Richards (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1992), 40. Renate 
Blumenfeld Kosinski echoes a sentiment like this when she writes, “[Christine’s] initial misunderstanding 
of M atheolus and the despair resulting from reading his book are what brings the three allegorical 
figures in her chamber: Christine most effectively builds the opening passages of the City around the 
acts of reading and misreading.” Renate Blumenfeld Kosinski, “Christine de Pizan and the Misogynist 
Tradition” in Selected Writings, 303.

154She both showcases and exemplifies a t least tacit acknowledgment of this particular aspect of misog
yny in her description of the “sex change” in the M utation th a t I cited above, though, as I said earlier, 
I believe there is room to  understand her as at least partly employing the m ethod of exaggeration/ 
amplification to make the point she will make more forcefully and directly in the City: women can be 
just as strong and competent as men. For just two examples of these claims see Christine’s questions
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when she writes/ compiles the City, therefore, is to arrange her material in response to the 
goddesses’ and her own narrative persona’s questions, not as her sources had arranged 
the m aterial.155 Her new text is fundamentally dialogical. This allows her to present her 
stories as responding to specific questions which she as the writer raises, rather than as 
simply being stories of “famous women,” as the work by Boccaccio, for instance, presented 
them. Since all of her stories are re-told in the context of answering a particular question 
or worry th a t Christine-the-narrator156 puts to her divine interlocutors, she is able to 
re-orient all the stories she uses from her sources such th a t they function as proofs of 
women’s strength, courage, skill, and loyalty.

In response to the claims tha t women are weaker, less intelligent and generally incompe
tent, Christine spends a good deal of time in the earlier portions of her book attempting 
to redefine women as both strong and competent, working in this section with Boccac
cio’s Concerning Famous Women. She begins by an exchange with Lady Reason. When 
treating questions of physical strength, Christine admits in several places via the mouth
to Lady Reason in the first book; “My lady, I recall th a t among other things, after he [the author of 
the Secreta mulierum-AC] has discussed the impotence and weakness which cause the formation of a 
feminine body in the womb of a mother, he says th a t Nature is completely ashamed when she sees that 
she has formed such a body...” and “another author has said tha t women by nature have a servile heart 
and tha t they are like infants...” Christine de Pizan, City, 23 and 26 respectively. Reason immediately 
rejects both these claims, labeling them  “overweening madness,” “irrational blindness” and “diabolical.”

155This has been commented on by several scholars. See for instance Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, 
“Christine de Pizan and the Misogynist Tradition,” in Selected Writings, 298. See also Heather Ar
den, who argues, “The allegorical ladies Raison, Droiture, and Justice, do not simply lecture Christine; 
through a number of interactive techniques they help her to discover the tru th  for herself. Rather than 
simply conveying knowledge, they are teaching their disciple how to  read, and in so doing she becomes a 
model for the readers of the Cité des dames itself.” Heather Arden, “W oman’s History and the Rhetoric 
of Persuasion in Christine de P izan’s Cité des dames” Moyen Français (1997), 9.

156 Although I have already discussed how Christine created a narrative “persona” to act as an exemplum 
in the Mutation, from here onward I will often make a distinction between “Christine-the-narrator” (the 
fictional character who constitutes tha t persona) and simply Christine (the real person who existed 
and wrote the books.) By making this distinction, I mean to  remind us th a t the “Christine” who 
appears as a character in the narrative works I am discussing here is a literary creation, crafted by 
an extraordinarily creative and literately aware writer who was purposefully using these stories and 
the personifications/ characters within them  to shape specific arguments and advocate for particular 
social/political transformations. Forgetting tha t “Christine” as she appears in her own texts is also a 
fictional creation runs the risk of misconstruing some of Christine’s writerly purpose, since her “Christine” 
persona voices opinions at times th a t Christine the writer does not herself hold and is actually trying to 
undermine. She places these faulty opinions in her persona’s mouth in order to form part of a dialogue 
whereby her persona is corrected by sympathetic figures who help “her” and her readers toward better 
understanding of the issue at hand.
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of Lady Reason th a t men do seem generally to have the advantage. She maintains nev
ertheless th a t women are capable of great feats of arms and strength, and spends a good 
deal of time in her City detailing women who engaged and even prospered in martial 
activities, citing the Amazons as an example.157 This example is repeated elsewhere, as 
in the stories of women like Zenobia, of whom Reason says, “this lady Zenobia conducted 
herself so bravely and courageously and with such boldness and strength that she won 
several battles against this Persian king, and so decisively, thanks to her prowess, tha t 
she placed Mesopotamia under her husband’s rule.”158

Zenobia is an excellent example of Christine’s work redefining women, since she embodies 
all of the characteristics Christine is defending. After her husband’s untimely death, we 
read that Zenobia takes control of the kingdom, rules it wisely, and proves she is not just 
skilled at battle but also with government and scholarship. Lady Reason explains,

the high point of her virtues...[was] her profound learnedness in letters, both 
in those of the Egyptians and in those of her own language. When she rested, 
she diligently applied herself to study and wished to be instructed by Longinus 
the philosopher, who was her master and introduced her to philosophy. She 
knew Latin as well as Greek, through the aid of which she organized and 
arranged all historical works in concise and very careful form. Similarly, she 
desired th a t her children, who she raised with strict discipline, be introduced 
to learning. Therefore my dear friend, note and recall if you have ever seen 
or read of any prince or knight more complete in every virtue.159

157In one of her stories of the Amazons, she gives an account of Hercules tha t insists he feared the 
Amazons more than  anything else. Here Reason tells Christine-the-narrator: “When, after a short while, 
they had approached Amazonia, Hercules, notwithstanding his fabulous strength and boldness and his 
large army of such valiant soldiers, did not dare to  come into port nor to  land during the day, so much 
did he fear the great power and daring of these women. This would be fantastic to  repeat and hard to 
believe if so many historical writings did not a ttest to it, th a t a man who could not be conquered by the 
power of any creature feared the strength of women” : “E t quant aucques en furent aprouchié, Hercules, 
nonobstant sa très merveilleuse force et hardiesce et qui si grant ost de vaillant genet avoit avecques luy, 
n ’osa oncques prendre port par jour ne descendre sur terre, tan t ressongnoit la grant force et hardies/ ce 
d ’icelles. Laquel chose seroit merveilleuse a  dire et forte a croire se tan t d ’istoyres ne le tesmoingnoyent, 
que homme qui oncques par quissance de creature ne pot estre vaincu redoubtast force de femmes.” 
Christine de Pizan, Cité, 688; City, 45.

158“ycelle dame Cenobie tan t viguereusement s ’y porta  et sy couragieusement et par tel hardiesce et 
vertu que plusieurs batailles contre celluy roy de Perse guaaigna et ot vittoire, et tan t que par sa prouesce 
Mesopotamie mist en la subjeccion de son m ari.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 703; City, 53.

159“le comble de ses vertus...elle fu très aprise en lettres, en celles des Egypciens et en celles de leur 
langaige. E t quant elle estoit a repos, adonc diligentment caquoit a l’estude, et coulst estre aprise par 
Longin le phillosophe. Sce[u]t le latin et les lettres grecques, par l’ayde desquelles elle meismes toutes
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Martially capable and physically strong, wise in her management of government, and a 
well-lettered scholar who is not only knowledgeable but who also produces new orderings 
of previous scholarship, Zenobia demonstrates a thorough understanding and ordering of 
her context itself. Yet the story of Zenobia also shows how Christine uses compilation 
and commentary to change a source text in service of her re-definitions. Boccaccio, from 
whom Christine draws this story, calls Zenobia strong and competent, but even though he 
indicates many sources portrayed her as virtuous, he casts doubt on her virtue. Regarding 
Maeonius’ murder of Zenobia’s husband and his son Herodes, Boccaccio writes, “Some 
authors say Maeonius acted through envy. Others believe th a t Zenobia had consented 
to Herodes’ death because she had often condemned his softness and so th a t her sons 
Herennianus and Timolaus, whom she had borne to Odaenathus, might succeed to the 
kingdom”160 Christine omits any reference to such questions of Zenobia’s involvement in 
the death of her husband or his child by a previous marriage. She also leaves out the 
end of Zenobia’s story which Boccaccio recounts, where she is finally routed and brought 
as a captive in chains to Rome.161 In Christine’s version, no mention is made of where 
Zenobia ends her days. She has ‘cu t’ the original text, abbreviating some aspects of the 
story and amplifying others in service of her goals: Christine’s account of Zenobia’s life 
finishes with the lengthy reflection I cited above, which emphasizes the queen’s great 
learning. This is a clear difference of emphasis from Boccaccio’s text, which ends with an 
account of Zenobia’s defeat.
les hystoires soubz briesves parolles ordena et mist moult curieusement. E t semblablement voulst que 
ses enffans, qu’elle nourissoit en grant discipline, fussent introduyz en science. Sy nottes et avises, chiere 
amie, se tu  as point veu ne leu de quelconques prince ou chevalier plus universel en toutes les vertus.” 
Christine de Pizan, Cité, 706; City, 54-55.

160Giovanni Boccaccio, Concerning Famous Women, trans. Guido A. Guarino (London: George Allen 
and Unwin LTD, 1964), 227.

161Ibid, 229-230. Maureen Quilligan comments on this in her book, where she notes, “Christine sup
presses all mention of the Roman trium ph in her story and so allows Zenobia to end her life as a ruling 
queen. Such a change is part of the pattern  of of her revisions of Boccaccio... in the Livre de la cité des 
dames, Christine consistently corrects whatever defamation of women she finds in her various auctores.” 
Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 94.
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Even where Boccaccio and Christine agree on the details of the story, their presentation 
of its elements varies significantly. How one tells the story affects what a reader will take 
from it. They both agree Zenobia was a very chaste woman who would only sleep with 
her husband in order to  become pregnant, but comparing what they have to say on that 
subject is illuminating. Boccaccio writes,

she was so virtuous th a t not only did she keep away from other men but I have 
read tha t she never gave herself to her husband Odaenathus, while he was 
alive, except to conceive children. She was so careful of this th a t after lying 
with her husband once she would abstain long enough before the next time to 
see whether she had conceived, and if she had she would not let him touch her 
again until she had given birth. But if she found th a t she had not conceived, 
she would give herself to her husband at his request. How praiseworthy was 
this decision by a woman! It is clear th a t she thought sexual desire is given 
to men by Nature for no other reason than to preserve the species through 
continuous procreation, and beyond this it is a superfluous vice. However, 
women having similar moral scruples are very rarely found. 162

Compare this, then, with Christine’s much abbreviated speech on the matter: “This 
woman was supremely chaste. Not only did she avoid other men, but she also slept with 
her husband only to have children, and demonstrated this clearly by not sleeping with 
her husband when she was pregnant.”163

Though it may not seem so on an initial reading, the difference here is quite pointed. 
Although Christine does include the portion on Zenobia’s chaste living, she treats the 
m atter much more briefly than her source and does not attem pt to use such a story 
to teach her audience sexual mores. She includes no commentary on whether or not 
this was a praiseworthy decision th a t should be emulated by other women, focusing her 
commentary instead on Zenobia’s intellectual qualities. Nor does she use what she does 
include about Zenobia’s chastity, as Boccaccio does, to  accuse the majority of women of 
being incapable of or unwilling to live chastely. W ithout telling her readers what she is 
up to, she effectively replaced Boccaccio’s version of the story, defective in its portrayal of

162Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women, 228.
1G3“Ceste estoit de souveraine chasteté, car non pas seullement des autres hommes se gardoit mais 

meesmement avex son m ary ne vouloit gésir fors pour avoir lignee: et ce demonstroit elle magniffestement 
par ce que point n ’y couschoit quant ençainte estoit.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 705; City, 54.
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women, with her own tale more truthful to  what she sees as the nature and capacities of 
women. As she amply demonstrates, just because one was working with already existent 
materials did not mean th a t one had to agree with them, or even present them again 
in the manner in which they had been presented. In abbreviating or amplifying, rather 
large shifts can be effected. In fact, as her leaving out the end of Zenobia’s life indicates, 
Christine does not blush to  change the story entirely, contradicting her sources without 
even pausing to note th a t she has done so.

Was such writerly action acceptable? Copeland has already remarked on its use as a 
practice among medieval writers, so Christine was hardly the first, bu t there is additional 
precedent for this significant but un-mentioned difference from a source text, and from 
no less a source than the Bible itself: Paul the Apostle works similarly in his letter to 
the Galatians.164 In fact, the problem facing Paul as a writer was in many ways similar 
to the problems faced by a medieval translator, commentator or compiler. Both he and 
the medieval scholar are confronted with a text, perhaps of no small authority, which 
they must at the same time make accessible to their generation and also make speak 
to the issues of their tim e.165 In Galatians, where Paul is trying to argue for a new 
understanding of being a follower of Christ th a t does not necessitate embracing such 
practices as circumcision, he purposefully shapes his presentation of parts of Scripture 
such th a t they are transformed in ways th a t directly support his aims and his authority, 
whether or not th a t conforms with how they had been narrated in the previous scriptural 
sources on which he drew.

164 Although it does not cover the story of Sarah and Hagar th a t I am about to  cover, for another example 
of Pau l’s practice as himself an interpreter of Scripture, see Maris G. Fiondella’s article comparing 
P aul’s work with exegetical practice specifically in the fifteenth century: “The Letter to the Galatians, 
the Towneley Plays, and the Construction of Christian Hermeneutic A uthority” Acta  XVIII (1991): 
119-129.

165Paul is preaching a new gospel, bu t it is one th a t aligns itself as a “fulfillment” of the old. It must, 
then, be capable of maintaining links to the old tradition and texts. Fiondella covers this a t length in 
her article. See especially ibid 120-125.
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In chapter four of his epistle, he presents the story of Sarah and Hagar to draw a distinc
tion between “two covenants:” “These things may be taken figuratively, for the women 
represent two covenants.”166 The distinction Paul wishes to make is th a t Hagar, the slave 
woman, represents previous Mosaic law that required practices such as circumcision, while 
Sarah, the free woman, represents the new covenant and its corresponding “freedom.” 
Paul then makes a crucial exegetical citation to  support his interpretation, drawing on 
his textual source, the story from Genesis. He writes, “But what does Scripture say? ‘Get 
rid of the slave woman and her son, for the slave woman’s son will never share in the 
inheritance with the free woman’s son.’”167 He is, of course, applying this to his rivals, 
those preaching adherence to Mosaic law. They are the ones to be gotten rid of, while he 
is the legitimate son and heir who should be heeded.

If one goes back to the story in Genesis on which Paul is drawing, however, one finds 
tha t although those words do occur in Genesis (that is, in Scripture) they are spoken 
by Sarah (the angry wife), not by Abraham, nor as commentary within the narrative 
by whomever the writer of Genesis was, and certainly not by the person of God, who 
is present at this point in the text as an actual figure who does speak.168 Furthermore, 
within the Genesis narrative God reassures Abraham th a t although he should listen to 
Sarah’s demand, Hagar’s child too will have an inheritance and Ishmael (her child) will 
also be blessed and made into a “great nation.”169 The narrative states that once Hagar 
and her child have been sent away, God sends an angel to Hagar, who finds water for 
her and her son, and the writer of Genesis comments “God was with the boy as he grew

166Galatians 4:24 in Paul’s text; story originally drawn from Genesis 21:8-21. All quotations are from 
the NIV unless otherwise noted.

167Galatians 4:30.
168It was the words of G od’s promise to Abraham, then called Abram, th a t set the whole narrative up 

to begin with. See Genesis 15.
169 “God heard the boy crying and the angel of God came to Hagar from heaven and said to  her, ‘what 

is the m atter, Hagar? Do not be afraid; God has heard the boy crying as he lies there. Lift the boy up 
and take him by the hand, for I will make him into a great nation.” Genesis 21: 17-18. See also Genesis 
17: 18-22.

170Genesis 21: 20.
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This is a far cry from Paul’s interpretation as presented in Galatians. It is worth noting 
additionally that readings of Paul’s version of the story have at times been used as one 
of the primary supports for particular dismissive understandings of the relationship of 
Christianity to the tradition, Judaism, out of which it came. This is thus a strong example 
of an interpretation of a story effecting a significant transformation of a tradition.171 
Paul invests the figures of the two women with new meaning and presents the story 
in abbreviated form, amplifying emphasis on aspects of it to  make his own point, and 
dividing up the text in such a way that the comparisons and exclusions he wished to 
make were supported, whether or not they were supported by his source, the passage in 
Genesis. He does not tell the beginning or the end of the story, but only uses the middle to 
make his point. In so doing his reading differs crucially from his source—so much that the 
two accounts come to entirely different and opposing conclusions. The story from Genesis 
blesses and cares for Hagar and Ishmael, offering them a similar promise (to be made into 
a “great nation” ) as was given to Sarah and Isaac, while the story from Galatians rejects 
the figurative descendants of Hagar, placing them completely outside God’s presence and 
promises. In Paul’s text, Hagar and Ishmael remain slaves and nothing is said of what 
happens to them after they leave Abraham and Sarah, or of God’s further involvement 
in their lives.172

171In fact, it could and has been argued tha t great harm  has come of P au l’s interpretation of the story 
of Hagar and Sarah and, more specifically, from the tradition of how it has been read. In the words of 
Susan Grove Eastm an, “In this exegetical tradition the negative signification of Pau l’s quotation of Gen. 
21.10 falls completely on one historic group of people. The disastrous effects of such an interpretation 
are amply dem onstrated by the history of Jewish-Christian relations.” Susan Grove Eastm an, “Cast out 
the slave woman and her son: the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion,” Journal for the Study of the New 
Testament, 28 no. 3 (2006): 311. She notes th a t there are scholars (herself included) who are currently 
attem pting a less destructive interpretation of P aul’s words, but indicates such an attem pt has largely 
been confined to the last twenty years, though it has become widely accepted. (See ibid, 311.) This 
revised reading of P aul’s interpretation is an attem pt to make steps towards repairing relations between 
the two faiths, and preventing further harm from ensuing. One sees even here how im portant readings 
of texts can be for constructing lives: Lady Reason’s concern over Christine’s reading was no idle fear.

172The Genesis narrative does treat Isaac, Sarah’s son, as the more “legitimate” child, but it hardly 
presents Ishmael as in any way still a  slave or rejected by God.
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This move of abbreviating a story173 and re-dividing it to come to a different conclusion 
is also what Christine (and Irigaray) undertake, though Christine’s abbreviation has the 
reverse effect of Paul’s. He re-writes the story of Sarah and Hagar in order to exclude 
a whole group of people—those still preaching “under the law.” Christine re-writes in 
order to include a group that had previously been excluded or denigrated: women. And 
we will see in chapter three th a t Irigaray does so as well.

As Christine proceeds through the construction of her text and the dialogue with Lady 
Reason, it becomes apparent tha t it is not only specific figures like Zenobia who are 
re-interpreted, but also the category of “women” itself. And, as with Zenobia, physical 
strength becomes an important part of this re-definition both in terms of women who 
possess it and women who do not. Consider the following question the narrator Christine 
poses to Lady Reason as their dialogue progresses. Lady Reason has just been giving 
arguments that women can be and have been capable, even excellent rulers.174 Christine- 
the-narrator responds,

Certainly you speak well, my lady, and your words are most harmonious in 
my heart. But though such is the case as far as women’s minds are concerned, 
it is a  proven fact th a t women have weak bodies, tender and feeble in deeds 
of strength, and are cowards by nature. These things, in m en’s judgments, 
substantially reduce the degree and authority of the feminine sex, for men

173As I understand the medieval practice of abbreviatio it did not necessarily have to  be shorter than 
the original, though it often was: rather it was a paraphrase, a re-telling or re-writing of the story or 
section of tex t being “abbreviated.” Mary C arruthers’ work on memory and recollection in medieval 
writing supports this. She writes, “When we read anything, we are obliged by nature to ‘divide’ it up for 
this purpose [mental storage-AC], Then, having stored these pieces in memory, we must re-collect them 
(colligere) for any creative thinking procedures... Such ‘briefing’ is the proper m ethod of learning. But we 
must not simply confuse ‘brief’ with ‘short.’ Medieval summaries are also, as Hugh says here [she cited 
him above-AC] ‘commodius’: they resonate and glow just as Biblical words do for Peter Chrysologus. In 
fact, the Biblical texts are made breviter.” Mary Carruthers, The Craft o f Thought: Meditation, Rhetoric 
and Making of Images, 400-1200 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 63-64.

174Lady Reason also considers the possibility of women as judges and notes th a t women would do a 
fine job of it, bu t th a t it is unnecessary for them  to do so. She seems to  imply tha t it is a nasty business 
tha t will more often than not do one’s soul damage. Her attitude seems almost to be “let the men have 
it, who would want it?” While tha t is hardly helpful advice, one can perhaps understand Christine’s 
seeming prejudice against legal professions, given her fourteen years of legal battles, most of which it 
seems she lost. This is the one spot I have found in the City th a t in any way limits what jobs women 
should do, and it is a very weak lim itation—Reason’s final formulation is merely th a t women are “not 
usually” involved in “handing down decisions or pleading cases.” See Christine de Pizan, City, 31-32 and 
35-36.
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contend that the more imperfect a body, the lesser is its virtue and, conse
quently, the less praiseworthy.175

To this Lady Reason responds, “My dear daughter, such a deduction is totally invalid 
and unsupported,”176 and goes on to explain,

Fair friend, I assure you th a t a large and strong body never makes a strong and 
virtuous heart... But as for boldness and physical strength, God and Nature 
have done a great deal for women by giving them such weakness because, 
at least, thanks to this agreeable defect, they are excused from committing 
the horrible cruelties, the murders and the terrible and serious crimes which 
have been perpetrated through force and still continuously take place in the 
world.177

Christine shows, again, th a t even in agreeing with a source, one can have different reasons 
for doing so. Women may be naturally weaker than men, Christine’s Reason admits, but 
she differs with the interpretation th a t this is a cause for denigrating women. Rather, 
she turns such an interpretation on its head and praises women for the very thing which 
previously was used to reprove them. While a modern scholar (such as myself) might 
wince at some of the reasoning Lady Reason employs, she is nevertheless attacking the 
problematic definition of women contemporary to Christine in a way th a t not only argued 
great physical strength was not categorically excluded from women178 but also validated

175 “Certes, dame, bien dittes, et moult sont consonnantes voz raisons en mon courage. Mais quoyqu’il 
soit de l’entendement, c’est chose prouvee que femmes ont le corps foible, tendre et non puissant en fait 
de force, et par nature sont couardes. E t ycestes choses, par le jugement des homes, appetissent moult le 
degré et auttorité du sexe femenin: car ilz veullent dyre que de tan t comme un corps est plus imparfait de 
quelquechose, de tan t est reprimé et appetissié de sa vertu; et par consequent, il en fait moins a louer.” 
Christine de Pizan, Cité, 673; City, 36.

176 “fille chiere, ceste consequence n ’est point bonne et ne fait a soustenir...” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 
673; City, 36.

177 “Si te promés, belle amie, que le grant et fort corpsage ne fait mie le vertueulx poyssant couraige... 
Mais quant a la hardiesce et telle force de corps, Dieu et Nature, a assez fait tou t le moins sont elles, par 
celluy aggreable deffaulx, excusees de non faire les horribles cruautés, les murdres et les grans et griefs 
extorcions, lesquelles a cause de force on a fait, et fait on, continuellement au monde...” Christine de 
Pizan, Cité, 674-675; City, 37.

178As I quoted above with examples of the Amazons and Zenobia, and as Reason herself explicitly 
states a moment after speaking about the relative physical weakness of many contemporary women; 
“But recall, nevertheless, dear friend, how it seems tha t God has deliberately wished to  show men tha t 
even if women do not possess the great strength and physical daring which men usually have, they should 
not say nor should they believe tha t this is because strength and physical daring are excluded from the 
feminine sex; this is obvious because in many women God has made manifest enormous courage, strength, 
and boldness to undertake and execute all kinds of hard tasks, just like those great men—solemn and 
valorous conquerors—have accomplished, which different writings frequently mention, and presently I 
will give you several examples.” ; “Mais avises toutesvoyes, ami chiere, somment il semble que Dieu
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what was seen as the “typical” situation of women. Doing so was im portant because 
otherwise Christine’s examples could have been read by those contemporary to her as 
meaning that women could be considered virtuous only insofar as they acted like men.179

1.4 W omen of Intellect and Invention

Christine also, however, offers examples of women who are intelligent without being 
strong warriors, and esteems them no less, addressing the other set of issues she had 
implicitly raised when she re-wrote her gender in the Mutation out of necessity—that 
women are not only weaker in body, but also in mind. The stories presented in this 
section of the City re-image women as intelligent and inventive, ultimately responsible 
for some of the most im portant discoveries and institutions of western society. Opening 
the conversation on this m atter, Christine-the-narrator asks Lady Reason, “But please 
enlighten me again, whether it has ever pleased this God who has bestowed so many 
favors on women, to honor the feminine sex with the privilege of high understanding and 
great learning [?]... I wish very much to know this because men maintain th a t the mind 
of women can learn only a little.”180 To this Lady Reason retorts, “if it were customary to 
send daughters to school like sons, and if they were then taught the natural sciences, they

toute de gré ait voulu monstrer aux hommes que, pourtant se femmes n ’ont mie toutes si grant force 
et hardiesce corporelle que ont hommes communément, que ilz ne doivent mie dire ne croire que ce soit 
pour ce que du sexe femenin soit forclose toute force et hardiesce corporelle: il appert par ce que en 
plusieurs femmes a demonstré grant coraige, force et hardem ent de toutes fortes choses emprendre et 
achever, semblablement que firent les grans hommes sollempnelz conquereurs et chevallereux, dont si 
grant mencion est faitte es escriptures, si que je te ramenray cy après en example.” Christine de Pizan, 
Cité, 675-676; City, 37-38.

179Several scholars have argued th a t this was the tack th a t Boccaccio—Christine’s primary source for 
this section of the City—took. Patricia A. Phillippy, speaking of the differing textual orientations of 
Christine’s City and Boccaccio’s De clans mulieribus, (Concerning Famous Women) writes, “the virtues 
of womanhood which she [Christine] wishes to display in the city are not Boccaccio’s ‘m anly’ virtues 
transferred to the female sex; rather they represent a sharpening of essentially feminine virtues, distinct 
from the masculine ones.” P.A. Phillippy, “Establishing Authority: Boccaccio’s ‘de Claris mulieribus’ 
and Christine de P izan’s ‘Le Livre de la Cité des Dames,”’ in Selected Writings, 357.

180 “Mais encore me faittes saige, se il vous plaist, s ’il a point pieu a celley Dieu, qui tan t leur fait de 
graces, de honnourer le sexe femenin par previlecier aucunes d ’elles de vertu de hault entendement et 
grant science [?]... Car je le desire moult savoir pour ce que hommes maintiennent qu’entendement de 
femme est de petite apprehensive.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 720-21; City, 63. Brackets mine.
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would learn as thoroughly and understand the subtleties of all the arts and sciences as
well as sons.”181 Reason begins her list of exemplars of women with schooling by citing
the figure of Cornificia. An example of Reason’s assertion about the consequences of
educating females as well as males, this girl who was able to attend school along with her
brother showed herself capable of mastering all the subjects she was taught, even herself
becoming a great poet and writer. In the words of Lady Reason to Christine-the-narrator,

This little girl devoted herself to study and with such marvelous intelligence 
th a t she began to  savor the sweet taste of knowledge acquired through study.
Nor was it easy to take her away from this joy to which she more and more 
applied herself, neglecting all other feminine activities. She occupied herself 
with this for such a long period of time th a t she became a consummate 
poet, and not only extremely brilliant and expert in the learnedness and 
craft of poetry, but also seemed to have been nourished with the very milk 
and teaching of perfect philosophy, for she wanted to hear and know about 
every branch of learning, which she then mastered so thoroughly that she 
surpassed her brother, who was also a very great poet... Knowledge was not 
enough for her unless she could put her mind to work and her pen to paper 
in the compilation of several very famous works.182

One is tem pted to wonder whether Christine is remembering her own childhood learning, 
which her father had encouraged. In any case, here again we see imitation and surpassing, 
aemulatio. Cornificia learns along with her brother, im itating the authorities and even
tually surpassing even her brother, who “was also a very great poet.” Furthermore, (and 
also like Christine) she too “puts pen to paper” and creates new orderings of knowledge 
in the form of several compilations. One should note, however, th a t in order to excel, 
Cornificia seems to have had to “neglect all other feminine activities.” This is a theme of 
some of the women Christine writes about (including at times herself) but she is careful 
to also include women who excelled at “feminine activities” and in so doing produced im

181 “se coustume estoit de m ettre les petites filles a Pescolle et que suyvantment on les faist aprendre 
les sciences, comme on fait au fliz, qu’ellles appren/droyent aussi parfaittem ent et entendroyent les 
soubtilletez de toutes les ars et sciences comme ilz font.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 721; City, 63.

182 “Mais celle fillette par merveilleux engin tan t frequenta les lettres qu’elle prist a sentir le doulx goust 
de savoir par aprendre. Si ne fust mie legiere chose a luy tollir celle plaisance a lquelle, toutes autres 
oeuvres femenines laissiez, s ’appliqua du tou t en tout. E t tan t par espace de temps s ’i occuppa qu’elle fu 
très souveraine pouette, et non pas tan t seullement en la science de poisie fu très flourissant et experte, 
ains sembloit qu’elle fust nourrie du lait et de la doctrine de phillosophie: car elle voulst sentir et savoir 
de toutes sciences qu’elle apprist souverainement, en tan t que son frere, qui très grant pouette estoit... 
E t ne luy souffist mie tan t seullement le sçavoir, se elle ne mist e ’entendement a oeucre et les mains a 
laplume en compillant plusieurs tes nottables livres.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 723-724; City, 64.
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portant inventions for humans in society, as I will show below. There is clearly a tension 
in Christine’s writing, however, in that she understands th a t “feminine activities” can 
deprive a potential female scholar of the time necessary to undertake serious scholarship, 
as was the case in parts of her own life. In her Vision, for example, she writes about the 
beginning of her own return to the pursuit of learning after the death of her husband,

Then, because of this solitude, there returned to me from the earlier days 
memorized passages of Latin and the languages of the noble sciences and 
various learned saying and polished bits of rhetoric that I had heard in the 
past when my dear, dead husband and father had been alive, notwithstanding 
th a t because of my folly, I retained little of it. For although naturally and 
from my birth I was inclined to this, my occupation with the tasks common 
to married women and the burden of frequent child-bearing had deprived me 
of it.183

One can see the tension active in Christine’s work. Validating the one is risking the 
other. Christine maintains th a t she was “naturally” inclined to study, “from my birth,” 
thus asserting th a t women are perfectly capable of study, but she realizes nevertheless 
the practical obstacles th a t were in women’s way while she lived. And yet, despite such 
obstacles, she did become a scholar.

Christine’s Lady Reason treats Proba and Sappho similarly as she had treated Corni- 
ficia, remarking on their outstanding skill and learning, as well as the depth of their 
understanding of the subject m atters with which they concerned themselves.184 She does

183“Adonc par solitude me vindrent au devant les rumigacions du latin et des parleures des belles sci
ences et diverses sentences et polie rethorique que ouy le temps passé au vivant de mes amis trespassez, 
pere et mary, je avoie de eulx, non obstant que par ma fouleur petit en retenisse. Car, non obstant 
que naturellem ent et de nativité y fusse encline, me tolloit y vaquier l ’occupacion des affaires que ont 
communément les mariees et aussi la charge de souvent porter enfans.” Christine de Pizan, l ’Advision, 
107-108; Vision, 102. Scholars have not missed this tension; in the words of Roberta Krueger speaking 
about the City of Ladies, “the anxieties of the female scholar and teacher pervade this book.” Roberta 
Krueger, “Christine’s Anxious Lessons: Gender, Morality, and the Social Order from the Enseignemens 
to the Avision,” in Christine de Pizan and the Categories o f Difference, ed. Marilynn Desmond (Min
neapolis: University of M innesota Press, 1998), 29.

184I will deal with Proba below, and of Sappho Lady Reason says, “From what Boccaccio says about 
her, it should be inferred th a t the profundity of both her understanding and of her learned books can only 
be known and understood by men of great perception and learning, according to the testimony of the 
ancients. Her writings and poems have survived to this day, most remarkably constructed and composed, 
and they serve as illumination and models of consummate poetic craft and composition to those who 
have come afterward.” ; “Par ces choses que Bocace dist d ’elle doit estre entendu la parfondeur de son 
entendement et les livres qu’elle fist de sy profunde science que les sentences en sont fortes a savoir
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not limit herself to poets and philosophers, however. She also includes practitioners of 
the magical arts, such as Manto and Medea. Having first praised Manto’s knowledge of 
divination as an art, she continues writing of Medea,

Medea, whom many historical works mention, was no less familiar with science 
and art than Manto. She was the daughter of Aetes, king of Colchis and of 
Persa, a,nd was very beautiful, with a noble and upright heart and a pleasant 
face. In learning, however, she surpassed and exceeded all women; she knew 
the powers of every herb and all the potions which could be concocted, and 
she was ignorant of no art which can be known. W ith her spells she she knew 
how to make the air become cloudy or dark, how to move winds from the 
grottoes and caverns of the earth, and how to provoke other storms in the air, 
as well as how to  stop the flow of rivers, confect poisons, create fire to burn 
up effortlessly whatever object she chose, and all such similar arts.185

This too goes against her source Boccaccio, who calls the practice of Manto “diabolical” 
and chides her for her “wicked arts.”186 As for Medea, to say Christine has to signif
icantly revise her story in order to include Medea in her city of virtuous women is an 
understatem ent.187 In order to redeem Medea, she practically inverts the story, since Boc
caccio begins his story of Medea by saying, “Medea, the most cruel example of ancient

et entendre meismes aux hommes de grant engin et estude, selon le tesmoing des aniens. E t jusques 
aujourd’uy durent encores ses escrips et dittiez, moult nottablem ent faiz et composez qui sont venus 
après de parfaitement dicter et faires.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 729; City, 67-68. As an interesting 
observation a t this point in Christine’s text, Maureen Quilligan relates Christine’s shift in focus from 
women with strong bodies or martial prowess to women who excel a t intellectual endeavors to a shift 
in the focus of her city-building metaphor. W ith  the m artial women, Quilligan notes, Christine was 
speaking about the foundation of the city and now in writing about intellectually skilled women she has 
started constructing the walls. See Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 96.

185“Medee, de laquelle assez d ’istoires font mención, ne sceut pas moins d ’art et de science que celle 
devant ditte. Elle fu fille de Othés, roy de Coicos, et de Perse, moult belle, de coraisge haulte et droitte 
et assez plaisant de viaire. Mais de sçavoir elle pasa et exceda toutes femmes: elle savoit de toutes herbes 
les vertus et tous les enchantems que faire se pevent; elle n ’estoit ignórente. Elle faisoit, par vertu d ’une 
chançon qu’elle savoit, troubler et obscurcir l’air, mouvoir les vens des fosses et cavernes de la terre, 
commouvoir les tempestes en l ’air, arrester les fleuves, confire poysons, composer feux sans labour pour 
ardoir quelconques chose qu’elle vouloit, et toutes semblables choses savoit faire.” Christine de Pizan, 
Cité, 732-733; City, 69.

186See Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women, 60. For Christine’s account, see Christine de Pizan, City, 
69. For a look at how magic was perceived in the middle ages, see Richard Kiechkhefer, Magic in the 
Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, Canto Im print, 2000), particularly chapters four 
and five, “The Common Tradition of Medieval Magic” and “The Romance of Magic in Courtly Culture,” 
pp. 56-94 and 95-113.

18VEleni Stecopoulos and Karl Uitti discuss the changes Christine performs on Medea’s (as well as 
Ceres’ and M inerva’s) story vis à vis Boccaccio’s presentation of the same in their essay “Christine de 
Pizan’s Livre de la Cité des Dames: The Reconstruction of M yth,” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1992), 48-62. They note for instance tha t, “by emphasizing the 
skills and deeds of Ceres, Minerva and Medea rather than  merely what has been w ritten about them, 
her account salutes them  as emblems of a universal vindication of women.” Ibid 52. About Medea in 
particular they note, “Medea’s infamous deeds as a poisoner and infanticide, thoroughly documented
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wickedness... was quite beautiful and by far the best trained woman in evil-doing.”188 
Boccaccio’s more traditionally-told Medea dismembers her baby brother and murders her 
own two children. W ith Christine’s Medea, no mention is made of any of these murders 
or any of the other atrocious acts attributed to her.189 Furthermore, it is exactly the 
things which Boccaccio condemns—Medea’s herbalism and magic arts—that Christine 
singles out for praise.190

Christine continues her re-valuing of the lives and work of women using the stories of 
other female figures. Arguing for the immense contribution women have made to human 
civilization, she attributes to various women the societal acquisition of such inventions 
as law,191 iron and steel armor-making and shearing of sheep for the collection of wool to
and recounted by Boccaccio, are conspicuously absent in Christine’s narrative... Clearly, in purposefully 
removing these details Christine seeks to absolve Medea of these sorts of charges... but Christine also 
calls our attention to the facts th a t ought to be considered when we judge her (or properly understand 
her story): her skills and her virtue...” Ibid, 55.

188Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women, 35.
1890d d ly  enough, as part of his discussion of enthymemes in the Rhetoric, Aristotle himself gives an 

example of one storyteller who presents Medea as being innocent, though accused, of murdering her 
two children. (See Aristotle, Rhetoric 1400b 8-15.) It is quite possible Christine read th a t section of 
the Rhetoric and thereby ran across a version of Medea tha t did not have her murdering her sons. 
In Christine’s Book o f Peace she cites a passage tha t she identifies as being from Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 
however the translators note tha t particular citation is wrongly attributed: it comes not from Aristotle’s 
Rhetoric but from pseudo-Cicero’s Rhetoric ad Herennium  (See Christine de Pizan, Book of Peace, ed. 
Karen Green, Constant Mews and Janice Pinder (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
2008), 144 n73.)

190Boccaccio writes, “No m atter by what teacher she was taught, the properties of herbs were so familiar 
to her th a t no one ever knew them  better. By intoning enchantments, she knew perfectly how to  disturb 
the sky, gather the winds from their dens, cause tempests, hold back rivers, brew poisons, make artificial 
fires for all kinds of conflagrations and all other things of this sort. Far worse, her soul was not in discord 
with her arts, for, if those failed, she thought it very easy to use steel.” Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous 
Women, 35.
191 See the story of Carmentis, Christine de Pizan, City, 71-73. This, of course, further complicates her 

apparent indication tha t women should not be involved in the legal profession.
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make cloth,192 farming, bread-making and city-building,193 wool-dying, tapestry-making 
and linen-making,194 and silk cloth production,195 among others. All of these and more, 
she argues, have brought a wealth of good to societies in general, goods that have proven 
foundational to those same societies. Having heard the inventory of all of these goods 
that women have brought to society, Christine-the-narrator may finally respond to Lady 
Reason with a properly corrected idea of women, assenting that,

neither in the teaching of Aristotle, which has been of great profit to human 
intel-ligence and which is so highly esteemed and with good reason, nor in th a t 
of all the other philosophers who have ever lived, could an equal benefit for the 
world be found as th a t which has been accrued and still accrues through the 
works accom-plished by virtue of the knowledge possessed by these ladies.196

Although it was the philosophers, poets, and orators who Christine had noted accused 
women in the first place, through her dialogue with Lady Reason, Christine-the-narrator 
is able to  revise her own previous opinion about women. She may now argue th a t women 
have contributed more to human flourishing than any of those male scholars the reading 
of which had earlier brought her to the point of despair and self-hatred. This is due to the 
textual difference she has created from her sources, which was, in a sense, also the source 
of her troubles. Christine’s text as she has compiled it frequently differs in arrangement 
and interpretation of the stories presented, fundamentally changing the meaning one 
takes from those stories in ways th a t allow the reader to draw conclusions supporting

192Both the invention of the art of armoring and of wool production/weaving are here attribu ted  to the 
same individual. See the story of Minerva; City, 73-75. On the subject of Minerva having invented the 
techniques for armor-making, Christine (through the voice of Lady Reason) is particularly biting: “But 
what will all the many nobles and knights say, who generally slander women with such false remarks? 
From now on let them  keep their mouths shut and remember th a t the customs of bearing arms, of 
dividing armies into battalions, and of fighting in ordered ranks—a vocation upon which they so pride 
themselves and for which they consider themselves so great—came to them  from a woman.” ; “Mais que 
dirent les nobles et les chevaliers dont tan t y a, et c’est chose contre droit, qui mesdient si generaulment 
de toutes femmes? Refraignent leur bouche d ’or enavant, advisant que le usaige des armes porter, faire 
batailles et combatre en ordenance, duquel mestier tan t s ’alosent et tiennent grans, leurs est venu et 
donné d ’une femme.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 751-52; City, 80.

193See the story of Ceres; Christine de Pizan, City, 75-76.
194See the story of Arachne; ibid, 81-82.
195See the story of Pamphile; ibid, 83.
196 “la dottrine d ’Aristote, qui moult a prouffité  a l’engin humain et dont on tient sy grant compte et 

a bon droit, ne de tous les autres phillosophes qui oncques furent, n ’est point de pareil prouffit au siecle 
comme ont esté, et sont, les oeuvres faittes par le sçavoir des dittes dames.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 
752; City, 81.
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the inherent strength, intelligence and virtue of women as equal members of the human
197race.

Christine’s handling of the story of Proba, the woman who is famous for having adapted 
Virgil’s poetry into verses th a t explicate Scripture, is another excellent example of Chris
tine adapting her sources to her practice. In approving of Proba’s compilation/translation 
of Virgil’s poetry, Christine implicitly approves of her own similar activity with respect to 
Boccaccio’s text, whence she draws her Proba.198 Proba takes the texts of a pagan author 
and, through division and recollation, used them to present an entirely new message, that 
of the Christian scriptures.199 Christine analogously takes Boccaccio’s text—written “be
fore” her three goddess-figures appear in order to deplore the misogyny tha t constitutes 
Boccaccio’s literary tradition and tell Christine-the-narrator to build a new city—and 
re-writes his text to support an entirely different message. One could read Christine as 
drawing a link here between what she sees as the ‘old’ pagan tradition, represented by 
Virgil but “superseded” by C hrist/the Triune God, and the misogynist tradition, repre
sented by Boccaccio but “superseded” by Christine and her three goddesses.200

197I will deal with this notion of “equal” in chapter two, when I cover Christine’s birth-m etaphor and 
her interactions with Aristotelian notions of gender. (See pp. 103-111.) On the question of Christine’ 
re-organization of texts to  support her redefinitions of women, scholars such as Patricia A Phillippy have 
also noted similar points. Phillippy writes, “while she uses Boccaccio as a source, and invokes him by 
name as a witness in support of her claims, she is equally involved in a revision and correction of his 
views of women and their capabilities.” P.A. Phillippy, “Establishing Authority: Boccaccio’s ‘de Claris 
mulieribus’ and Christine de P izan’s ‘Le Livre de la Cité des Dames,”’ in Selected Writings, 330.

198For P roba’s story, see Christine de Pizan, City, 66. Maureen Quilligan makes reference to this implicit 
approval when she discusses Christine’s use of the figure of Proba, writing, “Suffice it to say th a t Christine 
was at least one fifteenth-century compilator who noticed the significance of P roba’s achievement, if not 
for Boccaccio’s problematic relationship to his auctores, then for her own relationship to  him.” Maureen 
Quilligan, Allegory, 97.

199Such an act of cultural appropriation does not come without ethical questions attached, likewise with 
Christine’s own handling of Boccaccio’s text. I will address some of the implications of such questions 
in chapter six, though I tried to make implicit reference to  them  in my detailing of P aul’s handling of 
the story of Hagar and Sarah and the effects interpretations of tha t have had on the tradition since. 
Suffice it to say for now tha t I feel such questions about the ethical “appropriation” of stories should 
categorically always be considered, but should be determined on a case-by-case basis. The appropriation 
of cultural stories is never a morally neutral act, though it is frequently a morally complex one.

200On the question of Boccaccio’s negative attitude toward women in De mulieribus claris, see for just 
a few examples Earl Jeffrey Richards, introduction to  The Book o f the City of Ladies by Christine de 
Pizan (New York: Persea, 1998), xxxix ff; P.A. Phillippy, “Establishing Authority: Boccaccio’s ‘de Claris 
mulieribus’ and Christine de P izan’s ‘Le Livre de la Cite des Dam es,”’ in Selected Writings, 329-361; 
and Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 39.
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As is clear by now, Christine’s re-presentation of Proba and the rest of her re-presentations 
of the stories of Boccaccio’s text represent the production of new, different meaning grow
ing out of or discovered in an ‘old’ text, a practice known as inventio.201 It is important, 
however, to still see this “discovery” in terms of “production of meaning” th a t is gained 
through some of the rhetorical/ hermeneutical tools I have mentioned. Abbreviating and 
amplifying, also sometimes referred to as brevitas and copia, are two of the principal 
modes of inventio.202 Although the example of Christine’s relation to Boccaccio’s use of 
Proba explores rhetorical difference between the texts (Christine’s text is “new” in the 
sense th a t what is different in her rendition was not there before,) the text produced 
by Christine and the meaning she gives it does not come out of nowhere—i.e., it is in 
other ways not new. W hat is “discovered” and then created through the use of inventio is 
precisely what constitutes the relevance of the source text in the new context, which the 
writer as faithful compiler/ com m entator/ translator then produces for his or her audi
ence. Furthermore, this textual change is meant to help the reader re-think the way they 
understand women. The arguments these goddess-figures present are not merely meant 
to while away the time in an entertaining way, nor even primarily to sharpen one’s read
ing skills—though certainly th a t is an aim as well. Rather, they are meant to bring the 
reader to a new understanding of the intelligence, strength and inventiveness of women, 
moving them to appreciate women’s lives and work, and reevaluate their understanding 
of women’s societal capabilities.203

201For Copeland, inventio was a “fundamental procedure” of rhetoric. R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 2. But 
inventio, as she outlines its use by the ancients did not necessarily mean the creation of something 
entirely new. Rather, it was linked with logical inquiry, and with “discovering” meaning within the text. 
Copeland states, “In ancient rhetoric, invention is the discovery of a plausible and persuasive argument 
through a system of proofs. Inventio (Greek heuresis) literally means a ‘coming upon,’ a discovery of 
tha t which is there, or already there, to  be discovered. The term  has little to do with originality or with 
creation ex nihilo... From Aristotle onwards, the task of finding something to say is constituted mainly 
through a system of logical inquiry.” Ibid, 151.

202Mary Carruthers, dealing with “some core concepts of traditional rhetoric,” writes, “They include 
the qualities known as brevitas and copia, which in ancient rhetoric were usually analyzed under style, but 
in monastic rhetoric develop self-consciously into tropes of invention. When rhetoric was taught again 
as a school subject after the late eleventh century, they turned up (in Geoffrey of V insauf’s Poetria 
nova, for example) as the related tropes of ‘abbreviation’ and ‘amplification’ judged to  be essential for 
composing literary work.” Mary Carruthers, Craft, 61.

203T hat is to  say, not just their social capabilities, but what women can contribute to  society itself, as 
active members of its functioning.
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Using the stories I have worked through above,204 Christine laid out her case for a re
definition of women through re-valuing women and what they do. Taking stories from 
both myth and history, she gave examples of what women are capable of, showing thereby 
that there is not a single area of life into which women have not ventured and done 
well. She has used these tales to engage her audience, get them interested in her text 
and sympathizing with her characters, all while learning from a fine mistress: Reason 
herself. Having thus secured the exemplary tru th  that women can be strong, inventive 
and intelligent, Christine turns to the question of women’s virtue with which she began 
her City. For this portion of her compilatio, she uses primarily the second two books of 
the City of Ladies, speaking through the mouths of Lady Rectitude and Lady Justice.

1.5 W riting V irtue

The goddess-figure for the second part of the book is Lady Rectitude, who, given her name 
and the tool associated with her (a set of scales), one can imagine is here to re-balance 
Christine-the-narrator’s understanding of herself and the worth of women in general. In 
order to accomplish this purpose, Rectitude starts at the top, addressing the concern 
first th a t God is not pleased with women as a sex. To counter such claims, Rectitude 
immediately sets up a relationship between women and the divine. She notes th a t many 
women throughout history have had the gift of prophecy, which in this case means direct 
knowledge of the thoughts and intentions of God and how they will play out in the world. 
Rectitude begins her portion of constructing and populating the city with a description 
of the sibyls who she claims, despite living in pagan lands well before the birth of Christ, 
demonstrated fore-knowledge of Christ’s birth and life. She tells Christine-the-narrator 
th a t this, as well as all the other wisdom and knowledge with which they were blessed, 
was given them because of their outstanding virtue and the esteem God had for them.

204I have only covered some of the stories Christine presents. There are many more which could be 
remarked upon, but this is a good representative sampling of what she was trying to accomplish.
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In the words of the goddess-figure, “in a heart tainted and soiled with vices these could 
not have been such a great light and knowledge of things to come.”205 Speaking of one 
of the sibyls in particular, Almathea, she then chides the narrator Christine, telling her,

Now, pay attention here, dear friend, and consider how God bestowed such 
great favor on a single woman who possessed the insight to counsel and advise 
not only one emperor during his lifetime but also, as it were, all those who 
were to come in Rome as long as the world lasts, as well as to comment upon 
all the affairs of the empire. Tell me then, please, where was there ever a man 
who did this? A short while ago, like a fool, you considered yourself unlucky 
to be a member of the sex of such creatures, thinking th a t God held this sex 
in reprobation.206

In so correcting Christine-the-narrator’s initial judgment of herself and her sex, Rectitude 
is also able to lead the reader towards seeing how believing th a t the entire female sex is 
somehow ‘reprobate,’ is foolish, freeing up space for the reader, alongside Christine-the- 
narrator, to begin to form new and more equitable judgments about women.

The next large issue regarding women and virtue th a t Christine must address is the claim 
of female inconstancy, raised earlier by authors such as Matheolus. Christine refutes this 
kind of misogynist claim by telling and commenting on (through the mouth of Lady 
Rectitude) stories of women who risked everything to remain faithful and loyal to their

205 “en cuer tachié et ordoyé de vices, ne peust avoir tan t grant lumiere et congnassance des choses a 
avenir.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 792; City, 102.

206 “Or prens cy garde, doulce amye, et vois comment Dieux donna si grant grace a une seulle femme 
que elle ot scens de conseiller et adviser non mie seullement un empereur a son vivant mais si comme tous 
ceulx qui le monde durant estoyent a avenir a Romme et tous les faiz de l’empire. Sy me dy, je t ’en pry, 
ou fu oncques hommes qui ce faist? E t tu, comme folle, te tenoyes naguaires malcomptent d ’estre du sexe 
de telz creatures, penssant que Dieu l ’eust si comme en reprobacion.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 794; City, 
104. Here too one may note significant difference between Christine and her source. Boccaccio discusses 
Am althea as well, and gives a similar reading of her story as Christine presents, but he attaches the 
following pronouncement at the end of his account of this sibyl: “if women through genius, industry, and 
God’s grace reach such divinity and sanctity, what must one think of men, who have greater aptitude for 
everything? If they reject idleness they will certainly reach tha t divinity.” Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous 
Women, 51. One can well see why Christine leaves so much of Boccaccio’s commentary on his various 
story selections out as inappropriate or unacceptable, for Christine would whole-heartedly disagree with 
his understanding tha t man have “a greater aptitude for everything.” Boccaccio’s text is meant to spur 
men into action by using the example of a woman who has reached higher or further than  they, even 
though they are gifted with a greater aptitude: if they simply will “reject idleness,” a fortiori, they can 
reach the heights this woman reached. Christine’s writing leaves aside this understanding of women as 
naturally inferior to men, and so in her tex t Boccaccio’s a fortiori argument would not hold. Her text is 
meant instead to show tha t women are not inferior, nor do they have any lesser aptitude tha t plagues 
women as a gender, which must be overcome to  achieve any greatness.
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partners. W hether it is tales of women who remained beside their spouses even when 
they were found to have leprosy207 or who followed their husbands into exile,208 or who 
managed to  keep important secrets despite all bribery or torture,209 Christine presents 
example after example of women who remained steadfast to both lovers and friends. 
Having secured through quantity a basis of stories of female fortitude, Lady Rectitude 
embarks on several much longer narratives of female constancy and virtue in the face 
of truly despicable behavior on the part of those men with whom they are contrasted. 
These are calculated, one can only presume, both to dispel even the harshest accusations 
of feminine fickleness and to excite moral indignation on the part of the reader towards 
the men the text depicts. In these, and in the other stories tha t follow them, the women 
are presented as possessing the highest amount of virtue, showing themselves to be much 
more virtuous and steadfast than their male counterparts in the narratives.

One need look no further than Lady Rectitude’s story of Griselda, a peasant chosen by 
a Marquis to be his wife. In this particular narrative, the Marquis decides to go through 
a series of increasingly harsh tests to check the constancy and submission of his wife 
of lower estate: taking her children away from her and pretending to  have them killed, 
stripping her of her station to send her home all but naked, and then even telling her to 
come and plan the wedding for his next bride who is supposed to replace her. Griselda 
remains faithful and obedient throughout all these tests and is finally rewarded with being 
restored to the position of being the Marquis’ wife and having her children returned to 
her.210 While one seriously doubts the desirability or wisdom of returning to the side of 
such a spouse, the story, and others like it, accomplishes Christine’s goal of showing the 
seemingly infinite ability of women to be faithful in all circumstances, even alongside a 
particular m an’s inconstancy. Maureen Quilligan notes this in her commentary on the

207See Christine de Pizan, City, 132.
208See for example the stories of Queen Hypiscratea and Sulpitia, Ibid, 120-122 and 132 respectively.
209 See for example the stories of Curia and the woman who protected the identity of the conspirators 

against Nero: ibid, 135-137.
210See ibid, 170-176.
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Griselda narrative, where she writes, “[t]he moral of Christine’s story is that Griselda is 
an exemplary woman by virtue of her strength.”211

This, however, seems to somewhat miss the point of moral indignation that I believe is 
present in Christine’s text, particularly following, as it does, on the example of other 
extremely bad men which Christine has inserted into the text directly before Griselda’s 
tale.212 Again we are dealing with textual difference: this time the difference between 
the false accusations leveled against women—part of the material of the sources with 
which Christine works to produce her compilation—and the ‘real’ behavior of men and 
women as portrayed in the stories Rectitude tells. Quilligan compares Christine’s version 
of Griselda’s story with Petrarch’s version, Christine’s source for this tale:

The moral conclusion appended to  Petrarch’s tale insists th a t no woman is 
expected to behave with the inhuman patience Griselda exhibits toward her 
husband, but rather that all men should suffer the adversities of life with 
faithful belief in God. Christine’s headnote regenders the interpretation of 
the tale. Griselda’s story is th a t of a woman strong in virtue... her patience 
is something a wife must have. To Christine, Griselda is not an exception, as 
she is for the male authors, but an exemplum th a t demonstrates an extreme 
version of the constancy and fortitude necessary for any woman successfully 
to negotiate the demands attendant upon being a wife.213

This, I believe, somewhat misconstrues the example, since Christine is not offering a 
defense of marriage as such at this point in her book, but is rather answering charges,

211Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 167. I wish to  say here th a t while I do not always agree with all the 
details of Quilligan’s arguments, she provides an invaluable close reading of the City of the Ladies in her 
Allegory o f Female Authority, and often makes insightful observations regarding Christine’s use of her 
sources and stories. Her study is an im portant contribution to any work on the City, and to Christine 
studies in general.

212Lady Rectitude has just finished detailing to  Christine-the-narrator numerous atrocities perpetrated 
by such men as Claudius, Nero, Galba, other emperors, and even various popes and Churchmen, whose 
specific names she rather prudently leaves out. Of emperor Tiberius for example she asks, “Were not 
inconstancy, fickleness, and lust more clearly apparent in him than  in any woman, whatsoever?” ; “Toute 
inconstance, toute variété, tou t lubrieté n ’estoit elle en luy plus qu’il n ’est trouvé de nulle femme?” and 
of the Church Rectitude states, “Let me also tell you about the popes and churchmen, who must be 
more perfect and more elect than  other people. But whereas in the early Church they were holy, ever 
since Constantine endowed the Church with large revenues and riches, the holiness there! You have only 
to read through their histories and chronicles.” ; “E t pareillement je te dis des pappes et des gens de 
sainte Eglise, qui plus que autre gent doivent estre parfais et esleuz. Mais quoyque au commancement 
de la christienté fussent sains, depuis que Constantin ot douee l’eglise de grans revenues et de richesces, 
la sainté quy y est... ne fault que lire en leurs gestes et croniques.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 894 and 898 
(ellipsis in text); City 166 and 169, respectively.

213Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 167. Emphasis in text.
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like those of Matheolus’, th a t women are inconstant. While Christine is under no illusion 
as to the position of power husbands held over their wives, the model of marriage she 
advocates is hardly one tha t would conform to the example of Griselda, even as an 
extreme. Her short speech at the end of the book about “being subject” in marriage 
not withstanding,214 she takes many pains throughout the body of the book to give 
examples of wives who advised their husbands, kept them from making bad decisions, 
and in general acted as members of a partnership instead of as obedient, however much 
loved and respected, servants.215 This is further supported by what Lady Rectitude tells 
Christine about those marriages which are happy. Right after saying th a t there are men 
who let their wives have no authority whatsoever, Rectitude tells Christine-the-narrator, 
“[b]ut let me hasten to assure you th a t not all marriages are conducted with such spite, 
for there are those who live together in great peacefulness, love and loyalty because the 
partners are virtuous, considerate, and reasonable.”216 Offering such a list of qualities 
that make for a happy marriage, which list one notes she assigns to  both partners, one 
can see an outline of what Christine thinks is the model of marriage th a t works best— 
whether or not is it the one that is current. Again, Christine creates descriptive difference 
from her sources, this time showing another possible way of being and relating.

On the whole one must recognize tha t this extended narrative and the stories around it 
are a reversal of the charges earlier brought against women. Here instead it is many men 
who are shown as “the vessel as well as the refuge and abode of every evil and vice,”217

214See Christine de Pizan, City, 255.
215For a few examples see Christine de Pizan, City, 137-142.
216 “Mais je te promés que tous les mariages ne sont mie maintenus en telz comptens, car il en est qui 

vivent en grant paisibleté, amour et loyaulté ensemble par ce que les parties sont bonnes, discretes et 
raisonnables.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 819; City, 119.

217These are the words Christine applies in despair to women at the beginning of the book, see Christine 
de Pizan, City, 5. I think it is im portant to  note here th a t in the vast m ajority of her other works, 
Christine spends a great deal of time detailing examples of virtuous men, so she is hardly attem pting to 
sta rt or encourage a gender-war here. Rather, she is responding by reversal to the charges she feels have 
been brought unfairly against women, turning the characteristics misogynists counted against women on 
the heads of these men. I t  is worth noting th a t not only women but also men would have read her book. 
Perhaps this is a way of implicitly asking the men to look a t the worth of making general statements 
about a particular sex based on the worst stories of behavior within tha t sex. The behavior of Nero, for 
example, hardly represents the behavior of the majority of men any more than the behavior of an evil
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and women who are capable of withstanding incredible tem ptation and being filled with 
outstanding virtue. These examples of virtuous women outshining men become even more 
marked in book three, where Christine-the-writer presents her reader with exemplary 
stories of the virgin martyrs as narrated by Lady Justice. While these sections constitute 
grisly reading and make some modern scholars uncomfortable218 they are nevertheless an 
im portant and skillful part of Christine’s re-definition of the concept of woman via story.

Having first asked the Virgin mother to come reside in the city, since her goodness and 
virtue is such th a t even, “if all other women were bad, the light of your goodness so 
surpasses and transcends them th a t any remaining evil would vanish”219 Lady Justice 
proceeds to the virgin martyrs. The stories of the virgin martyrs are filled with virtuous 
women preaching against their vice-ridden male counterparts and converting the multi
tudes through the miracles manifested by their virtues. Furthermore, the women in these 
stories frequently sway their male counterparts, convincing them  both by arguments and 
by their virtue itself to cease whatever evil deeds they are doing and to  join in the work 
and virtuous action of these women.220 The story of St. Lucy is exemplary in this manner, 
for Lucy manages verbally not only to eventually convert her initial abductor, but also 
to convince him not to do the evil he intended to her in the first place. Lady Justice tells 
her audience, “This virgin was kidnapped and taken away by the barbarian king Aucejas.

woman would represent the behavior of the majority of women.
218Stories of the m artyrs have sometimes been used to  breed zealotry and to encourage being passive 

in the face of harm—or even purposefully placing oneself in the path  of harm —however, I do not believe 
Christine uses these stories here for those purposes. Rather, her stories seem to  be geared toward showing 
women to  be not only incredibly virtuous but also incredibly powerful. I am currently developing an 
article on this, as I believe it is an area of Christine studies th a t could be more commented on. One also 
notes, however, opinions like those expressed by Christine Moneera Laennec in “Unladylike Polemics: 
Christine de P izan’s Strategies of Attack and Defense,” Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature 12 (1993): 
47-59. There, Laennec alleges tha t Christine relies on the metaphor of herself as a m artyr, and on all 
women as victimized, in order to justify her writing. Laennec’s assertion lacks basis in the City, failing as 
it does to take into account the power imputed to the women in the accounts. It also fails to acknowledge 
the core of Christine’s work on gender, as I believe is apparent from my discussion thus far.

219 “Car se tou t le demourant des femmes estoit mauvais, se passe et surmonte lalueur de ta  bonté a 
plus grant comble que autre mauvaistié ne pourroit estre.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 976; City, 218.

220 Although there are numerous examples of this, one can look a t the stories of Saint Catherine, Saint 
Lucy and Saint Fausta for just three instances among the twenty or so th a t Christine provides in detail. 
See Christine de Pizan, City, 219-222, 223-224 and 228-229 respectively.
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When he had returned to his own country and tried to rape her, she began to preach so 
that he was completely distracted from his evil intent, thanks to her divine virtue.”221 
The two figures, Lucy and Aucejas then form an unlikely pair for twenty years, he re
maining a king and giving her a home in which she may live unmolested, while seeking 
her advice on various decisions. Finally, however, it is “revealed to her” th a t she should 
finish her life a m artyr in the city in which she was born, Rome. Upon hearing this rev
elation Aucejas gives up his position as king and joins her in martyrdom. He thus ends 
up choosing to follow her chosen path as an equal instead of forcing her to take his path 
as his slave, as was his original intent.

Finally Lady Justice interrupts her own narrative and says to Christine-the-narrator,
W hat more do you want me to  tell you, my fair friend Christine? I could 
recall other similar examples to  you without stop. But because I see th a t 
you are surprised—for you said earlier, tha t every classical author attacked 
women—I tell you that, in spite of what you may have found in the writings 
of pagan authors on the subject of criticizing women, you will find little said 
against them in the holy legends of Jesus Christ and His Apostles; instead, 
even in the histories of the all the saints, just as you see yourself, you will 
find through God’s grace many cases of extraordinary firmness and strength
in women.222 

In fact, as her crowning argument, Lady Justice goes on to remind Christine th a t it was 
often women who most supported and were most faithful to Christ and the apostles,223

221 “Ceste vierge fu raviez et prise du roy Aceya de Barbarie. E t quant il fu en son paÿs et il luy cuida 
faire force, adonc celle le commença a preschier tan t que par la vertu divine il fu hors de son mauvais 
propos.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 984; City, 223.

222 “Que veulx tu  que plus je t ’en die, belle amie, Christine? Sans cesser te pourroye ramentevoir telz 
exemples. Mais pour ce que tu  t ’es esmerveillee, si comme tu  as dit cy devant, que aucques tous autteeurs 
tan t blasment les femmes, je te dis que quoy que tu  ayes trouvé es escrips des autteurs payens, je croy 
que a propos de blasme de femme, pou trouveras es saintes legendes et es hystoires de Jhesu Crist et 
de ses appostres; et meesmement de tous les sains, si que tu  puez veoir, ains merveilleuses constances et 
vertus a grant nombre y trouveras, par grace de Dieu, en femmes.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 1027-1028; 
City, 251-252.
223Lady Justice adds, “Oh, the beautiful service, the outstanding charity which they [women-AC] 

have performed with great care and solicitude, unflinchingly, for the servants of God! Should not such 
hospitality and favors be considered?” French: “O! Les biaulx services, les grans charités que elles par 
grant cure et sollicité faisoyent sans recreandise aux sers de Dieu! Les hospitalitez et les autres biens, font 
ycestes choses point a peser?” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 1028; City, 252. It is an interesting phenomena 
worth pursuing at a later date but which I have no room to do here, tha t I have observed tha t almost 
all of the invectives against women to be found in Christian writings come in sources treating doctrinal 
m atters or theology, and not, as Justice points out, in the stories, histories and legends passed down 
about actual (or figurative) women and men interacting.
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and then concludes, “I could tell of countless ladies of different social background, maid
ens, married women, and widows, in whom God manifested His virtues with amazing 
force and constancy. But let this suffice for you...”224

In accordance with Lady Justice’s statement, I will let it suffice here as well and move on 
to concluding the chapter. I have tried in this chapter to  show some of the various means 
Christine uses to counteract misogynist definitions which largely constituted the face of 
the literary tradition with regards to gender in which she was enmeshed. I have presented 
two means by which she aimed to show th a t a different reading of th a t literary tradition 
is possible: by writing herself a metaphorically different male body, then by re-writing 
the definitions of “women” available, drawing on historical stories and myth even while 
using rhetorical/hermeneutical tools to create new meaning from them. Christine makes 
use of elements of all these and other tactics throughout her career as a writer not only 
in dealing with misogynist writing about women but also in setting herself up as a writer 
and a political mediator. Having set out these two methods of engagement, I will now 
turn to some of the other work she did. As worthy and significant as that goal is, Christine 
did more than just give a defense of women—and in exploring how conceptual difference 
is possible with regards to gender, she showed th a t m atters do not have to stand the way 
they are currently understood, th a t the sources of the tradition are not set in stone but 
are quite malleable.225 That, in fact, one may shape them into new narratives on many 
different topics, opening up more space for societal transformation. Now we will see what 
she does with such realizations.

224 “sans nombre pourroye conter de dames de divers estats, tan t vierges que vesves ou mariees, en qui 
Dieux a demonstré ses vertus par merveilleuse force et constance. Si te  souffise a tan t...” Christine de 
Pizan, Cité, 1030; City, 253-254. Christine is likely using the trope of abbreviatio here, and insisting that 
her dem onstration is sufficient.

225As Glenda McLeod eloquently puts it, “As a medieval reader and writer, Christine would have felt 
tha t the merit of her art lay in its rhetorical effect on her reader... In terms of her defense of women, 
the book’s most im portant legacy may be its realization th a t self-images are made in part by cultural 
forces subject to  manipulation. In its criticism of misogynist literature and own careful craft, Cité des 
Dames demonstrates how women can change one by mastering the other.” Glenda McLeod, “Poetics 
and Antimisogynist Polemics” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan, 45.



Chapter 2

Invention of Integumenta
“Reading with understanding is always a kind of reproduction, performance, 
and interpretation.”226

In the previous chapter I traced how Christine, following the contemporary scholarly 
practices of translation and compilation, uses divisio, abbreviatio, amplificatio and in- 
ventio, not merely as rhetorical but also as hermeneutical tools. She thereby discovers, 
orders, and in a sense creates new meaning out of the authoritative texts with which 
she works. I will continue in this chapter to discuss Christine’s hermeneutical practice of 
inventive writing by examining her use of integumenta. The first section in this chapter 
will again deal with the City of Ladies, examining one of its particularly important fig
ures to explore the self-consciousness with which Christine makes use of integumenta. I 
will next explore Christine’s complex philosophically transformative and narrative inter
actions with Aristotelian tenets as she presents them  in the opening scene of her Vision. 
I will conclude this chapter and the first portion of my dissertation with a discussion 
of Christine’s use of metaphor, images, and stories to passionately argue a point in her 
letter, Lament on the Evils of the Civil War227

2.1 Semiramis and th e City

In the previous chapter I examined stories of women whom Christine presented as having 
obvious and exemplary virtue. Now I will look at the tale of a woman whose virtue is 
less immediately obvious, who falls outside the traditional and clear notions of moral

226Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 160.
227For this I will be using Josette W ism an’s translation of the letter, which contains the original French 

text on the parallel pages: see Christine de Pizan, “Lament on the Evils of the Civil W ar” in The Epistle 
of the Prison of Human Life with An Epistle to the Queen o f France and Lament on the Evils of the 
Civil War, ed. and trans. Josette A. W isman (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc. 1984), 84-95.

80
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exemplarity with which Christine worked in the City as a whole. Such a woman seems 
problematic, for when the three goddess figures Reason, Rectitude and Justice appear in 
Christine’s study at the opening of The Book of the City of Ladies, they bring with them  
a task: to build a literary city th a t will be for “women worthy of praise.”228

Having spent some time ‘clearing the field’ on which to build her city, Christine-the- 
narrator is directed by Lady Reason to procure as her “first stone” the infamous figure 
of Semiramis, a powerful ancient Queen known for strength, city building, martial capa
bility, and sexual misconduct. Before covering her questionable traits, however, Christine 
chooses to dwell upon Semiramis’ more traditionally positive characteristics, i.e., her 
strength and martial prowess. Thus she sets up the ancient Queen as not only equaling 
but surpassing men at many of those things for which men are known. Christine writes 
“she [Semiramis] undertook and accomplished so many notable works that no man could 
surpass her in vigor and strength.”229 It seems at first reasonable then, to chose her as 
the first stone for the City. W hat could be better for Christine’s project than a woman 
whom no man could outdo? And yet the story continues.

Not content to extol her strength only, Christine begins to detail Semiramis’ ability to 
conquer, having Lady Reason tell Christine-the-narrator, “she was so feared and revered 
in arms that, finally, she not only controlled the lands already in her power... in brief, she 
had soon conquered the entire Orient and placed it under her rule.”230 Reason insists that 
in addition to being a competent and highly successful military commander Semiramis 
was also an apt builder of cities who strengthened and rebuilt the great city of Babylon, 
after which “[t]his queen founded and built several new cities and fortifications and 
performed many other outstanding deeds and accomplished so much th a t greater courage

228 “femmes dignes de loz” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 630; City, 11.
229 “Si, et en tel maniéré, excercita et acompli tan t de notables oeuvres que nul homme en vigueur et 

force ne la surm onta.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 678; City, 39.
230 “par quoy elle fu tan t crainte et doubtee en armmes que... a brief parler, aucques tou t Orient conquist 

et mist a sa subjeccion.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 678; City, 39.
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and more marvelous and memorable deeds have never been recorded about any man.”231 
Since Christine was trying to build a city,232 beginning with such a strong builder-figure 
makes some sense for her tale. As with the examples I covered in the last chapter, one 
can see the recurring theme that Semiramis transcends any male model other authors 
could provide as comparison, the very examples she is in some senses imitating: on that 
reading this is another case of aemulatio.233

And yet the tale here does not have quite the same tone as many of the rest of the exem
plary women upon whom Christine draws. Whereas most of the other queenly exemplars 
Christine covers rule by wisdom,234 even if they initially conquer or defend their lands by 
force, Semiramis tends to rule with an iron first. She is certainly no Zenobia. Nowhere in 
the entire account does Christine mention any words associated with wisdom or learning. 
Since Christine focuses largely on Semiramis’ ability to crush challenges to her power, one 
is left with the impression th a t Semiramis relies more on her brute strength and martial 
daring than on any more traditionally intellectual qualities or skillful government. As 
an example, Reason tells the story of how Semiramis learned of a revolt while she was 
having her hair done, whereupon she immediately and rather impulsively flies out the 
door and amasses an army to suppress this revolt, vowing she will not allow the second 
half of her head of hair to be braided until she has restored her kingdom and ended the 
rebellion. This she quickly accomplishes. Reason ends the narration of that incident with

231 “Ceste royne fonda et ediffia de noucel plusieurs cités et fortes places, et parfist plusieurs autres 
grans faiz, et acompli tan t, que de nul homme n ’est point escript plus grant couraige ne plus de faiz 
merveilleux et dignes de memoire.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 680; City, 40. Of this activity Christine 
makes much mention, given th a t Semiramis is the “first stone” in her own city, though she is not the 
first exemplary woman Lady Reason has brought up.

232Architectural building metaphors were very im portant to the structure of the City of Ladies ,as 
we will see below, and I am hardly the first to note Semiramis as a powerful image of city-building for 
Christine’s project. See for instance Betsy McCormick, who notes, “As a city-builder herself, Semiramis 
seems a logical choice on which to found a mnemonic city.” Betsy McCormick, “Building the Ideal City: 
Female Memorial Praxis in Christine de P izan’s Cité des Dames” Studies in the Literary Imagination 
36:1 (2003), 157.

233As discussed in chapter one, p. 36.
234Even Queen Fredegund, whom Christine calls “cruel, contrary to  the natural disposition of women” 

is noted for her “wise government,” whereas Semiramis is noted first and almost exclusively for her 
conquering and control. For Fredegund’s story, see Christine de Pizan, City, 33-34 and again 59-60.
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the image of a statue raised in Semiramis’ honor:
She had her massed troops quickly armed and advanced on the rebels and, 
thanks to great force and strength, brought them  back under her authority.
She so frightened these rebels and all her other subjects th a t ever after no 
one dared revolt. A large and richly gilt cast-bronze statue on a high pillar 
in Babylon which portrayed a princess holding a sword, with one side of her 
hair braided, the other not, bore witness to this noble and courageous deed 
for a long time.235

Notice here that the emphasis is on the fear th a t Semiramis instills not only in those 
unfortunate subjects who revolted, but also in all her other subjects, an emphasis further 
cemented by their erection of this witness to the deed: the statue of the half-braided 
princess holding a sword. Clearly, one did not wish to upset this woman, and Christine 
again leaves out the ending Boccaccio includes, whereby Semiramis ‘gets her due’ and is 
murdered by her own angry son.236 Christine’s Semiramis remains alive and vibrant at the 
end of her account, and Christine focuses on her as a decisive, strong ruler with the ability 
to set order when and where she wished, whether through city-building, land-conquering 
or revolt-suppressing.237 Certainly for these things, and Christine’s assertion th a t she 
had a “great and noble heart and so deeply loved honor,”238 Semiramis would qualify 
as an exemplary queenly model for Christine’s city even if she makes modern audiences 
(and perhaps also medieval ones, who were almost universal in their condemnation of 
her) nervous about her totalitarian tendencies. But what of her role as mother, which

235 “Si fist prestement armer ses gens en grant multitude et ala sus les rebelles et par merveilleuse force et 
vigueur les remist en sa subjeccion. E t tellement espoventa yceulx et tous les autres subgiez que oncques 
puis ne s’osa pié rebeller. Duquel fait tan t noble et couraigeux par longtemps donna tesmoingnaige une 
grande statue d ’une ymaige faite d ’arain, doré richement, eslevé sus un hault piller en [?]biloine qui 
representoit une princepce tenant une espee, et ot l’un des costez de son chief trecié et l’autre non.” 
Christine de Pizan, Cité, 679; City, 39-40.

236See Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women, 7.
237Although one may not see those activities as necessarily good or virtuous today, it is im portant to 

remember th a t Christine lived in a France tha t was increasingly under the threat of civil war, which she 
understood to  be the cause of all m anner of pain, suffering and calamity for all people, from peasant 
to King. There has been considerable scholarly discussion of Christine’s views on revolt: for criticism of 
Christine’s views, see Sheila Delany’s article “Mothers to Think Back Through,” reprinted in Selected 
Writings, 312-328. For a response to  Delany’s criticisms, see for instance Earl Jeffrey Richard’s essay 
“Conventions of Courtly Diction” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan, 250-271, especially 263-268, and 
Keiko Nowacka, “Reflections,” 81-97. I will discuss Christine’s politics more thoroughly in chapters four 
and five and as will become apparent momentarily I do not believe she is using Semiramis as a direct 
exemplar to  imitate.

238“qu’elle avoit bien si grant et si hault couraige et tan t amoit honneur...” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 
680; City, 40.
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Christine also mentions and which typically receives even more condemnation?

There is another side to Semiramis’ story, specifically her actions as a mother, which 
Christine also outlines for her readers. Christine tells her readers, “It is quite true that 
many people reproach her—and if she had lived under our law, rightfully so—because 
she took as husband a son she had with Ninus her lord.”239 Christine excuses this incest 
because Semiramis would have seen such an action as necessary for the maintenance 
of her kingdom, since if her son married there would be another woman who would be 
queen instead of her, and because he would have been the only man “worthy” of her.240 
Christine also alleges th a t at that time the people “lived according to the law of Nature, 
where all people were allowed to do whatever came into their hearts without sinning.”241 
This might be a reference to the apostle Paul’s position th a t “sin is not taken into account 
where there is no law.”242 W hat about this context, then? How are we meant to  read the 
her phrase, ’whatever came into their hearts’ within the tale Reason tells us?

The inclusion of this brutal warlord-queen and her incestuous relationship with her son 
as quite literally the first stone in the city built for exemplary and righteous women

239 "Bien est vray que plusieurs luy donnent blasme—et a don droit luy fust donné se de nostre loy 
eust esté—de ce que elle prist a mary un filz qu’elle avoit eu de Ninus son seigneur.” Christine de Pizan, 
Cité, 680; City, 40.
240The emphasis being on the word “her,” i.e., on her own position as ruler. Christine writes, “elle ne 

vouloit mie q u ’en son empire eust autre dame couronnee que elle, laquelle chose eust esté se son filz eust 
espousé autre dame.” ; “she wanted no other crowned lady in her empire besides herself, which would 
have happened if her son had married another lady.” Christien de Pizan, Cité, 680; City, 40.

241 “ains vivoyent les gens a loy de nature, ou il loisoit a chacun sans mesprendre de faire tou t ce que 
le cuer luy apporto it” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 680; City, 40. Christine notes, of course, th a t this is no 
longer the case, though she continues to claim tha t Semiramis did not sin, asserting “there can be no 
doubt th a t if she thought this was evil or th a t she would incur the slightest reproach, she would never 
have done this, since she had such a great and noble heart and so deeply loved honor.” ; “n ’est pas 
doubte, que se elle penssast que mal fust ou que aucun blasme luy en peust encourir, qu’elle avoit bien 
si grant et si hault couraige et tan t amoit honneur, que jamais ne le faist.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 680; 
City, 40.
242Romans 5:13b. Quilligan notes this “pre-law” insistence as well, though she cites Augustine’s City 

of God and not Paul, and draws on a Derridian understanding of what is ‘w ritten’ (and the violence it 
entails) in opposition to  a supposed oral culture th a t she argues Semiramis represents for Christine. See 
Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 79-80. While I agree with Quilligan tha t the City of God was a likely source 
for parts of Christine’s City of Ladies (indeed, given the two titles, one cannot help but see parallels,) I 
would hesitate to look at Christine’s Semiramis through a Derridian lens—though Derrida would be an 
interesting interlocutor by which to approach a new re-telling of Semiramis’ story today.
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has, understandably, been met with not a little confusion and incredulity. There have, 
however, been some scholars who see the story as part of a larger whole and interpret 
it thus. Sarah Kay, for instance, approaches this startling story by placing it in the 
context of Augustine’s portrayal of Semiramis in his City of God, which she compares to 
Christine’s City of Ladies. On Kay’s account, Christine is re-writing an auctor’s (here 
Augustine’s) story such tha t it is no longer a reprimand for women.243 This is one likely 
motivation, as we know th a t Christine is certainly not averse to re-interpreting the stories 
she gleans from her sources. Semiramis is only the first of many different stories she will 
re-interpret for her city, and we know she revised the actions of the Amazons and such 
figures as Medea even more heavily than she recasts Semiramis.244

Kay’s is not the only possible approach to Christine’s Semiramis, however, and her per
spective may be heard along with other view points. Maureen Quilligan reads Christine 
as including this story for reasons of defying cultural norms. In Quilligan’s words, “Semi
ramis is the most startling case imaginable because she transgresses the taboo against 
active female desire, specifically by transgressing the taboo against sexual contact be
tween mother and son... As a rhetorical tactic, the move is shocking and brilliant.”245 
Although I don’t  necessarily agree with all of Quilligan’s conclusions about Christine’s

243Christine does a similar thing when she re-writes Jean de M eun’s interpretation of Lady Reason as 
part of her City o f Ladies. Kay argues, “Augustine presents Semiramis as contemporary and antitype 
of Abraham... In his account, Semiramis’s political and m ilitary achievements are shrunk so as to allow 
opprobrium for her incestuous union to take centre stage (whereas A braham ’s was excused). For Chris
tine, by contrast, Semiramis is the prototype of the female city-builder. Powerful at arms, effective in the 
conquest of territories, when she rebuilt Babylon she made it into a more formidable fortress than it had 
been before... Her sexual promiscuity is passed over in silence, and the incest excused much as Augustine 
excused Abraham ’s.” Sarah Kay, “The Didactic Space: The City in Christine de Pizan, Augustine, and 
Irigaray” in Text und Kultur: Mittelaltlicher Literatur 1150-1450, ed. Ursula Peters (S tuttgart, 2001), 
450.

244The Amazons, for instance, are not pictured as killing either the men they partner with or any male 
children they might have. Rather, they simply go and find partners in other lands and return the child 
to  his father, should the resulting baby be male. See Christine de Pizan, City, 41. For Boccaccio’s telling 
of Amazon practices, see Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women, 24. See chapter one, p. 67-68 for my 
discussion of Medea in Christine’s City.

245Maureen Quilligan, Allegory, 84. Quilligan drives this point further by her linkage of the w ritten law 
which came after Semiramis (which she was therefore not subject to) as male-written, asserting that 
Christine too drew this parallel: “For the male authors, Semiramis stands as an instance of the primal 
scandal of female shame. For Christine, Semiramis feels no shame; she must therefore exist prior to what 
Christine specifically terms a scripted, male-authored law.” Ibid, 84.
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inclusion of the story of Semiramis, I think her emphasis on the “shocking” rhetorical 
tactic is correct. I too think tha t Christine used this shocking and off-putting story of 
war-soaked incestuous motherhood to bring attention to certain aspects of her book. 
Why else pick such a controversial figure as a founding stone? Or, having picked her, 
why not perform the same sort of re-writing on her th a t Christine performed on the 
stories of the Amazons, or on Medea, both of whose re-writings centered on their morally 
questionable—really, nefarious—actions as mothers? I have already noted th a t Christine 
showed elsewhere in her City th a t she was certainly not against re-writing aspects of the 
story, or to suppressing them altogether.246 So why did she not just tell her reader that 
the information about Semiramis’ supposed incest was false, or simply leave it out en
tirely? And why leave in the emphasis on conquering, against what she writes elsewhere 
as permissible reasons for warfare?247

The answer, I think, lies in medieval rhetorical theory in the form of the integumentum, 
and in practices surrounding the importance and use of memory.248 The word integumen
tum  means covering or veil, and is often used to refer to a fictive ‘layer’ which a writer 
places or a reader perceives over a non-fictive tru th .249 As I noted in my first chapter,

246Natalie Zemon Davis comments too on this in her forward to the City of Ladies, noting tha t such 
practices can at first strike the modern reader as false, but then arguing tha t Christine had a good 
point. “Sometimes Christine rewrites her m aterial to fit her needs. So Medea, given as an example of a 
woman’s knowledge of nature’s secrets and of female constancy in love, is not described as killing her 
children to  avenge herself against the fickle Jason, but simply as ‘turn[ing] despondent.’ Reading this 
passage at first, my students and I used to act as though we had found Christine out. Then we asked 
each other, ‘Rewriting what? Why shouldn’t  she rewrite something where not only is there no Ur-text, 
but the multiple stories of Medea are all rewrites and interpretations?’ So Christine asserts her own 
authority as a designer of stories and traditions.” Natalie Zemon Davis, forward to The Book of the City 
o f Ladies by Christine de Pizan (New York: Persea, 1998), xviii.

2470 n e  can find her list of permissible reasons in The Book of Deeds o f Arms and of Chivalry, her 
treatise on military m atters. See Christine de Pizan, The Book o f Deeds o f Arms and o f Chivalry trans. 
Sumner Willard, ed. Charity Cannon W illard (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1999), 16-18. It is clear th a t Semiramis’ actions often do not fall under any of the categories Christine 
lists as permissible.

248I will trea t the topic of memory and memoria more fully in chapter four, though I will briefly discuss 
it here.

249As Suzanne Conklin Akbari notes in her recent work on allegory, “Both the writer who performs 
allegoresis on a classical tex t and the reader who interprets an allegorical fiction extract the kernel of the 
tru th  from the husk, removing the veil or integumentum  tha t conceals the meaning.” Suzanne Conklin 
Akbari, Seeing Through, 17. In addition there is an interesting article tha t explores the process one 
particular textual commenter took when translating Boethius’ Consolation and providing commentary
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since Christine wrote initially as a poet she was able to take the poetical practice of 
writing sub integumento and use it to make philosophical points. P u t briefly, an integu- 
mentum  is a story, or sometimes a figure, th a t is used allegorically to mean something 
other, and typically more profound, than  its literal surface suggests. In Fabula Peter 
Dronke offers the following: “the terms integumentum  and involcrum  likewise come to 
be used as near-synonyms for ‘m yth,’ bu t with special emphasis on the ‘inner’ meaning 
of the mythic narrative, which it is the philosopher’s task to discover.”250 By engaging in 
the production and explication of integumenta Christine thus implicitly sets herself up 
in the realm of allegoresis, as a philosopher who exegetes stories as a means to deeper 
truths.

Reading allegorically can also, however, be seen as an aid to memory.251 When reading 
the City we already know th a t we are in the realm of Active story, since it is a brilliant 
goddess-figure speaking the tale of Semiramis to us. How then does one read Reason’s 
assertion th a t Semiramis committed no wrong, for her time, when she took her son as 
husband—or for tha t m atter when she contravened the rules of permissible war and 
ruled to conquer as much land as possible instead of wisely and justly governing the 
land she had? The answer is understood through the veil of the story itself: one reads it 
allegorically, and for the purpose of remembering.

To underscore my point, look for example at the work of Mary Carruthers, who wrote 
on practices surrounding memory in the Middle Ages. In her words, “Before a work

on the hidden tru ths and the ability of fiction to generate meaning through the use of fables and veiled 
figures. See Keith Atkinson, “A Fourteenth Century Picard Translation-Commentary of the Consolatio 
Philosophiae” in The Medieval Boethius, ed. A. J. Minnis (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1987), 32- 52, esp. 
40-49. It is worth noting th a t the Consolation o f Philosophy was one of Christine’s most frequently cited 
sources, itself a text quite dear to  her. I discuss her own fictionalized commentary on and work with it 
in my fourth and fifth chapters: see pp. 174-179 and 246-256 respectively.

250Peter Dronke, Fabula: Explorations into the Uses of M yth in Medieval Platonism  (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1974), 5.

251Suzanne Conklin Akbari argues this as well, writing as one of three ‘purposes’ she identifies for 
allegorical writing, “allegory acts as an aid to memory and, by increasing the pleasure of reading, 
facilitates learning.’’ Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 9. This is not the only reason for using 
integumenta, as I will cover below.
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can acquire meaning, before a mind can act on it, it must be made memorable, since 
memory provides the m atter with which human intellect most directly works.”252 More 
importantly, Carruthers makes this statement in the context of recounting—to put it 
rather mildly—an extremely violent and bloody story of the virtues personified slaying 
the various vices.253 She asserts tha t it is the very carnage, so brutally portrayed, tha t 
imprints the attendant lesson the author wishes to instill in the audience. The images are 
so shocking th a t it forces the reader to remember. The reader is simply unable to forget 
those horrific images. That Christine includes at the end of her narrative of Semiramis’ 
own tale of conquest, and directly before her excuse of Semiramis’ incest, the image of a 
statue of Semiramis and her half-braided hair254 further strengthens my contention that 
she is using this story as a site for memory. She even gave her reader an image upon 
which to attach their memory of Semiramis, in addition to the image of the “first stone” 
that Reason already gave as part of the larger story of the City itself. That Semiramis is 
a morally ambiguous figure is not, I think, in question. She is not virtuous on the surface 
by the standards of readers in Christine’s time or indeed our own. Rather she openly 
contravenes several of what would be considered basic moral action: don’t  wage unjust 
war, don’t commit incest with your child. Christine is in part counting on her reader’s 
shocked disagreement. Precisely for these reasons, we cannot forget her when we speak of 
Christine’s stories of exemplary women. It is her integumental status that actually aids 
in her use as a memory image.

In fact as we see in listening closely to Reason’s speech when she sets up the story,
252Mary Carruthers, Craft, 144.
253 She is recounting portions of the Psychomachia w ritten by Prudentius. The passage Carruthers cites 

just before making her point about memory includes the virtue Sobriety brutally slashing and smashing 
the throat of the vice Luxuria, along with a graphic enough description of the ensuing carnage to turn 
the stomach of even the least squeamish reader. See Mary Carruthers, Craft, 143-144. Interestingly, 
Christine was aware of the Psychomachia, though I am not sure whether she read it in its entirety, and 
even gives a (non-violent) citation from it in her Book of Peace. See Christine de Pizan, Book of Peace, 
ed. Karen Green, Constant J. Mews and Janice Pinder (University Park, 2008), 126.

254Christine brings up the image of the statue as an example of having reminded both the city in which 
it was placed and, additionally, Christine’s readers of Semiramis’ martial, re-building, and ordering 
accomplishments.
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Christine seems to try  to  tag this integumental property right away for her reader to pick 
up on, even before she gets into the details of Semiramis’ story, and right alongside images 
that are clearly meant to be mnemonic. Speaking to Christine-the-Narrator Reason says,

Now it is time th a t you lay down the heavy and sturdy stones for the foun
dation of the walls of the City of Ladies. Take the trowel of your pen and 
ready yourself to lay down bricks and to  labor diligently, for you can see here 
a great and large stone which I want to place as the first in the first row of 
stones in the foundation of your City. I want you to know that Nature herself 
has foretold in the signs of the zodiac th a t it be placed and situated in this 
work. So I shall draw you back a little and I will throw it down for you.255

The construction of buildings was a common mnemonic device as Carruthers showed in 
other medieval writers and has already in fact been remarked upon regarding Christine’s 
own use of the genre,256 so using these images of architectural construction is indicating 
to the reader th a t they are being supplied with a mnemonic device in the form of the 
construction of a city. That, of course, is the larger framework by which Christine’s book 
proceeds. But Christine is also using Semiramis herself as a mnemonic device, since she 
lists exactly which stone Semiramis constitutes in th a t city ( “the first”) and exactly 
where th a t stone belongs in the city’s construction ( “in the first row”). Semiramis is 
thus part of a larger memory image—the city—and is herself one as well (as the “first

255 “E t des or est temps que tu  assiees ens les grosses et fortes pierres des fondemens des murs de la Cité 
des Dames. Sy prens la truelle de ta  plume et t ’aprestes de fort maçonner et ouvrer par grant diligence. 
Car voycy une grande et large pierre que je veuil qui soit la premiere assise ou fondement de ta  cité, et 
saiches que Nature propre la pourtray par les signes d ’astrologie pour estre mise et aluee en ceste oeucre. 
Si te tray un pou ariere et je la te gitteray.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 676; City, 38.

256Citing Paul’s passage in 1st Corinthians 3:10-17 where Paul develops the imagery of being a master- 
builder and each person being him or herself the temple of God, Carruthers notes “this passage gave 
license to a virtual industry of exegetical architectural m etaphors.” (Carruthers, Craft, 17.) Although 
she also notes th a t Paul “uses his architectural m etaphor as a trope for invention, not for storage” 
(Carruthers, Craft, 17) later it did become common to  use buildings one mentally shaped as a means 
for memory storage. Discussing a passage from Hugh of St. Victor tha t also talks about “diligently” 
laying polished stones in a foundation upon which one may build “walls” for one’s building, she says, 
“this passage recalls the Pauline text without ever mentioning it (a very common device for intertextual 
memoria.) A student is to use the mental building he has laid out on the foundation of his ‘historical’ 
knowledge of the Bible—tha t is, of its ‘sto ry’—as a structure in which to gather all the bits of his 
subsequent learning. Such mnemotechincally constructed ‘superstructures’ (a Pauline word) are useful 
not as devices for reproduction alone (rote) but as collecting and re-collection mechanisms with which 
to compose the designs of one’s own learning...” (Carruthers, Craft, 20.) Carruthers does not mention 
Christine’s City in her book, but Betsy McCormick builds on C arruther’s work specifically linking 
Christine’s City to  mnemonic practice: “Christine creates a mnemonic city th a t allows her to rewrite 
women’s history while simultaneously providing a new memorial space to  house this revision.” Betsy 
McCormick, “Building the Ideal City,” 152.
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stone” and as the statue.) In addition to being a memory image, and I am arguing as 
a supportive vehicle of th a t device, Semiramis is also an integumentum. As we see in 
the quote I referenced above, Reason tells Christine-the-narrator tha t she, Christine, 
will be the one laboring diligently to lay the foundation stones, yet Reason reserves the 
first stone—Semiramis—as one she, Reason, will have to lay herself, without Christine’s 
persona’s help. In fact, Reason says she will “draw you back a little” in order th a t she 
may “throw it down for you.” I argue th a t here Christine, as the writer, is trying to signal 
to her readers tha t the story they are about to hear must be read through the eyes and 
ears of Reason, and th a t the reader will have to “draw back” from the story: they will 
not be able to  read it on its surface level in order to understand it properly.

Why was memory im portant for Christine? To what purpose did she set up these codified 
memory structures? Memory’s importance lay in its orientation toward present, and 
future, ethical action.257 In late medieval literary culture, memory was seen as the ‘place’ 
where ethical decisions were invented. The texts and concepts one had committed to 
memory were the material with which one creatively constructed an ethically appropriate 
response to one’s situation.258

There should be, I believe, no doubt th a t Christine understood this and was trying to 
make use of it for her own readers.259 This is clear from the text of the City in the way

257In the words of Carruthers, “The m atters memory presents are used to  persuade and motivate, to 
create emotion and stir the will. And the ‘accuracy’ or ‘authenticity’ of these memories—their simulation 
of an actual past—is of far less importance (indeed it is hardly an issue at all) than  their use to  motivate 
the present and to affect the future. Though it is certainly a form of knowing, recollecting is also a m atter 
of will, of being moved, pre-eminently a moral activity rather than  what we think of as intellectual or 
rational.” Mary Carruthers, Craft, 67-68. Emphasis in text.

258I discuss this a t much greater length in chapter four: see especially pp. 200-202.
259I am not this first to  have argued Christine understood and exploited the linkage of memory and 

ethical action: McCormick also explores Christine’s use of the “City” as a memory device aimed at 
engendering appropriate ethical action. In her words, “Since medieval rhetoric viewed memory as the 
path to ethical knowledge and wisdom, the individual memory had to be trained in order to be fully 
functional in ethical pursuits. So Christine fashions an artificial memory system within the text that 
provides a means for women to  develop an ethical memory practice, thereby disproving the anti-feminist 
tradition of women’s vice and inconstancy.... Ultimately, this architectural system organizes a memorial 
space into a haven for the memories of her female readers, the new citizens of Christine’s visionary 
citadel.” Betsy McCormick, “Building the Ideal City,” 149.
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in which the she describes in great detail the construction th a t must be done and why 
it is im portant.260 Additionally, I believe th a t the readerly act of seeing an image, such 
as the “first stone” of a city’s foundation, as a location for textual memory can also be 
coextensive with the readerly act of seeing through an integumental veil to the deeper 
meaning beneath. Since Christine wanted her audience to be able to recall her stories as 
part of their own learning process, it makes sense for her to ensure that her first story for 
the actual construction of the city was not likely to be forgotten, and would inculcate in 
her readers the sense th a t they can and should be able to look in questionable material 
about women—which is to say, much of the tradition then available to them—as a source 
of reading deeper meanings that are not what is on the surface.261 Of course, some of

260As just one example among many possible ones, take Christine-the-narrator’s first exchange with 
reason while ’clearing ground’ for the city. Reason has just directed Christine to take “the pick of 
your understanding” and dig out the ground for the foundation, throwing away unworthy material. 
Christine-the-narrator does so, asking as the first question and dig of her ‘pick’ why so many men 
have w ritten poorly about women, and whether such behavior comes from Nature. Reason’s response 
is telling: “Daughter, to  give you a way of entering into the question more deeply I will carry away 
this first basketful of dirt. This behavior most certainly does not come from N ature...” “Fille, pour toy 
donner voye d ’entrer plus en parfont, je porteray hors ceste premiere hotee. Saiches que ce ne vient mie 
de N ature...” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 640; City, 16. Christine thereby flags to her reader tha t in order 
to build this memory-city, which discussion begins with a question regarding behavior, there are some 
materials th a t must be taken away. Or, as McCormick puts it, “what to forget is just as im portant as 
what to  remember.” Betsy McCormick, “Building the Ideal City,” 156.

2611 will explore the intersection of trained memory and ethical action later in chapter four when I 
discuss the Vision. McCormick again makes a similar point about memory and prudence in the City 
o f Ladies, however. In her words, “Since the proper use of ethical memory for prudence and virtue 
is essential for citizenship in the City of Ladies, the structure of Christine’s entire vision teaches this 
practice by providing the materials, as well as the space, for remembering... Accordingly, this City of 
Ladies constitutes a mnemonic space tha t provides her female readers with a formalized rhetorical system 
for the contemplation of personal ethics. By designing her textual city to serve as both  moral defense 
and ethical guide, Christine draws on the mnemonic tools of medieval memory practice to effectively, 
and affectively, train  the ethical memories of her female audience.” Betsy McCormick, “Building the 
Ideal City,” 166. Oddly enough, McCormick mentions Semiramis as a mnemonic device but doesn’t say 
a word about any of Semiramis’ less than  savory qualities or actions. Instead she describes the process 
of making “agent images” for what is to be memorized. She states tha t, “These agent images should be 
active rather than  passive, as unusual and emotionally striking as possible, and, ideally, violent and/or 
bizarre because the mind retains the unusual and strange more easily than  it remembers the mundane.” 
Ibid, 154. Surely the images Christine presents us with when she speaks about Semiramis echo these 
guidelines: the heavy founding stone being thrown down by a goddess and the statue of a woman with 
half-braided hair holding a sword? She talks about the statue, bu t leaves out the details of the story, 
saying “Now tha t Raison has fixed this first locus in the foundation of the mnemonic city by imprinting 
the image of the statue of Semiramis the empire-builder in the reader’s mind, she will proceed to  construct 
the rest of the loci.” Ibid, 158. While an excellent exploration of Semiramis as a memory device in the 
larger context of the City itself as a memory architecture, this misses what I believe is another vital part 
of the figure of Semiramis in Christine’s tale: her existence as an integumentum  as well as a device for 
memory.
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it will be found entirely unsuitable and will merely be cleared away, as Reason makes 
very clear. At the end of her response to the question of why so many male authors have 
attacked women in their writings, she directs Christine-the-narrator, “So now throw aside 
these black, dirty and uneven stones from your work, for they will never be fitted into 
the fair edifice of your City.”262 Other texts, however, will prove themselves capable of 
being reshaped for the purpose of constructing the city the three goddess-figures direct 
Christine to build. Their directive and Christine’s work opens up a plethera of reading 
authorities as possibilities for material capable of inculcating a sense of worth and ethical 
understanding in women instead of the shame and despair of being a “monster” which 
Christine-the-narrator reported from having read those authorities prior to her meeting 
with the three goddesses and her consequent dialogue with them.

Christine could have just counted on Semiramis as a mnemonic device and never mind 
whether she is virtuous or not, relying merely on the fact th a t because of her horrific 
behavior she is memorable and therefore likely to help a reader to remember the tale 
Christine is shaping. But Christine’s use of the infamous queen is more clever than this. 
Semiramis offers the dual purpose of being both unforgettable and clearly functioning as 
an integument: in hearing Semiramis’ story, the reader should be compelled to look under 
the words for the meaning Reason has placed there, since it is so clear th a t the surface 
level is not where the exemplarity of this particular figure resides, and Reason assures 
us th a t Semiramis does belong in the city for virtuous women. That, in fact, Nature 
herself “foretold” this woman’s inclusion. Surely no one would forget the placement of 
Semiramis as Christine’s first stone—and in remembering they would, in theory, seek the 
meaning she held for women, the proverbial kernel under the husk.

W hat is th a t kernel? W hat is the memory concept th a t is being stored in the mental 
image of this half-braided woman with her sword, used as the first founding stone in

262 “Si gittes hors ses ordes pierres broçonneuses et noires de ton ouvrage, car ja  ne seront mises ou bel 
ediffice de ta  cité.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 643; City, 18.
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Christine’s city? I would argue it is tha t we, as readers, are to imitate this infamous 
queen. We are not, of course, to im itate the narratological “facts” of her story: her 
waging of inappropriate war and her incestuous relationship with her son. That would 
be reading merely the surface, getting distracted by the husk before ever reaching the 
meaning inside. Rather, we are to see the literary “field” as an area to be “conquered” 
with the pen of our minds and our memory.263 As it was with Semiramis’ m artial success, 
no text should be able to withstand the onslaught of reinterpretation th a t is necessary 
for including these authoritative texts, each a province of their own, in a reader’s mental 
kingdom. Every text th a t can be seen from where a reader stands in the literary tradition 
must be brought under her dominion or thrown away as useless. The walls and towers 
of the texts within which women were meant to be confined must be torn down and 
rebuilt, the meaning of those texts brought under the rulership of a strong and capable 
reader, whose guiding power re-constructs and strengthens the pieces of the texts in 
her memory according to her purpose. T hat is, just as Semiramis did, each reader is 
meant to  understand th a t we should re-build and strengthen our own mental city, the 
habitation of our memory and learning, to our own reinterpreted specifications and not 
the surface-level misogynist representations of women and relationships between men and 
women th a t the material of so many texts offered. Indeed, to follow Semiramis’ story and 
understand her function as a figure we are meant to imitate, we should understand that 
we are to  take as mental partners only those texts we deem worthy. It is only meaning 
and memory tha t we as readers have ourselves given birth to—from those authoritative 
texts, one remembers, since Semiramis’ son is a “legitimate” son of her husband the late 
king—th at we will allow to help rule the kingdoms we have thus created.

Understanding this we may see that Christine’s excusing of Semiramis’ incest is itself a 
veil: it is the very offensive quality of the story th a t Christine is drawing on to ensure her

263 One recalls tha t it is in the paragraph directly previous to  th a t in which Reason names Semiramis as 
the “first stone” th a t Reason insists tha t God has “ordained” it is not just men who can be “solemn and 
valorous conquerors” but women as well, which Reason says she will give several examples of, Semiramis 
being the first. See Christine de Pizan, City, 37-38.
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audience will pay attention, look deeper within her words, and remember what they find 
there: the impetus to their own acts of creative re-interpretation of the literary tradition 
that shaped them into something they themselves shape towards an inventive and pro
tective mental “city” wherein they can live and learn. In Semiramis, the roles of memory 
image and integumentum  coexist. It is precisely in the reading act of understanding Semi
ramis as a memory image wherein is stored the meaning of an authoritative text, that 
the reader also perceives Semiramis in her role as integumentum  to be looked through for 
the inner hidden meaning Christine the author/compiler has placed there. Furthermore, 
this is a moral imperative. The reader should re-interpret the stories th a t were previously 
read on the surface level as a means of defining women-as-monsters. These re-interpreted 
stories are now meant instead to help female readers, and presumably those male readers 
who wish to  build new meaning as well, construct new moral identities for women as 
non-monstrous human ethical members of the community.

2.2 F iction and K nowledge

Lest this seem too far-fetched, I should note that Christine was hardly the first to  use 
morally questionable stories to engender moral lessons. Scholar Peter Dronke, drawing 
on the work of William of Conches and Macrobius, specifically makes the point that 
integumenta were not always easily identifiable as “moral” stories. On a literal level some 
were quite problematic, as we saw with the story of Semiramis. W hat was important to 
a story’s translated textual use was its internal meaning, not what one could read on 
the surface of th a t story. Commenting on the work of William of Conches, who was 
commenting on Macrobius’ commentary on the dream of Scipio, Dronke writes,

for him [William-AC] the seemliness of the significatio genuinely eclipses and renders 
unim portant the unseemliness of the words. Even if the language or the narrative details 
of a fictive work seem objectionable, the work can still be beautiful and honorable because
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of what it means. It is not the philosopher who makes an honest woman out of the wanton 
fabula: whatever her appearance, she can have a beauty and dignity th a t stem from her 
inherent nature, her meaning.264

Christine’s practice falls well within such a conception, and Dronke notes how William 
opens up the possibility of far more types of story for the use of philosophy, signifi
cantly expanding on what Macrobius had approved.265 Giving a more specific definition 
of integumentum  while defending his [Dronke’s] decision to retain the term  instead of 
translating it into something like ‘mythe’ as Edouard Jeauneau did, Dronke states that 
in W illiam’s work the word integumentum  “has a fruitful ambiguity: it can mean both 
a fable th a t covers hidden meanings (especially moral and cosmological ones) and the 
hidden meanings themselves. The integumentum  is primarily the covering, but also what 
is covered by it—so closely are they related in William’s thought.”266 Dronke shows how 
William builds his understanding of human knowledge from a Platonic base where “there 
is no possibility of two orders of cognition... for to him [Plato, according to  William-AC] 
the imago is no lesser thing, no mere effigy: it is the very condition of human knowl
edge.” 267

William’s view illuminates Christine’s precisely because, in her narrative works, she too is 
largely concerned with the conditions of human knowledge, and with how th a t knowledge 
translates into human action.268 This is why she supplies us with so many striking images 
like th a t of the statue of Semiramis and her half-braided hair: she is exploiting a notion 
like W illiam’s th a t we gain knowledge through images. In the City she is trying to help 
her readers invent new knowledge about what “women” are and their ethical belonging

264Peter Dronke, Fabula, 28, emphasis in text.
2G5Dronke writes tha t William “is determined to re-adm it the philosopher to every kind of fabula, to 

envisage the possibility of metaphorical reading in a far wider range of fictional m aterial than  Macrobius 
allowed.” Peter Dronke, Fabula, 21.

266Peter Dronke, Fabula, 25.
267Peter Dronke, Fabula, 34.
268I spend my fourth and fifth chapters exploring this in greater detail, though I offer some brief 

comments here.
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in the community. Elsewhere, as we will see later in this chapter and in chapters four 
and five as well, knowledge-towards-ethical-action can also be more politically oriented. 
In later sections of this dissertation, we will see Christine attem pting to teach France’s 
Powers moral knowledge, thereby giving them what she believes will be greater ability 
to produce right action.

Thus there is also a difference between W illiam’s and Christine’s thought on the usefulness 
of integumenta. While Dronke notes that William sees the veils integumenta provide as 
useful for ‘covering’ knowledge which only a select portion of society is worthy of learning, 
Christine, though she occasionally references such theories, seems more concerned with 
bringing her audience to  a point of understanding her integumenta, whether or not that 
audience could be deemed “worthy.”269 Christine’s use of integumenta is not esoteric like 
W illiam’s because she was a very practical writer concerned with political and social 
transformation. She realized th a t if her work was to be successful—if she was to manage 
to change the course of the social and political interactions of her day—she would have to 
address many different sorts of people, regardless of their intelligence or moral ‘worth.’ 
To effect the re-definitions of women that she was attempting, she would have to  be 
able to reach more than just the scholarly elite. Granted, even vernacular literacy itself 
marked one as somewhat of an elite, but being able to read by no means guaranteed one’s 
ability to understand an integumentum. This is why she takes so many pains to explain 
what her stories mean and how they should be read, even to the point of offering an 
introductory gloss on part of one of her most difficult texts.270 This is true of her more 
politically inclined work as well, where she is trying to convince the princes of France or 
the Queen to behave in particular (and, she deems, more ethical) ways and give them 
tools to learn to do so on their own. Were she to write her narratives only for those who 
were ‘worthy’ of them, she would not be able to address all of the individuals in power

269I will discuss this in greater detail in chapter four where I look at Christine’s narrative work The 
Path o f Long Study. See pages 174-193.

270She does this for the first book of her Vision. I will discuss some of what she says in tha t gloss in 
my fourth chapter.
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whom she needed to persuade.

In either case, however, in Christine’s practically-focused writing as well as in William’s 
more esoteric work, one does not simply strip the veil off an integumentum  to find what 
is “really” underneath. Rather, to use Suzanne Conklin Akbari’s phrase, one sees through 
the veil.271 The integumentum  provides the reader handles by which to grasp its material. 
Or, to change the metaphor, it is the lens by which one is able to see what it at the 
same time covers. The two writers differ mainly in th a t Christine is insistent, for what 
she hopes to be socially and politically transformative reasons, th a t it is not just an 
intellectually elite readership272 who should be able to see, th a t is, understand, through 
her integumenta, but they both insist th a t it is through the integumenta that one comes 
to understanding. In Christine’s as well as William’s work, integumenta are modes of 
knowing.

Because integumenta, though distinct from th a t which they are meant to show, can be 
modes of knowing, theories of integumenta can be very revealing of an author’s under
standing of the power and purpose of fictionalizations, in particular the use of personi
fication. To that end, Conklin Akbari makes an interesting comparison between the two 
authors of the Roman de la Rose, a work with which we know Christine was quite fa
miliar,273 and from which parallels can be drawn with Christine’s work. Conklin Akbari 
notes that when Guillaume de Lorris, the first author of the Roman, writes his story us

271 See her book Seeing through the Veil. I have learned a great deal from her book as will become evident 
below. She also has w ritten an article specifically on Christine’s allegorical practice. I will discuss that 
article ( “The Movement from Verse to Prose in the Allegories of Christine de Pizan” in Poetry, Knowledge 
and Community in Late Medieval France, ed. Rebecca Dixon and Finn Sinclair (Cambridge: Boydell and 
Brewer, 2008), 136-148) in chapter four, where I deal more at length with Christine’s narrative practice. 
See pp. 196-197.

272I say tha t Christine’s writings are not aimed at an “intellectually elite readership,” but this is not to 
say th a t they are in any way egalitarian. They are merely aimed more widely—or at least differently— 
than  W illiam’s: firstly at the politically and socially powerful, instead of the scholastically astute.

273Christine debated the worth of the Roman de la Rose in an exchange of letters with various (male) 
scholars th a t  took place shortly before she started  writing the City of Ladies. For a full account of 
this debate, which she made public, as well as the roots from which it comes and where it goes after 
Christine’s letters, see Christine McWebb’s edited compilation Debating the Roman de la Rose (New 
York: Routledge, 2007).
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ing the integumentum  of the rose and the lover, the lover never reaches the rose because 
the poem is an allegorical re-telling of the Narcissus myth. As she puts it, “Like Alanus’ 
rose, but emphatically unlike Jean de Meun’s, Guillaume’s rose is not a real substance, 
but ‘forma rosae,’ the form of a rose.”274 She argues in fact that,

It is evident that the notion of the integumentum  developed by writers as
sociated with Chartres was the basis of Guillaume de Lorris’ use of allegory 
in the Roman de la Rose... the scientific context brought to bear in these 
glosses provided fruitful ground for Guillaume de Lorris’ own elison of myth 
and science in the Rose through the narrator’s refracted look in the fountain 
of Narcissus. The figure of Narcissus is to be interpreted as an integumentum , 
like the figure of Orpheus in the De consolatione Philosophiae interpreted 
by William of Conches in his glosses on Boethius. The optical phenomena of 
reflection and refraction are also to be interpreted as integumenta, like the 
cosmological phenomena found in the Commentariam in somnium Scipionis 
interpreted by William in his glosses on Macrobius.275

On the other hand, Conklin Akbari sees Jean de Meun as following a different and 
opposing path. She reads his portion of the Roman as in many senses forsaking the goal 
and structure of an allegory in favor of the literal—exactly the opposite of what Christine 
meant in using a figure like Semiramis, where the literal reading must be eschewed in order 
to  gain the inner meaning. Conklin Akbari points out th a t while Guillaume’s rosebud 
is still unattained at the end of his tale, Jean’s rose is forcefully taken and possessed. 
Furthermore, Jean leaves behind many of the key elements of an allegory, even while 
ostentatiously composing one. His personifications, for example, behave in ways that 
break with previous literary practice as it had developed into the twelfth century.276 
Jean’s personifications are not bound by their representative function with respect to 
what they personified. Rather, as Conklin Akbari puts it,

While for Guillaume the allegorical significance of the personification is pri
mary, for Jean the personification’s status as a fictional character is privileged.
The person-ification ceases to be primarily an abstract quality and secondarily

274Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 75.
275Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 62.
276Explaining Guillaume’s use of personification and noting its resonance with earlier practices before 

turning to Jean’s different practice Conklin Akbari writes, “his [Guillaume’s] representation of Deduit 
shows his conformity to his twelfth-century models, where the personification is simultaneously person 
and abstraction, and the literal level tha t characterizes the person is subordinated to  the figurative level 
th a t conveys the abstraction.” Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 106-7.
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a person, instead becoming a richly fictional character which only secondarily 
signifies the qualities traditionally associated with tha t personification.277

This is precisely one of Christine’s most vehement criticisms of Jean’s text, tha t his 
personifications do not behave as they should. We see this when Christine attacks Pierre 
Col for defending Jean’s Lady Reason who at one point advocates deception, saying 
th a t it is better to deceive than to be deceived. Col has tried to read the statement 
allegorically, as meaning something other than what it says on the surface, but Christine 
denies th a t such a reading is possible in this case. She replies, “You interpret wondrously 
th a t which is stated clearly and literally: ‘It is better, dear Master, to deceive than to be 
deceived.’... You wish he [Jean de Meun-AC] had never said it! You can say with certainty 
th a t Reason, daughter of God, never pronounced such a thing.”278

In Christine’s work the goddess-figures who appear within the text are personifications 
and are exactly who and what they say they are. They don’t  merely act their part; they 
embody it, and her work depends on them doing so successfully. If they don’t, her stories 
will not have the revelatory aspect th a t she desires for them. In other words, as a figure 
from history and not a personification, Semiramis can misbehave. Lady Reason, however, 
cannot. If Christine’s personifications do not act as they ought—if, for example, Reason 
does not act reasonably—they will not be capable of teaching the reader the knowledge- 
towards-action th a t Christine wishes her reader to learn. They will in fact cease to be 
related to  modes of knowing at all, and be simply characters.

As profound as were Jean de Meun’s modifications of the literary genre of personifica

277Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 107.
278Christine de Pizan, “Christine’s Response to Pierre Col, October 2, 1402” in Debating the Roman 

de la Rose:A Critical Anthology, ed. Christine McWebb (New York: Routledge, 2007), 157, 159. Original 
French: “E t merveilles interpretes ce qui est dit clerement et a la lectre: ‘Il vault trop mieulx, biau maistre, 
decevoir que estre deceu.’ ... tu  voulroues bien qu’il ne l’eust oncques dit! Tu peus bien hardiement dire 
que oncques de Raison, filie de Dieu, n ’yssi tel m ot.” Ibid, 156. Rosalind Brown-Grant also comments 
on this when she speaks of Christine’s and Jean Gerson’s condemnation of the Rose: “W hat they chiefly 
abhor is his [Jean de M eun’s-AC] flouting of the conventions of allegory as a means of putting across 
his didactic views. In their opinion, Jean fails to observe two key rules of poetic decorum governing 
allegorical personification, th a t is, appropriateness of a character’s speech and proper attention to the 
context of th a t speech.” Rosalind Brown-Grant, Moral Defense, 37.
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tion, his modification of the genre of the integumentum  was even more profound and the 
integumental modifications he makes allow a fruitful vantage from which to view how 
Christine rejects his kind of model. Conklin Akbari writes, “Jean’s transformation of al
legory into a genre th a t elevates the literal at the expense of the allegorical is manifested, 
not only in his use of personification, but in his repeated refusal to provide the promised 
gloss to an apparent integumentum."279 In the Roman, he has abandoned the integu
mentum  entirely, deciding rather to work with what is on the surface. The gloss does 
not arrive because his meaning is not particularly hidden and the story ceases to point 
much beyond its own end. His rejection of integumenta as hermeneutical tools—means 
for conveying meaning—in effect rejects a mode of knowing based on images because his 
images have lost their deep symbolic meanings. The rose in a rather crass way actually 
is the lady: one does not understand the lady through the rose. There is not in fact a 
terribly large amount to understand about the roselady at all.

Christine recognized this, and writes accordingly. She rejected the content of Jean’s por
tion of the text, but not the form of the work as a whole, since she herself uses the form 
of dream-vision which the Rose employs.280 In addition, her literary practice in works 
like her Letter of Othea to Hector is similar to th a t of Guillaume de Lorris’ and differs 
drastically and pointedly from Jean de Meun’s. In her Othea, for example, Christine 
performs both the function of writing the integumentum  and also the crucial work of

279Suzan n e Conklin Akbari, Seeing Through, 109. She continues her argument a bit later, writing even 
more pointedly, “In these passages, Jean never delivers the gloss because there is no hidden allegorical 
significance, at least none th a t rivals the importance of the literal narrative which culminates in the 
lover’s intercourse with the rose.” Ibid, 109.

280This is noted by scholars such as Susan Stakel, who writes “[Christine] knew the Rose well, and it 
is one of the wonderful ironies of literary history tha t she was able to mine and renew so successfully 
a work th a t she had roundly condemned. In the Rose she found an interesting bu t almost incidental 
combination of dream-vision and (ultimately burlesque) pilgrimage. She borrows this framework for both 
Le Chemin and L ’Avision-Christine but makes the two structures function in tandem .” Susan Stakel, 
“Structural Convergence of Pilgrimage and Dream-Vision in Christine de Pizan,” in Journeys toward 
God: Pilgrimage and Crusade, ed Barbara N. Sargent-Baur (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institu te Publications, 
1992), 195. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski makes a similar point; “Christine makes it clear tha t her learning 
flows in traditional channels, in fact [in the Chemin] she uses the very form the Roman de la Rose had 
made almost de rigueur for showing a subjective personal experience infused with vast amounts of 
encyclopedic learning.” Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinki, “Misogynistic Tradition” in The Selected Writings, 
300.
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interpreting it for her audience, through the figure of Othea who is responsible for the 
“teaching” in the tex t.281 This is im portant to recognize because the creation of the figure 
of Othea allows her to perform the interpretation, the gloss, on her own text—something, 
as Conklin Akbari pointed out, th a t Jean refuses to  do. Christine’s texts are consciously 
ordered toward a reader’s or listener’s understanding.

Here, however, it is important to acknowledge again th a t we have run into the associ
ation of fiction with understanding and ultimately with knowledge. For a writer such 
as Christine, a conception like William of Conches’ notion of knowledge gained through 
images is vital, because with such a notion Christine is able to tell her stories and cre
ate her fabulae in order to teach the knowledge she is trying to convey to her audience. 
Dronke makes the interesting claim that symbolic modes of knowing—where a symbol 
is an image meant to be representative of something else through itself—can perhaps do 
things other types of knowing cannot. He writes,

In the twelfth century it is stated perhaps most memorably by Richard of 
St. Victor. Richard, relying on Scotus Eriugena, contrasts two modes of spir
itual vision: the symbolic, where the knowledge of invisible things is attained 
‘through images presented as it were as figures and signs,’ and the anagogic, 
which aspires to heavenly contemplation without the mediation of visible fig
ures. A symbol, he continues, is a gathering of visible figures for the showing 
of invisible ones: symbolum est collectio formarum visibilium ad invisibilium  
demonstrationem. The word demonstratio is crucial: it suggests a direct re
vealing power in the symbol which may go beyond what can be analyzed or 
stated conceptually.282

It is this “direct revealing power” that can possibly “go beyond what can be analyzed 
or stated conceptually” th a t is so im portant for Christine’s integumental philosophical 
work. Christine is certainly not against analyzing and stating things conceptually. She

281The Letter of Othea to Hector is set out in a four-part structure: O thea presents to  Hector some 
“Text” (labeled as such) then performs a “Gloss” on th a t text and finally allegorizes it. This is ac
companied, in many manuscripts, by a detailed illumination th a t illustrates the point being discussed. 
There are one hundred of these Text/G loss/A llegory/Illum ination groupings in the Othea: see Christine 
de Pizan, Epistre Othea: Edition critique par Gabriella Parussa (Genève: Droz, 1999) and Christine de 
Pizan’s Letter o f Othea of Hector trans. Jane Chance (Newburyport: Focus Information Group, 1990). 
For a work which looks in detail at the Letter o f Othea to Hector see for instance Sandra Hindman, 
Politics and Painting.

282Peter Dronke, Fabula, 44-45.
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was familiar enough with Aristotle to translate a portion of his Metaphysics, 283 Yet she 
believed tha t there are things humans understand better by fictions: there are certain 
things we can know only through means that are uncertain and representative. As Chris
tine lets her reader know in her dream vision The Path of Long Study, reaching “the 
heavens”—metaphorically speaking, the highest, best, or most perfect m atter humans 
can try  to understand—is only possible via the path  of imagination.284

It would be difficult to over-emphasize the importance of realizing th a t the narrative 
images Christine presents us with in her narratives are themselves ways of knowing. They 
are integumenta, veils th a t are draped over meaning and which allow for the emergence 
of the meaning that she wishes her audience to discover. And, as we know by having 
discussed inventio, “discovering” such meaning, even Active meaning that covers/allows 
to be viewed a deeper tru th , entails logical inquiry. T hat is, while we may have left the 
realm of what can be analyzed or stated conceptually we are not suddenly in a realm 
diametrically opposed to reason. It is no accident th a t Lady Reason is a major interlocutor 
or figure in so much of Christine’s work. Christine is trying to  train her readers to 
actively reason: to reflect, question, interpret and order their own life-situations. She is 
trying to teach them to  invent meaning. Of course, many of her readership would not be 
particularly adept at this sort of reading, never having been really trained in it. This is 
why she spends so much time explicating her stories, glossing their meaning, repeating 
various stories in different contexts and trying to get her readers to see how these stories 
could connect with their own lives. She, as the philosopher, provides the necessary gloss, 
but one cannot help but begin to suspect that she is trying to  train her readers to become 
philosophers themselves, in the sense tha t they will also learn the tools necessary to give 
integumental glosses.

As we can see, Christine was well aware of the practice of creating integumenta as a means

283I will discuss this in chapter five. See p. 229.
284I will discuss the Path, and this concept of imagination at length later: see chapter four pp 180-185.
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of teaching an audience particular lessons or bringing them  to  conceptual understanding 
of a particular, albeit “hidden” topic. She often used this as a means to engage with 
her readers on political topics, a conjunction to which we will return a t the end of this 
chapter. Nevertheless, she did not confine her use of integumenta to the political. She 
could not resist taking on some of the philosophers’ opinions as well when she had time 
and opportunity, and so I will now discuss how Christine uses a fictionalized story to 
revise the work of even such an authoritative philosopher as Aristotle. Building on a 
foundation she had laid in her City of Ladies, Christine makes use of integumenta in 
the opening of her Vision. There a large portion of her purpose is taking apart some 
of Aristotle’s work on gender and re-constructing with his materials her own creative 
understanding of human gender and generation.285 The Vision allows us to explore some 
of her more specifically philosophical fiction and provides insight into one of her most 
important figures, Lady Nature.

2.3 A ristotle and N ature, N aturally

Christine is aware of Aristotle’s importance to the thought of her time, acknowledging 
th a t he is “the prince of philosophers in whom both natural and moral philosophy attained 
their highest level.”286 She, however, is perfectly willing to take him to task, at least 
through the mouth of one her fictionalizations—and what better one to do so than Lady 
Reason? It is in the City of Ladies th a t we first see a developed relationship between 
Reason’s understanding and portrayal of Nature, and a conception of gender th a t works 
against misogynist theories. In the City of Ladies, we recall, Christine-the-narrator tells 
us th a t after reading faulty misogynist books she became convinced that women were

285This is not to say th a t Christine does not have political implications in mind even here where she 
takes on Aristotelian conceptions of generation. She does, as I detail below. She is also, however, engaged 
in correcting/revising the Philosopher’s stance on a particular topic—gender.

286 “le prince des phillosophes et en qui phillosophie naturelle et moralle fu souverainement.” Christine 
de Pizan, Cité, 623; City, 7.
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somehow “monstrous” creations of Nature gone wrong: “the vessel and abode of every 
evil and vice.” It is this word, monstrous and others like it287 which I believe are key 
to interpreting Christine’s use of Nature. Since Christine showed in her City of Ladies, 
through the ministrations of Lady Reason, that women are not, in fact, “monstrosities 
in nature” she may represent herself as the (literarily speaking) creation of the powerful 
“goddess” who follows the command of the triune God to create.288 Christine is a rightful 
daughter289 of Nature: not some “monster” inadvertently created by her, of which Nature 
must be ashamed. For it is a question of shame, as we saw earlier when Lady Reason told 
Christine-the-narrator, who has just argued tha t some men say th a t Nature is ashamed 
when through some weakness she creates a woman,

sweet friend, don’t  you see the overweening madness, the irrational blind
ness which prompt such observations? Is Nature, the chambermaid of God, a

287I am thinking here of such examples as when Christine-the-narrator tells Lady Reason, “My lady, 
I recall tha t among other things, after he [the author of the Secreta mulierum—AC] has discussed the 
impotence and weakness which cause the formation of a feminine body in the womb of the mother, he 
says tha t N ature is completely ashamed when she sees tha t she had formed such a body, as though 
it were something imperfect” ; “Dame, il me souvient qu’entre les autres choses que il dist, quant il a 
assez parlé de l’impotence et foy/blesce qui est cause de fourmer le corps femenin ou ventre de la mere, 
que N ature est aussi comme tou te  honteuse quant elle voit que elle a fourmé tel corps si comme chose 
im parfaitte.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 650; City, 23. It is im portant to note tha t when Christine-the- 
narrator mentions the book Secreta mulierum  from which, among other even more troubling things, she 
gleans the account of females being formed due to a defect or weakness during the process of generation, 
Lady Reason immediately pounces on the book and denies (correctly) tha t it was written by Aristotle, 
which had been alleged. W hen she demolishes its arguments, having noted it was not Aristotle who wrote 
these particular ones, she is able to criticize what are, in part, Aristotelian tenets without directly calling 
out the ‘prince of philosophers’ himself. Reason says, “You can see for yourself with further proof, this 
book was w ritten  carelessly and colored by hypocrisy, for if you have looked at it, you know tha t it is 
obviously a treatise composed of lies. Although some say it was w ritten by Aristotle, it is not believable 
tha t such a philosopher could be charged with such contrived lies. For since women can clearly know with 
proof th a t certain things which he treats are not all true, but pure fabrications, they can also conclude 
tha t the other details which he handles are outright lies.” ; “Tu puez congnoistre par toy meismes sans 
nulle autre preuve, que celluy livre fu fait a voulenté et faintement coulouré: car se tu  l’as leu, ce te 
puet estre chose magnifeste que il est tra ittié  tou t de mençonges. E t quoyque aucuns dient que ce fist 
Aristote, il n ’est mie a croirre que tel phillosophe se fust chargié de si faittes bourdes. Car par ce que les 
femmes pueent clereinent par espreuve savoir que aucunes choses que il touche ne sont mie vrayes, ains 
pures bourdes, pueent elles conclure que les autres particularités dont il tra itte  sont droittes mençonges.” 
Christine de Pizan, Cité, 649-650; City, 22.

288Although the topic of who Nature reports to does not directly come up in this section of the Vision, 
it is addressed in the City. There, Christine speaks of Nature as “under” G od’s command: see Christine 
de Pizan, City, 23.

289Christine even claims N ature as her mother in her Mutation. For further discussion, see Earl Jeffrey 
Richards who explores this as well as how it impacts on Christine’s gender theory and her use of 
theological sources in his essay, “In Search of a Feminist Patrology: Christine de Pizan and ‘Les Glorieux 
D otteurs’” in Une Femme de Lettres au Moyen Age ed. Liliane Dulac and Barbara Ribémont (Orléans: 
1995), 281-295.
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greater mistress than her master, almighty God from whom comes such au
thority [?]... If the Supreme Craftsman was not ashamed to  create and form 
the feminine body, would Nature then have been ashamed?290

Of course the answer is th a t Nature would not be ashamed, and is not ashamed at the 
creation of this, her daughter Christine—or at the creation of any of her other daughters. 
Certainly, it helps our heroine and her readers to have divine parentage.291 Christine-the- 
narrator’s “divine parentage” can also, however, be interpreted as both an acceptance 
and a revision or correction of certain Aristotelian doctrines concerning gender, as several 
scholars have noted.292 Although it is clear tha t she was familiar with several of Aristotle’s 
works, Christine took up only some of Aristotle’s tenets on gender and generation of 
bodies. In particular, she made use of his belief th a t gender was an accidental, not an

290 “Ha! La tres grant follie avises, doulce amie, l’aveuglement hors de toute raison qui mut a ce dire. 
E t comment, Nature qui est chamberiere de Dieu, dont luy vient tel auttorité... Si n ’ot pas honte le 
souverain ouvrier de faire et fourmer corps femenin: et nature s ’en honteyeroit?” Christine de Pizan, 
Cité, 651; City, 23.
291 In fact as the account on generation progresses, she does mention her biological mother, but as

signs her the role of wet nurse: see Christine de Pizan, Vision, 20. This tactic of giving a character 
metaphorically divine parents is often seen in stories, and Christine herself employs it when she gives the 
supposed parentage of Hector in her Epistle of Othea to Hector. Though she later names Hector’s mortal 
mother and father, she first cites the deities Mars and Minerva as Hector’s parents: “Othea, deesse de 
prudence,/ Qui adrece les bons cuers en vaillance,/A  toy Hector, noble prince poissant,/ Filz de Mars, 
le dieu de bataille,/Q ui les fais d ’armes livre et ta ille/ E t de Minerve, la deesse/ Poissant qui d ’armes et 
maistresse...” ; “Othea, goddess of prudence, who addresses good hearts in valor, to you Hector, noble 
prince [who is] powerful, son of Mars the god of battle who undergoes and delivers feats of arms, and 
of Minerva, the goddess powerful who of arms is mistress...” Christine de Pizan, Epistre Othea, 197; 
translation mine. For an additional English translation see Jane Chance’s rendering of the Othea. I have 
made my own here because I think th a t the emphasis on the role of these supposed immortal parents 
is how they would measure their “son’s” achievements, not on what they themselves have done. Thus 
when Chance translates the section on Mars as “Mars the god of ba ttle ,/ who carves out and wages 
feats of arm s,” I think we miss the tone th a t Hector is measured and judged (approvingly, it seems) by 
his divine parents, not just th a t he is their powerful son. See Christine de Pizan, Letter of Othea, 35.

292See for instance Earl Jeffrey Richard’s 2003 essay “Destructive Glosses” where he examines Chris
tine’s use of the phrases homme naturel and fem m e naturelle in the context of their relation to 
Thom ist/A ristotealian debates. “Somewhere between Destructive Glosses and Chaos” in Christine de 
Pizan: A Casebook, ed. B arabra K. Altm an and Deborah L. McGrady (New York: Routledge, 2003), 
43-55. See also Rosalind Brown-Grant’s take on Christine, Aristotle and gender in her chapter on the 
Vision in Moral Defense. There, she focuses on the positive things th a t Christine is able to take from 
Aristotle regarding the topic of gender: namely, its accidental and non-essential quality. See Rosalind 
Brown-Grant, Moral Defense, 120. Brown-Grant does, however, also acknowledge aspects of Aristotle’s 
work on gender which would have been problematic to  Christine and which Christine in fact “chal
lenged” : “whereas modern feminists tend to  regard Aristotle unequivocally as a forefather of misogyny 
in his view of woman as a ‘deformed m ale’ whose role in procreation is simply to bear m atter rather 
than  to bestow form on the embryo, a view which Christine herself will challenge in the Cité, here she 
would seem to  have taken from him just what is useful for her own argument in seeking to prove the 
essential hum anity of the two sexes.” Ibid, 121.
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essential attribute of human nature.293 Conceptualizing gender thus meant tha t it would 
be difficult to argue for a natural, i.e. essence based, hierarchy between men and women. 
It does not preclude a social hierarchy, which Christine recognized as a part of her social 
order, but it places women and men on initially equal ground: they are both fully human, 
in body (though their bodies are different) and in soul.294 As Christine writes in the City 
of Ladies, “God created the soul and placed wholly similar souls, equally good and noble 
in the feminine and in the masculine bodies.”295

Christine elevates her argument a bit later that same year, this time using the figure of 
Lady Nature to rebut some of Aristotle’s work.296 While Lady Reason works dialogically, 
Nature works causally. In the process, Christine shows th a t Aristotle’s tenets on gender 
do not accord with Nature, an even more impressive argument against the foundation 
of misogynist views th a t draw upon his work than showing that those views do not 
accord with Reason (already an impressive accomplishment). Why Nature? Let us recall 
for a moment some of the accusations against women from the opening of the City of 
Ladies. There, as I noted, Christine-the-narrator reads a misogynist text and becomes 
quite debilitatingly depressed, imagining herself and all women to be “vile creatures.” 
Contemplating the creation of the world and humans by a benevolent and omnipotent 
God, she says, as I cited above, “I wondered how such a worthy artisan could have 
deigned to make such an abominable work which, from what they say, is the vessel as

293For a discussion of how this plays out in terms of an understanding of gender based on Aristotelian 
texts, see Prudence Allen, Concept of Women, 77-79, and her entire chapter on Christine: 606ff. In fact, 
Allen notes, “Christine de Pizan stands out as being the first author, man or woman, to articulate a 
philosophical foundation for women to become fully human within the broader goal of the full human 
development of all men, women and children.” Ibid, 2.

294As Brown-Grant says, “In accordance with Aristotle, Christine emphasizes tha t what men and 
women have in common is both the spiritual essence of the soul and the physical essence of the human 
species; they differ materially only on the accidental level of their particular gender.” Rosalind Brown- 
Grant, Moral Defense, 120.

295 “Laquelle ame Dieu créa et mist aussi bonne, aussi noble et toute pareille en corps fememin comme 
ou masculin.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 652; City, 23.

296She does not mention Aristotle by name as her target in this section, but the comparison is hard to 
miss, at the very least of Aristotelian tenets on generation, and her second part of the book interacts 
for an entire section with A ristotle’s Metaphysics via Thomas Aquinas’ commentary. I discuss this later, 
see chapter five, pp. 229-239.
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well as the refuge and abode of every evil and vice... [so] I detested myself and the entire 
feminine sex, as though we were monstrosities in nature”297 As we saw in my first chapter, 
Reason helps “Christine” respond to such conclusions through argumentation and the 
use of well interpreted exempla. But it would be even better if Christine was able to 
show, by Nature, tha t women are as worthy and capable as men. It is thus inevitably 
to nature, and a discussion of nature/N ature th a t Christine must turn if she wishes to 
most effectively counter the foundation of misogynist claims about women—and Christine 
chooses to present her argument in a fictionalized manner. It is through her fictions that 
she presents the knowledge of the true “nature” of women by means of integumental 
images th a t she narrates to her reader.

In the opening scene of the Vision we are met with a peculiar dream Christine recounts 
wherein she witnesses the actions of Lady Nature relating to  the process of the generation 
of bodies. In it, she describes how her spirit was flown into a shadowy valley where she 
sees two figures: a large male figure beautifully adorned and a large crowned shadowy 
female figure, “the semblance of a powerful queen naturally fashioned without visible or 
tangible body.”298 These two figures, which she names Chaos and Nature299 are engaged 
in generating all the bodies in the world. As the means by which this is accomplished, 
Nature is pictured mixing materials to cook in Chaos’ mouth in molds which she herself 
chooses.300 The molds give form to the m atter—made of bile, honey, lead and feathers—

297“en m ’esmerveillant comment si digne ouvri[e]r daigna oncques faire tan t abominable ouvrage qui est 
vaissel, au dit d ’iceulx, si comme le retrait et herberge de tous maulx et de tous vices. Adonc moy estant 
en ceste penssee, me sourdi une grant desplaisance et tristesce de couraige en desprisnt moy meismes 
et tou t le sexe feminin, si comme ce fust monstre en nature.” Christine de Pizan, Cite, 620; City, 5 
(brackets in text, emphasis mine.)

298 “la semblance d ’une tres poissant royne naturelm ent fourmee sans corps visible ne palpable.” Chris
tine de Pizan, I’Advision, 13; Vision, 19.

299Chaos she names in the narrative itself, while she names the female figure in her prologue. See 
Christine de Pizan, Vision, 11.

300 “She would put everything to  cook and take form in the gigantic figure’s mouth, which was so broad 
tha t it resembled a great oven, heated as a tempered bath might be. There she would leave them  for 
the time which, according to  the  differences and weights of the molds, was most appropriate for each. 
After the tim e when the wise directress knew the moment for her work’s perfection had arrived, she 
would open the giant’s mouth so skillfully th a t she had room to withdraw the materials tha t were done; 
the others she would leave to cook until their time was up.” ; “Tout ce fait non d’une guise mais en 
diverses differences, m ettoit tou t cuire et confire en la gueule dudit grant ymage, qui tan t estoit lee
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which comprise the bodies so cooked. Christine relates that she herself falls into the hands 
of Nature and is treated similarly, being placed in a mold which gave her the feminine

N ature’s dealings with Christine-the-narrator in this opening scene are the flashpoint 
illuminating her differences with Aristotle on the topic of gender. His belief th a t gender 
is an accidental quality and not an essential one is only part of his conception of gender: 
his work on generation “fleshes out” the rest of his theory. W ith Aristotle’s conception of 
generation, the male is the only true actor, since only he may produce semen. The woman 
cannot produce any semen and is thus marked by her supposed inability to properly 
generate (since semen is seen as the generative principle.)302 This is what the majority 
of misogynist authors were drawing on when they formulated their theories, and such a 
conception constitutes the bulk of what Christine is trying to combat when she undertakes 
her re-definition of the category of women. Thus one sees th a t in Christine’s “vision,” 
the Aristotelian generative roles of man and woman are reversed. Here it is Nature, the 
female figure, who is clearly the active member in the conception and generation process 
while Chaos, the male partner, remains passive.303 Nature selects the materials and puts 
them into different molds, also of her choosing. She places the molds in Chaos’ mouth 
and she is the one who knows when each mold is ready to come out. She is even the one

qu’elle representoit une grant fournoise chaufee en maniéré d ’atrempees estuves. Las les laissoit jusques 
a temps convenable, l ’un plus que l ’autre, selon la difference et la groisseur des outilz. Après le temps 
venu que la saige admenistraresse savoit le terme de la perfection de son oeuvre, elle ouvroit la bouche 
de cel ymage par tel art qu’elle donnoit lieu de tirer hors les matieres assés cuites et les autres laissoit 
cuire jusques a Pacomplissement de leurs jours.” Christine de Pizan, l ’Advision, 13; Vision, 19-20.

301 Christine stresses N ature’s active choice in the m atter instead of falling back on the mold itself, 
however. She says, “because she who had cast it wished it to  be so rather than  because of the mold, I  
was given the feminine sex.” ; “Mais comme le voulsist ainsi celle qui la destrempe avoit faicte, a laquel 
cause se tient et non au mole, j ’aportay sexe femmenin.” Christine de Pizan, l ’Advision, 14; Vision, 20.

302See Aristotle, Generation o f Animals, bk IV.
303Although Christine does not cite these authors in the Vision (and so it is impossible to say with 

certainty whether she had read them  by the time she wrote it), it is possible tha t she is echoing authors 
such as Bernard Silvestris with his work Cosmographia and Alan of Lille’s Plaint of Nature. Both of these 
authors envision a female N ature as an actor in generation. B arbara Newman discusses both of these 
works and the actions of N ature (Natura) within them: see Barbara Newman, God and the Goddesses, 
especially pp. 55-73. Christine is unusual in her designation of m atter being associated with the male 
figure, however.
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who takes them out. In all this, Chaos, the male figure, is merely an “oven” to cook the 
materials and molds chosen and arranged by the female figure Nature. Once they are 
done, of course, he may then eat them, but carrying and eating them are the only tasks 
allotted him,304 beyond finally excreting them at the end of their life.

This is a far cry from the understanding of conception and birth proposed by Aristotle, 
though it is important to remember th a t his views on generation are only half of his work 
on gender. For Aristotle, in the process of generation women are the passive receptacles 
of men’s sexual action. It is only the sperm which have any generative qualities, though 
the women carry the generated baby in their wombs much as Chaos carries them  in 
his mouth.305 Truly, Christine had a sense of humor and could use it in her stories to 
challenge and transform her various source-authorities in order to create the conceptual 
difference necessary for her audience to understand th a t the current conditions are not 
the only conditions possible—in fact, th a t they might not even be an accurate account. 
She actually inverts the traditional association of women with m atter and men with

304 “But an amazing thing would happen to them: for as soon as these tiny figures left their dies, then 
the large figure in whose m outh they had been cooked would greedily swallow them  all into his belly 
in a single gulp. And thus neither night nor day would the work cease, continued at the hands of this 
lady for the nourishment of the great insatiable body.” ; “Adont sailloient hors de ces moles petis corps 
de diverses façons selon les empraintes des instrumens. Mais merveilleuse aventure en avenoit: car, aussi 
tost que ces petiz ymages laissoient leurs moles, adont le grant ymage en quel gueule avoient esté cuis 
les transgloutissoit tous vis en sa pance, sans nombre, a une goulee. E t ainsi nuit et jour ne cessoit cel 
ouvrage continué par les mains d ’icelle dame pour la pasture du grant corps insaciable.” Christine de 
Pizan, l ’Advision, 13; Vision, 20.

305It is possible th a t Christine had in mind here the image of Lucifer chewing on Judas, Brutus and 
Cassius from canto XXXIV of D ante’s Inferno , though if tha t is the case, then Christine has inverted 
the image by quite a bit. Her large male figure tha t eats people, Chaos, is not written as having been 
banished from heaven, as Lucifer was, and does not munch only on sinners of the worst repute. Instead, 
her figure apparently finds all humans rather tasty—though he does at least have the courtesy to swallow 
us whole and leave the chewing aside. In addition, we do not ultim ately remain in Chaos’ mouth (or- 
belly), as one assumes D ante expected Judas, Brutus and Cassious would be required to do. When the 
time of our m ortal life is finished, Chaos is apparently also finished digesting us, and excretes our souls 
from his other end. (There really is no polite way to say tha t.) The inspiration for this too may have 
come at least in part from Dante, since when his persona and Virgil his guide begin their climb first 
down, then up on the way out of hell, Dante mentions tha t he and Virgil come out and see Lucifer upside 
down with his lower half sticking out. They too thus exit by his lower half, though not quite through his 
lower half, as Christine’s more earthy image depicts our own exit. See Canto XXXIV of D ante’s Inferno, 
lines 88-121.
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form,306 and does so through the use of these fictionalized figures and the veiled language 
of this dream. She even quips th a t this male figure who continually eats the formed 
bodies is “greedy” and “insatiable”—two charges th a t were often brought against women 
in misogynist texts, as the City of Ladies demonstrated.307 W ith the Vision Christine 
reports, we can see tha t, contra Aristotle on generation, her gender was not the result of 
some imperfection or defect acting on nature, but rather the desire of Nature herself. This 
is in stark contrast to a Nature who is ashamed of feminine form, as Christine-the-narrator 
protested on the advice of certain auctores in the City of Ladies.308 One can see then how 
Christine works both with and against writers such as Aristotle, appropriating one level 
of meaning in the text—which allows her to see gender as an accident—and rejecting 
what she reads as a separate piece, his devaluation of women’s bodies as imperfect.

Christine’s interactions with Aristotelian tenets through the figure of Nature is important 
since it allows her to see the human species as two parts of the same whole, a lesson she 
cleverly presents to her reader by veiled means. Any given person, by her integumental 
account, is first and foremost human and only secondarily female or male. It is a move 
aimed at normalizing relations between the sexes and proving th a t women were every 
bit as human as men, not some lower form of animal—serpents, beasts or monsters, as 
some texts portrayed them .309 This is not to say th a t Christine does not portray certain

306Though Chaos does not supply the m atter himself, he is the one who bakes it in his body, and in 
any case, he has no part in its actual formation; th a t is left up to the female Nature.

307See for instance Christine de Pizan, City, 25.
308 As mentioned above. See Christine de Pizan, City, 23. In addition, scholar Barbara Newman makes 

the same claim and relates it to Christine’s M utation of Fortune: “Christine stresses the intentionality 
of Nature in assigning gender to bodies. [In the Vision as] in the M utation of Fortune, she is born female 
because Lady Nature wills it so, not because of any defect or irregularity in the ‘mold.’ Here Christine 
implicitly rejects the Aristotelian view of women as deficient males, an idea sanctioned by Thomas 
Aquinas and refuted by Reason in The City of Ladies." Barbara Newman, God and the Goddesses, 121. 
Brackets mine. Newman cites here the same passage I cited above from the City.

309See in particular Helen Solterer, The Master and Minerva: Disputing Women in French Medieval 
Culture (Berkely: University of California Press, 1995). Speaking in this case about Richard de Fournival’s 
thirteenth  century work Beastiaire d ’amour she writes, “The m aster’s letter to  a woman reader involves 
various lessons concerning animals tha t, given this implicit conception of women, are meant to be adopted 
easily by her. The presumption is tha t one beast should recognize another. By reading the m aster’s 
commentary on the hedgehog or the crocodile, she should identify so completely with these animals that 
she should defer immediately to  his erudition. As a result, not only is he meant to gain control over her, 
but his theorem on women’s animalistic nature should be reinforced as well.” Helen Solterer, Master and
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people as serpents, beasts and monsters. She does. When she does so, however, it is 
due to their actions and not their belonging to a particular group. She speaks of such 
individuals as having been “transformed,” playing on the fact that they are not what 
they were intended to be. As the final section in this chapter, I will therefore look at 
her letter “Lamentation on the Evils of the Civil War,” wherein she discusses just such 
a transformation.

2.4 Politics and the Hum an Anim al

Some political background will stand us in good stead for this discussion, and in fact 
for the rest of this work. We have already been skirting around the various actions of 
the court of Charles VI with regards to his mental stability. France was in a precarious 
situation, with England threatening invasion and Charles VI’s lack of sanity making life at 
and around the court difficult.310 Then when Philip the Bold, the duke of Burgundy, died 
in 1404, it left his son John the Fearless as the new Burgundian duke. John continued 
the rivalry between the houses of Burgundy and Orleans th a t came to its first head 
in August of 1405 when Queen Isabella and Louis of Orleans—Charles VI’s brother— 
tried to take the nine year old dauphin Louis of Guyenne physically out of the duke of 
Burgundy’s reach.311 They were not successful, but it led to ever more open hostilities

Minerva, 82. Solterer also has an entire chapter devoted to Christine in her book, mostly covering the 
Querelle de la Rose and Christine’s Path of Long Learning. See ibid, 151-175.
310Renate Blumenfeld Kosinski relates tha t, “The French civil war, long in the making through the 

rivalry of Charles V ’s uncles and cousins during the regency and finally the madness of Charles VI, 
started  in earnest around 1407 with the assassination of Louis of Orléans, the brother of King Charles 
VI, on the orders of his cousin, the Duke of Burgundy. In 1410 Louis’ son, Charles d ’Orléans, formed the 
league of Gien with the dukes of Berry, Bourbon, and Bretagne and several counts to  oppose the duke 
of of Burgundy. This internal conflict was inseparable from the continuing hostilities of the Hundred 
Years War. It is difficult to keep track of the shifting allegiances of the great families with respect to 
the English, bu t in the end the Burgundian faction allied itself most strongly with France’s enemy, 
whereas the Armagnacs supported the King and then the dauphin. The factious warfare within France 
had, of course, contributed to making the country ever more vulnerable to an English invasion.” Renate 
Blumenfeld Kosinski, “Christine de Pizan and the Political Life in Late Medieval France” in Christine 
de Pizan: A Casebook, ed. Barbara K. Altm ann and Deborah McGrady (New York: Routledge, 2003), 
10 .

3UCharity Cannon Willard recounts this in her biography of Christine: Christine de Pizan, 176.
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between Burgundy and Orleans, until in 1407 John the Fearless succeeded in having his 
rival Orleans murdered in the streets one night.312 He even openly admitted to having 
orchestrated the assassination, which he tried to legitimate by labeling Louis a tyrant. 
His ploy worked and the easily swayed King pardoned his own brother’s murderer. This, 
of course, only led to further trouble. Incensed, the new duke of Orleans aligned himself 
with his father-in-law, the count of Armagnac (Bernard VII), and begun building forces 
to oppose John the Fearless.313 Civil war was looking inevitable.

And so in August of 1410, fearing the impending civil war and increasingly open hostilities 
between the Burgundians and the so-called Armagnacs, Christine again takes up the 
theme of Fortune effecting unwanted changes. Scathingly she writes,

Oh, how can it be tha t the human heart, as strange as Fortune is, can make 
man revert to the nature of a voracious and cruel beast? Where is reason which 
gives him the name of rational animal? How can Fortune have the power to 
transform man so much, th a t he is changed into a serpent, the enemy of 
humankind? Oh, alas, here is the reason why, noble French princes[!]314

Christine draws again here on the powerful metaphor of the human body transformed, 
but this time it is not merely a change in gender of which she speaks: rather, it is a change

312Charity Cannon W illard recounts this in her biography of Christine: Christine de Pizan, 182. In 
addition, Renate Blumenfeld Kosinski links Orleans’ assassination with, among other things, his support 
of the Avignon pope, Benedict XII, and cites the assassination as the opening of the French civil war. 
See her article “Political Life” in Casebook, 15 and 10 respectively.

313When she writes of the “Lam entation,” Cannon Willard notes tha t Christine had just finished her 
Book o f Deeds o f Arms and o f Chivalry. She notes, “By the tim e Christine had finished her treatise, 
the situation in France had deteriorated further. The duke of Burgundy’s power was now opposed by 
the young duke of Orleans and his brothers, and especially by his father-in-law, Bernard VII, count 
of Armagnac, who gave his name to the alliance. The elderly dukes of Bourbon and Berry lent their 
support to the party, but little more. John the Fearless, for his part, made a strenuous effort to detach the 
allegiance of the duke of Berry. To further his own aims he busily organized a campaign of propaganda.” 
Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de Pizan, 187. Directly after this account, Cannon Willard raises 
the question of whether Christine’s letter might have been part of this campaign. Given the tone of 
the letter, however, it would not seem to be a very effective piece of pro-Burgundy argument. Christine 
roundly criticizes all the princes and does not seem to  fall openly on any one side, as we see below. 
Instead, she advocates for mediation and peace.

314 “O! Comment est-il en la puissance de Fortune que cuer humain, tan t soit la Fortune estrange, 
si puist ramener homme a nature de tres devorable et cruele beste? Ou est doncques la raison qui li 
donne le non de animal raisonnable? Comment est-il en la puissance de Fortune de telement transmuer 
homme, que convertiz soit en serpent, ennemi de nature humaine? O las! Veez-cy de quoy, nobles princes 
frangois!” Christine de Pizan, “Lament on the Evils of the Civil W ar” in The Epistle of the Prison of 
Human Life with A n Epistle to the Queen of France and Lament on the Evils o f the Civil War, ed. and 
trans. Josette A. W isman (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc. 1984), 84 French; 85 English translation.
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in essence. This is a change from human nature into non-human nature, and it is one 
that brings with it immeasurable destruction. Christine’s “sex change” in her Mutation of 
Fortune, while not exactly something she celebrated, nonetheless was a means for bringing 
life, since it did not actually change the fact th a t she was still human—and as a human, 
a being capable of acting according to her nature which we see here she understands in 
terms of the Aristotelian definition of a “rational animal.” Telling the princes of France 
that they are allowing themselves to be changed from men into serpents presents them 
with a double charge: they have lost their reason and are now simply “animals,”315 and 
in addition to a loss of reason they have taken the form of snakes, the Biblical enemy 
of humankind. She condemns them spiritually as much as intellectually, taking care to 
blame them, not Fortune, by noting first th a t it is the “human heart” th a t turns men 
into “a voracious and cruel beast.”

And so, taking up the voice of a prophet calling for reform,316 she continues her lament. 
She is blunt as to where this will lead if it is not halted, drawing again on poignant 
images to cement her meaning in her audience’s memory:

For God’s sake! For God’s sake! High Princes, let these facts open your eyes 
and may you see as already accomplished what the preparations for taking 
arms will do in the end; thus you will see ruined cities, towns and castles 
destroyed, and fortresses razed to the ground. And where? In the very heart 
of France! The noble knights and youth of France, all of one nature, one 
single soul and body, which used to defend the crown and the public good, 
are now gathered in a shameful battle one against another, father against son,

315I am not going to  get into here the question of whether non-human animals are capable of reasoning, 
though there is mounting evidence of tha t. I merely note th a t Christine would likely not have thought 
other animals capable of reason.

316She compares France to Nineveh a t one point in her lament, now turning her angry cries toward the 
clergy: “Hee! Clergie de France, lairas-tu ainsi a Fortune courir son influence? Ne vois-tu le besoing? Car 
ja  semble comme Nynyve que Dieu l’ait a perir condampnee, et que Son yre par les griefz pechiez qui y 
habondent l’ait acueillie...” : “Oh, clerics of France, will you let Fortune work its [I would say “her”-ACJ 
influence? W hy do you not walk in processions and pray devoutly? Do you not feel the need for it? For 
you resemble Nineveh, which God condemned to  perish, and which received His w rath because of the 
great sins which were many there...” Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación,” 88, “Lament,” 89. Nineveh is 
an im portant example for Christine’s argument because in the story she references (found in the book 
of Jonah as W isman notes, in particular chapter 3:1-10) the people repent and God decides not to send 
the calamity he had planned. Christine is clearly drawing on this story as a means of telling the various 
dukes and the queen th a t they can still avert the destruction she is prophesying. It is the only hope she 
offers, echoed again in her closing remarks: either you stop this immediately, or certain doom will follow.
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brother against brother, relatives against one another, with deadly swords, 
covering the pitiful fields with blood, dead bodies, and limbs. Oh, dishonorable 
victory...!317

Christine relentlessly deploys these images of shame, later naming the princes’ behavior 
as treating each other like dogs: “will you not be compared from now on to the foreign 
nations, where brothers, cousins and kin kill each other like dogs out of false envy and 
jealousy?”318 She returns again to stories from mythology, citing examples both of de
struction from war and of people—in particular women—working to avert the destruction 
caused by war. She writes,

So cry, cry, beat your hands and cry—as once the sad Argia did in such 
a case, along with the ladies of Argos—you ladies, damsels, and women of 
the kingdom of France! Because the swords th a t will make you widows and 
deprive you of your children and kin have already been sharpened! Oh, Ladies 
of the city of the Sabines, we would have needed you for this task, for the 
dangers and the quarrels th a t once were between your kin were not greater, 
and you, very wisely, decided to establish peace when you threw yourselves 
with hair disheveled into the battlefield, your children in your arms, and in 
great numbers shouted: ‘have pity on our dear loved ones! Make peace!’319

She calls here implicitly for action on the part of women who are the wives, mothers, 
daughters, sisters and cousins of the men about to join battle against each other. They 
are to speak to the men to whom they are related and dissuade them from bloodshed, 
even if there has been wrong. In fact with her next sentence she launches a very blunt 
paragraph aimed directly at the Queen: “Oh crowned queen of France, are you still

317 “Pour Dieu! Pour Dieu! Princes très haulx, ouvres les yeulx par tel savoir, que ja  vous semble veoir 
comme chose advenue, ce que lens apprestes de voz armes prises pourront conclurre, sy y appercevrez 
ruynes de citez, destruccions de villes et chasteaulx, forteresses ruees par terre. E t en quel part? Ou droit 
nombril de France! La noblechevaun droit ame et corps, seult estre a la deffense de la bataille l ’un contre 
l ’autre, pere contre filz, frere contre frere, parens contre autres, a glaives mortelz, couvrans de sang, de 
corps mors et de membres les très doulereux champs. O, la très dehonnoree victoire...!” Christine de 
Pizan, “Lamentación,” 84, 86 ; “Lament,” 85, 87.

318 “Car ne seras-tu pas acomparee de cy en avant aus estranges nacions, la ou les freres germains, cousins 
et parens par faulse envie et convoitise s ’entre-ocient comme chiens?” Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación,”
88, 90; “Lament,” 89.

319“Plourez doncques, plourez, batant les paulmes a granscriz—si que fist en caspareil jadiz la dolente 
argine avex les dames d ’Ages—dames, damoiselles et femmes du royaume de France! Car ja  sont aguisiez 
les glavives qui vous rendront veufves et desnuees d ’enfans et de parens! O, dames de la cite de Sabine, 
besoing eussions de vous en ceste besoigne, car n ’estoit pas greigneur le péril et contens jadiz entre vos 
parens, quant par grant prudence vous entremeistes de y m ettre paix, lorsque vous fichastes eschevellees, 
vos petitz enfans entre braz, ou champ de la bataille, par grans tourbes crians: ‘Ayez merci de nos chiers 
amis et parens! Si faites paix!”’ Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación” 86,88; “Lament,” 87,89. I will be 
dealing with the story of the Sabine women later at some length. See chapter four, pp. 207-212.
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sleeping? Who prevents you from restraining now this side of your kin and putting an 
end to this deadly enterprise?... who but you can do anything, and who will disobey your 
sovereignty and authority, if you rightly want to mediate a peace?”320 Realizing that, for 
whatever reasons this is unlikely, Christine turns to the duke of Berry, with whom she 
pleads to  be a mediator, even though he is already a supporter of the Armagnacs. Again 
she brings in stories: this time stories of male action th a t ended with destruction, even 
if the battle the men were fighting was “won.” She asks the duke, “what good did it do 
to the King of Thebes to leave as victor of the battle with only three men and no more 
knights, with all of his kin dead on the field... God, this victory was too sorrowful!”321 
Having spoken of the cost even of winning she then lists three kings who died in battle, 
regardless of whether their side won or was fighting for a  supposedly “righteous” cause, 
asking the duke of Berry what good fighting for their causes did any of those men who 
never left the field alive? She leaves absolutely no room for doubt as to the folly and 
disgrace of the impending war, telling him, “although wars and battles are in all cases 
very dangerous and difficult to avoid, [there is] no doubt th a t among such close kin, tied 
by nature in one bond of love, they are perverse, dishonorable and to  be condemned 
[excommeniee]...”322

The only way forward th a t Christine offers is one of mediation and peace. Having already 
called this war worthy of strong condemnation, “excommeniee,” she attem pts leaving 
them no other route th a t would not end in their own physical destruction and spiritual 
damnation. And she insists such peace can be made, telling the duke by name, “Ah,

320 “Hé! Royne couronnee de France, dors-tu adés? E t qui te tient que tan tost celle part n ’affinz tenir la 
bride et arrester ceste mortel emprise? Qui y puet que toy, ne qui sera-ce, qui a ta  seigneurie et auctorité 
desobeira, se a droit te veulx de la paix entrem ettre?” Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación,” 88; “Lament,”
89.

321 “E t que valut jadis au roy de Thebes soy partir vainqueur de la bataille, lui IIIo sans plus de chevaliers 
et touz les siens mors laissiez ou champ... Dieux, quel victoire trop fu douleureuse!” Christine de Pizan, 
“Lamentación,” 92; “Lament,” 93. I have changed the final word in the translation from “painful” to 
“sorrowful.”

322“quoy qu’en touz cas soit guerre et bataille trés perilleuse et forte a eschever, n ’est pas doubte 
qu’entre si prochains parens, comme nature a conjoins si comme en un mesmes lien d ’amour, est trés 
perverse, non honorable et trés excommeniee...” Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación,” 92, 94; “Lament,” 
93, 95. First brackets mine.
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Very Revered Prince, Noble Duke of Berry, do hear this, for there is nothing greater than 
what a human heart wants to accomplish, especially in good intent, and cannot manage 
to attain!”323 W hatever she may privately have thought or feared, Christine-the-writer 
had not given up at th a t point, and argues th a t it is possible for the same human heart 
tha t can turn  men to beasts to also turn them towards love and peace, and to ultimately 
choosing wise actions.

A pattern is becoming apparent here. Christine is using stories, fictive figures and vivid 
metaphors to invent rhetorical and finally hermeneutical difference from her present con
text. We have seen she has used allegoresis, the practice of reading allegorically, as a 
philosophical tool by which to exegete the stories she presents as a means to deeper 
truths. We have even seen how she has purposefully written these stories, as well as many 
of the images within them and within her other less narrative works, to be memorable: 
to be aids for her reader to more readily recall the deeper tru ths her allegorical readings 
uncover. She is trying, at times desperately, to create new meaning out of her compiled 
textual m atter, meaning aimed at particular areas of social transformation which she de
sires. Furthermore, as became obvious in my discussion of her letter “Lament on the Evils 
of the Civil War,” she often (and increasingly so as her career progressed) had in mind a 
specific audience: the powers of France. It is these powers tha t she must teach, th a t she 
must convince, if the social transformation for which she was writing was to happen. It 
was truly only through these powers—the various princes and the Queen—th a t stability 
and a flourishing peace for France could be achieved.

We have spoken of the ethical orientation towards action th a t Christine attem pts to 
inculcate in her audience and such an exploration will continue in chapters four and five. 
First however, having laid out Christine’s tools, I will now take an interlude and move

323 “Ha, trés honnoré prince, noble due de Berry, a ce vueilliez entendre, car il n ’est tan t grant chose que 
cuer humain vueille entrepredndre par especial faicte en juste entencion, a quoy il ne puist attaindre!” 
Christine de Pizan, “Lamentación,” 94; “Lament,” 95.
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forward six hundred years to  the work of Luce Irigar ay in order to  show a contemporary 
philosopher engaged in similar practices even as her desired results differ from Christine’s. 
As we will see, Irigaray’s pattern of creating textual difference to show new possibilities 
is also aimed at ways of knowing meant to encourage and nurture acting and living via 
particular modes of ethically-inscribed understanding. Let us continue our journey.



Chapter 3

Telling a Different Story
“Sexual difference would constitute... [f]ecundity of birth and regeneration for 
loving partners, but also the production of a new age of thought, art, poetry, 
and language: the creation of a new poetics”324

For the last two chapters, we have been speaking about a philosophical writer who lived 
six hundred years ago. We have examined the hermeneutical tools she used to interact 
with the texts that constituted her tradition in order, through retelling the stories within 
them, to produce new and different meaning that she hoped would help transform her 
society: specifically her society’s view on women, and what constituted appropriate po
litical action in its current context. Now I will turn  an eye and ear toward a philosopher 
and woman of this century, Luce Irigaray.

It is worth noting th a t this chapter is methodologically a mimetic repetition and antic
ipation of the work as a whole: a microcosm within my macrocosm. The first sections 
will deal with tools and ideas similar to those with which we are already familiar in 
Christine’s context, while the later sections will anticipate concepts and tools that bear a 
family resemblance to those we will examine as part of Christine’s work in chapters four 
and five, or to my own formulations in chapter six.325 Thus in this chapter I will show how 
Irigaray re-reads portions of the philosophical tradition, making use of elemental images 
and metaphors as modes of knowing aimed at conceptual transformation. I will recount 
her re-tellings of several of the same stories from myth th a t Christine also commented

324“La différence sexuelle constituerait... Fécondité de naissance et régénérescence pour les partenaires 
amoureux, mais encore production d ’une nouvelle époque de pensée, d ’art, de poésie, de langage... 
Création d ’une nouvelle poïétique.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique de la Différence Sexuelle, (Paris: Les Editions 
de Minuit, 1984), 13. First ellipsis mine and denotes om itted text. Second ellipsis in text. Emphasis 
in text. English translation found in Luce Irigaray, Ethics o f Sexual Difference (Ithaca: NY, Cornell 
University Press, 1993), 5. Translation modified.

325In my sixth and final chapter, I will compare a few of the m ajor similarities and differences between 
these two thinkers, and then build my own articulation of what I have explored, crafting my own theory 
of philosophy and fiction th a t has grown out of interacting with Christine and Irigaray alongside my 
previous philosophical work, in particular with G adam er’s thought. This section will deal with the 
concepts of ‘world’ and ‘utopie work,’ which I will develop further in my final chapter. See pp. 298 -  301.
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on, showing how Irigaray, like Christine, re-writes those stories to create her own new 
text th a t is matched to the needs of her situation. I will explore her work of theoriz
ing intersubjective relations by creating persona voices to speak with or to  each other, 
seeing how, like Christine, these voices allow her to  interrogate aspects of the tradition 
th a t she finds oppressive. Finally, I will present her re-telling of a particular story—the 
Annunciation—as a means of generating a world capable of allowing women and men 
to be in society, and relationship, together. I will conclude by highlighting a few criti
cisms I have regarding some of the content of Irigaray’s theory, while nevertheless arguing 
that her narratological and fictionalized approach to philosophically conceptual work has 
much to recommend it. Her elaboration of a new sexual ethics based on an ontological 
re-generation of world through the use of re-told stories, metaphor and narrative voices 
provides excellent tools for engendering positive social transformation.326

It is im portant to note two things before I begin, however. The first is tha t I have 
chosen Christine and Irigaray as interlocutors for my thesis because they are so adept at 
Actively inscribed philosophical work, and not necessarily for the specific content of their 
theories.327 The second is tha t while I believe these two writers make use of very similar 
tools to undertake their work, I am not arguing that they are using the same tools. 
Their times and contexts are so different that a one-to-one equation would simply be 
anachronistic. And yet, while to my knowledge Irigaray does not work consciously with 
the concept of integumenta or with tools like divisio and inventio, nevertheless having 
named and elaborated those tools one may recognize some of the movements Irigaray 
makes when writing as perhaps coming out of or growing alongside those practices. Such 
practices existed because they were powerful rhetorical and ultimately hermeneutical

326 This is not to say tha t all of Irigaray’s work is done through fictionalization: it is not. I feel her 
fictionalized work is her strongest work, however, and it is w hat I will be dealing with in this dissertation.

327This entails tha t although I am writing on the work of two im portant thinkers, and I will of course 
be comparing their theories, such a comparison is not the focus of this work. Rather, I am focusing on 
fiction’s ability to  do philosophy and do it well, and I am using the work of these two scholars as a 
lens through which one may see fiction-mediated philosophy as a rhetorically effective means to theorize 
positive social transformation.
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tools. We should not be surprised, therefore, to  find similar practices in vastly different 
contexts because, whether we are one human nature as Christine would say, or two 
“universals” as Irigaray insists, we are and we learn from each other in ways we don’t 
always know or suspect—even across vast stretches of space and time.

Although it goes without saying th a t the work of a complex and profound thinker like 
Irigaray cannot be adequately summed up in a short paragraph or two, I will venture here 
a brief introduction to the outlines of her work to serve as the context for her philosophical 
use of fiction and fictionalization.328 Luce Irigaray was born in Belgium in 1932, but like 
Christine eventually moved to Prance. She is fundamentally an interdisciplinary thinker, 
having been trained in several fields—philosophy, psychoanalysis, and linguistics, to name 
those in which she most often works—and she is comfortable including work from all those 
fields in her writings. She is frequently, though not incontestably, identified as a “French 
feminist” and often writes on political questions, tending in her perspective toward the 
Left.329 She also often engages in poetic and/or subtly narrative writing, and, as one 
quickly notices when reading her works, at times writes with a non-traditional style that 
purposefully breaks out of the grammar and language/sentence structure she sees as 
itself being part and parcel of patriarchal constructs. The crux of her overall project is 
her work on gender and being sexuate. She approaches th a t work in critical interaction 
with psychoanalysis, specifically the work of her former teacher Lacan, and with the

328Giving a complete overview of her work is unfortunately outside the bounds of this work, and 
there will therefore be aspects of her writing tha t will not receive the attention I would give them if I 
were writing a chapter summarizing Irigaray’s oeuvre instead of looking a t her use of specific tools and 
methods. For those who are interested in such a summary or for more information on her theory as a 
whole, see for example T ina Chanter, Ethics of Eros: Irigaray’s Rewriting of the Philosophers (New York: 
Routledge, 1995) and Alison Stone, Luce Irigaray and the Philosophy o f Sexual Difference, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006). Or, for a critical but sympathetic review, see M ary Beth Mader, “All 
Too Familiar: Luce Irigaray’s Recent Thought on Sexuation and Generation” Continental Philosophy 
Review 36 (2003): 367-390.

329Irigaray herself both  acknowledges and qualifies this, writing in her book Democracy Begins Between 
Two, “Personally speaking, in the name of liberation of woma(e)n, I have avoided any party  allegiance 
bu t I cannot deny th a t I have learnt lessons from the Italian Left which I do not wish to forget. This 
does not mean tha t I toe the line in every respect, but tha t I want to  engage in a dialogue and come face 
to face with the people who genuinely respect such a tradition for the value it attributes, for example, 
to a secularity defined positively rather than  simply in opposition to religion.” Luce Irigaray, Democracy 
Begins Between Two, trans. Kirsteen Anderson (London: The Athlone Press, 2000), 2.
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philosophical tradition as it has been projected from a continental French/Germanic 
perspective.330 In her earlier writings, she often focuses on stories read in the literary 
tradition as it was handed down to her to conceptualize just how bad things are and, 
perhaps, how they could be better. In her later writings, she begins to work increasingly 
with revised concepts from the ancient and Catholic traditions as well as theoretically 
adapted yogic practices, though she does not altogether lose sight of her narrative work. 
Throughout her career she has shaped her writings on defining and bringing into being 
healthy inter subjective relations between people.331

Like Christine, the re-reading of previous and culturally authoritative texts into her own 
work is an important part of Irigaray’s philosophical practice.332 But where Christine 
places a narratological “I” in many of her texts, Irigaray instead tells a tale of “man” 
and “woman,” fictionalizations whose characters she in part picks up from psychoanalytic 
conceptions, and from Heidegger (as well as other writers in the philosophical tradition), 
and in part creates within the folds of her own thought. Yet even while she develops these 
narrative “voices,” Irigaray also develops fictionalizations in the form of metaphors which 
she shapes over the space of several works in extended interactions with the work of other 
philosophers. Her elemental metaphors in particular operate as ways of philosophizing 
by fictionalized means. While they are not full personifications as Christine used, they 
are nevertheless forces th a t are used in very creative ways to move Irigaray’s work along.

330Thus she builds several of her books and essays as commentary on such thinkers as Heidegger, 
Merleau-Ponty, Levinas, Derrida, Hegel and Nietzsche, to name a few, as well as ancient thinkers such 
as P lato  and Aristotle.

331It is im portant to note tha t for Irigaray “people” are always sexed either female or male. I will 
discuss this and its implications below.

332She undertakes this first in Speculum. See Luce Irigaray, Speculum de I’autre fem m e  (Paris: Editions 
de Minuit, 1974)/ Speculum of the Other Woman, trans. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1985) One can see also this, for instance, in her readings on Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Spinoza, 
Merleau-Ponty and Levinas, each of which has its own chapter in An Ethics o f Sexual Difference, and 
books like Marine Lover o f Friedrich Nietzsche and The Forgetting o f A ir  in Martin Heidegger. See 
Luce Irigaray, Ethique de la Difference Sexuelle, (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1984) /  Luce Irigaray, 
Ethics of Sexual Difference (Ithaca: NY, Cornell University Press, 1993); Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine 
de Friedrich Nietzsche (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1980) /  Luce Irigaray, Marine Lover o f FYiedrich 
Nietzsche, trans. Gillian C. Gill (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991); Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de 
I’air chez Martin Heidegger (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1983) /  Luce Irigaray, The Forgetting of A ir 
in Martin Heidegger, trans. Mary Beth Mader (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999).
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3.1 Im agining Elem ental Knowledge: M etaphors and the  
Elem ents as Creative Conceptual Forces

Irigaray writes in her early work An Ethics of Sexual Difference, “Woman ought to be 
able to find herself, among other things, through the images of herself already deposited in 
history and the conditions of production of the work of man...”333 W ith such an assertion, 
she outlines a challenge for herself and others. Analogous to Christine’s compilationary 
work in the City, where Christine re-wrote history using its own stories such that women 
were valorized, Irigaray argues that women must find in the material already there in the 
tradition an image of and for women. Yet she, woman, must do this without submitting to 
the structures tha t Irigaray claims have constituted the supports of that tradition: m an’s 
work and m an’s genealogy.334 In order to make such a discovery, Irigaray turns to some 
of the most powerful images available, those of elemental forces. Naming these forces in 
fictionalized ways allows her to speak metaphorically, plumbing the depth of meaning 
within language by expanding her academic prose to include poetical language.335

Similar to the reality th a t if Christine wanted to do much philosophical commentary she 
would eventually have to deal with Aristotle, a writer coming from Irigaray’s background 
and desiring to do philosophical work would eventually have to deal with Heidegger.336 In

333 “La femme devrait se retrouver, entre autres, à travers les images d ’elle déjà déposées dans l’histoire, 
et les conditions de production de l ’oeuvre de l’homme et non à partir de son oeuvre, sa généalogie.” 
Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 17. English translation: Luce Irigaray, Ethics, 10.

334Throughout this chapter I will be trying to be as faithful as possible to Irigaray’s language and 
categories, though I will not always agree with them. She often speaks of “m an,” “the male” or “the 
female” and we should remember th a t by using such terms she is not necessarily lumping all men into one 
group, likewise with women. She is not even always necessarily speaking about existing human men or 
women, but about a particular way of perceiving and constructing the world. If I read her correctly, she 
is also not saying tha t “the male” is a prescriptive masculine category, but is rather currently how things 
stand. It is a description: things could, and should, be different. She is hoping and working towards such 
a difference.

335In this too she may be more Heideggerian than one might initially think, as he ultimately turned to 
poetic language as well. I discuss the power of poetical language and poetics in my sixth chapter. See 
especially pp. 301-304.

336Irigaray even acknowledges this playfully bu t pointedly in her Forgetting of A ir in Martin Heidegger, 
where she occasionally refers to  Heidegger as “the philosopher,” just as Thomas Aquinas and other 
medieval scholars referred to  Aristotle as “the Philosopher.” She writes, “Does this boundary bring 
Heidegger to a standstill in the march of thought? Should the fluctuations, the oscillations, the waverings,
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this my first section we will follow along as Irigaray reads part of the tradition out of which 
she comes and re-writes it from the inside out to produce her own book. In The Forgetting 
of A ir in Martin Heidegger, the original French edition published in 1983 just before the 
publication of An Ethics of Sexual Difference, Irigaray pursues her project of philosophical 
commentary on the tradition for her project of writing difference between the sexes by 
drawing on elemental images through which she is enabled to critique Heidegger. Her book 
operates as a criticism of ‘m an’ and his Sein (being), which she re-reads to invent new 
meaning by working with the elements of air (an image she develops) and earth/ground 
(an image she takes from Heidegger) as fictionalized means to write her own work on 
ontologically primed intersubjectivity.

W hat is “ground” or “earth” for Heidegger, and what is “air” for Irigaray? Both thinkers, 
of course, are working with these verbal images/metaphors and with poetic language to 
explore and explain the shape of human life and relations, and an understanding of 
th e /a /o u r world. The very powerful metaphors by which they choose to  do so are meant 
to convey what they have come to understand about existence and relation. Heidegger 
speaks of the “ground” and the “clearing” because he is trying to prune away centuries 
upon centuries of what he understands to be misconceptions of what “being” is. He wishes 
to uncover the theoretical ground on which we build, and ensure th a t our thinking is well- 
founded. He writes towards the beginning of Being and Time, “On the foundation of the
and the hesitations th a t occur repeated in “A rt and Space” be understood as withholding? Is the 
philosopher changing position in th a t piece?” ; “Arrête-t-elle Heidegger dans la marche de la pensée? 
Faut-il entendre une retenue dans les fluctuations, les oscilltions, les balancements et flottements qui 
insistent dans ‘L’art et l’espace’ ( Questions IV, pp. 98-106)? Le philosophe y change-t-il de position?” 
Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 24; Forgetting o f Air, 20. To draw the comparison even more directly, 
she mentions Aristotle specifically in connection with Heidegger merely two short paragraphs below 
this quote, as though Heidegger is a later manifestation of Aristotle’s thought, and directly after calling 
Heidegger “the philosopher” (le philosophe) a  second time. She continues, “When Heidegger questions the 
danger of a modern physico-technological project for m an’s inhabitation of space, isn’t  this questioning 
still posed through a Greek perspective? The opening tha t is brought about by the modern prospecting 
of space is closed up again by a topo-logic th a t is still Aristotelian, and to  some extent, pre-Socratic.” 
; “Q uand Heidegger questionne le péril d ’un project physico-technique moderne pour l’habitation de 
l’espace par l’homme, ce questionnement ne reste-t-il posé à travers une optique grecque? L ’ouverture 
qu’apporte la prospection moderne de l’espace est refermée par une topo-logique encore aristotélicienne, 
et, pour une part, présocratique.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l’air, 25; Forgetting of Air, 20.
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Greek point of departure for the interpretation of being a dogma has taken shape which 
not only declares th a t the question of the meaning of being is superfluous but sanctions 
its neglect.”337 In the beginning of his work Being and Time,338 therefore, he proposes to 
clear away the accumulated dogma th a t has covered being, and find again the “ground” 
of philosophical thought.339 His working metaphor is what is solid, the ground or earth 
th a t is stable, on which one may construct one’s thought.

Irigaray, meanwhile, takes air as her working metaphor, at least when working with 
Heidegger, and she does so to emphasize exactly the opposite of what Heidegger was 
attempting. Instead of trying to find the solid ground and the earth or soil on which our 
thinking may be built, she wishes to highlight flow, movement, and the teeming space that 
constitutes the source of our breath, understood as our physical and spiritual life, without 
which any thinking or philosophy is impossible. Furthermore, she argues that this source 
is present in Heidegger’s writing and the tradition he represents as a whole, but he, like 
the rest of th a t tradition, has tried to deny and confine it in order to do his work.340 The 
way ‘m an’—and Heidegger here in particular—has “forgotten” air is symbolic for Irigaray, 
at least in part, of the psychoanalytic ‘m an’ who must forget and deny his mother: both 
his biological mother, and his spiritual source/origin in order to enter into the world and 
order of his own being.341And so as a corrective response Irigaray introduces air, the

337M artin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. Joan Stambaugh (Albany: S tate University of New York, 
1996), 1.

33SWhich he never completed: he proposed to  write Being and Time in two parts, and he never wrote 
part two, or even finished part one.

339He writes, “One must proceed with regard to  the soil from which the fundamental ontological 
concepts grew and with reference to the suitable demonstration of the categories and their completeness.” 
M artin Heidegger, Being and Time, 2.

340 “To air he owes his life’s beginning, his birth and his death; on air, he nourishes himself; in air he 
is housed; thanks to  air, he can move about, can exercise a faculty for action, can manifest himself, 
can see and speak. But this aerial m atter remains unthought by the philosopher.” ; “A l’air, il doit de 
commencer à vivre, de naître et mourir; de l’air, il se nourrit; dans l ’air, il est logé; grâce à l’air, il peut 
se mouvoir, execer une activité, se manifester, voir et parler. Mais cette matière aérienne reste impensé 
du philosophe.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 18; Forgetting o f Air, 12.

341In an essay on The Forgetting o f A ir  M aria Cimitile makes the interesting point tha t, though she does 
not specifically mention it, Irigaray is likely playing on the Freudian/Lacanian conception of language 
and the Father, and of rejecting the mother in favor of the father in order to gain language. Noting 
th a t Irigaray has brought up the concept of horror in connection with language in this book (Forgetting 
of Air), Cimitile argues, “Recalling both Freud and Lacan’s description (or prescription?) of the pre-
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not-solid, what she calls “the resource, the groundless ground.”342 She reminds us that 
air is necessary for being, because without air we cannot breathe and without breath 
we cannot live, nor could we think,343 which is the means by which Heidegger’s ‘m an’ 
has constructed ‘his’ language, the structure of ‘his’ world th a t has confined ‘woman’ to 
oblivion.344 In a very interesting parenthetical comment spoken from the perspective of 
an ‘1’ that may be much closer to  Irigaray herself—more like Christine’s ‘I’ persona, since 
this time the ‘I’ is commenting on her writing practice in this very text—Irigaray writes,

(Do not think I am amusing myself with wordplay. I haven’t come to that.
I have not yet found the place from which I could begin to say anything 
whatsoever. Here and now. I am trying, rather to go back through all those 
places where I was exiled-enclosed so he could constitute his there. To read his 
text to try  to take back from it what he took from me irrevocably. To reopen 
everything he has constructed by taking me inside, putting me outside, saying 
yes and no, saying neither yes nor no, by leaving me suspended in waiting 
and oblivion, where I cannot live, move, breathe. I am trying to re-discover 
the possibility of a relation to air. Don’t  I need one, well before starting to 
speak?)345

Oedipal and Oedipal stages of ego development, we know tha t the mother acts the role of instigator 
into social normalcy, the Symbolic for Lacan, where all meaning and language lies. Viewed through the 
feminist lens of Irigaray, and Kristeva as well, the appropriation of language and meaning comes at the 
cost of rejecting the mother. In both Freud’s and Lacan’s articulations of the developmental process, the 
main focus is on overcoming the attachm ent to the mother and attaching oneself to  the Phallus/Father. 
This is the case regardless of the sex of the child... On the psychoanalytic model, wom an/m other lies 
outside of language and her sex, her materiality, is horrifying, rejected by both girls and boys in order 
to possess language.” Maria Cimitile, “The Horror of Language: Irigaray and Heidegger,” Philosophy 
Today 45 (2001): 71. Though I would not limit Irigaray’s work in the Forgetting o f A ir  to a feminist- 
psychoanalytic critique of Freud, Lacan, and Heidegger insofar as he has elements of the same, I think it 
is likely present as one critique among several. Irigaray is very talented at writing on many levels, even 
in several genres, at the same time.

342“la ressource, le fond sans fond.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 12; The Forgetting o f Air, 5.
343 “Reste l’air dont elle tire sa subsistance.” ; “There remains air, from which thought draws its 

subsistence.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de L ’air, 18; Forgetting of Air, 13.
344Just after quoting from the same passage I am about to  cite, Stacy Keltner notes a similar point. She 

writes of Irigaray’s critique of Heidegger tha t, “If language is the house of Being where man dwells and 
those who make and create with words are the guardians of this home, not only has the man-philosopher 
denied tha t first home (in/of air). He has also denied the possibility of a disruption coming from what 
has been exiled in the creation of this home.” Stacy Keltner, “The Ethics of Air: Technology and the 
Question of Sexual Difference,” Philosophy Today 45 (2001), 62.

345 “(Ne pensez pas que je m ’amuse à faire des jeux de mots. Je n ’en suis pas là. Je n ’ai pas encore trouvé 
le lieu d ’où [¡pourrais commencer à dire quoi que ce soit. Ici m aintenant. J ’essaie plutôt de retraverser 
tous les lieux où j ’ai été exilée-enfermée pour qu’il constitue son là. De lire son texte, pour tenter d ’y 
reprendre ce qu’il m ’a pris sans retour. De rouvrir tou t ce qu’il a construit en me prenant dedans. En 
me m ettant dehors, disant oui et non, ni oui ni non, me laissant dans un suspens d ’attente et d ’oubli où 
je ne puis vivre, bouger, respirer. J ’essaie de retrouver la possibilité d ’un rapport à l’air. N ’en ai-je pas 
besoin, bien avant de commencer à parler?)” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 31-32; Forgetting of Air, 29. 
For another example of this parenthetical “I” speaking, see Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 34; Forgetting
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Irigaray’s fictionalized “I” here comments on her own writing practice and what she is 
attem pting in order to speak herself truly into being, for, as she says, I  have not yet found 
the place from which I  could begin to say anything whatsoever. She needs a place from 
which to speak. Her only “place” here and now is where she has been metaphorically 
“exiled-enclosed” to constitute m an’s “there” : his ground on which to build.346

As her commentary progresses, Irigaray uses her fictionalized air to disturb Heidegger’s 
ground, turning a stable solid to a flowing movement. She posits a relation between 
breathing and being, though she twists the word ‘being’ out of its Heideggerian shape 
and makes it a sort of synonym or associated word with ‘living,’ even as she quips 
about Heidegger’s words, “Doesn’t the unconcealment-concealment of Being suggest the 
breathing of air?”347 His solid construction is suddenly now infused with air, once Irigaray 
has written her say. It is subject to ebb and flow, and it is when Heidegger denies its 
inherent movement, this breathing of air, th a t what was a source of life becomes only 
nothing. Irigaray writes,

Man, wanting to regain possession of himself as constituting and gathering 
together the whole, apprehends only the nothing: a fabricated air-bubble, 
empty correlate of the whole. Clearing of Being? Circle of the logos? Gestell 
tha t organizes his per-ception, his reflection, and his projection into a world.
As a mortal? Or as wanting to be immortal? Which means: to be—nothing— 
same.348

In effect, she calls Heidegger at his game, saying th a t despite his claims he never really 
left the perspective he was trying to escape by his critique of metaphysics.349
of Air, 32.

346 “Place” is an im portant concept in Irigaray’s thought, which I will discuss briefly at the end of this 
chapter. For a more in-depth exploration, see Irigaray’s own work on the m atter in her lecture “Place, 
Interval: A Reading of Aristotle, Physics IV in Ethics, 34-55.

347“Mais ce qui s ’oublie se rappelle toujours. L ’éclosion-déclosion de l ’être ne parle-t-elle pas du respirer 
de l’air?” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 59; The Forgetting o f Air, 62.

348 “L’homme voulant se ressaisir comme constituant et rassemblant le tout n ’appréhende qu le rien: 
bulle d ’air fabriqué, corrélat vide du tou t. Clairière de l’être? Cercle du logos? Gestell organisant sa 
perception, sa réflexion, sa projection en monde. En tan t que mortel? Ou se voulant immortel? Ce qui 
signifie: être—rien—même.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 22; Forgetting o f Air, 17.

349 “Heidegger indeed revisits the whole of metaphysics, heading for th a t which, at the start, was lost— 
and kept—within it. But he remains within its architectonics: the logos. Seeking the cause of the loss 
in the forgetting of this architectonics, though it is the architectonics itself tha t accounts for the loss.”
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Irigaray thus presents us with the fictionalized image of a shadow-world she describes 
which inverts m an’s world to show th a t world’s destructive dependence on that which 
it denies being. As her commentary continues, we realize it is in some ways not just 
air but nature herself ( “Physis”) th a t Heidegger forgets or refuses to listen to.350 In 
fact, he (Heidegger/man) dismantles or separates her (nature). The very structure and 
constitution of m an’s language is built on the ground of such a dismemberment. Irigaray 
writes, “The elementrality of physis—air, water, earth, fire—is always already reduced 
to nothingness in and by his own element: his language.”351 Man thus constructs a new 
element, “language,” but in so doing obliterates and forgets the four elements of nature, 
physis. Instead, Language becomes m an’s world.352 Furthermore, Irigaray links sex and 
language, tying it to a “sexual destiny.” She claims, “Isn’t  this the sexual destiny that 
man has recalled-forgotten in his language [langue]? And out of which he has made truth? 
Unfolding this destiny as th a t which envelops and surrounds his ek-stasis with a house: 
the house of Being.”353

; “Heidegger retraverse bien la métaphysique vers ce qui, au commencement, s ’est perdu et gardé en 
elle. Mais il demeure dans son architechtonique: le logos. Cherchant dans l’oubli de celle-ci la cause de la 
perte, alors que c ’est elle qui la détermine.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 81; Forgetting o f Air, 87. One 
can see here how Irigaray pursues a path of critique analogous to Christine’s inversion of the misogynists’ 
texts, who claimed tha t women are incompetent and of vile morals. Christine pinned what they wrote 
against women back onto themselves, showing their own incompetency and questionable morals. Irigaray 
turns Heidegger’s claims back onto himself, saying th a t he never got out of what he was criticizing either. 
This “same” she speaks of is the very construction th a t refuses to  allow difference: sexual difference. 
Metaphorically, it names only one element (ground/earth) despite being aware of others, and attem pts 
to define the entire universe, all tha t which it says is either potential or even possible, as growing only 
out of tha t one element.

350Irigaray writes, “The dwelling of man is not built without hatred of nature...” ; L ’habitation de 
l’homme ne se bâtit pas sans haine de la nature...” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 71; Forgetting of Air, 
75.

351 “L’élémentaire de la phusis—l’air, l ’eau, la terre, le feu—est toujours déjà néantisé dans et par son 
élément à lui: le langage.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 70; Forgetting of Air, 74.

352Irigaray makes this explicit when she writes, “The essence of language [langage] should thus be 
understood as a shelter for m an’s essence. As a shelter for man. This language [Le langage] would be 
tha t in which m an lives, as if in the  safekeeping of his sexual destiny... This language [Le langage] would 
be the technology—the architechnology, the architectonics—for m an’s fashioning the living according to 
his sexual project.” ; “L’essence du langage devrait ainsi être interprétée en tan t qu ’abri de l’essence 
de l’homme. De l’homme. Le langage serait ce dans quoi habite l ’homme comme dans la sauvegarde 
de son destin sexuel... Le langage serait la technique—l’architechnique, l’architechtonique—de l ’homme 
façonnant le vivant selon son project sexuel.” Luce Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 84-85; Forgetting o f Air, 91.

353 “N ’est-ce pas ce destin secuel que l’homme a rappelé-oublié dans sa langue? E t dont il a fait la vérité? 
Le déployant comme ce qui enveloppe et environne son ek-stase d ’une maison: la maison de l’être.” Luce 
Irigaray, L ’oubli de l ’air, 84. Forgetting o f Air, 91.
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Using the images of her metaphorical language, Irigaray tells a tale here of the destruction 
entailed in m an’s construction. As she shows us, his construction of this house of being, 
of language, also amounts to  an attack on nature as the metaphorical material of the four 
elements, all th a t which should comprise the m atter of our being.354 In trying to grasp 
the whole of being (and thus ignoring sexual difference), Irigaray argues th a t man has 
taken the body of women as his dwelling—a stark image of ontological oppression th a t is 
meant to stick in a reader’s mind. Furthermore, by reading Irigaray’s texts closely around 
this image of woman’s body as the dwelling of man, the attentive reader will see that 
this “woman” “he” takes is a complex fictionalization, used to show the conceptual inner 
workings of both Heidegger’s text and what Irigaray tries to “take back” from it. This 
fictionalized image of a “woman” Irigaray speaks of is not only or even primarily “woman” 
as a human gendered female. Rather, this “woman” th a t man takes as his dwelling is a 
whole conceptual stew of beings and ideas rolled into an uneasy and unstable “one” (that 
should not be “one”): nature, human females, psychoanalytic conceptions of the mother, 
m an’s “origin,” all of them and more at once and each separately. “He” has collapsed this 
“woman” into one thing (not-being, not-place) and then stakes his claim on it/her. He 
begins to dwell there. He is being-there, da-sein. I will quote at length in order to bring 
out the full nuance of what Irigaray is doing with the conception of m an’s language and 
the figure/conception of nature/wom an/m other. Irigaray writes,

After having assimilated her to himself in th a t Gestell th a t is his living body, 
he further appropriated her to  himself so as to make of her the dwelling for his 
Being. Thereby eternally distancing her from himself... Joined to his shelter, 
as its still-m aterial/m atrical support, henceforth indistinguishable from this 
house of language [langage] in which he dwells, nature is indefinitely sepa
rated from herself and from him, through this assimilation of her to him in 
language [la langage]. She, nature, thus remains in oblivion. In a double obliv
ion: oblivion of she who has always already given him life and has become 
his living body, and oblivion of she who gives life back to him by helping him 
with the destiny of his Being. But this oblivion of her, and of a female them, 
is covered over by the oblivion of his own destiny as Being [entant qu’être].
By the oblivion of the sexed character of Being? As long as he dwells in this

354E arth  may again be included in these elements because it has not been “abstracted” out of a 
relations with the other elements into a metaphysical unreality of one-element-over-all. T hat is, the 
“earth” Irigaray speaks of here is not Heidegger’s “soil.”
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oblivion, in the shelter of this oblivion, he cannot remember her or a female 
them. She, and this female they, cannot be separated from his truth. Truth 
whose unveiling is a frightening thing.355

One can see how Irigaray works on several levels with the elemental image of “nature” as 
“woman,” “mother,” and this “female them.” Drawing out the faces of nature, Irigaray 
gives shape to what man made amorphous. Nature is the combined elemental forces, she 
is woman in th a t she is gendered female, she is the psychoanalytic mother in an abstract 
sense—both for man as Lacan would have seen the mother and potentially also as a 
feminist psychoanalyst could see the mother as source of life to be recognized, honored, 
and live in relation to, respecting boundaries. “Nature” here, thus, is also Mother Nature 
and in addition stands for actual (as opposed to theoretical/metaphorical) human moth
ers, who are in a physical sense “givers of life” in their wombs. Finally, by connecting 
her, nature, with a “female them ,” Irigaray links the elemental forces with a forgotten 
feminine sex that has yet to come into existence, contrasting her with the “one” exterior, 
isolated, fashioned element of man-made language. She has further linked “m an’s” con
tinued appropriation of this elem ental/natural “woman” with fear. To unveil his truth, 
tha t his existence is built on the body of another whom he forgets, is a “frightening 
thing.” W hat Irigaray has done here is not merely remind us that the element of air and 
all it stands for exists as part of nature and should not be forgotten. She has also used 
air—and nature herself—like Christine’s re-written Medea, to whip up a storm, calling 
on what she sees as forgotten elemental forces to blow away the confining structures that 
man has built.356 Only then will women/woman be able to place herself, since she will

355 “Après se l’être assimilé dans ce Gestell qu’est son corps vivant, il se l’est encore approprieée pour 
en faire la demeure de son être. L ’éloignant, ainsi, éternellement de lui... Accolé à son abri, comme son 
support encore matériel-matriciel, ne se distinguant plus de cette maison de langage dans laquelle il 
demeure, elle est indéfiniment séparé d ’elle et de lui par cette assimilation d ’elle à lui dans la langue. 
Ainsi demeure-t-elle dans l’oubli. Le double oubli: de celle qui lui a toujours déjà donné la vie et qui est 
devenue son corps vivant, de celle qui la lui redonne en l’assistant dans le destin de son être. Mais cet 
oubli d ’elle (s) est recouvert par l’oubli de son propre destin en tan t qu’être. L ’oubli du caractère sexué 
de l’être? Tant qu ’il demeure dans cet oubli, dans l ’abri de cet oubli, il ne peut se souvenir d ’elle(s). 
Elle(s) ne se sépare(nt) par de sa vérité. Vérité dont le dévoilement a de quoi effrayer.” Luce Irigaray, 
L ’oubli de l ’air, 85; Forgetting o f Air, 91-92. Ellipsis is mine and denotes missing text.

356Though she writes what follows in Marine Lover, it applies just as well to Forgetting of Air. Irigaray 
states, using the voice of a female ‘I ’ addressed to  a male ‘you’: “N ’était cette invisible brise qui encore 
circule, se faufilant dans ton pesant midi, qui te tirerait de la profondeur de ton rêve? De ton puits
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no longer be a mere (symbolic) material for construction.

As with Christine, Irigaray’s images and metaphors are ways of knowing. They are a 
means of bringing Irigaray’s readers to an understanding of what she tries to describe. The 
metaphor itself tells us something of what she is trying to do, and we are meant to learn 
the movements her metaphor entails, as a way of breaking out of the too-solid, too-stable 
“sameness” th a t had bound us. She works with these forces not just as ways of arguing 
her points but of illustrating their work as well. The very structure of her philosophical 
work here is built on—rather, breathed through—an imaging “metaphorics” instead of 
Heidegger’s “architectonics.”357

We have covered some difficult philosophical material, and done so through the wiles
of Irigaray’s creative subversion of a particular philosopher—in this case Heidegger—on
his own ground. As we will see in the next chapter, just as Christine turns to myth and
history as tools for teaching, so too Irigaray often turns to  myth and history as a starting,
indeed a parting point in her work. Irigaray, however, unlike Christine, believes history
itself has been destructive.358 In a blunt critique of where she sees the various traditions
within which she works in their placement of women, Irigaray writes,

It is essential tha t she [woman-AC] no longer depend on m an’s return for 
her self love. Or at least not absolutely. But a whole history separates her 
from the love of herself. Freud claims in his theory of sexuality th a t woman 
has to put love for her mother and for herself aside in order to begin to love

d ’éternité? Un rien de vent qui encore frémit, ta  perfection est prés de s’envoler.” English translation: 
“Were it not for tha t invisible breeze th a t still moves in and around your heavy noon, who would pull 
you out of your deep, deep dreams? From your well of eternity? Only a breath of wind needs to stir and 
your perfection is ready to  vanish.” Luce Irigaray, Am ante Marine, 13; Marine Lover, 7.

357The significance of this will become more clear when I discuss Irigaray’s notion of world-generation 
and the need to do it in a sense outside language. See pp. 149-154.

358We must recognize and note here th a t although both Christine and Irigaray use a term  th a t is 
translated as “history” today, they mean somewhat different things by it, though their conceptions 
are related. Christine’s notion of history is a repository of edifying exempla. To teach by example was 
thought in her day to be a means of teaching appropriate, (prudent) action, as I will detail in the next 
chapter. Irigaray is coming after Hegel, however, and history for her is seen through Hegelian lenses. 
History is a force itself, moving forward to  a goal and inextricably bound up with what Hegel called the 
m aster/slave dynamic. Irigaray thus typically situates herself as working within bu t against history-as- 
power-structure, while Christine would position herself as working from  history-as-exemplum. We must 
keep this in mind as we proceed.
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men. She has to stop loving herself in order to love a man who, for his part, 
would be able, and indeed expected, to continue to  love himself. He had to 
renounce his mother, in order to love himself, for example. She has to renounce 
her mother and her auto-eroticism in order not to love herself anymore. In 
order to  love man alone. To enter into desire for the man-father. Which does 
not necessarily mean that she loves him. How could she love him without 
loving herself? This is one of the questions uncovered—sometimes only as a 
negative—when women take consciousness of themselves.359

Noteworthy is th a t Irigaray implies history could be a plural. She writes “a whole history,” 
indicating th a t there could be other histories. This history she is tracking, however, has 
been crucial in accounting for the existence of structures she believes to have damaged 
and stunted human being by assigning it to only one (false) category, one “universal.”360 
Such an assignation fails to describe either sex, and inflicts great harm on at least one, 
harm that rebounds back upon the other.

In her psychoanalytically inclined361 reading of stories drawn from Greek mythology, 
Irigaray identifies authoritative stories of the “one sex” model th a t has predominated 
heretofore. She brings out the predominant meaning ascribed to these stories in all its 
violence: not just between humans, but between gods as well. Like Christine, she will

359 “Il faut qu ’elle ne se sente pas tributaire du retour de l’homme pour s’aimer. Du moins pas absolu
ment. Mais toute une histoire la sépare de l ’amour d ’elle. Comme l’affirme Freud dans sa théorie de la 
sexualité: elle devrait se détourner de sa mère et d ’elle-même pour entrer dans le désir de l ’homme. Elle 
devrait ne plus s ’aimer pour aimer l’homme qui, lui pourrait, voire devrait continuer à s’aimer. Il devrait 
renoncer à sa mère pour s ’aimer, par exemple. Elle devrait renoncer à sa mère et à son auto-érotisme 
pour ne plus s ’aimer. N ’aimer que l’homme. E ntrer dans le désir de l’homme-père. Ce qui ne veut pas 
dire, forcément, l ’aimer. Comment pourrait-elle l’aimer sans s ’aimer?” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 68. Luce 
Irigaray, Ethics, 65-66.

360 “Universal” is a term  of Irigaray’s which she develops a t length, for instance in I  love to you. 
There she says, “the path of dialectical creation for two also offers us a way to emerge from a critique 
of patriarchy th a t might well prove nihilistic if it is not accompanied by a definition of new values 
founded on natural reality and having universal validity. The universal thus results from a retroactive 
and non-projective constitution, from a return  to reality and not from an artificial construct. I belong 
to the universal in recognizing th a t I am a woman. This woman’s singularity is in having a particular 
genealogy and history. But belonging to a gender represents a universal th a t exists prior to  me. I have 
to  accomplish it in relation to  my particular destiny.” Luce Irigaray, I  love to you, 39. I discuss this term 
and her use of it later in my sixth chapter. See pp. 261-264.

361Psychoanalysis is particularly adept a t reading and telling stories, a tra it I see as potentially a very 
positive strength. However, as we will see, many of the stories psychoanalysis reads can be destructive— 
a reality Irigaray attem pts to counter from within the tradition itself, using its own tools. It is worth 
noting here, however, th a t these stories and the theory tha t comes out of them  also seem at times to be 
built on an understanding tha t heterosexual relations are normative. Similar appearances throughout 
Irigaray’s work have prompted a number of commentators to criticize her. I will address this criticism 
later: see pp. 168-171 in this chapter and pp. 260-267 in chapter six.
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re-read these stories from myth, but her immediate reasons for doing so differ from 
Christine’s. Christine re-wrote stories in order to valorize women and present a history 
th a t did so as well. Irigaray re-writes these stories to show just how bad things are, how 
violent they can be. The women in her stories that I cover in this section (Persephone 
and Antigone) are not re-valorized powerful warriors, scholars, and inventors who shape 
society with their words, ideas and actions, as Christine’s women were. Rather, the 
women in the stories Irigaray re-tells in this section are victims, notable for their ultimate 
powerlessness. Irigaray is not ‘clearing’ the literary field so much as exposing it. She 
uncovers the filth of the tradition not in order to throw away the uneven stones, but to 
bring them to  the light of day. It is the “good” stones she will eventually gather and 
haul away, instead of merely clearing away the problematic ones, for this is no mere field 
she describes: it is a wasteland. Her re-readings of the stories from the mythological and 
historical tradition show th a t this destruction is not limited to the physical, mental, and 
emotional realms, but to our very understanding of the divine or the super/other natural 
as well. On a one-sex model, violence is inscribed into conceptions of the divine itself 
because, as she attem pts to show, “intersubjectivity” as it stands in the ‘monoculture’ 
is fundamentally based on the concept of rape, divinely practiced.362

3.2 M ale-order stories

In her work Marine Lover, originally published in 1980 even before Ethics of Sexual 
Difference and Forgetting of A ir , Irigaray traces the stories of several gods and their 
relations to women, finding primal violence in every one of them .363 In this wasteland,

362I describe this in the section below, see in particular pp. 135-137.
3G3Irigaray, like Christine as we will see in the next chapter, begins w ith stories from history/m yth tha t 

have a certain cultural weight. She even picks a story th a t Christine also commented on several times, 
and which, as we will see, Christine uses as the background from which one of her Active figures, Terra, 
who claims “Ceres" (the Roman equivalent of Demeter) as a by-name to  speak of how her daughter was 
stolen from her. Terra uses the claim of Persephone’s rape/abduction as part of her impetus to make a 
legal plaint in the  court of Reason, trying to  redress the  many violences done her. See chapter four pp. 
186-188.
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even just being a woman means being caught in the gods’ schemes, for, as Irigaray writes,
“[f]emininity is part and parcel of the patriarchal order. Woman is hidden in the thought
of the father.”364 As one example, she takes the story of Persephone,365 reinterpreting
both Zeus and Hades in the psychoanalytic role of the father or brother366 and Demeter
(Persephone’s mother) as the “other” of the daughter, who is left to constantly search for
“her/self.” The story of the abduction of Persephone is well known, and Irigaray makes
use of it for th a t very reason. She gives a brief but nevertheless careful re-interpretation
of the story as she will be reading it, and thus we are told,

The Kore has allowed herself to be seduced, dragged off to her ruin, out of 
ig-norance. Flower and Fruit—so attractive to her because they were still 
‘natural’—have got tainted with the power of resemblance. The end of the 
young girl, torn from her m other’s arms, carried off into death, because she 
stopped to look at a narcissus, tasted a pomegranate seed. But she did not 
know the properties of these analogies. Was taken by surprise, in secret, for 
lack of knowledge, technique, of the semblance.367

Persephone did not wander off and accidentally find her way into the underworld, as in 
some stories, but is “torn from” and “carried off.” Clearly, we are dealing with an abduc
tion. And yet it is an abduction th a t the young girl has somehow “allowed” through her 
own ignorance. She was “seduced,” because “she did not know the properties of these 
analogies” and “for lack of knowledge, technique.” Persephone’s ‘mistake’ is coded in 
terms of theoretical naivete and not reading her situation properly. She did not under
stand what her actions symbolized, the analogies th a t could and would be drawn from 
them. She did not know th a t accepting the pomegranate seed when she was hungry meant 
something: her acceptance of remaining in the underworld with Hades. Nor did she know

364 “La féminité fait système avec l’ordre patriarcal. Dissimulation de la femme dans la pensée du père.” 
Luce Irigaray, Am ante Marine, 102; Marine Lover, 96.

365Also called Kore, which means maiden.
366Irigaray does not provide which version of the story she is working with and also does not use many 

names in her stories, so it is difficult to tell which god she is talking about sometimes, but in at least 
some versions of the Greek/Rom an pantheon, Zeus and Hades and Demeter were siblings and Zeus 
and Demeter were the father and mother of Persephone. In some accounts, Zeus gave Hades Persephone, 
though Hades did the actual abducting, and I believe it is these relationships on which Irigaray is playing.

367“La Korè s ’est laissée séduire, entraînée à sa perte par ignorance. Son a ttra it pour la fleur et le fruit, 
pour elle encore ‘naturel(s)’, s ’est trouvé confondu dans le pouvoir de la ressemblance—la fin de la jeune 
fille, arrachée à sa mère-nature, emportée dans la mort, par la contemplation de narcisse, et son goût de 
la graine. Mais sans connaître les propriétés de ces analogies. Ravie par surprise, en secret, par manque 
de savoir, de technique, du semblant.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine, 121; Marine Lover, 113.
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that stopping to look at a flower, by Irigaray’s reading, could entail her becoming trapped 
in th a t underworld in the first place. She read and understood on the surface, where the 
flower was just a flower and the seed just a seed. She was not aware of their internal 
significance.368

The Kore made her choices without full knowledge of the consequences, without knowing 
the law structures th a t governed her world. And, Irigaray seems to imply, who would 
expect a young girl to understand these things? She is seduced and trapped before she 
has a chance to grow into an understanding. She was given no chance to learn, and by 
the time she did find out what the analogies meant, it was too late. She had already 
doomed herself, had already been seduced into making her ‘choice’ and was now to be 
held to it. Seduced could be read as a sexual term, of course, but it could also be read as 
being “tricked” into doing or giving up something. W hat is it th a t Persephone has given 
up or been tricked into having taken from her?

In the story of Persephone, what we are fundamentally looking at through Irigaray’s eyes 
is the traditional psychoanalytic mother-daughter relationship and the damage done to 
it by the law of the Father. As a consequence of her “self-allowed” abduction, Persephone 
loses her relationship to her divine mother. She is taken to the underworld, to be the 
bride of the god of the underworld, who is in a sense lord of the dead where nothing 
grows. Although Irigaray does not specifically mention Persephone each time she speaks 
of the mother-daughter relationship and the damage inflicted on it, one hears echoes 
anyway, and listening to those echoes helps with reading the story of Persephone when it 
does explicitly come up. Irigaray comments in Ethics of Sexual Difference “It is necessary,

368If it were Christine telling this story, I would say tha t Persephone (through understandable ignorance, 
given her youth) made an error in her reading, specifically by reading something simply on the surface 
tha t should have been read as an integumentum. It is not Christine telling this story, however, and so I 
merely point out the similarity between Irigaray’s construction of Persephone’s supposed “mistake” in 
reading the situation and understanding the analogies, and Christine-the-narrator’s own misreading of 
a situation at the opening of the City of Ladies th a t traps her in self-loathing under the understanding 
of herself as a monster.
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Freud writes, for woman to turn away from her mother in order to enter into desire of and 
for man. If she remains in empathy with her mother, she remains in her place.”369 This of 
course is Freud’s position, not Irigaray’s, but the self-allowed abduction of Persephone is a 
story by which Irigaray reads Freud’s theory. Persephone “allows” herself to be abducted 
away from her mother because it is the only avenue she (unconsciously) sees to gain a 
“legitimate” place in the order of the Father, the male-order: a male-order bride, if you 
will. Understanding the story this way, it is not difficult to see the emotional, mental, 
spiritual and political havoc this has wreaked on generations of Persephones, separated 
from their mothers (and their sisters) and dragged off into the confines of the underworld, 
of a living death where they are, in Irigaray’s words, “raped, robbed, robed.”370

In fact, this relation of Hades to Persephone, ‘m an’ to ‘woman,’ is achieved only through 
a triple act of violence that is first a theft of the daughter away from her mother and 
then a physical/ metaphorical rape of the daughter, coupled with forced confinement. As 
Irigaray writes, “To avert the threat of her potential wiles, the daughter—while still a 
virgin—must be carried off into the territory of the father, the god. W ith one female forced 
away ‘from herself’ in this way, and deliberately isolated, the other is always searching for 
her/self in order to touch her/self again.”371 The separation of the mother and daughter 
is thus the first violence, only to be repeated internally against both women. Not only

369 “Il faut, écrit Freud, qu’elle se détourne de sa mère pour entrer dans le désir de l’homme. Si elle 
reste en em pathie avec sa mère, elle reste dans son lieu.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 47; Ethics, 41. Emphasis 
mine.

370This is an alliterative chant Irigaray uses throughout the section of Marine Lover where she details 
the story of Persephone. Even before she explicitly deals with Persephone’s story, she uses these alter
native “three r ’s” (in French the alliteration is there as well in three v ’s instead of three r ’s) as a way to 
describe how “relations,” if they can be called tha t, are set up between men and women in this waste
land: “since, left ‘to themselves,’ within ‘themselves’ women always come close, it is—always—necessary 
to push them  away. Rape. Rob. Robe.” ; “E t comme, ‘d ’elles-mêmes,’ en ‘elles-même,’ toujours elles se 
rapprochent, il faut bien—toujours—les écarter. Violer. Voler. Voiler.” Luce Irigaray, Am ante Marine, 
112; Marine Lover, 104. These words and this theme continues through the winding of her dealings with 
the Greek myths, even those which don’t  directly deal with rape. One should also note the association 
of “voiler” with covering or veiling, terms Irigaray uses typically in a negative sense, whereas Christine 
uses “veiled language” in a positive sense. It is interesting th a t they pick such similar images for such 
different purposes.

371 “Pour déjouer la menace de ses feintes possibles, enlèvement de la fille—encore vierge—dans les 
propriétés du père, du dieu. L’une, ainsi éloignée ‘d ’elle-même’, artificieusement isolée, l ’autre toujours 
la/se recherche pour l/se retoucher.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine, 113; Marine Lover, 106.
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are they separate from each other in the physical sense, they are also, now, spiritually 
separate. Demeter/Ceres372 is, after all, a goddess (thus Persephone is the divine daughter 
of a divinity) but, having stolen the daughter away, the god/father has now cut off any 
ability for the daughter and the mother to have a relationship to the divine of her own 
kind. The daughter especially, trapped in the underworld, is truly isolated, forced to 
see only him (god/father/brother/H ades), and to relate only to him, on his terms. She 
cannot even be herself.

Lest there remain any doubt about the violence inherent in this story Irigaray retells, 
she brings her narrative to a further point,

The daughter who has been kidnapped away from her mother, from herself, 
by the father is taken by the brother, the father’s other, despite/without his 
consent. The Kore is given by the heavenly god to the infernal god, who can 
take her only by raping her. She is robbed, raped, robed, a second time.373

This alliterative repetition—robbed, raped, robed—is im portant to Irigaray’s account in 
th a t it covers (or uncovers) everything, all of life. The daughter is robbed of herself and 
stolen from the mother; the possibility of a relationship between them  is also robbed of 
them. The violence of this abduction precludes, of course, any real relationship of equals 
between Persephone and Hades/ Man and Woman. In addition there is the violence of 
rape, which is on the one hand the abduction itself and is also meant to include the 
more sexual meaning of the term  as forced intercourse; sexual relations based not on 
love or even really on desire for the other so much as on desire for power-through by

372I have given both names here to signal tha t this goddess is the same figure with which both Christine 
and Irigaray work, even if one does so by her Roman name and the other by her Greek name.

373 “La fille enlevée à la mère, à elle-même, par le père, le frère, l ’autre du père, la prend malgré/sans 
son consentement. La Koré est donné par le dieu céleste au dieu internai, qui ne s ’en saisit qu’en la 
ravissant. Volée, violée, voilée, une deuxième fois.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine, 120; Marine Lover, 
112. Although Irigaray’s story is a very powerful way of critiquing the tradition within which she is 
working, I personally find tha t having such as story as one’s founding point—even as a critique—leaves 
little room to  go anywhere, and ultimately runs the risk of trapping people still in the structures from 
which Irigaray is trying to escape. We should note this story is presented in one of her very earliest 
books, and she moves away from this story a bit as her work develops, but it is my belief tha t, like 
Heidegger, she is unable to escape the structure she critiques, precisely because of some of the readings 
she presents of it. (Other readings are, I believe, more fruitful). I will discuss this further in my sixth 
chapter since here I am trying to present Irigaray’s work in its best and strongest light, as I believe there 
is nevertheless much to learn from her.
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power-over: th a t is, control.374 Meanwhile, the third violence is in some ways even more 
insidious than the first two. “Robing” her after having robbed and raped her means that 
Persephone/Kore is not even allowed to cover herself after such violence lays bare her 
body. Ultimately and perpetually vulnerable, she is allowed no possibility of finding or 
making her own resources, her own boundaries. It is her rapist/abductor th a t “provides” 
for her, who literally gives her the shirt on her back, and who cedes her the only cover 
th a t she will be allowed: his cover. She is dependent on him for the very necessities of 
life, which he stole from her/m other in the first place. Even the flower and pomegranate 
by which Persephone is ensnared are, after all, fruits produced by Demeter’s earth.375

There remains an aspect of the story with which Irigaray does not deal, though she does 
allude to it. What happens when the goddess of plenty, Demeter, divinity of fruitful earth, 
is robbed o f her daughter and the possibility of a loving relationship with her daughter? 
How does this story end? Any reader conversant in Greek mythology already knows how 
the story ends. Demeter goes into deep mourning and utterly refuses to do her work. 
The earth itself begins to wither and die. She does not relent until she has some justice, 
until her daughter is returned to her, even if only for part of the year. And yet, Irigaray 
does not really tell this part of the story. She does note tha t Demeter issues a “refusal to 
produce anything if separated from her daughter,” leaving the land on which life depends 
to waste away, and she alludes to Spring and Summer, but does not seem to see this as 
any sort of positive ending either for mother or daughter. As Christine did earlier to 
make her points more forcefully, Irigaray here mostly suppresses the ending of the story

374In a description th a t comes right before Irigaray inserts a quotation tha t describes a “dice game” 
played “at Persephone’s table” Irigaray says of what constitutes being female in this situation, “Fem
ininity lends itself to this: takes on everything attribu ted  to or imposed upon it. Is it anything but a 
place of substitution between? Substitute, a vacant blind or canvas for productions and reproductions. 
May counterfeit—chance. But is in the end only a machine constructed by the iron hands of necessity.” ; 
“La féminité s ’y prête: emprunte tou t ce qu’on lui attribue, impose, N ’est rien qu’un lieu de substitution 
entre? Suppléance, cache ou toile vacants pour productions et reproductions. Peut feindre—le hasard. 
Mais revient à une machine construite des mains de fer de la nécessité.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Martine, 
119; Marine Lover, 111.

375These are fruits which, one notes, have been given destructive internal meaning and analogies by 
the other gods without the consent of Demeter.
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where Persephone/Kore  is returned to her mother and Demeter is happy again. In this 
story, no good is possible in either Summers or Winters. Rather, Persephone

will spend twice as much time in ‘natural’ rapture. Her springs and her sum
mers. The necessity for this, dictated by Demeter’s refusal to produce any
thing if separated from her daughter, her other ‘herself’ leaves only the winters 
for her to spend with her spouse: the cold season. Carried off, far away, away 
from herself, ruined, Persephone becomes the ice being.376

Even the springs and summers do not really return Persephone to her mother or her self, 
because she has been separated from an ability to relate. The ending Irigaray suppresses 
could have been, as in some traditions,377 developed as a way of showing the power of 
mothers and women to demand that they be heard, and th a t (at least some) justice be 
given them, bu t Irigaray does not take the story in th a t direction. It is more powerful 
as a story for her if she leaves it in its bleakest form, to show in full relief the damaging 
relationships and relationship structures as she sees them today. She does not wish to offer 
the comfort of “some” justice or of a compromise th a t she sees as really no compromise 
but a mere token concession. It is only eighteen years later in fact, in 2008, that she 
seems willing to give the ending of th a t story, and then it seems only in annoyance at a 
gallery guide in Sicily who didn’t  know who “Kore” was in the statutes of Persephone he 
was supposed to be showing.378 There Irigaray finally remarks, speaking directly to her 
reader, “You know, I imagine, the story of Kore taken from her mother, the great goddess 
Demeter, by the god of the underworld. He raped her and kept her in the underworld— 
even changing her name—until her mother provoked a great famine on earth so tha t her 
daughter would be restored.”379 It seems she is only moved to explicitly tell the (partially)

376“passera deux fois plus de temps dans l ’ivresse ‘naturelle.’ Ses printemps et ses étés. Cette nécessité, 
imposée par le refus de Déméter de produire séparée de sa fille, son autre ‘elle-même,’ ne la laisse que 
l’hiver avec son époux: la saison froide. Enlevée, éloignée et d ’elle-même, abîmée, Perséphone devient 
l’étant glacé.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine, 122; Marine Lover, 114.

377See for example the re-telling writer Starhawk (Miriam Simos) gives of the Demeter/Persephone 
story: Circle Round (New York: Bantam, 2000), 151-156.

378Irigaray writes, “in the archaeological gallery of Syracuse in Sicily, there are many statues of the 
goddess Kore. Of course, I have listened to the guide emphasizing the statues of gods, and presenting 
all these Kore as ‘simple women’, perhaps only ‘maid servants’. He did not know of the existence of 
the goddess Kore, even though her name was inscribed on the work.” Luce Irigaray, “The R eturn” in 
Teaching (London: Continuum, 2008), 227.
379Luce Irigaray, “The R eturn” in Teaching (London: Continuum, 2008), 227.
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restorative ending of the story then because, having witnessed the guide’s ignorance, she 
is afraid th a t otherwise people won’t  understand its power.

At this point, I believe it is becoming clear th a t there are terms one could use to point 
towards Irigaray’s methods. We have already spoken of them in chapters one and two. 
I think it would be fair to say th a t Irigaray works using methods that share a family 
resemblance to rhetorical and hermeneutical tropes like compilatio, divisio, abbreviatio, 
amplificatio and even something resembling integumenta to “invent”—discover—a new 
text of her own fashioning. As we have seen with her interactions with Heidegger, as well 
as in this story of Kore/Persephone and Demeter retold, she draws on other texts and 
stories and re-orders them to suit the purposes for which she needs them, re-dividing 
them  to match the needs of her situation. Let us recall momentarily R ita Copeland’s 
description of the rhetorical practice of Gower:

As a compiler, Gower quite literally makes a new book out of inherited ma
terials: the structure of his text confers new meaning on his sources... It is 
for this reason as well th a t the classical tales are transformed in the retelling, 
abbreviated, amplified, and re-figured so as to comply with their new textual 
purpose. At this most fundamental level, Gower as a vernacular transm itter 
and transformer of the classics carries out the inventional precepts of the artes 
poetriae: out of the procedures of exegetical service, enarratio poetarum, he 
discovers and asserts rhetorical difference with his sources.380

W hat is Irigaray’s work if not “a new book out of inherited materials”? Did not Irigaray 
say th a t women should be able to find herself in what is already there, even if she is 
not “there”?381 Is this not an abbreviated and amplified creative (inventive) re-telling

380R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 207.
381 Although I have already cited the second half of her statem ent, it is worth repeating it here in its full 

context: “I search for myself, as if I had been assimilated into maleness. I ought to  reconstitute myself on 
the basis of a disassimilation... Rise again from the traces of a culture, of works already produced by the 
other. Searching through what is in them —for what is not there. W hat allowed them to  be, for what is 
not there. Their conditions of possibility, for what is not there. Woman ought to be able to find herself, 
among other things, through the images of herself already deposited in history and the conditions of 
production of the work of man, and not on the  basis of his work, his genealogy.” ; “Je me cherche, tel que 
qui a été assimilé. Je devrais me reconstituer à partir d ’une désassimilation... Renaître à partir de traces 
de culture, d ’oeuvres déjà produites par l’autre. Cherchant ce qui y est—ce conditions de possibilité, ce 
qui n ’y est pas. La femme devrait se retrouver, entre autres, à travers les images d ’elle déjà déposées 
dans l’histoire, et les conditions de production de l’oeuvre de l’homme et non à partir de son oeuvre, sa 
généalogie.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 17; Ethics, 9-10, ellipsis in text.
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of a classical story? And is it not done in order to accomplish a new textual purpose: 
the representation of a repressive ‘monoculture’ in the starkest terms possible, to show 
in relief the depth of the problem and amplify all the more cries for its transformation? 
In other words, is this not done to persuade readers of the need to translate reality 
from a present ‘mono’ into a dual culture in and through the production of rhetorical 
difference from her sources, such th a t she may write sexual difference into being?382 
Irigaray’s amplification of the pain and suffering in Kore’s story and her division of it 
such that there is no hope offered at the end, no real Spring foreseen or comfort of justice 
experienced, is her means of re-telling the story such th a t it is truer to  the order that 
holds, as she understands it, for the previous texts and tradition. Her division of the text 
and the compilation she accomplishes by re-working it alongside other stories brings out 
the hermeneutical fullness of the meaning th a t she sees was already latent in the texts, but 
which needed to be spoken more truthfully for her context. Irigaray is performing similar 
sorts of hermeneutical dances to those that Christine, and even Paul, have preferred and 
she is doing so for analogous reasons, though with different motivations. She, like them, 
wishes to transform the society to  which she addresses herself. She is seeking textual 
difference aimed at what she hopes will be positive societal transformation.

These are relations as they stand between ‘m an’ and ‘woman’ on Irigaray’s account: this 
is the dystopic story she tells of them and their relation to th e /a  divine ‘other.’ Such as 
our existence is, we have our being in a wasteland where there are no real relations to be 
had even in potency, and where there is no potential for real generation or fruition either. 
Clearly, m atters need to change. The abduction of the daughter must stop, must in fact 
not happen. The rape must not occur, women and men must be allowed to place, cover

382Scholar Alison M artin, who translated I  love to you, comments on this, though not from a me
dievalist perspective. She writes, “Given the closeness of Irigaray’s thinking to those she is thinking of, 
particularly in her earlier work, a slight turn  in the reading can manifest very different results. It is 
true tha t, in common with other recent French thinkers, but again in a distinctive fashion, Irigaray has 
embraced textual strategies as an integral element to the process of envisaging a culture of difference. 
Irigaray’s attention to language as the material thread th a t weaves the cultural fabric is another Niet- 
zschean/Heideggerian inheritance and can be compared to Lacanian and Derridean strategies.” Alison 
M artin, “Luce Irigaray and the Culture of Difference,” Theory, Culture & Society 20:3 (2003): 4.
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and envelope themselves, defining their own boundaries and having those boundaries 
respected by others. For Irigaray, this means that sexual difference must be allowed to 
exist and remain, and relations, when they are undertaken, must be ventured from the 
place of th a t difference.

This is the limit of the wasteland, for now we have reached a place where we may begin 
to  define the means by which we may finally venture out of this desolate world Irigaray 
describes, a (non)place abandoned by the goddess who was robbed of her self and her 
daughter by gods concerned with self-asserting and confining. We can begin to see the 
shape of a response th a t would pull us out of such a (non)place, change the conditions 
out of which this story arises, conceive a new world. To show how Irigaray attem pts to 
do this, I will turn  now to another story (one which Christine also referenced):383 the 
story of Antigone. Here too, as we saw in the previous chapters, we will be concerned 
with how the story is read, and the new text tha t Irigaray writes using the old story 
as material. Antigone’s story is particularly interesting because Irigaray’s opinion of it 
changes over time, and the changes are displayed in the reading she performs of it. How 
she reads the text changes the conclusions she draws from it, enabling her to effect a 
shift in her thinking about gender relations, as she herself becomes more convinced that 
positive between-gender relations are in fact possible, even if difficult.

Irigaray’s first lengthy interaction with the figure of Antigone is in Speculum, in a section 
titled “The Eternal Irony of the Community.” She begins the section writing,

The purpose th a t moves blood relatives to  action is the care of the bloodless.

383Christine tells the story quite differently than Irigaray tells it, however. She has Lady Rectitude 
relate the tale of Argia, portrayed as the wife of Polynices instead of his sister, (as Antigone was). Argia, 
like in the story of Antigone, gives Polynices final rites against Creon’s edict, though Argia burns his 
body while Antigone attem pts to bury it. The similarities end there, however, for after doing so Argia 
attacks the city with an army of women to avenge the death of her husband and the disrespect shown 
his body, killing Creon and everyone else inside the city living under Creon’s law. Argia could hardly 
then be accused of passivity, but it is also likely th a t Hegel (from whom much of Irigaray’s first reading 
of Antigone comes) would hardly have approved of her story, had he known it. Hegel’s Antigone was the 
embodiment of familial duty: Christine’s Argia seems to  be rather the embodiment of passionate action 
and powerful female anger. See Christine de Pizan, City, 125-126.
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Their inherent duty is to ensure burial for the dead, thus changing a natural 
phenomenon into a  spiritual act. One more step (into negation) and we see 
th a t it is the task of womankind, guardian of the blood tie, to gather man into 
his final figuration, be-yond the turmoil of contingent life and the scattered 
moments of his Being-there.384

She thus assigns woman—and it becomes clear in a moment tha t she is speaking in 
particular about the figure of Antigone as woman—the role of one who organizes the 
pieces of m an’s life into a final order and gives them a final resting place. Irigaray explains,

Just as man must strive to make this negativeness into an ethical action by 
sacrificing his life for the city—in war for example—so woman must be tha t 
external and effective mediation th a t reconciles the dead man with himself by 
taking upon herself the operation of destruction th a t the becoming of mind 
cannot manage without. Thus woman takes this dead being into her own 
place on his return into the self—a being th a t is universal, admittedly, but 
also singularly drained of strength, empty and yielded up passively to others.
She must protect him from all base and irrational individuality and from the 
forces of abstract m atter, which are now more powerful than he.385

In her commentary on the Antigone story in Speculum, Irigaray focuses on the relation
ship of Antigone with Polynices, her brother.386 She examines Hegel’s interpretation of 
Sophocles’ telling of the story, where Antigone is expelled from the city and condemned 
to be entombed alive for her specifically sisterly action. Antigone protects the vulnerable 
body of her brother by burying it against Creon’s decree, bringing her own death. Further

384 “La parent par le sang a comme but de son action le soin de V exsangue. Son devoir intrinsèque est 
d ’assurer la sépulture du mort, transform ant ce phénomène naturel en acte spirituel. Un pas de plus et 
on saura que c’est à la féminité, gardienne du lien au sang, que revient de recueillir dans sa figuration 
achevée, hors de l’inquiétude de la vie contingente et de la succession de son être-là dispersé...” Luce 
Irigaray, Speculum, 266-267; Speculum (English), 214.

385 “Si la virilité doit travailler à faire de cette négativité une action éthique en sacrifiant sa vie pour la 
cité, dans la guerre par exemple, la féminité doit être cette médiation effective et extérieure qui réconcilie 
le mort avec lui-même, en prenant sur elle l’opération de destruction dont le devenir de l’esprit ne peut 
faire l’économie. Recevant donc à son retour en soi, chez elle, cet être mort universal sans doute mais 
singulièrement dépourvu de force, vide et abandonné passivement à autrui, elle doit le protéger et de toute 
basse individualité irrationnelle et des forces de la matière abstraite qui désormais sont plus puissantes 
que lui.” Luce Irigaray, Speculum, 267; Speculum (English), 215.

386The third chapter of Ethics o f Eros is devoted to Irigaray’s treatm ent of Antigone in Speculum, where 
Chanter offers a similar analysis focused on the “blood-tie” th a t binds Antigone to her brother. Chanter 
writes for example, “In any case, whatever act she [Antigone-AC] undertakes is always already defused, 
remaining as it does at the level of individuality and only passing into lasting significance through its 
relation to the totality. Even if she appears to  subvert the principle dictated by her sex, trespassing on 
the realm of activity tha t is reserved for men, in fact her act has never been self-initiated. The blood-tie 
is w hat governs her public defiance of the king’s law.” T ina Chanter, Ethics of Eros, 107. See also 80-126 
for the entirety of her chapter on Antigone.
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more Irigaray states that though Antigone is a sister, “she never becomes a woman.”387 
As Irigaray notes, after fulfilling the needs of her brother, Antigone can only replicate 
her m other’s action and kill herself.

In A n Ethics of Sexual Difference, Irigaray continues her interactions with this particular 
tale, but she explains th a t though she tells Antigone’s story, she “shall not identify with 
it” since “Antigone, the antiwoman, is still a production of a culture th a t has been written 
by men alone.”388 Here, Irigaray is more adamant and explicit about treating the story 
of Antigone as cautionary for women today: “If we are not to  relive Antigone’s fate, the 
world of women must successfully create an ethical order and establish the conditions 
necessary for women’s actions.”389 As Irigaray covers Hegel’s account, Antigone gives up 
her “singularity” for “the immediately universal of her family duty.”390 This time, Irigaray 
reads Antigone’s forbidden burial of her brother Polynices as both an act fulfilling familial 
duty (not just or primarily sisterly) and also an obedient act of worshiping the gods. She 
notes, however, that neither of these are freely chosen. Antigone is merely doing what 
she knows she must. Thus the society which condemns Antigone, the law of the city

387“Jam ais devenue femme.” Luce Irigaray, Speculum, 272; Speculum (English), 219. Emphasis mine.
388 “Je reviens donc au personnage d ’Antione, non pour m ’y identifier. L ’Antigone, l’anti-femme, est 

encore une production de la culture écrite par les seuls hommes.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 115; Ethics, 
118-119.

389 “Pour que ce destin d ’Antigone ne se répète pas, il faut que le monde des femmes réalise ensemble un 
ordre éthique, les conditions de leurs actes.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 106; Ethics, 108. In fact, just before 
tha t Irigaray states th a t w hat Antigone needs is not only to  escape her tomb of stone, but “she also has 
to shake off the control, the empire of one law if she is to move within herself and within the universe as 
if in a living home. It is crucial she be given her share of life, blood, air water, fire, not just th a t she be 
present to offer worship to something already dead: whether individuals or laws.” ; “Antigone a besoin 
aussi de sortir de l’emprise, l’empire d ’une loi pour se mouvoir en elle et dans l’univers comme dans 
une maison vivante. Il importe que lui soit redonné en partage: la vie, le sang, l’air, l’eau, le feu, et non 
seulement qu’elle soit là pour rendre un culte à ce qui est déjà mort: individus ou lois.” Luce Irigaray, 
Ethique, 105-106; Ethics, 108. Translation modified—I have translated “une” as “one" instead of “a,” 
to keep tone with Irigaray’s emphasis on the repressive culture of one instead of what she sees as the 
necessary “two” tha t must exist.

390 “l’immédiatement universel de son devoir familial.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 114; Ethics, 117. As 
Irigaray continues, “Woman would be wife and m other w ithout desire. Pure obligation dissociates her 
from her effect. This duty, abstract and empty of all feeling, is supposedly at the root of woman’s identity, 
once the sister is dead and the chorus of women has been buried under the town so th a t the order of the 
city-state may be founded.” ; “C ’est sans désir que la femme serait épouse et mère. Pure obligation qui 
la dissocie de ses affects. Sur ce devoir, abstrait et vide de tou t sentir, serait identifié le féminin, après 
la m ort de la soeur et l ’enterrement du choeur des femmes sous la ville en vue de fonder l’ordre de la 
cité.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 114; Ethics, 117.
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as handed down by Creon its King, condemns itself in condemning her.391 It refuses 
women the right to participate in proper familial or spiritual activities which it requires 
of them anyway. The situation is impossible: Antigone must bury her brother to fulfill 
her familial duty, bu t she cannot really own the action because she was merely doing her 
duty. Furthermore, accomplishing th a t duty will mean her death, leading to the inability 
to accomplish any other action. Irigaray specifically places Antigone as “Locked up— 
paralyzed, on the edge of the city.”392 Permanently encased in stone outside the city, 
Antigone will never be able to occupy its civic space, for it is in her very fulfillment of 
her duty in the family th a t she is cast from the city to her death.393

A decade later, however, Irigaray approaches the story of Antigone again. This time, 
her reading of Antigone in to be two seems more positive.394 She uses this re-reading of 
her own previous reading as a means of moving forward the conversation on women’s 
ability to make their own decisions and have their own identities. There she states, 
“In Sophoclean tragedy, the figure of Antigone incarnates a concrete singularity and its 
ties with a concrete collectivity.”395 Though she does not explicitly state her intentions, 
Irigaray focuses here more on Sophocles’ story itself and not on Hegel’s interpretation 
of it as she had previously done in both Speculum and Ethics. This leads her to do 
the opposite of what she claimed in her prior treatm ent. Here, Irigaray does not insist 
th a t Antigone has given up her singularity. Rather, “Antigone, faithful to herself, always

391Speaking of the figure of Antigone, Irigaray writes, “But this figure, who, according to Hegel, stands 
for ethics, has to  be brought out of the night, out of the shadow, out of the rock, out of the total 
paralysis experienced by a social order th a t condemns itself even as it condemns her.” ; “Mais cette 
figure de l’éthique, selon Hegel, doit être sortie de la nuit, del’ombre, de la pierre, de la totale paralysie 
par un ordre social qui se condamne en la condam nant.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 115; Ethics, 119.

392 “Enfermée—paralysée à la périphérie de la cité.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 115; Ethics, 119.
393 One cannot help but hear similarities in the use of the concept of “city” between Christine and 

Irigaray. I hope to  pursue writing on these similarities—and the differences as well—at a later date. 
See also scholar Sarah Kay comments in her 2001 essay: Sarah Kay, “The Didactic Space: The City in 
Christine de Pizan, Augustine, and Irigaray” in Text und Kultur: Mittelaltlicher Literatur 1150-1450, 
ed. Ursula Peters (S tuttgart: Metzler, 2001), 438-466.

39iA n Ethics o f Sexual Difference was first w ritten in French as Ethique de la difference sexuelle, and 
was published in 1984. Irigaray wrote to be two in Italian and published it as Essere Due in 1994.

395Luce Irigaray, to be two, trans. Monique M. Rhodes and Marco F. Cocito-Monoc (New York: Rout- 
ledge, 2001), 77.
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preserves her own style.”396 Even Antigone’s choices which lead to her death are dealt 
with positively. Irigaray writes,

For Antigone, attention to the other comes before retreat into blind egoism.
She affirms that, without this care for the other, life is not worth living. For 
her, to  live means to respect love, the laws of nature and those of the city: the 
home, the family, those close to her. Her law—neither simply civil nor simply 
religious—is not abstract or empty. It does not deal solely with the ownership 
of goods, but concerns respect for persons, for concrete persons, for persons 
who surround us: neighbors, those closest to us.397

Instead of interpreting Antigone as the “antiwoman” here, Irigaray uses this second re
telling of Antigone’s story to positively motivate her actions and take them  out of the 
realm of duty in which Hegel had put them .398 Here, she actually reads them as actions, 
whereas earlier she denied the possibility of actions to Antigone. In addition, in the later 
reading Antigone acts out of love of family and neighbors, not out of enforced obligation. 
She may freely choose what she will do. The story has been re-oriented to give women a 
means of seeing an image of themselves within ‘history’ th a t they can draw on, an image 
of a woman who is able to love and to choose—even if th a t choice leads to her death.

In fact, in to be two, Irigaray focuses most of her reading not on Antigone herself but on 
the actions of Creon towards Antigone. We can see Irigaray’s reorientation of the story 
toward a possible positive production of identity for Antigone, and a realization of the 
lack of identity tha t Creon symbolizes, in the way th a t Irigaray re-tells the figure of Creon. 
There was no good to be had, even potentially, in Hegel’s telling of Antigone and Creon. 
Irigaray realizes that she will have to  go beyond what is actually there into the realm of 
how the story could be interpreted, as opposed to how it has been interpreted.399 Having 
realized the power of analogies in her discussion of their destructive effects on the Kore, 
who did not understand them, Irigaray is re-writing the analogies from history such that

396Luce Irigaray, to be two, 77.
397Luce Irigaray, to be two, 77.
398Shortly after this section, Irigaray does return to speaking about Hegel and the family, however she 

leaves Antigone out of tha t discussion, a t least by name. See Luce Irigaray, to be two, 81-84.
399We have here gone from what is potential to what is possible, an im portant distinction tha t will 

become clearer momentarily.
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this time it is man, Creon, who is bound by them. His logic now is faulty, based on poor 
analogies. Irigaray writes, “Creon’s manner of speaking is poor, without poetry, while at 
the same time rational and hypersubjective. Even if he begins by arguing with logic, he 
cannot sustain his argument with rigor.”400 In all three accounts— Speculum, Ethics and 
to be two— Creon is seen for the dictatorial tyrant his actions make clear, but Irigaray 
develops her position on him most in the later work. As with Speculum, in the Ethics 
he fears Antigone and seems to think th a t if he allows her to live, she will be the ‘m an’ 
and not him.401 In to be two, however, it is not fear but the will to dominate, self-willing, 
tha t motivates him. Furthermore, he is denied any ability other than imposing his will. 
He is no longer allied with the city or the family. The only order his actions uphold is 
his order, not the order of the city or society which he claims to have and be.402 He may 
claim totality for his order, but it is a claim only: Irigaray has moved outside of seeing 
Creon in the psychoanalytic role of the law of the father, unless perhaps as a showcasing 
of the emptiness of th a t role. She writes, “Creon builds his kingdom on an empty space 
with an abstract logic, with the use of force and terror, with the self-conferral of right 
which will be law for others, and with a government based upon a formal order which is 
arbitrary and lacking content.”403 This Creon is unable to truly create or build. All he 
can do is kill and oppose.404 In some senses, then, it is he who lacks existence even as he 
takes life, a prerequisite for human existence as we know it, away from others.

In fact it is in so doing, in taking life, that he loses his chance at an identity. He did not 
understand what taking Antigone’s life meant, what it would entail for him. In a telling

400Luce Irigaray, to be two, 78. Or, as she also writes, “The content of his discourse amounts to an 
abstract affirmation of himself, to the fear of his own loss, to the terror he inflicts, and to various 
arguments devoid of any reasoning based in reality.” Luce Irigaray, to be two, 78.

401See Luce Irigaray, Ethics, 119.
402 “Creon sacrifices those who are closest to  him—his family, his people—to an abstract or tyrannical 

dominion, a dominion founded upon nothing if not the means of legitimating the government of a single 
m an.” Luce Irigaray, to be two, 78.

403Luce Irigaray, to be two, 78.
404Irigaray writes, “His skill and audacity are not based on just any reality: they are a challenge to 

what is, they establish their power from the simple opposition to  w hat exists.” Luce Irigaray, to be two, 
79.
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indictment Irigaray comments,
In response to the question: who is Creon?, the answer could be: he is nothing, 
he is only the challenge coming from an ability th a t wants to dominate. He is 
an ‘I’ without content, a mirage-like ‘I’ which confuses itself with an arbitrary 
authority, an ‘I’ which defines itself as a he /it or an H e/It to be respected in 
the name of an artificial necessity.405

We have thus come full circle: Creon has made himself the place of his own will to dom
inate but himself has no place, having removed even woman as artificial place-construct 
from him and walled her up away from him. He did not understand the symbolism of his 
action. He issues a challenge to existence itself and in so doing, in imposing his ‘order,’ 
he has ensured th a t he does not exist in any meaningful way. He is a mirage.406 He is, as 
Irigaray says, “nothing,” while the woman he has walled up has somehow still managed 
to be “faithful to herself” and “preserve her own style.” This Creon is the self-asserting 
‘m an’ of Heidegger’s text, taken to its extreme.

The stories of Persephone/Kore and Antigone I have covered here are both ultimately 
tragic. Both end with the women whose tale they tell separated from the living and en
closed under ground/earth/stone. And yet, we can still witness a progression. Kore/Persephone 
on Irigaray’s account in Marine Lover remains captive in the wasteland, the unliving 
bride of the god of the underworld/dead. Figuratively speaking, Antigone becomes one 
of Persephone/Kore’s subjects, since she herself will die as a result of trying to love and 
act. Even so, at least on the third telling, fourteen years after Marine Lover, Antigone is 
able to remain faithful to herself, unlike Irigaray’s Kore. Perhaps the third-Antigone, the 
Antigone of new possibilities who is not confined by Hegel’s description, can teach Kore 
how to love and act and remain faithful to herself once they meet. Then at least there 
would be some ability possible for these women, together, to be ‘faithful to themselves.’

405Luce Irigaray, to be two, 79.
406In what sounds strikingly like an inverted mimicking of her own earlier text where Irigaray speaks 

of how she has been “exiled-enclosed” (Forgetting o f Air, 29), Irigaray writes, “Creon represents the 
passage to what is fabricated: to  what distances itself from real existence or being in order to exercise 
itself as simple human ability. To this extent, he is on the earth and outside of the earth, he is in the city 
and outside of the city, he is a father but he is estranged from kinship, he is a man but he is estranged 
from masculine identity, he is the King of Thebes but he is estranged from kingship.” Luce Irigaray, to 
be two, 79.
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Given these conditions, th a t is the best th a t could happen. That is the best story that 
could be told. But what if we change or deny the conditions, as Irigaray began to do when 
she moved away from the confines of Hegel’s interpretation? If we agree with Irigaray 
that her descriptions of these conditions are accurate, then we may only change the 
‘story’ now at this moment in the realm of fiction, looking at what could be possible 
instead of what is actual, or potential to th a t actuality. Of course, one does so with the 
hope th a t telling such a story might give people the material they need to create new 
conceptions and future new ways of acting, in the process creating new potentialities that 
could be actualized. And so we could ask, what happens if  we remove Creon and Hades? 
W hat could happen if a woman, remaining faithful to herself, tries to  love and act in 
the presence of a man (or God) who respects her alterity, who acknowledges their sexual 
difference and is not concerned only with self-willing? W hat could happen if we could tell 
a ‘true’ story where ‘m an’ was willing to give up asserting his will and venture as Irigaray 
called for—into the open of a partnership th a t respects boundaries and is still subject 
to moving and breathing? As Irigaray writes, she begins to consider such a question, 
and finally herself ventures a story of what th a t might look like and how we might tell 
th a t tale out of the history, the images, th a t we have available to us. But in order to 
do that, she had to create a new world, for no such relation could potentially happen 
in the world she had described. She had to move from potentiality to possibility.407 In 
doing such things as re-interpreting Antigone’s story, she sensed th a t one did not have 
to stay within the confines of th a t world. Being in-the-world does not require following 
in Heidegger’s footsteps, or remaining in the confines of his—or anyone else’s—thought.

407I will develop my own conception of world and its links with possibility in chapter six. See 291-298.
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3.3 G enerating W orld by Answering What ifs: Looking at the  
Possible

As I have said, Irigaray does not construct a fictionalized city in the way th a t Christine 
did. Christine was dealing with mnemonic tropes and trying to train her readers to 
look for meaning under stories, to find the good th a t can be understood there within the 
tradition to hand, and re-translate it into material that makes sense for her readers’ lives. 
Memory practice was a particularly important vehicle for her, as we saw in the previous 
chapter, and as we will see even more fully in the next two chapters. But Irigaray’s 
methods are different, even while she engages in practices th a t bear a family resemblance 
to some of Christine’s. Building one’s memory is not key for Irigaray as for Christine: 
rather, building or generating a world takes a place of vital importance in Irigaray’s 
theory. W hat is ‘world’ or ‘a world’ in the context of Irigaray’s thought? Although to my 
knowledge she does not define ‘world’ as such,408 it is nevertheless a concept with which

408Irigaray does not typically offer definitions of words or concepts tha t could be neatly quoted and 
handled as “proof-texting” of her oeuvre. Such definitions would go against the very style she is cul
tivating. This is not to say tha t she herself does not have a clear idea of what she is writing about: 
I believe it is rather a conscious choice on her part aimed a t requiring the reader to engage with the 
tex t in its textual context, w ithout being able to  easily lift a definition or term  and use it as though it 
stands for all time. Just as she reminds her readers tha t we are embodied persons, her text has the feel 
tha t her words too are embodied, and cannot without losing meaning or risking violence to them  be 
neatly pulled from their larger context in order to  “stake claims.” Any person choosing to  comment on 
her work is faced with this dilemma, and must choose how to  respond to it while still, if such is their 
goal, fulfilling their role as a commenter. Lest I seem to  make excuses, Irigaray herself has said a similar 
thing: “dans l ’Ethique de la différence sexuelle, qui suppose beaucoup s ’analyses culturelles (cf. Speculum 
de l ’autre femme, Ce sexe qui n ’en est pas un, Amante Matine, L ’oubli de l ’air, la plupart des textes 
de parler n’est jam is neutre), il n ’y a ni récit brut ni commentaires possibles par d ’autres, au sens de 
déchiffrage exhaustif du texte. Ce qui s ’y dit passe par un double style: un style de relations amoureuses, 
un style de pensée, d ’exposé, d ’écriture. Les deux sont consciemment ou inconsciemment liés, avec un 
côté plus immédiatement corporel et affectif dans un cas, plus élaboré socialement dans l ’autre. Mais 
le langage y est déjà allié avec d ’autres. E t une alliance ne se transpose pas aisément en dehors de son 
acte. Une alliance avec la langue non plus.” ; “in my book Ethics of Sexual Difference, which relies on 
a large number of earlier cultural analyses (see Speculum o f the Other Woman, This Sex That is Not 
One, Marine Lover, L ’oubli de l ’air, the greater part of the essays in Parler n ’est jamais neutre), there 
is no basic narrative, no possible commentaries by others, in the sense of an exhaustive decoding of 
the text. W hat is said in those books moves through a double style: a style of loving relationships, a 
style of thought, of exegesis, of writing. The two are consciously or unconsciously linked, with a more 
immediately corporeal and affective side in one case, a more socially developed side in the other. But the 
language there is already allied with others. And an alliance is not easily transposed outside of its act. 
An alliance with language is the same.” Luce Irigaray, “Trois Genres” in Sexes et parentés, 191; “Three 
Genders” in Sexes and Genealogies, 177.
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she works, albeit in a different way than her predecessors, (like Heidegger.) She does 
discuss ‘world’ in positive terms409—not just as a critique of someone like Heidegger— 
and if I understand her correctly, ‘world’ for Irigaray is related to the concept of place. 
Place, as we will also see with world, is linked to, though not identical with, a relation 
between woman and man. Lacking place, no real ‘world’ or relationship is possible.410 
As part of a commentary on Aristotle, Irigaray writes, “If any meeting is to be possible 
between man and woman, each must be a place, as appropriate to and for the other, and 
toward which he or she may move.”411 True ‘place’ for Irigaray, as well as true ‘world,’ 
requires sexual difference. Likewise, one cannot have sexual difference without each person 
having/being their own place toward which (or away from which) movement is possible. 
It is this notion of place and world-in-which-place-is-cultivated that Irigaray must teach 
her audience to invent, to read out of the tradition they have available to them, building 
from the textual material they can gather. These next two sections, therefore, will discuss 
Irigaray’s efforts toward building or generating a world in which new ways of acting that 
nurtures the possibility for place, and thus for relation, is able to occur. These efforts 
are analogous to Christine’s practices of building a person’s memory, out of which new

409See for example Ethics, 16-17, where Irigaray discusses the world and “angels.” I will explore her 
relation of these two momentarily, in particular what it means for world generation.

410 “Place” is an im portant term  in Irigaray’s work, which she develops for instance in her lecture/essay 
“Place, Interval: A Reading of Aristotle Physics I V ” in Ethics o f Sexual Difference. There, she reads a 
section of the  Physics in order to discuss the importance of our own boundaries. As she writes,’’L’univers 
contient tous les corps. Le ciel, l’air, la terre sont des contenants qui ne sont pas propres à chacun(e). 
Mais chacun(e) a un lieu, ce lieu-ci qui n ’enveloppe que lui ou elle, qui est l’enveloppe première de 
son corps, son identité corporelle, sa limite, également par rapport aux autres corps.” ; “The universe 
contains all bodies. The sky, the air, the earth are containers tha t are not specific to each of us (male or 
female.) B ut each of us (male or female) has a place—this place tha t envelops only his or her body, the 
first envelope of our bodies, the corporeal identity, the boundary, th a t which delineates us from other 
bodies.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 43; Ethics, 36. Having and keeping this place for oneself and not as the 
forced place of another is vital to  Irigaray’s project of generating real sexual difference: woman has been 
“m an’s” place, she maintains, but woman must be (in) her own place and likewise, man must also be (in) 
his own place: “Si je reviens au rapprochement, ou à la question du rapport avec la différence sexuelle, 
je constaterai que le masculine est attiré vers le maternel-féminin comme lieu.” ; “If I may return to the 
parallel I have been drawing between the issue of place and the issue of sexual difference, I shall affirm 
tha t the masculine is a ttracted  to  the maternal-feminine as place.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 45; Ethics, 39. 
It is only from each person’s place and the recognition th a t those places constitute separate boundaries 
tha t any person can truly  reach in relationship toward another.

411 “Pour que la rencontre soit possible entre homme et femme, il faut que chacun soit un lieu, aussi 
approprié pour et à l’autre, et vers lequel il ou elle soit transporté(e).” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 46; Ethics, 
40.
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ways of understanding and appropriate ethical action are potential, as I will discuss in 
the next two chapters.412

Important for Irigaray is th a t any new possible world imagined must not be imagined 
by “man” as he has previously projected himself413 By this, Irigaray does not mean 
men cannot imagine a new world: only man, in the manifestations she has identified.414 
She believes this ‘m an’ lost his ability to create, to create possibilities: “From being a 
creator, has he not become a machine in the service of his creation? An effect of that 
archi-techne that is his language.”415 It seems there isA16 no future (world?) possible for 
th a t man, though she does offer a possible exception for a future transformation of him

412I say “analogous” here in particular because Irigaray has a similar project to Christine’s project— 
they are both engaged in building a mental construct to help a reader learn or envision bette r ways of 
acting. I find Christine’s detail with regard to how one trains the mind to  think and act differently via the 
practice of m emoria (see the next two chapters, in particular pp. 200-202) is quite helpful. Irigaray does 
not discuss the how in as much detail or complexity as Christine, but since she is situated historically 
as part of our own time, her description and understanding of social structures is often a closer match, 
generally speaking, to the social needs of today.

413See Luce Irigaray, Forgetting of Air, 143.
414Such as, for example, the figure of Creon, though the figure of Creon does not necessarily encompass 

all ‘m an’ is and represents, nor is ‘m an’ only encountered in stories. Clearly, Irigaray identifies ‘m an’ in 
other texts, such as in Heidegger’s works, as I discussed above, and Nietzsche’s.

415 “De créateur, n ’est-il pas devenu machine au service de sa création? Effet de cette archi-technè qu’est 
sa langue.” Luce Irigaray, Oubli de l’air, 132; Forgetting of Air, 147. Emphasis in text.

416I emphasize these words to draw out the echoes I believe Irigaray is also drawing out from Heidegger’s 
text and his use of “es gibt” (there is/ it gives) with regards to ‘being’ and ‘world’. Irigaray discusses the 
‘there is ’ of Heidegger’s text in her very next chapter, only a few pages after the quote I just cited. Most 
of chapter ten and some of eleven of her book on Heidegger’s thought is concerned with Heidegger’s there 
is. Heidegger says for example th a t “Being is found in thatness and whatness, reality, existence [Da-sein], 
and in the ‘there is’ [es gibt}” This ‘es gibt’ extends to ‘world’ as well, about which he says, “World 
itself is not an inner-worldly being, and yet it determines innerworldly beings to such an extent tha t 
they can only be encountered and discovered and show themselves in their being because ‘there is’ [es 
gibt] world.” See Heidegger, Being and Time, 5 and 67-68 respectively. Irigaray then responds in chapter 
ten of Forgetting of A ir in Martin Heidegger, “Il y a la langue, tel un modèle, ou le Gestell, du projet 
d ’appartenance du tou t à lui. Selon ses mesures. Donc, pas outil d ’échange.” ; “There is language, like a 
model, or like the Gestell, for the project of the whole’s belonging to  him. Instrum ent tha t appropriates 
through the folding up of the whole within man. Following his specifications. Not, therefore, a tool for 
exchange.” Luce Irigaray, Oubli de l ’air, 138; Forgetting of Air, 155. If I am reading Irigaray’s allusive 
textual playing right, I believe she is intim ating tha t ‘m an’ has lost his ability to encounter and discover 
himself in his world because ‘there is’, es gibt, ‘it gives’ no world generation possible within the confines 
of m an’s language. ‘It gives’ no world and no tools for exchange between the two. It is worth noting that 
the les’ of ‘es g ib t’ is the neuter pronoun ‘i t ’ in German, and Irigaray is quite firm in her contention 
tha t the neuter is death and lack of generation. Being trained as a linguist as well as a philosopher 
and psychotherapist, it strikes me tha t she would not have failed to notice this particular neuter in 
Heidegger’s thought, the neuter which is in many senses much of the ground for his thinking: es gibt 
being, es gibt world.
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into a man who could create: man is unable to create, “Unless, perhaps, a god...”417 At 
this point in m an’s history, only a ‘god,’ a god outside the bounds and descriptions of 
m an’s projections of the divine, could help man engender new possibilities. Such a god 
would have to be other than the figure of H ades/G od/Father/Brother she named earlier. 
Such a god would need to be capable of real relation with his divine sexual other, and 
not mired in schemes of abduction and force.418

Because by her description ‘m an’ has been the sole builder of world thus far, Irigaray 
seems loth to call her fiction-making ‘world building.’ That was m an’s descriptor. Cre
ating a new possible world is, however, properly an act of fiction and so in creating her 
fictionalizations and her what ifs, Irigaray engages in what I would usually call creative 
construction, even utopic thought or world-building, though I have attem pted to use 
her own descriptors here when engaging her thought and work. Generally speaking, she 
prefers to speak of world-generation instead of world-construction/building.419

We run into some difficulty here, though, as Irigaray is well aware. As I detailed above, 
Irigaray believes m an’s ‘world’ th a t he has constructed is his language.420 It is his lan
guage, then, which Irigaray will wish to avoid—and recall th a t Irigaray believes women 
have not yet truly discovered or created their own language, outside of m an’s language.421

417“A moins qu’un dieu peut-être...” Luce Irigaray, Oubli de l ’air, 133; Forgetting of Air, 149. Ellipsis 
in text.

418Irigaray in fact does eventually tell a story of such a god, which I will detail momentarily below.
419This is not to say tha t I don’t believe construction as a metaphor has to be jettisoned, nor do I 

believe th a t everything ‘created’ through such a m etaphor be should be seen as a production of ‘m an.’ 
Irigaray herself even occasionally uses words like ‘constructed’ with regards to ‘world’ in a positive light: 
I give an example of th a t momentarily below from an Ethics of Sexual Difference.

420See pp. 126-129.
421 Speaking of women, Irigaray writes, “Language seems to  have paralyzed us, frozen even our words... 

the fact tha t female intelligence is still silent surely means th a t there are movements th a t must still be 
set free.” ; “Le langage semble avoir paralysé nos gestes, aussi verbaux... L ’intelligence encore silencieuse 
du féminin ne signifie-t-elle pas des mouvements à libérer?” Luce Irigaray, “Les Trois Genres” in Sexes 
et Parent és, 195; “Three Genders” in Sexes and Geneologies, 181. Ellipsis is mine and marks omitted 
text. Emphasis as w ritten in text. (That is, Irigaray herself puts only “mouvements” in italics, while 
Gill puts both “movements” and “silence” in italics.) One must remember to distinguish here between 
langage and parole. As speaking subjects women (and men) both  engage in parole. It is langage to  which 
women have no real access, Irigaray argues, since langage is m an’s language and his construction.
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It follows, then, th a t for Irigaray world-generation and the creation of new possibilities 
must take place outside of language (langue), not within it, as part of it. Anything gen
erated from within m an’s language is still within the confines of his structures, which will 
not allow for the sexual difference necessary for world-generation.

Such a necessity puts a philosopher-writer in a bit of a bind. How does a philosopher- 
writer, such as Irigaray, describe for her audience the possibilities of world-generation she 
sees, in such a way tha t it takes place outside of (man’s) language? Irigaray attem pts 
to circumvent this problem by imaging bodies in relation. These descriptions of bodies 
relating are symbols, albeit verbal ones, and as we saw in my second chapter, they 
are meant to “go beyond what can be analyzed or stated conceptually.”422 The world- 
generation Irigaray describes is brought about through sexual alliance, both metaphorical 
and physical. Irigaray writes talking about how man—or a man—could participate in such 
alliance-generative work:

the sexual act would turn into the act whereby the other gives new form, birth, incarna
tion to the self. Instead of implying the downfall of the body, it takes part in the body’s 
re-naissance. And there is no other equivalent act, in this sense. Most divine of acts. 
Whereby man makes woman feel her body as place. Not only her vagina and her womb 
but her body. He places her within her body and within a macrocosm, releasing her from 
her potential adherence to the cosmic through her participation in a microsociety.423

Irigaray recognizes th a t this is no simple exercise, either for man or woman. It necessi
422See p. 101.
423 “Vacte sexuel serait ce par quoi l’autre me redonne forme, naissance, incarnation. Au lieu d ’entrainer 

la déchéance du corps, il participe de sa renaissance. E t aucun autre acte ne l’équivaut, en ce sens. Acte 
le plus divin. L ’homme fait ressentir á la femme son corps comme lieu. Non seulement son sexe et sa 
m atrice mais son corps. II la situe dans son corps et dans un macrocosme, la sortant de son éventuelle 
adhérence au cosmique par la participation á une microsociété.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 55; Ethics, 51. 
I will note here, and I am not the first to do so, tha t describing this as “the sexual act” and as the 
process by which a person gains ‘place’ or generates world is problematic in tha t what she describes is 
very specifically heterosexual. This seems to  exclude similar possibilities for homosexual relations. I will 
discuss this below, see pp. 168-171 and 260-267.
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tates, in fact, an entire re-conceptualization of the very structures th a t frame our percep
tion of the world, our selves, and our others. Moreover, this “re-conceptualization” is one 
tha t must be imaged outside language, outside what can be “stated conceptually.” Most 
important for what I am arguing, thus, is her move from words to  bodies. We see here 
how it is embodied sexual difference operating symbolically (instead of ‘language’) that 
provides the necessary generative power for a new creation and a new order because it is 
only through a co-operative union between woman and man th a t any new world could be 
generated. For Irigaray, to be male and to be female are irreducible and complementary 
to each other.424

As m atters stand in the wasteland world th a t Irigaray described, though, the two sexes 
cannot even speak to each other, let alone relate or generate anything yet. Irigaray does 
eventually describe a position where women and men could finally speak and relate to each 
other, once they have gained access to an appropriate divine for their respective sexes,425 
but before th a t can happen the sexes need mediators, and so Irigaray develops the notion 
of angels. Angels are, in Irigirayian terms, the messengers th a t go (in) between. They 
“circulate as mediators of th a t which has not yet happened... Endlessly reopening the 
enclosure of the universe, of universes, identities, the unfolding of actions, of history.”426 
Thus for Irigaray, angels are here in the present, but are associated with the future. They

424“Ainsi l’homme et la femme, la femme et l ’homme sont toujours une première fois dans la rencontre 
parce qu’ils sont insubstituables l’un à l’autre. Jamais je ne serai à la place d ’un homme, jamais un homme 
ne sera à ma place. Quelles que soient les identifications possibles, jamais l ’un n ’occupera exactement 
le lieu de l ’autre—ils sont irréductibles l ’un à l ’autre.” ; “Thus man and women, women and man are 
always meeting as though for the first tim e because they cannot be substituted one for the other. I will 
never be in a m an’s place, never will be a man be in mine. W hatever identifications are possible, one 
will never exactly occupy the place of the other—they are irreducible one to the other.” Luce Irigaray, 
Ethique, 19-20; Ethics, 12-13.

425She describes this need of a divine for each sex, for example, in her essay Divine Women. I discuss 
portions of this essay in my final chapter: see chapter six, pp. 294-297. On the description she gives of 
the position where women and men could finally speak and relate to each other, see her re-interpretation 
of the Annunciation, which I will detail below, pp. 163-168.

426 “circuleraient les anges, médiateurs de ce qui n ’est pa encore échu, de ce qui va encore arriver, de ce 
qui s ’annonce. Rouvrant, sans cesse, la clôture de l’univers, des univers, des identités, du déroulement 
des actes, de l’histoire.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 22; Ethics, 15. It would be difficult not to see similarities 
(and of course differences as well) between Irigaray’s ‘angels’ and Christine’s goddesses, and though I 
do not have time to do so here, the topic would be well worth pursuing at a later date.
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make the future possible. They are continually moving, going back and forth between the 
sexes, between relating people, affecting transformations within and between them. As 
Irigaray writes, “The angel is th a t which unceasingly passes through the envelope(s) or 
container(s), goes from one side to the other, reworking every deadline, changing every 
decision, thwarting all repetition. Angels destroy the m on stro us...”427 W ithout these 
angels, relation would seemingly be impossible, and generation likewise a non-starter. 
Furthermore, Irigaray specifically relates the actions of these angels to creating a world:

A sexual or carnal ethics would require th a t both angel and body be found 
together. A world to construct or reconstruct... from the smallest to the great
est, from the most intimate to the most political, a genesis of love between 
the sexes would be yet to come. A world th a t must be created or re-created 
so th a t man and woman may once again or at last live together, meet, and 
sometimes rem ain/tarry in the same place.428

World-creating has become here the generation of new contexts within which women 
and men may relate to each other without coercion, without violence. Before she was 
able to venture into tha t possible world, Irigaray first interrogated the wasteland world 
she identified, and we will briefly look at how she undertook this interrogation in order 
to arrive at a fuller understanding of her path  when she does turn  to the fictionalized 
possibility of creating a world. We saw Christine use narrative dialogue to criticize the 
tradition in the City of Ladies. Irigaray also interrogates the tradition in which she 
finds herself through the interchange of literarily invented voices. As we have already 
seen earlier in this chapter, these voices are especially im portant in Irigaray’s earlier

427“L’ange est celui qui sans cesse traverse l ’enveloppe, les enveloppes, va d ’un côté à l ’autre, remanie 
toute échéance, toute décision, déjoue toute répétition. Il détruit le monstrueux...” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 
22; Ethics, 15. Emphasis in text.

428 “Un éthique sexuelle ou charnelle demanderait que puissent se trouver ensemble et l’ange et le corps. 
Un monde à construire ou reconstruire... Du plus petit au plus grand, du plus intime au plus politique, 
un genèse de l ’amour entre les sexes serait encore à venir. Un monde à créer ou recréer pour que l’homme 
et la femme puissent à nouveau ou enfin cohabiter, se rencontrer et parfois demeurer dans le même lieu.” 
Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 23, ellipsis in text; translation mostly mine. Though I consulted the Burke and 
Gill translation, I found in this particular instance it did not quite catch the tone of Irigaray’s words or 
her style. For instance, they changed her sentences to be grammatically correct instead of fragmentary, as 
Irigaray wrote some of them  to be. They also changed her punctuation, taking out the ellipsis she placed 
in the tex t. As ellipses and fragmentary sentences are frequent and conscious occurrences in Irigaray’s 
oeuvre, it seems odd to cut them  out of the translation, and so I have re-translated the text here. I have 
also differed on a few specific words. For Burke and Gill’s translation, see Luce Irigaray, Ethics, 17.
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works, in which she most heavily critiques the tradition.429 We will see Christine’s use 
of these figures and personae in even greater detail in the next two chapters when I 
discuss Christine’s narrative persona’s interactions with Lady Opinion, Lady Nature, 
Lady Philosophy, and the like.430 Unlike Christine, however, Irigaray does not typically 
put a representation of herself into the text to  speak, but rather invents a “dialogue” 
between a female “I” who speaks in some of her works and a male “you” th a t “I” 
addresses.431 The fictionalized female “I” and male “you” she creates act very much 
as Antigone and Creon, Persephone and Hades might in relating to each other, though 
to my knowledge she does not make th a t connection explicit. Using these voices, she 
personifies the “m an” of which she has been speaking, as well as the “woman” he has 
confined.

If we consider Marine Lover, one of her very earliest works, we see the “I” voice as the 
narrative persona of (confined) ‘woman’ personified, who both is and is not Irigaray. 
This persona addresses herself to ‘m an’ personified. Here too we will have to quote at 
length to understand, and we will see again Irigaray’s preference for more open ‘incom
plete’ sentences in contexts where she is interacting with the tradition directly. To give 
some reference, the “her” the speaker mentions is ‘m an’s’ mother. I have also kept the 
paragraph structure of the text in this instance: nothing is omitted between them.

But your greatest sorrow and your greatest disgust are reserved for me. And 
in order to return to the depths of the earth, you still need to get back 
through the skin sickness th a t keeps you apart. T hat you covered her to 
prevent you from wanting to move back inside her. That keeps you far away 
in ressentiment.
This sickness of man. But th a t he gives as security for what he is leaving 
behind and claiming to rise above. Veiling his nostalgia in contempt. And 
vomiting up th a t first nurse whose milk and blood he has drunk.

429Some examples of this are Marine Lover, Forgetting of A ir  and Elemental Passions all of which 
employ at times a narrative female “I” tha t speaks to a male “you.”

430Christine’s conversation with Lady Nature is especially telling: see pp. 195-200.
431 T hat is, she does not have a figure named “Luce Irigaray” who occupies her texts and interrogates 

other figures like Air, Ground, Man, or even Nature, with the possible exception of the parenthetical “I”
I cited earlier in the chapter (see p. 125.) R ather she conducts her personification/voice work through 
an unspecified female “I” and a male “you” tha t are just as much fictionalized figures as Christine-the- 
narrator and her interlocutory goddesses.
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But of your contempt (I) shall make a thread to  find my way back. In what 
you vomit up, (I) shall seek out what you’re giving back to me. By inter
preting your contempt, I shall find my skin again. Washing off the disguise of 
wretchedness.
This is fortune! That in your excrement I must read the sign of my greatness.
In your distance, the extent of my realm. And in your will to destroy, the will 
to reduce to nothingness anything th a t might tie you to me by a necessity of 
first and last hour. To destroy actively what you had to give up to be a man.
To annihilate the body that gave you life and th a t still keeps you living.432

At this point, and frankly through most of the text th a t speaks I-to-you, the ‘dialogue’ 
this “I” has is mostly an angry monologue addressed to  a Active male ‘you’ who is 
perhaps stunned into silence at the depths of the wrath directed at him.433 Again, as we 
saw in chapter two with the images of incest or severed limbs on a battle field,434 the 
images used here—vomit, blood, excrement—are stark and clearly meant to startle and 
be memorable, even though memory itself is not as explicit a theme for Irigaray as for 
Christine. Surely, these evoked mental images of bodily offal would be difficult, to forget 
or ignore, and they are used in this plaint the speaker makes in an attem pt to force this 
‘m an’ (and Irigaray’s readers) to look a t the conditions which exist and understand his 
own culpability. It is also and at the same time an attem pt of the female “I” to  work 
herself out of these conditions by finding traces of what she can make into something 
new. One senses the anguish this costs, however, since the places ‘she’ is forced to look

432(/ Denotes a paragraph break): “Mais ta  plus grande douleur et ton plus grand dégoût tu  les as 
déposés en moi. E t, pour retourner au plus profond de la terre, encore te faudrait-il retraverser cette 
maladie de peau qui t ’en sépare. Dont tu  l’as recouverte pour te garder de vouloir rentrer en elle. Te 
retenant éloigné dans le ressentim ent./ Cette maladie de l’homme. Mais qu’il laisse en gage à ce dont il 
sort et au-dessus de quoi il prétend s ’élever. Voilant de mépris sa nostalgie. E t vomissant cette première 
nourrice dont il a bu le sang et le la it./ Mais de ton  dégoût ferai fil pur retrouver mon chemin. Dans ce 
que tu  vomis, chercherai ce que me rends. Interprétant ton mépris, je retouverai ma peau. Me dévêtant 
de tes fards de m isère./ Tel est l’heur! Q u’en tes rejets, il me faut lire le signe de m a grandeur. En ta  
distance, l’ampleur de mon étendue. E t dans ta  volonté de détruire, celle de réduire au néant ce qui te 
retiendrait à moi par une nécessité de première et dernière heure. De détruire activement ce que tu  as 
dû abandonner pour être homme. D ’anéantir ce corps qui t ’a donné la vie, et encore te  fait vivre.” Luce 
Irigaray, Amante Marine, 32-33; Marine Lover, 26. Translation slightly modified.

433The male “you” to  which this female “I” addresses herself does very occasionally speak, typically 
through the words of Nietzsche inserted into the text, but even in those places ‘he’ is almost immediately 
silenced again. In her section “An Abyssmal Forgetfulness,” there is a brief interchange between the 
female and male ‘interlocutors’ (I use the word very loosely here) where the male ‘you’ responds to the 
female ‘I ’ who has been speaking, trying to defend himself: “So, I have not killed anything?” to which 
the female speaker immediately retorts, “yes, you have” and launches into further descriptions of all and 
how he has killed. Luce Irigaray, Marine Lover, 61. See Luce Irigaray, Am ante Marine, 67.

434See pp. 84 and 114 respectively.
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for these traces are also symbolic of the wasteland of relations between her and the male 
“you.” She finds she must look in his vomit and his excrement.

Irigaray returns to this voice two years later in Elemental Passions (1982), and at the
opening of th a t text m atters have not changed much: any real relationship between the
female “I” and male “you” is yet non-existent. As the text progresses, this female “I”
tells the male addressee, “When I am speaking to you, I sense something like a dark
and frozen chasm capable of engulfing everything. Slippery and bottomless.”435 No real
relationship is yet possible, only potential destruction between Irigaray’s “interlocutors.”
For most of the book, this is the tone, this “I” criticizing this “you” for all the harm
he has done, all the repressive control he has asserted over her ability to “be” herself.436
But towards the end of the book, the “I” begins to inch towards new ground, offering a
possible vision of how this wasteland of relations between Irigaray’s “interlocutors” could
change, and what could happen to  spark tha t change. The female speaker tells her male
addressee th a t if he can define his own body without impinging on hers, he might have a
beginning (she has already been attem pting this against his attem pts to confine her for
his ‘body’). She says,

When you gather your powers, reapplying them to  your intentions, just as 
these are beginning to  be realized, here and now, not reserving them  for 
a project always in the future, a life in eternal suspension, you redraw the 
outline of your body. You give yourself a present body again.

[but]

435 “Quand je te parle, je sens comme un abîme noir et glacé qui avalerait tout. Où ça glisserait, sans 
fond.” Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1982), 110; Luce Irigaray, 
Elemental Passions, trans. Joanne Collie and Judith  Still (New York: Routledge, 1992), 90.

436This is largely the tone for the first ninety-eight pages of an one hundred and five page text, as 
for example when ‘she’ says, “Your world of anaesthetics kills insensibly. Irremediably. The more you 
go on producing fantasies, your preferred anaesthetics, the greater the danger” ; “Ton monde, fait 
d ’anesthésiants, tue, insensiblement. Irrémédiablement. Plus tu  produis de phantasmes, tes formes en 
vérités, plus le péril augmente.” Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 67; Elemental Passions, 55. Or 
again, a bit earlier, “You frame. Encircle. Bury. Entomb? Only a spiritual body could escape. You do 
not even know th a t flesh can have this power. Or do you prefer not to  think about it? In any case, the 
frame you bear w ith you, in front of you, is always empty. It marks, takes, marks as it takes, its fill. It 
rapes, steals.” ; “Tu cadres. Enserres. En terre. Mets au tombeau? Seul un corps glorieux y échapperait. 
Mais tu  ignores que telle possibilité appartienne à la chair. Ou tu  préfères ne pas y penser? D ’ailleurs, le 
cadre que tu  portes avec toi, devant toi, demeure vide. Il marque, prend, prend en marquant: son plein.
Il viole, vole.” Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 29; Elemental Passions, 24.
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When you use th a t power on me, discharging it in me, you open us up again 
in a loss of limits where our bodies no longer exist. Creating an excess which 
leads to nothingness. Produced by the destruction of the relationship between 
you and me. By the abolition of the difference which keeps us other to each 
other and allows us to come together: creators of new horizons.437

‘She’ thus explains to him what ‘he’ could do right and where she believes he has been 
going wrong. Like the figures of Creon and Hades, presently all he can do is take life, he 
cannot create it—unless he is willing to work within the boundaries of his own body, his 
own materials. In so doing, he can “[r]eturn inside yourself, and measure out your limits 
by working here and now within your powers. No more, no less than the person you are 
at each moment...”438 At the very end of the text, really only in the final seven pages, 
though she has tentatively introduced the possibility before, this female “I” offers some 
hope that arrives in the form of an ‘if’ statement: “if the poison no longer comes into me, 
I may remember what came before. Resonant song kept back, exultation kept quiet, an 
appeal cried out, filling the universe with its clamour.”439 She, this fictionalized female 
“I,” then takes up the possibility th a t this “if” offers, describing what th a t would mean 
for a new relation between her and the male “you.” The ellipsis is mine and marks some 
omitted text in this case:

For the first time, I saw you appear. And it was not midday. The sun was 
not any higher, nor the light more intense. But what made you visible came 
from you. Making you radiate from the inside outwards.

And you did not fix your gaze on the nearest or the furthest point, but proxim
ity was seen through you. An incandescence illuminating without consuming,

437 “Rassemblant tes forces, les réappliquant à ton  intention commençant d ’être réalisée , ici maintenant, 
et non les renvoyant à un projet toujours à venir, vie en suspens d ’éternité, tu  redessines les contours 
de ton  corps. Tu te redonnes un corps présent, [mais] Quand tu  exerces ces forces sur moi, quand tu 
les décharges en moi, tu  nous rouvres dans une perte de limites où nos corps n ’ont plus lieu. Créant un 
excédent qui mène au néant. P roduit de la destruction du rapport entre toi et moi. De l ’abolition de la 
différence qui nous m aintient autres et nous perm et de nous réunir: créateurs de nouveaux horizons.” 
Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 112; Elemental Passions, 91-92. Brackets mine.

438 “Retourne en toi, et mesure tes limites en œ uvrant ici m aintenant selon tes forces. Ni plus ni moins 
qu’elles ne sont à chaque moment." Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 113; Elemental Passions, 92.

439 “E t si, en mois, n ’entre plus le poison, peut-être me souviendrai-je de ce qui é tait avant. Du plein 
chant retenu, de l’allégresse tue, du cri d ’appel emplissant l’univers de sa clameur.” Luce Irigaray, 
Passions élémentaires, 121; Elemental Passions, 98.
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an ardour pouring out without destroying. Burning in a joyous amazement 
at the reunion.
And, rejoicing, you were calling out to receive again, to give me again, what 
was the most irreducibly hidden of what you had.
Between us, with open bodies, the sky was a luminous cloud.440

It is finally, and only, at the end of this lengthy speech—the whole of Elemental Pas
sions—th a t the Active female speaker is able to speak of the possibility of this relation
ship, and only then th a t she is able to turn it back to  herself as well. The final words 
of the book are, as this “I” tells us, “I felt something akin to the possibility of a differ
ent discovery of myself.”441 Finally, this “I” has been able to sift through her materials, 
however horrible at first, and invent new meaning, new possibilities even. Christine’s “I” 
is able to  agree by the end of the City th a t women are not monstrous, but are instead 
rightful daughters of Nature, loved of God, and gifted with all the powers available to 
humanity. Irigaray’s “I” voice is able, at the end of Elemental Passions, to envision a 
place where she has her own identity, one that is not swallowed up in a mal-definition of 
‘m an’ or bounded by anyone else’s oppressive conceptual scheme. One senses Irigaray’s 
“I” voice beginning to inch toward her own langue, one of song: “And I shall sing all the 
da.y long. I shall fill the air with the joy of you in me, of me in you. Guarding you and 
guarding me in that incantation. Sonorous home in which I shelter you. Which protects 
me from the violence of the day.”442

Using these personified voices of “I” and “you” tha t exist in the text as fictive personae, 
Irigaray interrogates the tradition and breathes new possibilities into it. She attempts

440 “Pour la première fois, tu  m ’es apparu. E t ce n ’était pas midi. Le soleil n ’était pas plus haut ni 
la lumière plus intense. Mais, de toi, venait ce qui te rendait visible. Ce qui t ’irradiait du dedans au 
dehors.... Et ce n ’est ni au plus près ni au plus loin que tu  fixais les yeux, mais le proche se regardait à 
travers toi Incandescence éclairant sans consumation, ardeur s ’épanchant sans destruction. Brûlant en 
un joyeux étonneement de retrouvailles./ E t, te réjouissant, tu  appelais à recevoir encore, à me donner 
encore, ce que tu  détenais de plus irréductiblement caché./ Entre nous, le ciel était, à corps ouverts, 
nuée illuminante.” Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 121-122; Elemental Passions, 98-99.

441 “je sentis comme une possibilité de me découvrir différemment.” Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires 
(Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1982), 129; Elemental Passions, 105.

442 “E t tou t le jour je chanterait. J ’emplirai l’air de la joie de toi en moi, de moi en toi. Te gardant et 
me gardant en cette incantation. Maison sonore où je t ’abrite. E t qui me protège des violences diurnes.” 
Luce Irigaray, Passions élémentaires, 128; Elemental Passions, 104.
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to image into being the difference she wishes, but only once she has acknowledged the 
depths of the destruction of prior relations. And yet, with her shift at the end of this text, 
we can begin to understand how all the Persephone/Kores and the Antigones might be 
able to move out from their underground confines into the possibility of new relations—if, 
th a t is, the Creons and the Hades are also removed from their realms and their nullified 
kingships, if they no longer exist or are willing to no longer attem pt to control and confine. 
Listening to these fictionalized voices and reading her re-tellings of these tales from myth 
and history we begin to understand her means of re-writing the ‘story’ to generate a new 
world. There is possibility, no m atter how difficult to realize, for a story to be told about 
a healthy and fecund relationship between ‘m an’ and ‘woman,’ one based on love.

And so, having used two of Irigaray’s re-told stories to explicate her understanding of 
gender relations in a sexual wasteland dystopic-world, I will now turn  to a third story 
re-told by Irigaray as an example of what relating in a culture where sexual difference is 
honored could be. In this third story, Irigaray is dabbling in the realm of utopic work, 
what I would call ‘world building,’ and what she would likely refer to as ‘world generation.’ 
She does not offer this story as a perfect description or blueprint of how the future should 
look, but as a possible description meant to explore a concept for us to take up in this 
here and now, this present world.443 Here, I anticipate some of the work I will do in my 
sixth and final chapter where I will discuss utopic work at greater length.

3.4 D ivinely different sexual relations

This third story emerges from Irigaray’s experience of a particular artwork—in this case, 
a sculpture—to generate the possibilities she hoped for, and help her readers understand 
what was necessary in order to  be able to  imagine the possible world of healthy relating

443I develop this notion of utopic work further in chapter six. See pp 298-301.
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th a t she wants.444 In her chapter “Religious and Civil Myths” in Je, Tu, Nous, Irigaray 
recounts an experience she had while visiting a museum in Northern Italy—an experience 
th a t was a response to an image she was presented with there. She writes,

In May 1984, after a conference at the Venice-Mestre Woman’s Center entitled 
Divine Women, I went to visit Torcello island. In the Museum there is a 
statue of a woman who resembles Mary, Jesus’ mother, sitting with the child 
before her on her knee, facing the observer. I was admiring this beautiful 
wooden sculpture when I noticed th a t this Jesus was a girl! T hat had a very 
significant effect on me, one of jubilation—mental and physical. I felt freed 
from the tensions of tha t cultural truth-im perative which is also practiced in 
art: a virgin-mother woman and her son depicted as the models of redemption 
we should believe in. Standing before this statue representing Mary and her 
mother, Anne, I felt again at ease and joyous, in touch with my body, my 
emotions, and my history as a woman. I had before me an aesthetic and ethical 
figure that I need to be able to live without contempt for my incarnation, for 
tha t of my mother and other women.445

Irigaray is well aware of the potential profundity of religious images/works of art446 and 
so it is not surprising th a t she reports th a t this statue of Anne and her daughter Mary

444Irigaray thus also uses images as ways of knowing, as Christine did. Her visual images, whether 
verbal descriptions meant to  bring up mental pictures (like earlier with vomit and excrement) or actual 
existing works of art, can have a powerful place in her work, both as a site for remembering im portant 
ideas, as Christine used them, and for developing those ideas themselves, as we will see with this sta tu te 
I am about to  discuss.

445 “En mai 1984 après une conférence au Centro Donne de Venise-Mestre intitulée ’Femmes divines’ 
je suis allée visiter l’île de Torcello. Au musée, se trouve une statue de femme dans l ’attitude de Marie, 
mère de Jésus, assise et présentant l’enfant assis sur ses genoux, face à qui les regarde. J ’admirais cette 
belle sculpture de bois quand je remarquai que ce Jésus était une fille! Cela produisit sur moi en effet 
perceptif et mental im portant et juilatoire. Je me sentais libérée d ’une tension concernant un impératif 
cculturel de vérité qui s ’exerce aussi dans l’art: une femme vierge-mère et son fils y figurent les modèles 
de notre rédemption auxquels il faut croire. Devant cette statue représentant Marie et sa mère Anne, 
j ’étais remise calmement et joyeusement dans mon corps, mes affects, mon histoire de femme. J ’étais 
face à une figure esthétique et éthique dont j ’ai besoin pour vivre sans mépris de mon incarnation, de 
celle de ma mère et des autres femmes.” Luce Irigaray, Je, tu, nous, 25-26; Je, tu, nous (English), 17-18.

446As early as 1980, speaking about the Incarnation of Christ, she asks in Marine Lover, “despite all 
the well-known horrors and repressions, how do we account for all the works of art which tha t prophecy 
gave rise to? W hat energy let them  root and flourish, through the centuries, as places where the divine 
lives and breathes? Can the legalism, the sentence, even the ressentiment of Christianity claim and take 
credit for the enthusiasm and exuberance of tha t creation? Or does the inspiration blossom despite and 
in opposition to  all moralizing? . . .  Don’t they sing here? Don’t they paint? Sculpt? Speak? In a language 
th a t of course goes beyond and stops short of any gram mar of reason.” ; “Et, malgré tou t les horreurs 
et répressions que l’on sait, d ’on viennent ces œuvres d ’art qu’elle a produites? Quelle énergie les a 
épanouies et ménagées, à travers les siècles, comme des lieux où souffle et subsiste le divin? Le légalisme, 
le jugement, voire le ressentiment chrétiens peuvent-ils rendre compte et revendiquer cet enthousiasme et 
cette exubérance dans la création? Ou cette inspiration se déploie-t-elle envers et contre toute ‘moraline’? 
. . .  Ne s’y chantent-ils? Peignent-ils? Sculptent-ils? Disent-ils? En un langage certes en deçà ou au-delà 
de tou te  grammaire de la raison.” Luce Irigaray, Am ante marine, 191-192; Marine Lover, 179. Ellipsis 
mine, text omitted.
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had such a profound effect on her. It was an image that represented a particular kind of 
female relationship that, by her accounts, has not been allowed to be invested with divine 
significance by the structures constituting our current (and past) world. This image as 
symbolic of a source of physical and spiritual life had, like Heidegger’s air, been forgotten.

It is not difficult to  see how this image had a powerful, significant effect on Irigaray, for 
the image re-establishes the mother-daughter relationship Demeter and Kore/Persephone 
were robbed of, while also simultaneously re-coding th a t very relationship as ‘redemptive’ 
and, finally, divine. As she herself would likely say, Irigaray is able to see this statue as 
an image of redemption for women because of its playful association and contradiction of 
what was culturally expected. An image of Mary and her child, the male Christ, would 
have been the typical image of the “geneology” of redemption: moving such an image back 
a generation to  place Anne as the mother and Mary as the child codes th a t particular 
experience of a redemptive image female and also carnal, since Anne was not a “virgin 
mother.” Of course, even this is an image sanctioned by the mariological moment within 
the Christian tradition: Maria Co-redemptrix, Salvatrix. Thus it is located not outside 
of but within the tradition itself, perhaps as one of the ‘images’ women could look back 
through th a t tradition for. This is precisely its power.

The “third story” I referenced th a t Irigaray tells as a means of imaging the possibilities 
of the world she wishes to generate is a continuation of the story the statue of Anne and 
Mary ‘told’ through its image. But now, in Irigaray’s story, we are dealing with a grown 
Mary who is no longer the child on Anne’s lap, but has become an adult woman who was 
not denied a relationship with her own (divine) mother. She may therefore, on Irigaray’s 
understanding, venture a relationship, since she has her own place and identity. When 
Irigaray tells us this story, she has already effected a change on the “back story,” through 
inventing447 the ‘history’ the statue of Anne and Mary imaged. This change Irigaray

447I use the term  here analogously to how I used it in my first two chapters.
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makes is aimed at producing a re-written history that allows for a new future world.

Beginning with this particular story, the Annunciation to Mary, is not arbitrary. The 
Annunciation is one of the stories th a t has a great deal of weight in Western culture, as 
Irigaray herself says: “The mystery of the Annunciation, like the devotion of Antigone, 
are two moments tha t must be examined in order to interpret our tradition.”448 Re
interpreting this story, particularly when done through the lens and experience of other 
traditions such as yogic practice, allows Irigaray to draw out what she means by loving 
relations between the genders in a way appropriate to her context. Using the story of 
the Annunciation retold, she will finally be able to give flesh to what she has hoped: a 
story of a divine man and a divine woman coming together in relationship to ‘redeem 
the world.’ She tells her reader that the Annunciation thus re-conceived can “become an 
experience of love for everyone. Moreover, it can be understood as a reciprocal revelation 
which woman and man can give to each other, as much in words as at the level of 
sensible perception and of energetic fecundity, directed towards a spiritual journey which 
is singular and common.”449

Irigaray’s interpretation of the Annunciation follows a progression much as her under
standing of the story of Antigone did, though it finally leaves the bounds of Antigone’s 
world. In Marine Lover, the same work originally published in 1980 that contains the 
story of Kore/Persephone, Irigaray tentatively asks the question of what a different read
ing of M ary’s encounter with God could be like. There she writes, “The word made flesh 
in Mary might mean—might it not?—the advent of a divine one who does not burst in 
violently, like the god of Greek desire... The god does not brutally enter a body, only to 
throw it off at once, leaving it to madness and the death of a boundless passion.”450 At

448Luce Irigaray, To Be Two, trans. Monique M.Rhodes and Marco F. Cocito-Monoc (New York: 
Routledge, 2001), 54.

449Luce Irigaray, To Be Two, 54.
450 “Le verbe fait chair en ‘M arie’ signifierait—peut-être?—l’avènement d ’un divin qui ne fait pas irrup

tion blessante, tel le dieu du désir grec... Le dieu n ’entre pas brutalem ent dans un corps pour s ’en retirer 
aussitôt, le laissant à la folie et la mort d ’une passion sans mesure.” Luce Irigaray, Amante Marine, 194;
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tha t point in her work, however, she was only prepared to entertain the might or perhaps 
of a re-interpretation of this story such th a t the Kore, here a different maiden, has a say 
in what happens to her. She was not yet ready to give body to it as a fecund possibility.

Irigaray does not leave the question here, though: she eventually fleshes out this reference, 
this story not quite told but only wondered about, though it takes more than a decade. 
This takes place in her work I  Love To You, published originally in 1992, where she 
discusses the Annunciation as the possibility of a new founding story for a new poetics 
based on healthy relations between two sexually differentiated beings. She begins her 
re-telling of M ary’s story by saying, “[r]eligious doctrines often transm it the opposite 
of what I take the moment of the Annunciation to teach us. They speak of submission 
and compulsion without the exchange of words.”451 In her tale re-told, God asked Mary 
whether she would be his lover, and if they could have a child together. He wills nothing 
tha t is not her will as well, th a t is not something they would undertake together. Irigaray 
imagines the male God’s words thus,

Mary, you who, from adolescence, are divine, because you were born of a 
woman faithful to herself—Anne, the one said to have conceived without sin— 
you who are thus capable of intersubjectivity, the expression of love between 
humans, do you want to be my lover and for us to have a child together, 
since I find you worthy of this even though you are young, inexperienced and 
without any possessions. It is only thanks to your yes th a t my love and my 
son may be redemptive. W ithout your word, we may not be carnally redeemed 
or saved.452

Can we not say that Irigaray tells this story to offer a re-writing of history in such a way 
th a t the story she told earlier of Kore/Persephone in Marine Lover would not happen, 
or at least would have stopped happening two thousand years ago? It is an alternate 
history, but a history nonetheless, one th a t takes (and has) place in an alternate world 
she has here begun to generate. It is notable th a t this world generation takes place in 
the book I  love to you, since th a t is the book she dedicates to the political encounter she
Marine Lover, 181. Ellipsis mine, text omitted.

451Luce Irigaray, I  Love To You, trans. Alison M artin (New York: Routledge, 1996), 123.
452Luce Irigaray, I  love to you, 140.
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had with the actual man Renzo Imbeni.453 Of th a t encounter she said, “We were two: a 
man and a woman speaking in accordance with our identity, our conscience, our cultural 
heritage, and even our sensibility. Something like this is sufficiently rare to have made 
quite an impression...”454 It seems clear to me th a t it is in some senses only out of the 
experience of that encounter which “made quite an impression” th a t she is able to tell 
the story she does. We can see this story of Mary contrasted with the understanding 
of Kore/Persephone earlier, and how the daughter of Greek mythology became a bride 
in a marriage tha t produces no children, redemptive or otherwise. Kore/Persephone is 
tricked into her relation to the god, and his sexual relation to her is one of rape. Mary, 
however, (on this re-telling) is found to be the “worthy” partner of this divine male, since 
she too is “divine,” the daughter of a divine woman faithful to herself, and therefore 
capable of relating and loving.455 Furthermore, she is asked whether she desires to enter 
a relationship with this God, as his lover. The God as described here456 does not assume 
th a t just because he finds her worthy she will find him worthy of her: no decisions are 
forced on her. On Irigaray’s paradigm, this God is mixed with a reading of the Buddha:

This Lord would then be a figure surpassing or accomplishing Buddha: the 
awakened one who is compassionate, agrees to speak, love, and engender in or
der to redeem, as a couple, the whole of the macro-and microcosmic universe.
W ith this gesture the Lord actually renounces having, the object, power, in 
order to accede to being-man and to the realization of intersubjectivity with 
the being of woman, who is able to conquer or retain her virginity. And that

453This encounter took place in May of 1989, as Irigaray recounts at the opening of the book describing 
and reflecting on it: “We met in Bologna, on May 30th, 1989, in San Donato, the reddest quarter of a 
very red city. It was during the election of Renzo Imbeni, the tow n’s mayor, to the European Parliament. 
The invitation said the theme of the debate would be “New Rights in Europe,” an appropriate theme 
given the tradition  of the university of Bologna, which is famous for its law school.” Luce Irigaray, I  love 
to you, 1. In the context of my work it is worth remembering th a t Christine’s father, who first gave her 
the means to explore her love of study, was a professor a t the University of Bologna before he moved his 
family to Paris. (See Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de Pizan, 17.) Christine’s work too then, in an 
odd sense, comes out of Bologna, even out of a connection to the University of Bologna. Coincidences 
like this are in part what convince me th a t if history were to be personified, she would have a wry sense 
of humor.

454Luce Irigaray, I  love to you, 9.
455I believe a similar re-telling could perhaps be effected with Persephone’s tale such tha t the daughter 

of Greek mythology would not be left abandoned in the underworld with her rapist abductor. Any such 
telling in an Irigarayian oeuvre would have to  begin further back than  her abduction, however: just as 
Irigaray began M ary’s story with Anne’s.

4560 n e  cannot help, and I believe Irigaray intends it, but to  read this story of a male God who relates 
to Mary with Irigaray’s earlier question she raised: “unless a god...?” See p. 152.
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alliance, a dual then communal alliance, could incarnate the finality of His
tory, or at least lead the way to another era.457

Irigaray uses these re-readings and re-interpretations to offer a different orienting story 
th a t supports not only ‘creating’ real sexual difference in the face of a mono-sexual 
culture, but also founds such difference on mutual respect, love and recognition. She has, 
coming out of her own experience of an encounter where “we were two,”458 generated 
a new world. As she says reflecting again on I  love to you in a somewhat later work, 
she writes, “/  love to you was thought and written to remember the encounter between 
two people, to continue the construction of their history, and of History itself, in view 
of a greater happiness. This work is based on the recognition of sexual difference, of the 
irreducibility between man and woman, men and women...”459 In that History, Irigaray’s 
re-written Mary is the anti-Persephone-construction, the response to what is traditionally 
posited as women’s (non)place. Her re-written tale shows all the Persephones (and the 
Antigones) a possible new world, existing apart from the underworld, and a possible new 
relation to their divine other.

This is now truly a “culture of two:” intersubjective relations between woman and man 
revised, building first on healthy genealogical relations within the sexes. It is only because 
Anne and Mary have a relationship that Mary can truly and freely respond to this God’s 
request. Furthermore, he can only make th a t request having found his own limits within 
his own incarnation. This story Irigaray tells is a way of describing textual material that 
we can use here and now to  reinterpret our own context, to  see the stories th a t shape 
our understanding of our world differently. The power of the story and the images that 
go along with it lies partly in the non-violent healthy partnering th a t it describes and 
partly in its participation in previous contexts, the stories of our history and tradition 
re-written. Irigaray’s narrative method is engaged in “translating” one world into an abil

457Luce Irigaray, I  love to you, 141. Given the particular story in question, one could possibly even see 
this “alliance” as a re-written “covenant:” such an understanding would at least not be outside Irigaray’s 
relational paradigm.

458T hat is, her encounter with Renzo Imbeni.
459Luce Irigaray, To be two, 66-67.
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ity to generate another, a world where Irigaray believes real intersubjectivity—relations 
between two differently sexed subject-beings will be not only possible, but potential.

3.5 Concluding Conclusions

This is a beautiful and powerful image Irigaray has crafted. However, while I think the 
‘two’ Irigaray describes goes a long way in addressing problems she has raised, and I 
honor her attem pt, I find it leaves some things out. I made a conscious decision not to 
address my concerns in the body of this chapter, however, because I wanted to allow 
Irigaray’s works the chance to stand on their own, in the best possible light. Thus I have 
striven to give her work as sympathetic a reading as I am able, in order to highlight her 
many profound insights and the fresh air she has stirred up in both narrative philosophy 
and intersubjective theory. Ultimately I found I do not agree with some of her core tenets, 
but in the process of coming to th a t conclusion I also found much within her thought 
th a t resonated. Now th a t I have given her the strongest read I am able to give, I feel I 
must in good conscience note my concerns, since they are not minor. Though I will not 
give an in-depth critique of Irigaray’s work as a whole, as to do so is not the point of this 
dissertation, I will address my most pressing concerns in my sixth and final chapter460 
where I explicitly turn to developing my own project. In order th a t they do not come as 
a surprise, however, I feel I should at least raise them here.

My first concern has to do with the notion of redemption th a t Irigaray offers and how 
it is based on an intimate man/woman couple. Although I acknowledge her reasoning 
for so doing, I believe the particulars of how she describes this couple are too easily 
read as though heterosexual relations are and should be the normative standard for 
intersubjectivity. In fact, Irigarary seems to  indicate this herself.461 This has been a

460See in particular pp. 260-267.
461She says for instance in to be two, “The other as such, the other who guarantees irreducible alterity,
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concern of other scholars as well.462 I also question what is a central tenet of her theory: 
th a t there are two and only two “universals,” female and male.463 I find her categories, 
the two universals she describes, are not complex enough to allow for all th a t is already in 
fact potential and actual, let alone what could be possible. In any case, it seems strange to 
insist on limiting the number to two and only two. W hat would be harmful about three, 
four, or five, assuming th a t they were truly differentiated and not just a veil for the 
“one/same?” Any possible future I would describe would include “many,”464 and would 
not force a strict divide between two and only two genders—however they are conceived. 
Rather, acknowledging differences beyond gender defined only as “female” and “male,” 
and beyond a heterosexual couple465 as our “salvation” would be the open air into which 
I would wish to venture.

There are certainly advantages to Irigaray’s account, and in the recent collection Re
turning to Irigaray (2007) scholar Debra Bergoffen has an insightful discussion of the 
strengths as well as the potential weaknesses in Irigaray’s understanding of sexual differ
ence and the heterosexual couple. As Bergoffen notes, Irigaray’s insistence on the ‘couple’

belongs to  the gender which is not mine.” Luce Irigaray, to be two, 92. In a formulation such as this we 
can see tha t the “other who guarantees irreducible alterity” is always and must always be the sexually 
differentiated other of two genders. This seems to  imply th a t the “other” of “my gender” is not (an) 
“irreducible alterity” to /w ith  me. To put put it another way, another woman cannot be m y “irreducible” 
other, since I am a woman. For Irigaray, then, “irreducible alterity” is found only in heterosexual relatings. 
(I say “relatings” instead of “relations” because though she often speaks in terms of intimacy, I do not 
believe she is necessarily saying tha t this couple must be sexually intimate.)

462See for instance Mary Beth M ader’s essay “All Too Familiar: Luce Irigaray’s Recent Thought on 
Sexuation and Generation” Continental Philosophy Review 36 (2003): 367-390; and Craig Ginrich- 
Philbrook’s essay “Love’s Excluded Subjects,” Cultural Studies 15:2 (2001): 222-228. For a defense of 
Irigaray on this topic, see Heidi Bostic, “Luce Irigaray and Love” Cultural Studies 16:5 (2002) 603-610. 
Bostic, for example, asserts, “when Irigaray writes tha t ’[l]ove between us, women and men of this world, 
is what may save us still,’ a private, heterosexual relationship is not necessarily what she has in mind, 
but rather a relation of love th a t can serve as a solid foundation for transforming the public sphere we 
inhabit.” (Ibid, 606). Bostic’s point is well said, but nevertheless Irigaray’s metaphorical language of 
the male/female couple redeeming the world makes a reading of heteronorm ativity likely, at least in the 
absence of providing other narratives as well, which Irigaray fails to  do.

463I address this particular issue in chapter six. See pp. 261-264.
464I use the term  “many” here, though I do not mean the “many” th a t is really just a cover for the 

“same” or “one,” as Irigaray fears. Instead the “many” I speak of are truly differentiated persons in 
groupings, however those groupings are structured.

465Here too I would want the possibility for more than  “two,” and would also want the possibility for 
groupings tha t are not based on metaphors of intim ate relations.
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is at the core of her critical project, her desire to make a world where flourishing is more 
possible:

Packed into this affirmation of the sexual difference and the man-woman cou
ple is a critique of current family arrangements and the current assessment of 
the family as the ground of the political order; a critique of identity politics 
and of a politics focused on the rights of the exotic other; a critique of our 
formulation of the quest-ion of the relationship between nature and culture; 
and a critique of the political traditions of human rights. Briefly put, in argu
ing for a politics of sexual differ-ence, Irigaray argues th a t it is not the family 
but the couple th a t grounds the social order... Irigaray is insistently specific: 
the transition from natural to civic identity occurs in the intimacies of the 
man-woman couple or it does not occur at all.466

Certainly Irigaray is on to something im portant in trying to make a shift away from the 
family as it has historically been theorized in relation to the foundation of the social order. 
She spent a good deal of time and effort showing the destructive effects of tha t conception 
of “family” which has grounded the social order, as for example in her discussion of 
Antigone’s actions and motivations, from Speculum all the way up to to be two. “And 
y e t —Bergoffen’s title for her next section— “there are stubborn theoretical problems. 
Allowing th a t only the male-female couple can ground a just civic culture, rather than 
finding th a t this couple is one among several routes to a culture where our relationships 
are not mediated by money or property, does not necessarily follow from Irigaray’s line 
of argument.”467 It seems to me th a t there are many more images for redemption upon 
which one could draw besides the heterosexual couple. Irigaray herself seemed to speak 
of the image of Ann and Mary as redemptive in its way, and it was neither heterosexual 
nor an intimate couple. Why not allow for images such as this too?

466Debra Bergoffen, “Irigaray’s Couples” in Returning to Irigaray: Feminist Philosophy, Politics, and 
the Question o f Unity, ed. Maria C. Cimitile and Elaine P. Miller (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 2007), 164-165.

467Ibid, 168. Bergoffen continues her questioning, adding, “must this be an exchange between two? 
Is the couple as cosmically grounded as Irigaray suggests? The placental economy may support more 
than one fetus... the mother-daughter dyad may also b e 'a  triad or more. The male-female relationship 
may be enacted in plural rather than  coupled ways.” Ibid, 169. All of these she brings up as possible 
alternatives to go beside the couple model, and she spends some time discussing each. Even so, Bergoffen 
does not answer her own questions, raising them  instead as points for discussion more than  determinate 
statem ents, for she insists, “[i]n the end there is an irreducible undecidability th a t attaches to the name 
Irigaray.” Ibid, 171.
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Finally, I am not convinced by Irigaray’s claim th a t sexual difference, however it is 
defined, is the primary difference between/among humans, with all other differences sec
ondary in comparison.468 This too, I believe, quashes the many complexities th a t consti
tute human identity. To generalize one specific difference as more fundamental than any 
others for all people is to  make a claim th a t goes against the experience of many of the 
people she describes—not least the author of this work. It has been my experience that 
sexual difference, in all the forms I have seen it take, is only one of several significant 
“differences” th a t compose human being and becoming. Furthermore it has been my ex
perience th a t putting any one of those differences on a pedestal and calling it primary 
ultimately impoverishes our own understanding of ourselves and of our many ‘others.’

I will, as I have said, discuss these concerns in chapter six as well as discussing some 
of what I feel are Irigaray’s most important contributions to a project like mine. Even 
with these caveats, I still believe Irigaray’s works are well worth reading, and have, as I 
have said, chosen to include them as important touchstones in my own writing. I have 
done so precisely because of her emphasis on relating, even if I do not agree with all 
her descriptions of th a t relating, and because of her narrative capability with metaphor 
and fictions. Some of her stories describe a reality th a t is so horrible it simply cannot 
be allowed to  continue, and others of her stories are attem pts to  show how th a t reality 
could be different, th a t a different future could be possible. That she chooses to present 
much of her thought in the form of these stories, along with her fictionalized personified 
‘voices’ and her metaphorical elemental images, I feel speaks to the depth and complexity 
of her work, and I believe th a t she has hit on an im portant way to divide up the worst 
of the tradition that presses down on us so. She too has undertaken to ‘clear the field’ as 
Christine did (although in a different way),469 and to re-imagine, or re-image how things

468I discuss this issue specifically in pp 261-262.
469I would argue tha t Irigaray clears the field by carting off what good material she can find to use 

on another field, where Christine approaches her work from the opposite standpoint, clearing away the 
worthless m aterial so tha t she may properly build on this one. Which approach one takes depends largely 
on whether one feels there is a greater quantity of worthy m aterial or unworthy material to be had on 
tha t field.
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could be. Here, finally, is another place—with all the connotations such a word has in an 
Irigarayian context—where Irigaray and Christine breath a similar air. They both want 
to teach their readers that the texts, images and tradition handed down to them are not 
immutable but can and should be shaped and fashioned according to what is needed in 
this, the reader’s new context. And, as we have seen, both of them wish this “re-telling” 
they describe to take place outside the world of texts as well, in the world of human 
actions.

In this chapter, I have laid out the basic outlines of Irigaray’s theory of sexual difference 
by attending to the narrative and fictionalized aspects of her work. Irigaray’s project is 
ambitious. She wishes not only to  critique the tradition out of which she comes, but to 
effect a revolution leading to an entirely new order.470 Her approach as I have described 
it here is a narrative approach, based on a re-telling of several im portant stories from 
myth and history tha t draw on fictionalized images and voices which Irigaray has used 
the material of myth and history and the texts of her traditions to  invent. Given these 
stories and descriptions, two sides of the same theory, one can see the direction towards 
which Irigaray is trying to direct the future. To further explore the possibilities for such 
fictionalized philosophical transformations, I will now return to Christine’s writing. We 
will revisit Irigaray’s work when I compare it with Christine’s in chapter six.

470 As she says, “It is true tha t, for the work of sexual difference to  take place, there must be a revolution 
of thought and of ethics. Everything is to be reinterpreted concerning the relations between the subject 
and discourse, the subject and the cosmic, the microcosmic and the macrocosmic.” ; “Il est vrai que, 
pour que Pœvre de la différence sexuelle ait lieu, il faut une révolution de pensée, et d ’éthique. Tout est 
à réinterpréter dans les relations enre le sujet et le discours, le sujet et le mond, le sujet et le cosmique, 
le micro et le macrocosme.” Luce Irigaray, Ethique, 14; Ethics, 6. Translation modified.



Chapter 4

M em ory, P olitics and Learning: 
Stories as a M eans of R eading-Into-A ction

“[T]he capacity to read, to understand what is written, is like a secret art, 
even a magic that frees us and binds us. ”471

In the last chapter we shone a mirror on Christine de Pizan’s practice of fictionalization 
within philosophy by looking at how a contemporary philosopher, Luce Irigaray, works 
with the philosophical tradition she is confronted with and how she works philosophically 
with narratives drawn from ancient mythology th a t function as founding stories within 
our culture and society. We saw that Irigaray’s own fictionalization resonates with the 
stratagems we saw Christine adopt in the first two chapters of this thesis. W hat will 
become clear in this and the following chapter is tha t Irigaray’s fictionalization also 
adumbrates Christine’s social and political intentions.

In chapters one and two we focused especially upon Christine’s interaction with gender 
related concepts to be found in the tradition of literary and philosophical misogyny pre
dominant in her day. We saw her using tools like divisio, amplificatio, abbreviatio, and 
the integumentum  as she presents her work using forms like the compilatio in order to 
re-collate the tradition in ways th a t transform its image of women in service of another, 
positive, image. We have noted th a t the activity of ordering a text is itself very impor
tan t and has ethical implications. We have explored some of the textual and conceptual 
difference she creates from her source texts, and ultimately from her literary tradition. 
Now in this chapter I will look more broadly at Christine’s narrative practice itself as a 
means of showing her conceptual adeptness with stories, and her assertion th a t she has 
a vocation, drawing on all she has studied and the stores of her memory, to  write stories 
that are meant to affect the princely powers and thus transform her society.

471Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 163.
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4.1 Christine, B oethius, and Dante: Philosophy and Stories

The first narrative work I will discuss in this chapter occurs within Christine’s Path of 
Long Study, where she uses elements drawn from Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy 
and Dante’s Divine Comedy. Christine, of course, uses the Consolation in several of her 
texts, most notably and explicitly in part three of the Vision.472 Nevertheless, here I will 
restrict my focus to her earlier work, the Path of Long Study. I do so because, though 
Christine has a complex relationship with Boethius in any of the texts in which she 
makes use of him, in the Path, she models her own story transparently on Boethius’ story, 
supplemented by portions of Dante’s Divine Comedy, even while arriving at conclusions 
other than those of Boethius. That is, she uses his story as a model for her story in 
order to argue for active civic engagement—precisely opposite the conclusion Boethius 
had come to.473 As her interactions with Lady Philosophy in the Vision show, she was 
aware of and understood the implications of Boethius’ focus on the individual, but here 
she chooses to revise that, in the service of hopeful societal reform. Thus I will show how 
she reorients Boethius and Dante, using Boethius’ own narrative framework alongside 
Dante’s journey to theorize healthy community relations.474

A look at her treatm ent of the Consolation in the Path of Long Study is illuminating. 
There she recalls how, in a fit of despair at the poor state of her fortunes, she picks 
up Boethius’ book and tries reading it to gain some of the consolation he received. She

472I will discuss this at length in the final section of chapter five. See pp. 246-256.
473Helen Solterer remarks on this, though she does so in the context of her discussion of defamation. 

She argues th a t after seeing th a t the polemical debate form on which the Querelle de la Rose was 
based was ineffective, Christine turns to a different mode, what Solterer later terms a “prophetic mode.” 
She writes, “if Christine’s rhetorical occupation of the public sphere does not rid it of defamatory, 
socially destructive language, then she will forge another language to do so. The Chemin marks her first 
major experiment in working ethically and politically... Like Boethius, Christine personally confronts 
the dangers of defamation. And like him, she reacts by addressing those dangers in a different, ethical 
framework. Unlike him, however, her ethical experiment in the Chemin also transforms her into a political 
advocate. More than  a censor of the public language about women, more than  its ethical defender, she 
becomes the author of a political discourse beneficial to  all citizens.” Helen Solterer, Master and Minerva, 
164.

474This is not in any way to  denigrate either of Christine’s two interlocutory partners, both of whom 
she clearly held in high esteem.
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tells her reader, “Then I began to  read/ and in reading passed my anger and weighty 
annoyance...”475 The book helps her at first, as she takes to heart the story of Boethius’ 
various unjust trials and calamities, and the way Philosophy leads him to the conclusion 
th a t these circumstances of his life are not important, whether things go well or ill. 
Christine notes tha t it is in his pursuit of the common good th a t he meets his misfortune 
and is exiled,476 quipping rather bitterly, “It it nothing new th a t those who support 
righteousness are rewarded harshly.”477 Still, she finds herself somewhat soothed by her 
reading. She tells us, “Thus I took Boethius into account, and thought th a t he who is truly 
virtuous need never worry: his sorrows will be turned into joys. My earlier melancholy 
was thus somewhat relieved, and I appreciated that book more and understood it better 
than I ever had before.”478 One notes here her emphasis on “better” understanding. She 
had read the book before and was now returning to it, bringing with her an improved 
ability to read interpretively, with understanding.

Christine clearly presents herself as initially comforted in her personal troubles by re
reading Boethius’ book. She tells us in fact that “If I had been able to stay up later I 
would have been happy to have done so, for I was enjoying myself so much, and found 
the subject m atter of the book both pleasing and consoling.”479 Noting th a t it was “past 
midnight,” however, she feels it best to retire. Soothed by the comfort she took from 
the book, she reports that she went to bed expecting to  fall immediately asleep. And

475“Lors y commençay a lire/ E t en lisant passay l’ire/ E t l’anuyeuse pesance...” Christine de Pizan, Le 
Chemin de Longue Etude, ed. Andrea Tarnowski (Librairie Générale Française, 2000), 100. Translation 
mine.

476About this she writes tha t Boethius “was such a valiant, wise m an/ he was wrongly into exile 
sent/for having counseled well/ and for aiding the common good.” “tan t ert [sic] vaillant preudom e/Et 
a to rt fu exillié/ Pour avoir bien conseillié/ E t au bien commun aydier.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 
100. Translation mine.

477 “Ce n ’est pas ne d ’ui ne d ’ier/ Que, pour soustenir d roiture,/ Ont eu maint maie aventure.” Christine 
de Pizan, Chemin, 100; “From The Path o f Long Study” in Selected Writings, 63.

478 “Ainsi pris a Bôece garde/ E t pensay que cellui n ’a garde/Q ui de vertus peut estre plains;/En joye 
sont tournez ses p lains./ Si fus auques hors de l ’esmay/Que j ’avoie, mais plus am ay/ Ce livre qu’onques 
je n ’oz fait,/ E t mieulx consideray le effaict,/ Combien que autrefois l ’eusse leu /” Christine de Pizan, 
Chemin, 104; Path, 64.
479“Mais se j ’eusse eu longue asseree,/ l’i eusse, croy, voulu user,/ Tant me plaisoit m ’i am user/ Car 

moult m ’estoit belle m atière/ Et de moy conforter m atiere.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 104; Path, 64.
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yet the comfort is not lasting, for sleep completely eludes her.480 Her personal troubles 
have been comforted by reading Boethius’ text, but laying in bed she is assailed by 
the troubles of the world a t large. The comfort of Philosophy has not answered these 
complaints: rather, it appears to have helped raise them. Christine only moved from 
contemplating her personal troubles to the troubles of the world once she receives and 
assents to Lady Philosophy’s re-orientation. Philosophy’s consolation—unsurprisingly, 
given Boethius’ condition—is aimed at the individual, not the world. Christine is not 
awaiting execution like Boethius, however. She is still mired very firmly in the world and 
now th a t she has found comfort for her own troubles, she begins to wonder about the 
larger picture in which she is involved.

In her unexpected wakefulness, then, she is confronted with agonizing questions: why is 
the world such a violent place? How is it th a t there is so much chaos and suffering? The 
more she ponders this, the larger the scope of her questions becomes. She realizes that 
not only do wars plague the various kingdoms and peoples, bu t even the animals and the 
very elements seem to be in constant conflict.481 She questions how this can be so, and 
despite the comfort from Boethius’ book finds herself again upset. She tries to console 
herself th a t surely this is because God ordained it so, and writes, “I thought of all these 
things, and of many others, saying to myself th a t God in heaven allows such discord on

480She writes, “E t quant j ’oz dit mes oroisons/ E t je me cuiday endorm ir,/ Je n ’oz garde de me 
dorm ir,/C ar en un grant penser chaÿ./ Je ne sçay comment g’i chaÿ,/ Mais ne m ’en pouvoie retraire,/ 
Tout y eusse je assez contraire,/ Il me va venir au devant/ Comment ce monde n ’est que vent:/ Pou 
durable, plain de tris tou r,/ Ou n ’a seürté ne bon tour...” ; “After having said my prayers, I expected to 
fall asleep quickly, but instead I abandoned any thought of sleep, for I fell into a deep meditation: I do 
not know how it happened, but I could not detach myself from it no m atter how hard I tried. I began to 
consider how the world is empty, transitory, full of sorrow, uncertain, and unkind...” Christine de Pizan, 
Chemin, 104,106; Path, 64.
481 As Christine writes, “Si pensoie aux am bicions,/Aux guerres, aux afflictions,/ Aux trahisons... Moy 

merveillant dont peut venir/ Co’on ne se peut en paix tenir. Dessoubs le ciel tou t maine guerre,/ non pas 
seulement sur la terre ,/ Ou les hommes tan t com batent,/ Mais mesme en l ’air oyseaulx se bâtent...” and 
“Tout y va a rebellion,/ E t non pas seulement li hom ;/ Ains y va ainsi estrivant/ Toute creature vivant/ 
E t mesmement li element.” ; “I considered the ambitions, the wars, the afflictions, the betrayals... I 
marveled at why peace cannot be maintained. War is found everywhere under the heavens, not only on 
earth where people fight so fiercely, but even in the air there is conflict: birds of prey hunt and kill other 
birds...” or again, “Everywhere there is rebellion, and not only among men: all living creatures struggle 
against each other, as do even the elements” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 106 and 110; Path, 64 and 65, 
second translation modified.
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earth for the profit of mortal man.”482 This thought finally allows her some mental ease, 
but one is struck by the quickness with which this statement comes, following on the heels 
of more than one hundred lines detailing all the discord of the world. It is, of course, the 
“correct” answer to the questions Christine-the-narrator finds herself faced with, but still 
seems lacking. It is merely stated, not argued, and Christine the writer is keenly aware 
of this. The “solution” her narrative persona comes to fails to persuade at this point 
because in order to reach an appropriate understanding not only of the situation but of 
how to live as part of th a t situation, one has to go through the process of a particular 
kind of learning. One must go on a  spiritual quest, a pilgrimage for understanding aimed 
at right action.

It is at this point at which the Sibyl appears. Entering the room, she greets Christine- 
the-narrator and explains th a t she wishes to teach her. She promises, in fact, that if 
Christine takes her as mistress, she will “show where all the misfortune tha t affects this 
world comes from.”483 She will take Christine’s narrative persona on a metaphorical 
journey th a t gives her, piece by piece, both the argument for the conclusion the narrative 
Christine came to via Boethius as well as a further argument th a t humans must still be 
responsible for their actions and try  to govern themselves well—both as individuals, as 
Boethius’ Philosophy argued, and politically, as we will see Christine argues for via this 
narrative.484 The sibyl is a particularly interesting choice for Christine to use as her guide, 
having first referenced Boethius’ Consolation. Boethius’ work consoled Christine in part, 
bu t not in whole, since we recall th a t Christine tried to go to sleep upon assenting to the 
book’s consolation, but is unable to really rest. When a figure does appear to answer her

482 “A toutes ces choses pensoie/ E t maintes autres, et disoie/ A moy meismes que Dieu celestre/ Tel 
discorde seuffre en terre estre/ Pour le prouffit d ’omme mortel...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 112; Path, 
66 .

483 “E t se de moy fais ta  m aistrece,/ Je te monstreray dont tou t v ient/ Le meschef qui au monde avient” 
Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 126; Path, 68.

484The narrative ends, as we will see, with the goddesses Christine encounters sending Christine back 
with a charge to speak to  the princes of France as to what should be the virtue tha t governs the world— 
i.e., which is the best and most im portant virtue and tra it in an upright prince. See: Christine de Pizan, 
Chemin, 462, 464; Path, 87.
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questions, it is not Lady Philosophy, as one might have expected given the set up, but 
the sibyl Almethea.485 Both Philosophy and the sibyl are female figures from antiquity 
who appear to the troubled writers486 and guide them through their distress. Yet the 
two fictionalized women are not the same figures. The Sibyl who appears to Christine 
brings with her a lengthy vita of one thousand years’ worth of prophecy.487 Furthermore, 
though she (like Boethius’ Philosophy) comes out of the Greco-Roman pagan tradition, 
she claims th a t she prophesied the birth of Christ and Christ’s redemption of humanity 
long before it happened.488 Boethius’ Philosophy, though she appears after Christ’s birth, 
does not mention Christ in her consolation, though she speaks a fair bit about God and 
often uses language that could be read as Christian.489 Christine does not shy away from 
using the Boethian Philosophy’s arguments in a Christian theological context,490 yet she

485See Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 118.
486We must continually acknowledge, as Christine would undoubtedly do, tha t Boethius is in a good 

deal more trouble than  Christine. He is quite literally a t the end of his life, contemplating with grief the 
apparent worthlessness of the good life he had tried to lead which led not to  his happiness but to his 
destruction, at least as he sets it up a t the opening of the Consolation. Philosophy comes to him in his 
moment of despair. The question is, can Philosophy console in such dire circumstances? Does she have the 
answers? I t has been argued by some tha t the Consolation is a form of Menippean satire. Peter Dronke 
for example, working from Bakhtin’s definition where “The menippea is a genre of ‘ultim ate questions’ In 
it ultim ate philosophical positions are pu t to the test” argues tha t the Consolation displays “a number 
of Menippean moments,” adding “[a]s Menippus himself... showed Diogenes, the philosopher sold as a 
slave, justifying his claim to be a m aster and not a slave, so in the Consolatio we see how the dejected 
prisoner, seemingly weak, gains radiant strength.” Peter Dronke, Verse with Prose from Petronius to 
Dante: The A rt and Scope o f the Mixed Form  (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 46. The 
question of whether Boethius himself was consoled by Philosophy’s arguments seems to me one tha t can 
never be answered definitively, as to do so would require getting inside the mind not of the narrative 
Boethius we find in the text, but of the real flesh and blood Boethius who was in fact facing execution. 
Christine herself, however, presents the textual Boethius as being comforted, writing “Par Philosophie 
ennortez,/ Du mal qu’on lui avoit tra ic tie ,/ Comme il racompte en son tra ic tie / Ou je leu toute la 
seree...” ; Philosophy’s exhortations consoled him for the misfortunes he had experienced, as he recounts 
in his treatise, which I read for tha t entire evening.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 104; Path, 64.

487See Chemin 122; Path, 67.
488Identifying herself as one of the ten  sibyls, Almethea says, “E t toutes .x. prophetisam es/ De Jhesu- 

crist, et dire osam es/ Que de vierge parfaicte et m onde/ Naistroit un homme qui le m onde/ Sauveroit et 
m ettroit a chief/ D ’Adam la playe et le meschief...” ; “And all ten of us prophesied the coming of Jesus 
Christ, and we dared to tell tha t of a perfectly sinless virgin a man would be born who would save the 
world and redeem Adam ’s sin and misdeed...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 118, 120; Path, 67.

489See for instance Philosophy’s contention to Boethius in book IV th a t “it is not allowed to man to 
comprehend in thought all the ways of the divine work or expound them in speech. Let it be enough that 
we have seen tha t God, the author of all natures, orders all things and directs them  towards goodness. 
He is quick to hold all th a t He has created in His own image.” Ancius Boethius, The Consolation of 
Philosophy, trans. V.E. W atts (London: Penguin Books, 1969), 141.

490 She does this toward the end of her Vision where she alternates between quoting from Boethuis and 
quoting from various Church Fathers (Gregory, Augustine, etc) all out of the m outh of Philosophy, who 
readily identifies herself to the narrative Christine as the same Philosophy who appeared to Boethius. I
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recognizes perhaps that in her context, Philosophy on her own will not get her where she 
wants to go. Like Dante’s Virgil, who must stop before Dante enters heaven, Boethius’ 
Philosophy can guide Christine only so far: she can re-orient her away from dwelling 
on her own misfortunes. The Sibyl, however, stands in the somewhat unique position of 
combining the traditions on which Christine draws, and can operate in both worlds—the 
Greco-Roman pagan world and the Christian world.

It is not surprising then th a t Christine-the-narrator readily agrees to making the sibyl 
her mistress and thus she embarks on this allegorical quest with the sibyl who leads 
her to ascend to the heavens. Although we don’t  get the translation of parts of a major 
philosophical text of antiquity in the Path like Christine gives us in the Vision,491 it is 
worth noting that one of the first places the sibyl takes her is the fountain of wisdom 
where she sees the nine muses bathing and is then given a list of various philosophers 
who have been in residence there. Kevin Brownlee notes tha t this list comes from Dante’s 
description of who he meets in Limbo,492 and it includes, among others, such philosophers 
as Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, Empedocles, Heraclitus, Hippocrates, Seneca, Ptolemy, and 
Avicenna—as well as such poets as Virgil, Homer, and Ovid.493 We can see Christine 
tipping her hat th a t what follows is going to have philosophical import, in the guise 
of poetic language, as the Sibyl tells Christine th a t she is free both to drink from and 
to bathe in the waters th a t these philosophers and poets drank out of. The Sibyl tells 
Christine, “You who are now passing by here, you see the fountain pouring out the 
gushing water; but even if you cannot be part of this noble school, at least you will dip

discuss this in my fifth chapter: see pp. 249-256.
491 See below, pp. 229-239.
492See Path, 73 n l. Translated, Dante writes, “And when I raised my eyes a little higher,/ I saw the 

m aster of knowledge, A ristotle,/ Sitting there with a company of philosophers./ All looked to him, 
and they all did him honour:/ I saw there Socrates, as well as P la to ,/ The two who stood out and 
were nearest to him ;/ Democritius, who thought the world came by chance,/ Diogenes, Anaxagoras and 
Thales;/ Empedocles, Heraclitus and Zeno;/ I saw the man who knew the virtue of herbs, /  I mean 
Dioscorides; and I saw, to Orpheus, Cicero, Linus, and Seneca the m oralist;/ Euclid the geometrician, 
and Ptolem y;/ Hippocrates, Galen and Avicenna;/ Averrhoes [sic], who wrote the great commentary...” 
Dante, The Divine Comedy, trans. C.H. Sisson (London: Pan Books, 1981), 64.

493For the entire list, see Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 148, 150; Path, 73.
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your bucket into the streams; and you will bathe there when you want to, no m atter 
who might object.”494 Thus while the philosophers, poets and scholars previous have 
only drunk from the fountain, Christine assigns herself the same place as one of the nine 
muses she details.495 This is not surprising, given her desire to inspire her audience, albeit 
to political change and not necessarily to poetry, music, or other writing.

Since Christine cannot remain in the school here,496 however, she and the sibyl continue 
their journey. Vital for our purposes is th a t Christine mentions two paths th a t the sibyl 
tells her could lead her onwards: the path of knowledge and the path of imagination. 
The sibyl also tells Christine-the-narrator th a t the path of imagination is “too difficult” 
for her, and so she will have to take the path  of knowledge, which is “more certain” 
than the “narrow” path of imagination.497 As the sibyl says, “Although other roads lead 
there, this one is more certain, for it is the road of knowledge. The first is the road of 
the imagination: we will have to bypass it, for this narrow road would be too difficult for 
you to follow. It is thus necessary for you to  follow the other one, which is beautiful for 
those who have taken it, who have not learned how to follow the first road.”498 The road 
of knowledge is more certain than that of imagination, but the sibyl implies th a t while 
it requires a subtle mind to enter on either path, imagination is the better of the roads,

494“Tu vois la fontaine versant/ A gros boullions l’eaue qui coule;/ Mais s ’estre de si haulte escole/ Ne 
peus, tout au mains a seaulx/ Puiseras dedens les ruisseaulx;/ Si t ’ibaigneras a ton ayse,/ A qui qu’il 
plaise ou a qui poyse.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 152; Path, 74.

495 As we saw earlier with my discussion of Christine’s surpassing-through-imitation of her husband 
(see chapter one, p. 36) and the tale of Cornificia, (see chapter one, p. 65), Christine is again here 
engaging in aemulatio, surpassing tha t which she at the same time imitates. The philosophers and poets 
get to sit by the water and drink from it: Christine may bathe in it. As mentioned previously, Copeland 
provides a detailed discussion of the “rivalry” th a t can sometimes be found within imitation: see in 
particular her, Rhetoric, 28-35. Jan Ziolkowski also discusses the practice in the essay “The Highest 
Form of Compliment” in Poetry and Philosophy in the Middle Ages, 293-307, esp. 300-302.

496 One presumes she is alluding to the fact tha t as a woman she was not allowed to  become a student 
at the Parisian university.

497Christine is likely playing here on images typically associated with “narrow ways:” namely, the way 
to heaven. Dante also plays similarly: see for example the narrow and steep road he and Virgil must 
climb in canto IV of the Purgatorio.

498 “Mais ceste voie est plus certaine,/ Car par science est ordenne./M ais celle autre est ymaginee;/ Par 
celle nous fault toutevoye/ Passer, car ceste estroite voye/ Te seroit trop fort a suivir;/ Si te couvient 
l’autre ensuivir,/ Qui est belle a qui bien em prise/ L ’a, a ceulx qui n ’ont ceste aprise.” Christine de 
Pizan, Chemin, 141-142. Path, 71.
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and is reserved for only a select few of very subtle mind.499 Since she cannot take the 
path of imagination but still wishes to go further, Christine is happy to be able to follow 
on the path of knowledge, and they proceed.

And yet we have not heard the last of imagination. Approximately seven hundred lines
later, as the tale of their journey progresses, Christine and the sibyl approach a “high
place” and the sibyl calls out to the heavens in Greek, which Christine claims not to
understand. The sibyl asks for a ladder with which Christine may ascend to the heavens,
telling the figure who appears th a t Christine is “a student in our subtle school.”500
Christine asks the sibyl about the ladder, which she marvels at, and the sibyl responds,

Beloved daughter... Know th a t when I spoke so loudly just now, I was calling 
out in Greek to him who comes to me when he hears my summons; and 
the word I spoke has a meaning equivalent to  ‘imagination.’ This is what 
transported the ladder down here, this is what inspired us to want to acquire 
that which we will have to search for above. The material out of which this 
ladder th a t ascends to the heavens is made is called ‘speculation,’ beloved by 
all subtle intelligences. You will be more worthy if you climb it.501

We are told here, then, th a t the sibyl calls up ‘imagination’ and is sent down a ladder 
made of ‘speculation’ th a t has been built specifically for Christine. This contradicts what 
Christine had implied earlier: that she was unable to take the more difficult and better 
way of imagination. She was, of course, already implicitly contradicting this in tha t she 
wrote th a t assertion as part of a story, but here she explicitly goes against what she 
had earlier said, allowing herself the very thing she had earlier denied. Furthermore, it 
seems that the Sibyl thinks it is necessary for Christine to have achieved the ability to 
use speculation by way of imagination for them to reach their destination of the heavens.

499 “Ces chemins, et ces beaulx passages/Que vois l’un plus que l’autre larges,/ Si sont reservez aux 
soubtilz/ Selon leurs divers appetis;/ E t tan t plus les verras estrois,/ Plus sont delitables et drois,/ Et 
mains y repaire de gen t./ Si couvient estre diligent/ Aqui veult suivre ce chemin” Christine de Pizan, 
Chemin, 142; Path, 71.
500“Ceste damoiselle, qui fille/ Est de nostre escole soubtille...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 182; Path, 

80.
501 "Fille tres bien amee... Saches que quant si hault parlay,/ En lengue grigoise appellay/ Cil qui vient 

a moy, quant il m ’o t;/ E t au tan t vault dire le m ot./Selon Pinterpretacion,/ Comme est Ymaginacion./ 
C ’est ce qui l’eschele tram ise/ A ça jus, puis la peine mise/ Qu’avons a ça venir acquerre/ Ce qu’aler 
voulons lassus querre./ La matiere de celle eschele/ Spéculation est nomm ee,/ Qui de tous soubtilz est 
am ee./ Mieulx en vauldras, se l’echelon...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 184, 186; Path, 80-81.
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She tells Christine th a t with this ladder, she may ‘ascend to the heavens,’ adding, “The 
route th a t we first took will not lead you there, but this one will, my friend.”502

Two things are im portant about this distinction between the two paths knowledge (science) 
and imagination (ymaginee). The first of these is the distinction itself and the presenta
tion of imagination as the more difficult road. Although one might think ‘imagination’ 
would be easier than knowledge, Christine understands th a t imagination requires a mind 
not only creative, but also very subtle and technically astute. To work well with imagi
nation is to  work as a master-crafter. To take the path of knowledge is still difficult, as 
Christine’s narrative shows, but remains (she tells us) less difficult than the path of imag
ination, for on an Aristotelian understanding, one gains knowledge through the senses 
and sensate experience. Imagination, however is different. It does not depend in the same 
way on the senses, though th a t is not to say it is free from them. Rather, imagination 
takes the knowledge-material stored in memory and invents new material from it. Speak
ing of how the boundary between memory and imagination could be quite “shifting and 
very permeable,”503 Mary Carruthers writes of “remembering the future,” saying

The sources for such remembering are both literary and sensory: texts, comment
aries, other literary works, sounds, smells, foods, paintings of all sorts, build
ings and their parts, sculptures. Sometimes they might also include more 
idiosyncratic things one had experienced... These are recognizably uses of 
memory, but for thinking, for inventing, for making a composition in the 
present that is directed towards our future.504

One could not “know” the future of course, since it is not available to the senses. But one 
can “remember” the future through the process of imagination which draws from one’s 
stored memories, including one’s sensory knowledge, inventing an imaginative likeness.505 
It is im portant to see th a t Christine insists in her text th a t there are places one cannot

502 “Le chemin ou prem ièrem ent/ Entrâm es ne t ’i menra m ie,/ Mais par cestui yras, amie.” Christine 
de Pizan, Chemin, 186. Path , 81.

503Mary Carruthers, Craft o f Thought, 68.
504Mary Carruthers, Craft of Thought, 69.
5ü5Citing Boncompagno da Signa, a thirteenth century professor of rhetoric from Christine’s own origin 

of Bologna, Carruthers notes he argues tha t memoria, “enables us to recall past things, embrace present 
things, and contemplate future things through the likeness to past things.” Mary Carruthers, Craft of 
Thought, 69.
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reach by knowledge alone: one must have imagination to  be able to go beyond sensate 
experience, inventing what is not yet known. This, of course, is why Christine names the 
ladder she will climb “speculation.”

I think it is also im portant to see, however, th a t Christine understands imagination 
as coming after long learning and knowledge. One cannot properly take the path of 
(philosophical) imagination without first having traversed for some time the path of 
knowledge and long learning—though that does not mean one stops learning, either. 
Christine-the-narrator has been led all over what to Europe at the time was the known 
world, constantly remarking how much she is learning, before she is allowed to ascend 
to the heavens via imagination and speculation. Furthermore, she notes th a t the ascent 
is frightening, even painful. She requires assurances from the Sibyl that indeed she does 
belong on this ladder and that she will not fall, for she fears she will be like Icarus who 
flew too high and so died.506 The Sibyl of course assures her th a t she will not fall, and 
that she is not being presumptuous, and so Christine-the-narrator finds the strength to 
continue.

It is no surprise th a t Christine places a high value on learning: we have seen tha t in 
earlier chapters. Here in the Path, however, her focus on the benefits of learning becomes 
even more pointed. Before she reaches the ladder and just as she and sibyl set off down 
the path of knowledge/learning, Christine takes and appropriates a particular phrase 
from Dante.507 Armed with this phrase, she vows to use it in her own situation, in order 
to traverse the wild paths she has to go on before she reaches imagination.508 When

506See Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 188, 190; Path, 81-82.
507Christine’s ties to Dante are particularly evident not only in this phrase, but also in her choice of 

her guide, the Sibyl, which, as Solterer has already noted, echos Virgil, and Dante who takes Virgil 
as his guide. In Solterer’s words, “Invoking the Sibylline example creates an implicit comparison with 
Vergil’s model in the Aeneid... Christine’s transition from Vergil’s account to her own is direct and 
self-legitimizing. Furthermore, given the echo with D ante’s Inferno, this rite of passage signals her com
plementary ambition to im itate the prophetic example of Ita ly ’s first civic poet.” Helen Solterer, Master 
and Minerva, 167.

S08This phrase is also, as several scholars have noted, where Christine gets the title for her book.
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the Sibyl tells Christine’s narrative persona initially th a t they are on the path of long
learning, Christine recalls Dante’s book by name and tells her reader,

I had never learned the name of this pleasant route, except insofar as I re
member th a t Dante of Florence records it in the book he composed in such 
a beautiful style. When he had entered the wild wood, and was completely 
overcome by fear, at the moment when Virgil appeared to help him, Dante 
exclaimed with great enthusiasm: “May the long study th a t has made me 
pour over your volumes, through which we first came to know each other, 
now avail me.”509

Taking hope from this, Christine-the-narrator decides tha t she will follow Dante’s ex
ample. She writes in the mouth of her narrative persona, “I thereupon declared tha t I 
would not forget this phrase, but would use it instead of the Gospel or the sign of the 
Cross when I encountered various dangers and perils. In my opinion, it served me well 
in such cases.”510 Not long after tha t, she is indeed faced with perilous monsters. Seeing 
the “crocodiles, dragons, and vipers, bears and rabid lions, unicorns, elephants, panthers, 
and more than twenty thousand pairs of such strange, fierce beasts”511 in the new land 
she and the sibyl have entered512 she would have been frightened but instead she takes 
heart and repeats her phrase. She recounts,

And they would have very quickly devoured me if I had stayed among them 
without the guide who was leading me; but right away I remembered the 
good phrase th a t is effective in such a case, for when I was in a tight spot 
which would have been difficult to get out of, I escaped safely and without 
hindrance by saying, ‘May long study avail me!’513

509 “Mais le nom du plaisant pourpris/ Oncques mais ne me fu appris,/ Fors en tan t que bien me 
recorde/ Que Dant de Florence recorde/ En son livre qu’il composa/ Ou il moult beau stile posa,/ 
Quant en la silve fu entrez/ Ou tou t de paour ert oultrez,/ Lors que Virgile s ’aparu / A lui dont il fu 
secouru,/ Adont lui dist part grant estude/ Ce mot: “Vaille moy lonc estude/ Qui m ’a fait chercher tes 
volumes/ Par qui ensemble accointance eûmes.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 154; Path, 74.

510 “Si dis que je n ’oublieroie/ Celle parole, ains la diroie/ En lieu d ’Evvangille ou de croix/ Au passer 
de divers detrois/ Ou puis en m aint peril me vis;/ Si me valu, ce me fus vis.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 
156; Path, 74-75.

511 “Cocodrilles, dragons et guievres,/ Ours et lyons qui ont les fievres/ Unicornes, olephans, panthères/ 
E t de plus de .xx.m paires,/ Je croy, de teles bestes fieres/ De toutes estranges maniérés.” Christine de 
Pizan, Chemin, 170; Path, 77. Translation modified.

512Which is actually the site of one of the Crusades. Christine mentions the Sultan, which Brownlee 
identifies as Sultan Bayazid Yilderim, “who crushed the French-and Burgundian-led Crusaders at the 
key battle of Nicopolis” See Kevin Brownlee’s note in Path, 77 n 5.

513 “Si m ’eussent moult tost devoree,/ Se je fusse en tr’eulx demouree,/ Sans le conduit qui me menoit;/ 
Mais tout adés me souvenoit/ Du bon mot qui vault en tel cas,/ Car quant j ’estoie en un fort pas/ 
Ou a passer je fusse rude,/ Disant: ‘Vaille moy lonc estude!’/  Alors passoye seurem ent,/ Sans avoir nul 
encom brem ent./” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 170; Path, 77-78.
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Thus we may see tha t not only is it necessary to take the path of long study before 
one (before she) may reach imagination, in addition, “long study” is used as a safeguard 
against all the monsters the “wilderness” has to offer. It is only in the process of engaging 
the work of others th a t Christine feels herself prepared to  venture out into the wider world 
of learning and begin to fashion her own oeuvre. It is only through long study that she 
may both reach and be prepared for her imaginative work. In the comforting company 
of the sibyl—who, one remembers, operates as a personification of wisdom as well as 
of prophecy— “long study” will keep Christine safe because it will provide her with the 
materials she needs to build a well-crafted foundation for her story and thus her work.

It is, of course, the ‘long study’ she has already undertaken th a t allows her to tell the 
story she does at all, for the story as she writes it plays off many different texts with 
which she had previously made herself familiar. Boethius’ and Dante’s texts I have al
ready mentioned; but the Path also plays with imagery from the Roman de la Rose and 
portions of the Ovide moralisé.514 Her story also eventually takes her to  the court of 
Lady Reason, which figure she will pick up again later in her City of Ladies and in
directly in the Vision.515 The story is thus full of textual resonances th a t allow her to 
thread a path—literally the path of (more) learning—to reach her goal. Metaphorically 
speaking, th a t goal is Reason’s court, where the sibyl will fulfill the promise she made

514Connections to the Rose are discussed, for example, by scholar Susan Stakel who notes tha t “[w]hen 
Christine de Pizan began Le Livre du chemin de long estude in 1402 she was still entangled in the Quarrel 
of the Rose, the literary debate on the merits of Jean de M eun’s portion of the Roman de la Rose. In 
the Rose she found an interesting but almost incidental combination of dream-vision and (ultimately 
burlesque) pilgrimage. She borrows this framework for both Le Chemin and L ’Avision-Christine but 
makes the two structures function in tandem .” Connections to the Ovide moralisé are noted, for instance, 
by scholars such as Mary Weitzel Gibbons. See Susan Stakel, “Structural Convergence of Pilgrimage and 
Dream-Vision in Christine de P izan” in Journeys Toward God: Pilgrimage and Crusade, ed. Barbara 
N. Sargent-Baur (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institu te Publications, Western Michigan University, 1992), 195. 
See also Mary Weitzel Gibbons, “The Bath of the Muses and Visual Allegory in the Chemin de long 
estude” in Christine de Pizan and the Categories o f Difference, ed. Marilynn Desmond (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 134.

515Christine, unlike Dante, does not have her journey culminate in a vision of God: the sibyl tells 
Christine she cannot go there with her mortal body. “Viens après moy, vien, je m ’en vois/ Car ci dessus 
n ’iras tu  pas:/ Il ne te loit passer un pas/ Oultre ce ciel; tan t que tu  portes/ Ce corps, closes te sont 
les portes.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 208; Path, 85. Kevin Brownlee also notes this difference from 
Dante. See Path, 85, n 7.
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to Christine-the-narrator earlier. Here, Christine’s narrative persona may watch as the 
various troubles of a violence-plagued earth and their causes are discussed among five 
personified virtues/attributes516 in order to seek a solution—and the reader, remember, 
is meant to be there alongside.

Thus having reached Reason’s court, Christine-the-narrator is almost immediately wit
ness to a figure who takes up the very same questions she was faced with at the opening 
of the story of the Path. This time however it is Earth, Terra herself, who brings the 
questions th a t had plagued Christine-the-narrator earlier.517 W hen Terra introduces her
self to High Lady Reason and the four “virtues” who sit on either side of her, she gives 
several other names she has gone by: Rea, Ceres and Ysis. Christine thus draws a link 
with figures she has already addressed in the Othea and will address further in the City. 
The figure of Terra-as-Ceres is im portant in particular because it allows Christine to 
bring up the pain of the violence done to Ceres and Persephone as part of Terra’s plaint. 
Terra brings to  the attention of Reason, as part of her sorrows th a t need to  be addressed, 
th a t her daughter was forcibly taken from her.518

But Persephone is not Terra’s only child for which she laments: she has other children 
over whom she grieves as well. Terra states, “Where is the m other/ who does not suffer 
in affliction/ at seeing her children willingly/ destroy one another?”519 Another voice of 
maternity wounded, Terra begs the help of Reason, who she also identifies as a mother. 
She begins her plea,

516It is Reason’s court, but sitting attendance with her are Wisdom, W ealth, Nobility and Chivalry.
517It is worth noting tha t we have “left” earth below us at this point in the narrative: th a t is why 

Christine can see Terra before her, for the ascent Christine and the sibyl have accomplished took them 
up the ladder of speculation and right off of earth, to get a better view from above, as it were, of the 
problems th a t plague earth.

518 “Je ne fus pas plus desolee/ Jadis, quant P luto me rav i/ Proserpine, ma filie, alee/ Cueillir des flours; 
puis ne la vi.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 242, 244.

519 “Ou est la mere qui douloir/ Ne deust de celle affliccion,/ com de voir ses enfans vouloir/ L ’un de 
l’aurtre destrucción?” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 242. Translation mine. This language anticipates the 
plaint Lady Libera will make to Christine-the-narrator in her later Vision. See my discussion of Libera’s 
use of wounded motherhood, pp 207-212.
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A très haulte excellant roÿne, 
La droituriere amee fille 
De Dieu, ma dame très benigne 
Raison, qui tout pechié exille, 
Supplie humblement Rea,
Cerés, Ysis qui tout enserre 
E t toute riens de soy rea,

Autrement nommee la Terre. 
Comme la douleur excessive 
De mon intollerable dueil 
Me contraigne, par la lessive 
Du très amer plour de mi oeil, 
A mes doulours speciffier 
A toy, la mere d ’equité,
Dont pour les te signiffier,
Mon cuer en sera acquit.520

To the very high and excellent queen 
Rightly loved daughter 
Of God, my very benevolent lady 
Reason, who exiles all sinful weakness, 
humble Rhea entreats,
Ceres, Isis, who encompass everything 
and herself ensues from nothing,
[She who is]
otherwise known as Earth.
As the excessive sorrow
Of my insufferable mourning
Forces me, by the washing
of the very b itter tears of my eyes,
to specify these my sorrows
to you, the mother of equity,
whereby, in making them known to you,
my case will be settled in my favour.521

520Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 240.
521Translation mine. I note here tha t my translation differs significantly from the modern-French trans

lation Tarnowski gives alongside the original. There she appears to  translate cuer into the modern cœur 
(heart) whereas I render it ‘case,’ following references to  the word in the Dictionnaire de l ’ancien français 
(Larousse, 2004) which indicate it has the tone of being associated with a tribunal. This judicial un
derstanding of cuer seems to match well with the verb Christine uses in the same line, Mon cuer en 
sera acquité, (to acquit or settle) which Tarnowski, following her rendering of cuer into ‘heart’ renders 
“j ’en aurai le cœur plus léger.” I think such a translation misses the more formal legal-sounding setting 
in which Christine places Terra’s plaint, which is integral to seeing the seriousness of the situation tha t 
Christine is trying to  set up. One might think of Alan of Lille’s De planctu naturae, as N ature’s complaint 
is there too cast in juridical terms, and one wonders almost whether Christine has read it in transla
tion or the original. (See in particular the end of the work, Prose Nine: Alan of Lille, Plaint o f Nature, 
trans. James J. Sheridan (Toronto: Pontifical Institu te for Medieval Studies, 1980) 221-221.) Although 
it is worth noting th a t Alan’s book is largely concerned with ‘appropriate’ sexuality, while Christine is 
concerned rather with appropriate kingdom and worldly ordering-towards-peace, nevertheless the legal 
framework finds echoes in both texts. One also thinks of the use of juridical conventions in the debates 
tha t Helen Solterer analyzes in her book: see in particular her chapter on Christine, Helen Solterer, Mas
ter and Minerva, 151-175. Solterer’s rem ark towards the beginning of tha t chapter sums up Christine’s 
way of proceeding well, though she makes it about the Debate of the Rose and not over the Chemin: 
“[Christine’s] accusation against defamatory literary language is the fuse th a t ignites one of France’s first 
major literary controversies, known as the Querelle du Roman de la rose. This tu rn  toward polemics 
is critical, for it transforms a verbal action into an event. It arraigns Jean de M eun’s Rose before the 
general public, requiring its response in turn. Polemically, Christine’s accusation of defamation creates 
a happening tha t her Parisian milieu is pressed to  acknowledge. It calls upon the representative power 
in early fifteenth-century Paris: royal adm inistrators and lawyers, city officials, and the Queen Regent,
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Notable here is that not only does Terra address Reason as the “mother of equity,” 
she also places her plaint to Reason in a legal framework, setting up Reason as the 
judge to hear her case.522 Christine-the-narrator remains present as the case is then 
heard by Reason, who calls on the four figures sitting with her to speak on their own 
behalf as to whether they or someone of their choosing can be the one to rule earth 
and thus solve Terra’s problems. These four figures (Dame Noblesse, Dame Chevalerie, 
Dame Richesse and Dame Sagece) present their cases with gusto and exactly as one 
would expect, given their names. And so Wisdom, who speaks last, rebuts the first three. 
In answering Noblesse, Wisdom even refers Reason back to the book Christine herself 
referenced towards the opening of the poem: Boethius’ Consolation. Wisdom says,

Et dit Bôece en son tiers Livre 
De Consolacion, qui livre 
Grant reconfort contre tristece, 
Que inutile et vain de noblece 
Est le nom, se il n ’est fondé 
Sus vertus qui l’ait amendé 
Car se noblece est denommee 
De la clarté de ligne amee,
Elle est estrange de cellui 
Qui noble est nommé, car de lui 
Ne lui vient cilz noms non parens, 
Ainçois le tient de ses parens. 
“Comment, dist il, te pourra faire 
Cler la clarté qu’aultrui esclaire 
Së en toy n ’a propre clarté, 
Ainçois en es tout deserté?”523

And Boethius says in the third book of his 
Consolation, which raises 
great comfort against sadness,
A name is futile and empty of nobility
if it is not founded
on virtues which have mended it
since if nobility is named
for the brightness of lineage loved,
It is estranged from him
who is called noble, because this name
does not appear to come from what is proper to  him.
Rather he possesses it from his parents.
“How,” he [Boethius] says, “can 
another’s brightness illumine you 
if there is no brightness proper to you 
but rather you are totally empty of it?”524

Isabeau of Bavaria.” Ibid, 151-152.
522 One also hears echoes here of the plaint of women which Cupid recounts in his address Letter of the 

God of Love, w ritten only three years prior in 1399, and even some of the language of the City o f Ladies, 
which Maureen Cheney Curnow comments on in her essay “La Pioche d ’Inquisicion” : Legal-Judicial 
Content and Style in Christine de P izan’s Livre de la Cité des dames” in Reinterpreting Christine de 
Pizan, ed. Earl Jeffrey Richards (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1992), 157-172.

523Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 330.
524Translation mine.
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Wisdom then tries to re-define nobility, using Boethius’ book as her authority from which 
she draws. Likewise, Wisdom redefines Chivalry and spends time taking shots at Riches 
too, where she also refers to Boethius’ book.525 But again, Christine does not stay with 
Boethius’ story. Rather, after listening to the four figures speak, Reason and the others 
decide to send the case back to France to be adjudicated there by the various princes.526 
It must be acknowledged th a t this is a far cry from anything Boethius’ Lady Philosophy 
would have approved of, bu t Christine does not have the same goal that Boethius does. 
She has not yet given up on the structures of the world, and is attem pting to  transform 
them instead of just transforming herself or the individual reader.527 Her refusal to have 
Reason give a judgment herself is not so much a refusal of Reason’s qualifications to 
resolve the plaint, but rather a pointed reminder th a t the real resolution lies in the hands 
of those who have the power to change the situation. Reason refers the decision to a 
“lower” court, if you will, because they should rightly be the ones to have taken up 
Terra’s plaint in the first place.

Who will Reason send to  present the case to those princes? One might have expected 
a “here am I, send me” moment from Christine at this point528 but instead it is the 
Sibyl th a t volunteers Christine-the-narrator for the job. Christine thus presents herself as 
having been commissioned, rather than as deciding herself th a t this was her duty. Saying 
the Sibyl volunteered her gives her authority greater weight, for then the recommendation 
th a t she is fit for the job comes from her ‘mistress,’ a wise prophetess of high repute. 
Christine-the-narrator gratefully presents herself to Reason, who duly examines her and

525Wisdom notes, “E t se richece est bonne ou m ale,/ En Consolacion en parle/ Boece ou il dit: ’He! 
Pourquoy/Prisiez vous tan t tresors, n ’a quoy/ Vous calent, quant ilz ne prouffitent,/ Fors tan t a ceulx 
qui si delitent/ Com les despendent seulement?”’ Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 362.

526Christine writes, “I heard them  reject many different courts, but once they had considered all 
possibilities, they decided unanimously th a t they would subm it to the judgm ent of the princes of France, 
whose court is sovereign, and whose reputation is known throughout the entire world,” ; “Mais quant 
bien orent regardé/ Par tout, a la fin accordé/ Se sont par communal acort/ Que ilz s ’en m ettront au 
recort/ Des princes frangois, dont la court/ Est souveraine, et de qui court/ Le renom par l’univers 
monde.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 458; Path, 86.

527 More specifically, she is trying to  effect a transformation of those structures via affecting individual 
readers in whom the power to  shape those structures exists, as will become clear below.

528Following the prophetic tradition  of a figure like Jeremiah.
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then gives the commission. Reason says,
Christine, dear friend who loves knowledge, you will report our debates, just 
as you have heard them, down on earth to the great French princes. First, you 
will greet them on our behalf; then you will tell them for us th a t we present 
this debate to  them, as to  the world’s sovereign assembly: they must judge 
honestly which has the right, the honor, the prerogative and the superlative 
praise to govern the world. Is it high nobility, or chivalry, or wisdom, or great 
wealth?529

Thus is Christine given the task of returning to earth and putting the case before an 
eminently real and political group of people who were often at odds with each other. But 
here something odd happens. Our narrator never makes it all the way back down to earth 
and home: she is not able to reach the princes and relate her task to  them before she is 
suddenly woken by her mother, who thinks she is sleeping in too late, causing her vision 
to end prematurely. At the end of the dream, her mission remains unaccomplished.

Is this an admission tha t she is not equal to her task, or th a t material (even maternal!) 
circumstances got in her way? Is Christine subtly telling us that the comfort she took 
from Boethius’ book at the opening of her work is not valid, th a t there is no way to solve 
the wrenching questions she faced about the ills of the world? Not a bit. Rather, she 
purposefully disallowed giving the “ending” of this tale, because, though the genre was 
not yet invented, she was in effect attem pting to write a “choose your own adventure” 
story. She will have to complete her work outside the framework of her dream: she moves 
her charge from the venerable goddesses into work th a t she picks up and does in this 
world outside of the realm of visions. The princes are supposed to write the ending to the 
story, not she. One cannot help but notice the contrast at play here from both Boethius’ 
book and D ante’s. Certainly one can hardly imagine either of them writing tha t they 
could not finish their dream vision because their mother woke them from sleeping in too 
late. In that, Christine has a practical edge to her writing th a t is quite unrivaled for the

529“Cristine, chere/ Amie, qui sc[209?]ence as chiere,/ Tu rapporteras noz debas/ Sicom les a oys, la 
bas/ Au monde aux grans princes frangois;/ E t les nous saluras aingois,/Puis leur diras de nostre p a rt/ 
Du monde nous leur com m ettons/ Ce debat; que sur eulx m ettons/ A jugier droicturierem ent/ Le quel 
doit le gouvernement,/ L ’onneur et la prerogative/ E t louange supellative/ Du monde avoir: ou grant 
noblece,/ ou chevalerie, ou sagece,/ Ou grant richece...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 462, 464; Path, 87.
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time.530 But with Boethius in particular, the tendency is to pull back from involvement 
in the political, for that (in his mind) is too much governed by Fortune. In any case both 
Boethius’ and Dante’s vision-books end with the narrator still in the vision-realm.531 
Christine, however, has not given up on politics and, even while agreeing with Boethius 
that humans should ultimately be oriented toward the good, she does not stay with the 
question of the proper ordering of the individual but returns to questions of the proper 
ordering of society.532 Likewise, her account does not remain, in the end, in the vision- 
realm but returns to this world. Hence, her job to bring the debate the the princes, for 
her question ultimately is to address and hopefully resolve the violence th a t France—and 
the earth in general—is experiencing.

And so we are come to the point where Christine has been leading us all along: a message 
to the princes of France, to those in power, to decide what is best for ruling the land 
and bringing peace. This and only this has the practical ability to resolve Christine-the- 
narrator’s and Terra’s plaint on the prevalence of violence in the world. Christine-the- 
narrator, who becomes Christine-the-writer, has been sent by Reason and the four figures

530Maureen Quilligan notes this too in her introduction to The Allegory of Female Authority , though 
there she is speaking of Christine’s mother interrupting her reading to call her to dinner, as Christine 
states at the opening of the City. Quilligan asserts there, “I had never seen tha t kind of domestic detail 
produced by a male author.” Maureen Quilligan, Allegory o f Female Authority, xiii. This, again, is not 
to in any way diminish either Boethius’ or D ante’s work, both of which Christine clearly loved and held 
in high esteem. It is, rather, to mark the difference th a t she creates from them for her context.

531Solterer too comments on this, writing, “W hereas D ante’s persona rises higher and higher to a 
point of no return , Christine’s returns earthward with the gifts of prophecy, ever mindful of her social 
responsibility. The language of the Chemin remains bright with ‘the great festival of flashing lights’... 
But in the end, it is grounded in a worldly, specifically civic enterprise.” Helen Solterer, Master and 
Minerva, 168.

532This, again, is in no way to denigrate Boethius’ decision, as he is in a completely different position 
than Christine. Christine has not given up on politics, it is true, but then again politics have not 
(yet) tried to  have her murdered. (I say “yet” because, as Cannon W illard recounts, Christine does 
eventually have to flee Paris under threat of death when the duke of Burgundy turns on those who 
support the dauphin, sending his troops through Paris on the night of 28 May, 1419, “spreading violence 
and terror. Parisians suspected of Armagnac sympathies were murdered in the streets and in their beds. 
Christine had enjoyed the patronage of two dukes of Burgundy, but her son was now one of the dauphin’s 
secretaries: Her family was fortunate to escape from Paris with their lives.” Charity Cannon Willard, 
Christine de Pizan, 196.) At tha t point, Christine also gives up writing on politics, taking refuge in the 
abbey at Poissy. She is not not known to have directly commented on the political situation again until 
the appearance of Joan of Arc, when she wrote her final known work, Le ditie de Jeanne d ’Arc. See ibid 
204-207.
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under her to plead on Terra’s behalf and to ascertain what is best to rule by. Of course 
by now it is obvious which figure the rulers should choose. Wisdom stands out as the 
best by far.533 We are not allowed to see what the princes decide, for Christine gives 
them the message not as part of her abruptly ended dream, but as a written work in 
this world. Her mission stands, for she claims she has the whole account written down. 
She specifically said th a t during the dream Reason herself checked the contents of her 
transcripts, and found no errors.534 Thus when Christine, as the writer, presents the Path 
a t the opening of the work to the princes of Prance she is in fact completing the task her 
figure Reason set for her at the end of the poem. She is even quite explicit about doing 
so. Having already dedicated the poem to the “Tres excellent Mageste” (King Charles 
VI) and the “haulx dues magnifhez”535 (the high dukes/princes) she writes as part of her 
opening dedication,

In the following text you will hear the different participants in a celestial 
dispute, who have appealed to you for a resolution, using me as their mes
senger, I who will recount to  you directly and in a poetic manner how the 
problem came up. For because I have written it down, I remember it. Thus 
judgment will be rendered by you on this great debate in which several dis
putants participated, for they have commanded me to present myself before 
you, as before a living fountain of supreme wisdom.536

533Although she does not explicitly take the tack I have outlined here, tha t the princes are meant to 
respond to  Christine’s story, Solterer remarks on the political/civic orientation towards wisdom that 
the book attem pts to inculcate as well. She states, “Having authorized itself prophetically, the Chemin 
experiments with what I shall call sapiential writing. Inspired and learned, forward looking and yet 
committed to  the present, this narrative pursues a way of speaking and writing about wisdom as a 
necessary civic virtue. In so doing, it embodies wisdom itself. The Chemin realizes the virtue in the 
process of advocating it for the polis.” Helen Solterer, Master and Minerva, 171.

534 “I had thus not forgotten to write down, word for word, this debate whose unfolding had not at all 
annoyed me. Reason was quite happy with this, and I, in order to please her even more, took out my 
transcriptions of the debate. I showed them  to her in order to see if there was anything tha t needed to 
be cut or revised. But I heard her say, because of her beneficence, th a t there were no corrections to  be 
made, and tha t she was quite happy with my tex t.” ; “Si n ’oz pas oublié a m ettre / En escript du tout 
a la le tre/ Cellui plait, dont le playdoyé/ Ne m ’avoit de riens anoyé./ De ce me sot elle bon gré/ E t je, 
pour acquirir degré/ Vers elle, de mon sain tray  hors/ Les escrips du débat de lors. Les lui monstray 
pour v iseter/ Se oster y faloit, n ’ajouster,/ Mais de son bien lui oÿ dire/ Q u’il n ’y avoit riens a redire,/ 
E t moult s ’en tin t pour bien contempt.” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 464; Path, 87.

535Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 86, both citations.
536 “E t dessus vous en sont en compromis/ Les parties d ’un débat playdoyé/ Com vous pourrés ouÿr, 

et envoyé/ L ’ont devers vous par moy, qui sans pratique/ Le contempteray par maniéré poetique/ 
Aucunement et com la chose avint;/ Car je l’escri et pour ce m ’ensouvint./ Si soit de vous ottroyé la 
sentence/ D’un grant débat dont plusieurs sont en tence,/ Car devers vous comme a fontaine vive/ De 
souverain sens m ’ont requis que j ’arive...” Christine de Pizan, Chemin, 88; Path, 61.
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One notes here her emphasis on memory and on presenting th a t memory to the princes 
so that they may take it up and use it to make their own decisions about their context. 
One can even see how she tries to tip  her hand and show them how they should decide. 
Since she names them “living fountain[s] of supreme wisdom”537 it would follow that 
they would be expected to make their ruling wisely: to act as though ruled by Wisdom, 
not nobility of blood, chivalry or wealth. Thus even at the opening of her text, before 
the dream vision proper begins, Christine is already referencing the story she tells as the 
reason and legitimation of her work and telling them  th a t they should hear her story in 
order to come to a decision about this im portant question. She does take the debate to 
the powerful of France to ask them what they should use to rule.538 In this manner, the 
beginning of her story is also its end, and a further call to attend to the narrative.

Christine’s story as she presents it here is teleological and written in such a way as to 
bring her reader along with the narrative. She is attem pting to encourage participation 
within the narrative her tale tells. She is here trying to develop the concept of virtuous 
rule— already a concept with a long history—and strike up a spirited debate over what 
should be the virtue or good which ‘governs’ government. It is worth noting tha t the Path 
was being written around the same time as Christine, Jean Gerson, Jean de Montreuil 
and the Col brothers were engaged in the debate over the Roman de la Rose, which 
Christine made public. I think it is not inconceivable th a t Christine was attem pting to 
begin a similar sort of debate with the Path, only this time she is not trying to debate 
questions of what is un-virtuous and morally suspect but rather what true virtue and 
wise government is, in the hopes th a t it would also spark more virtuous action among

537The actual phrase she uses, as noted above, is “fontaine vive de souverain sens,” thus she does not 
give the same name “sagece,” but one can easily make the connection, and in fact both Tarnowski in her 
modern French translation and Brownlee in his modern English translation use the word wisdom/sagesse. 
This is in line with the Dictionnaire de le ancien français, (2004 edition) which lists as the second meaning 
of sens, “Manière de penser, bon sens, sagesse.”

538W hether or not the princes actually read and reflected on her work remains, of course, a virtually 
unanswerable question. Certainly (and sadly) wisdom does not appear to  have been the guiding principle 
in many of their actions towards each other as the country continued to  unravel under the threat of civil 
war.
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the dukes.

4.2 Presenting O ne’s M em ory and th e Reading of 
Integum ental Stories

In her Path, Christine represents herself as following a commission given her by the 
goddess-figure Lady Reason to present to the princes what she (accurately, we are as
sured) “remembers” from her vision of Lady Reason’s court. The genre of a “vision” and 
the rhetorical practice of memory were im portant instruments in Christine’s hermeneuti
cal toolbox, and she returns to both later even more explicitly in her Vision of Christine 
de Pizan,539 The Vision was written before John the Fearless assassinated his rival Louis 
of Orleans but after John’s father, Philip of Burgundy had died, and likely just after the 
Queen and Louis of Orleans had attem pted to kidnap the dauphin, prompting the first 
major showdown between the two ducal houses.540 It is in this destabilized context that 
Christine again takes up her plume and writes her Vision, some of which I have already 
commented on in chapter two.541 To continue exploring how Christine not only creates 
integumenta—stories using veiled language th a t cover a deeper meaning—but also tries 
to use them to teach her audience how, by proper interpretation of those stories, to order 
their own lives, I will look at Christine’s presentation of the mythic story of the Sabine 
women, this time as told by a personification of France itself, Lady Libera.542 First, how
ever, let us look at another charge given Christine by one of her goddess figures: this time

539In addition to my discussion of material from book one here, I will also discuss material for the 
second and third  books of the Vision at length in chapter five.

540See for instance Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de Pizan, 176 and Samuel McCormick, “Mirrors 
for the Queen: A Letter from Christine de Pizan on the Eve of the Civil W ar” Quarterly Journal of 
Speech (94:3 August 2008), 277.

541 See 103-111.
542Lady Libera could be understood as representing things other than France as well, as Christine 

makes clear in a prologue-gloss tha t she penned for one manuscript, (see Vision, 10-17) but it seems 
clear at this point in the tex t th a t Libera-as-Franee is topm ost in Christine’s mind. We recall th a t this 
story of the Sabine women came up in Christine’s “Lament on the Evils of Civil W ar” as I covered in 
chapter two, (see p. 114), and also in the City of Ladies, and is thus an im portant thread in Christine’s 
work.
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a charge not just to deliver a transcript, taking the role of scribe, but rather to step into 
the shoes of a writer herself. The figure who gives this charge is none other than Lady 
Nature. As with Christine’s work on Nature that I discussed in chapter two,543 we see 
here that Christine uses this specific personification and goddess to make some major 
claims th a t support her authority and, in this case, make explicit what she is trying to 
do. Not just any goddess would have done to answer her need. She wanted to show that 
her work, her writing, came naturally to her: direct from Nature herself.

Thus in the same work in which she tells the story of Nature’s formation of her and 
selection of her feminine sex, she also later tells us th a t Nature herself gave her the desire 
to write—and not just to write anything, but to create integumenta, to write in poetic 
and prose form using “veiled language.” She claims in fact that this is the style “natural” 
to her and th a t the fact th a t she develops this desire and “natural style” makes Nature 
pleased with her. Christine-the-narrator tells Lady Philosophy, to whom she is speaking 
at th a t point of the Vision,

Then I went to the books of the poets, and the good of my understanding was 
in-creasing, I was pleased when I had found the style natural to me, delighting 
in the veiled language and the beautiful material hidden beneath moral and 
pleasing tales, and the beautiful style of their meter and prose, agreeable 
because of the lovely and polished rhetoric adorned by clever language and 
unusual proverbs; because of this science of poesy, Nature rejoiced in me.
She told me, ‘Daughter, be comforted inasmuch as you have attained in fact 
the desire I gave you, thus continuing and wandering every day through your 
studies, comprehending the precepts better and be tter.’544

The natural style th a t Christine discusses here is in fact the writing of integumenta,545
543See the section “Aristotle and Nature, Naturally” pp. 103-111.
544 “Puis me pris aux livres des pouetes, et comme de plus en plus alast croisssant le bien de ma 

congnoissance, adonc fus je aise quant j ’oz trouvé le stille a moy naturel, me delictant en leurs soubtilles 
couvertures et belles matieres mucees soubz fictions delictables et morales, et le bel stille de leurs mettres 
et proses deduites par belle et polie rethorique aournee de soubtil langage et proverbes estranges; pour 
laquelle science de poesie Nature en moy resjouie me dist: ‘Fille, solace toy quant tu  as atta in t en effait 
le désir que je te donne, ainsi continuant et vacant tousjours a l’estude, comprenant les sentences de 
mieulx en mieux.’” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 110; Vision, 104-105. Just after telling Christine this, 
N ature gives Christine the charge to write books: I will discuss this charge and its importance below. 
See 195-204.

545In his 2005 study on “fiction” in the work of Christine and two other medieval writers, Didier Lechat 
writes, “Les récits mythologiques et historiques utilisés par Christine m éritent plus encore que le cadre
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and she makes a point of saying tha t it was Nature who gave her this desire. It was 
Nature who crafted her,546 made her female, and then placed within her the desire and 
skills to learn and delight in re-presenting what she had learned through poetic language, 
veiling im portant “beautiful” material in clever and pleasing stories.

Here it is well worth taking a moment to explore what ‘poetic language’—poesie—meant 
to Christine, for it is clear th a t she does not mean simply ‘poetry’ by it, though poetry 
is undoubtedly included. She calls poesie here a “science” a way of knowing, and this 
science stretches across many genres. Furthermore, it is one inextricably interwoven with 
integumenta, the ‘natural style’ of veiled language she claims to have been given by Lady 
Nature. This has been noted by other scholars, though in a somewhat different context: in 
the instance I am about to discuss th a t context is the second book of the Vision instead 
of the third, where I have been drawing from. Having argued th a t Christine extends her 
use of poesie beyond the purely poetic into “all texts th a t can be subjugated to allegorical 
interpretation,”547 and drawing on Lady Opinion’s discussion of material from Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics, which I will discuss in my next chapter, Suzanne Conklin Akbari writes,

In view of the accommodation of allegory, myth, and even history under the

du songe d ’être désignés comme des ‘fictions’ au sens d ’objets fabriqués, forgés ou retravaillés dans 
une perspective bien précise.” Didier Lechat, Dire par fiction’: métamorphoses du je chez Guillaume de 
Machaut, Jean Froissart et Christine de Pizan (Paris: Champion, 2005), 383. Just after this he cites 
the exact paragraph of Christine’s from the Vision tha t I have cited here, and picks up on the phrase 
‘soubz fictions delictables et morales’, about which he writes, “Le mot fiction  n ’est pas ici strictement 
spécialisé dans le sens de ‘récit mythologique’, mais il désigne cependant bien une sorte d ’artifice, une 
création poétique, en vers ou en prose, susceptible de masquer un sens profond. Aurement dit, il s’agit 
d ’un integumentum.” Didier Lechat, Dire par fiction, 384. He then goes on to  cite the next paragraph 
tha t I also cite below, (where Nature tells Christine to  hammer on the anvil to create her works and 
then compares the process of writing to the process of childbirth) though he picks up on different strands 
there, noting as Barbara Newman does as well, tha t the “hammer and anvil” model is more traditional, 
and sexual, and tha t Christine’s model of childbirth which she gives secondarily is an account of the 
creation of texts different than  what was typically offered in the Middle Ages: “l’assimilation de la 
création littéraire à un enfantement est une adaptation par Christine, à son propre usage de femme, de 
la relation auteur-livre.” ibid, 385. See also B arbara Newman, God and the Goddesses, 122.

5460 n e  notes Christine has a “spirit” prior to N ature’s work, since she describes her spirit as falling 
into N ature’s hands, so Nature does not “create” Christine or anyone else. This is because in Christine’s 
context N ature would not be seen as the origin of the soul, but of the body only, as an metaphorical 
helper of the Biblical God.

547Suzanne Conklin Akbari, “The Movement from Verse to  Prose in the Allegories of Christine de 
Pizan” in Poetry, Knowledge and Community in Late Medieval France, ed. Rebecca Dixon and Finn 
Sinclair (Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2008), 141.
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capacious definition of ‘poesie’ it comes as no surprise that, in the Advi- 
sion Cristine, the term  is further extended to comprise the integumenta of 
the philosophers. In book two of Christine’s last allegory, in which the nar
rator interacts with the great shadow of the personification ‘Opinion’, the 
earliest poets’ descriptions of natural phenomena are explicated in terms of 
allegory.548

Conklin Akbari makes the point a bit further th a t “it is clear th a t Christine’s broad defi
nition of ‘poesie’ as a figurative mode of discourse that accommodates not just ‘fabulous 
narration’ and ‘fiction’ but also myth, history, and natural philosophy, corresponds sig
nificantly to the equally capacious definitions of integument produced in the late twelfth 
century.”549 If Conklin Akbari is right, and I believe my work thus far supports th a t she 
is, we are in a realm where Christine’s philosophical work is being both presented and 
understood in the form of these integumenta .550 Fiction is being used both to do and to 
understand philosophy. Yet even more startling than this is the orientation towards which 
Christine pens her philosophical fiction, which she wrote both as commentary on previ
ous philosopher’s works (Aristotle’s Metaphysics in book two and Boethius’ Consolation 
of Philosophy in book three) and as a means of putting forward her own thoughts: these 
fictions and the commentary they entail are being re-formed as a means of inculcating a 
certain kind of political education for the powers of France to which it and the rest of 
Christine’s work is addressed. We are on familiar ground: Christine is using her stories to 
re-tell and re-shape the philosophy she had read and found so im portant for her ethical 
formation to attem pt to do the same for the princes.

How do we know this? Witness her next claim. Christine’s account th a t Nature spoke 
with her, informing her tha t she herself had given Christine the desire to learn and 
the “natural style”551 of veiled language is remarkable enough in its direct claim to

548Suzanne Conklin Akbari, “Movement from Verse,” 141.
549Suzanne Conklin Akbari, “Movement from Verse,” 143.
550In her article I cited above, Conklin Akbari not only argues tha t Christine’s use of poesie extends 

beyond the purely poetic realm and into the realm of myth, history, and natural philosophy, she also 
convincingly traces how Christine uses an inverted Aristotelian form /m atter distinction as one of the 
structures upon which she builds the narrative as a whole, further showing Christine’s philosophical and 
conceptual prowess. See Suzanne Conklin Akbari, “Movement from Verse,” 144-148.

551 pierre Hadot speaks of the connection between nature and veils in his book Veil o f Isis. There he
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a particularly advanced intellectual and philosophical tool. That Christine tells us in 
addition th a t her love of this style pleased Nature lets us know she is making a claim 
th a t it is within her very nature not only to write, but to create these erudite and complex 
stories, figures and images th a t were meant to convey meaning to an elite audience of 
intellectuals. But Christine does not stop there. Not only does Lady Nature “rejoice” in 
her daughter Christine’s desire to write in the style of veiled language “natural” to her: 
Nature also gives Christine a charge, a job to accomplish. Still speaking of what Lady 
Nature said to her (and recounting th a t story to no less than Lady Philosophy herself, 
the personified interlocutor for this section of the Vision) Christine-the-narrator states 
that,

she [Nature] wanted that the engenderment of study and the things seen would 
inspire me to new readings. Then she told me, ‘Take the tools and hammer 
out on the anvil the material that I will give you, so durable that neither iron 
nor fire nor anything else will be able to destroy it. So forge pleasant things.
When you were carrying the children in your womb, you experienced great 
pain in order to give birth. Now I want you to bring forth new books which 
in the time to come and perpetually to the world will present your memory 
before the worldly princes and through the world in all places; these in joy 
and pleasure you will deliver from your memory.’552

Having established that the style which comes most “naturally” to Christine, th a t of the
shows how, coming out of Heraclitus, “nature” became associated with being hidden. Hadot writes at 
one point, “In the fifth century BCE, with the Sophists, there developed a veritable Aufklärung, or 
century of Enlightenment, when the existence of the gods was questioned on the grounds th a t it was a 
mere poetic fiction or social convention. Because of this, philosophers of the Platonic and Stoic traditions 
gradually developed a kind of doctrine of double tru th . On the one hand, poetic and religious traditions 
were left intact, since they were useful for the people, as forming the basis of the education of children 
and of the official religion of the city-state. On the other hand, these philosophers considered tha t the 
poets of yesteryear had, in an enigmatic or hidden way, taught an entire science of nature beneath the 
veil of myth... Through skillful exegesis, called ‘allegorical exegesis’ (allëgorein means to make someone 
understand something other than  what is said), a hidden philosophical meaning was discovered under 
the letter of the texts. As Emile Bréhier pointed out, the need for this m ethod came to be felt when, as a 
result of the evolution of thought, traditional forms had to be reconciled with new ideas.” Pierre Hadot, 
The Veil o f Isis: An Essay on the History of the Idea of Nature, trans. Michael Chase (Cambridge: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2006), 41.

552“... voult que par l’engendrement d ’estude et des choses veues nasquissent de moy nouvelles lectures. 
Adont me dist: ‘Prens les outilz et fier sur l’enclume la matiere que je te bailleray si durable que fer: 
ne fu ne autre chose ne la pourra despecier; si forges choses delictables. Ou temps que tu  portoies les 
enfans en ton ventre, grant douleur a l’enfanter sentoies. Or vueil que de toy naissent nouveaulx volumes, 
lesquelz les temps a venir et perpetuelm ent au monde présenteront ta  memoire devant les princes et par 
l ’univers en toutes places, lesquelz en joie et délit tu  enfanteras de ta  memoire, non obstant le labour 
et traveil, lequel tout ainsi comme la femme qui enfanté, si tost que elle ot le cry de son enfant oublie 
son mal, oublieras le traveil du labour oyant la voix de tes volumes.” ’ Christine de Pizan, Advision, 110; 
Vision, 105.
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integumentum  or “veiled language,” is in fact what Nature intended for her, Lady Nature 
proceeds immediately after to tell Christine-the-narrator th a t she is to write books and 
give them to the princes.553 More importantly, we should note the emphasis Lady Nature 
places on Christine’s memory. W hen Nature tells Christine-the-narrator th a t Christine’s 
books will “present your memory before the worldly princes” she is not just saying that 
Christine will be ‘remembered’ for her books. Rather, Lady Nature is telling Christine- 
the-narrator to present her memory before the princes: to give them the contents of her 
memory so they may use it in their own lives and in their princely duties. That is, to 
present to them the ‘storehouse’ of all the wisdom and knowledge she has attained from 
her learning, which she is to teach (present) using the tools she has from Nature—the 
veiled language which Christine says comes naturally to her—and forge “new readings” 
from that store of memory, for the use of those princes in their attem pts to govern, both 
now and in the future, throughout the world.554

These new readings are Nature’s charge to Christine, her daughter in whom she rejoices. 
Furthermore, Christine presents this charge as having taken place in the past, which 
means that when she begins writing the Vision, she is already working to accomplish that 
charge. Her Vision—and, she implies, the rest of her work—is part of her fulfillment of the

553The wom b/childbirth m etaphor Lady N ature gives is also im portant in this context because with it 
Christine is able to play on both the difficulty of the “labor” needed to  create books (Lady Nature notes 
the “great pain” Christine experienced in giving b irth  to her children) but also the formation of the 
“body” (text) of the book itself, like the child being formed in the womb. In both instances of labor and 
formation, Christine-the-book-mother is necessary for the “life” of the text she shapes, carries and brings 
into being. Tracing some of the same passages tha t I do, Mary L. Skemp makes a brief but interesting 
mention of this in her essay “Autobiography as Authority in Lavision Christine.” There she says, “In 
the act of writing [Christine] is participating in not only learning but producing knowledge. This is a 
painful process. For Christine it is likened to childbirth...By using this particular metaphor Christine is 
evoking a uniquely female connection to  her text, th a t of mother to  child. But the process of writing 
also holds a very public connection for Christine. Her ‘memoire’ is also being inscribed into a tradition 
of learning which will ‘le temps avenir et perpetuelment au monde’ be among those volumes presented 
to ‘princes.’” M ary L. Skemp, “Autobiography as Authority in Lavision Christine,” Le Moyen Français 
35 (1996), 28-29.

554Though she is speaking primarily about Christine’s biography of King Charles V and her argument 
th a t Christine was part of a process of developing the concept of a French Nation-State, Lori Walters 
makes a similar and interesting point in the conclusion to her article when she says, “Like her predecessors 
Einhard and Prim at, [Christine] puts her personal memories a t the service of a larger communal memory.” 
Lori Walters, “Christine de Pizan, France’s Memorialist Persona, Performance, Memory” in Cultural 
Memory in France ed. Aimée Boutin et al, Journal o f European Studies 35 (2005), 191-207.
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charge Lady Nature gave her. Christine is to use her memory to  create integumenta that 
are meant not just for an intellectually elite audience, but specifically for the princes, as a 
means of providing them  with material for their moral development and ethical formation 
because they are the ones who have the responsibility of governing the community.

W hat memory meant and how it was used in Christine’s context was understood quite 
differently than what we, readers living in the twenty-first century, typically mean by 
it, so let us look more closely at this concept of presenting one’s memory. In the charge 
she recounts from Lady Nature, Christine was speaking of the practice of memoria, 
the trained and honed memory creatively oriented to crafting new material from the vast 
reaches of its carefully and systematically ordered “stores.”555 Mary Carruthers speaks of 
this in her Book of Memory, even asserting that “a book is itself a mnemonic, among many 
other functions it can also have.”556 Certainly this is so of Christine’s texts! Christine’s 
narrative texts were full of and cemented by images th a t were meant, in part, to help her 
readers remember the material and to  order it in their own minds in a meaningful way. 
I spoke earlier of the statue of Semiramis and her half-braided hair, and no less relevant 
are the images of the City of Ladies itself, with its ground first cleared of all unworthy 
texts, and its foundation artfully laid for the rest of the construction, stone by carefully 
selected stone. So too with the images Christine has presented in the Vision: the figure 
of Chaos who eats us when we are born, the personified figures who appear to Christine 
to dialogue with her, the detailed descriptions of the school Christine reaches and the 
rooms therein.557 All of these images and the stories Christine associated with them are

555This recalls the work by Mary Carruthers on memory in the middle ages tha t I briefly touched 
on earlier in chapter two and here can bring even more fully into the picture. Carruthers writes, for 
instance, “The memory of an orator is like a storehouse of inventoried topics tha t ideally would contain 
all previous ways-of-saying ethical tru ths like ‘justice,’ ‘fortitude,’ ‘tem perance,’ from which he draws in 
order to  fit words to  yet another occasion, requiring another way-of-saying. But this storehouse should 
be thought of as a set of bins th a t are empty when we are born and get filled up with a lot of ‘coins’ or 
‘flowers’ or ‘nectar,’ whose aggregate is a meaningful if only partial ‘speaking’ of ‘justice’ or whatever. 
And each ‘speaking’ of ‘justice’ adds to  the common store.” M ary Carruthers, The Book of Memory, 26. 
Christine sets up herself as a writer, not an orator, but she is certainly engaged in the work of persuasion 
as the orator would have been.

556Mary Carruthers, Book o f Memory, 8.
557See Christine’s Vision, 53-55 and 88-89 for the descriptions of the school a t the opening of book II
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fundamentally important to the meaning of her texts, and are meant as tools for the 
reader to help take up the “beautiful material” contained in those stories into their own 
lives. Noting that she is working with authors ranging from the fourth to the fourteenth 
centuries, Carruthers sheds some light on this practice, writing,

Memoria, as these writers understood and practiced it, was part of litteratura: 
indeed it was what literature, in a fundamental sense, was for... Memoria 
was also an integral part of the virtue of prudence, th a t which makes moral 
judgment possible. Training the memory was much more than a m atter of 
providing oneself with the means to compose and converse intelligently when 
books were not readily to hand, for it was in trained memory that one built 
character, judgment, citizenship, and piety.558.

And here we begin to understand what Christine was up to  with her integumenta and 
her mnemonic images th a t she tries to give her readers. Her trained memory is what 
she is trying to give the princes, and she offers it as a means of building such traits as 
character, judgment, citizenship and piety. The stories she tells are meant to have an 
effect on the way they live their lives—thus the way they decide to interact with each 
other and to govern. There is a specific emphasis on community building here too, one 
th a t is meant for developing the common good559 th a t Christine is drawing on. Memoria 
entailed communal ties and was meant to both draw on and further develop them. It was 
ultimately a creative teaching practice th a t placed the individual firmly within her or 
his own context, giving the people who comprise tha t community a set of shared stories 
from which to draw meaning. In Carruther’s words, worth citing at length here for the 
light they shed on Christine’s own practice,

The Latin word textus comes from the verb ‘to weave’ and it is in the insti
tutionalizing of a story through memoria th a t textualizing occurs. Literary 
works become institutions as they weave a community together by providing 
it with shared experience and a certain kind of language, the language of sto
ries th a t can be experienced over and over again through time and as occasion

_____suggests. Their meaning is th ought to be implicit, hidden, polysemous and
and the©aiipte»jtieqMi^^COptiitag^Ho!tteflpte£aitielm$eSEiHehadlipyDtiti)tnb^?ig encouraged to take 
treasure from the coffers th a t the rooms held, and does so: see ibid, 88.

558Mary Carruthers, Book o f Memory, 9. Emphasis mine.
559This is a phrase which Christine herself uses (“bien commun”): See her Advision, 140. I discuss the 

passage in which she uses this phrase in my fifth chapter. See p. 255.
560Mary Carruthers, Book o f Memory, 12.
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Christine has already just noted th a t she knows the genre within which she works deals 
in “implicit, hidden, polysemous and complex” meaning: she even says that this type of 
learning and writing via “veiled language” is what comes “naturally” to her. By relating 
the charge Lady Nature gives to Christine-the-narrator, Christine herself is in effect 
declaring nothing less than a vocation to the “continuing interpretation and adaptation” 
th a t these stories require by means of her “bringing forth new books” in which she 
presents what is nestled in her memory. Her new books are translations of old stories to 
new contexts, so th a t her audience, the princes, can recognize the meaning in the story 
as relating to their own current life and situation and pick them  up to use as models for 
appropriate behavior.

Christine in fact makes a point in this very place in the text, wherein she describes the 
charge Lady Nature gave her, of explaining the path by which she learned. That she 
undertakes such an explanation is itself interesting, but what she describes is even more 
so: her “path” begins and ends with stories. She claims she started with the histories— 
the stories of various peoples—then moved to the sciences, finally ending on the “books 
of the poets” where she begins to talk openly about the veiled language she likes to 
use as I cited above. She implies th a t one needs knowledge of the histories and the 
sciences before one may adequately approach the poets and their veiled language, their 
hidden meaning561—which, as we have seen, she then reflects back towards the histories 
and sciences upon which she drew for her studies. All these subjects she places in the 
possession of Lady Philosophy, to whom she is speaking in this section of the book. Lady 
Philosophy is her mentor, even if only indirectly, as Christine draws on Philosophy’s own 
store of knowledge and wisdom coming not only from the natural sciences, but beginning 
with the histories and ending with the poets, storytellers par excellence. And all this 
is directed towards the acquisition of knowledge as a means of educating. Christine in

561 One recalls here her insistence from the Path o f Long Study tha t knowledge must come before 
imagination, and th a t it was ‘long learning’ th a t both kept her ‘safe’ and gave her the m aterial she 
needed to embark and continue on her journey. See pages 184-185 above.
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fact situates her description right after citing Aristotle on knowledge and ignorance,562
emphasizing again the importance of learning and her association of it as a talisman for
avoiding the “dangerous illusions” with which the world is filled. She narrates,

Thus at this time when my age had brought me in due course to a certain 
degree of understanding, pondering the adventures of the past behind me and 
before me the end of all things—just as a man who has passed along a perilous 
road turns back, regarding the road in wonder, and says th a t no more will 
he enter there but will try  for something better—so considering the world so 
filled with dangerous illusions, and th a t for everything there is only one single 
good which is the way of truth , I turned to the path to  which my own nature 
and the stars incline me, th a t is, the love of learning.563

We see Christine here setting up learning as something meant to help counter the real
danger of navigating life in the world and asserting again th a t learning is something that
is part of her nature, supporting her authority to  comment on the practices of learning
and scholarship. Even as her narrative persona speaks to Lady Philosophy using humble
words in the form of a plaint, Christine is presenting herself as a teacher: as someone
who has studied and is prepared to  describe what she has learned to others. In service
of giving her readers a more detailed description of what is needed to undertake such
learning, she has her narrative persona recount a t length the “path of study” she took:

Thus I closed my doors, tha t is, my senses, which no longer strayed to external 
m atters, and snapped up from you [Lady Philosophy—AC] those beautiful

562Christine writes, “Ha! enfans et jeunes, se vous saviez le bien qui est en goust de savoir, et le 
mal et laidure qui gist en ignorance, comment, se bien avisez estiez, petit plaindriez la peine et labour 
d ’aprendre! Ne dit Aristote qui naturellem ent l’omme sçavent seignourist l ’ignourist l ’ignorant, si comme 
nous veons l’ame seignourir le corps? E t quel chose est plus belle qui savoir? E t quel chose est plus laide 
que ignorance messeant a homme?” ; “Ah! children and youths, if you knew the goodness th a t exists in 
the taste for knowledge and the evil and foulness tha t lie in ignorance, how well advised you would be to 
complain little of the pain and labor of learning! Did Aristotle not say th a t the wise man naturally rules 
the ignorant just as we see tha t the soul rules the body? And what is lovelier than  knowledge? And what 
is uglier than  ignorance, so unseemly to m an?” Christine de Pizan, Advision , 109; Vision, 103-104. Just 
after this, and as the last thing before she describes her path  of learning, Christine offers the humorous 
story of an unidentified man who tried to reprove her for her learning as “unseemly for a woman” to 
which she responds tha t it is even less seemly for a man to  be ignorant. Clearly these—ignorance and 
knowledge—are categories of great importance to Christine, as they come up again and again in her 
texts.

563 “Ainsi en cellui temps que naturellement estoit pervenu mon aage au degré de congnoissance, re
gardant derriere moy les aventures passees et devant moy la fin de toute chose—tout ainsi comme ung 
[sic] homme qui a passé perilleuse voie se retourne arriéré regardant le pas par merveille, et dit que 
n ’y entrera et qu’a meilleur se tendra— , ainsi considérant le monde tou t plain de laz perilleux, et qu’il 
n ’est fors pour toute fin ung seul bien, qui est la voie de vérité, me tiray au chemin ou propre nature et 
constellation m ’encline, c’est assavoir en amour d ’estude.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 109-110; Vision, 
104.
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books and volumes saying I could recover something from my past losses. I 
did not arrogantly begin with depths of obscure sciences, in terms I might not 
be able to understand: as Cato says, ‘To read without understanding is not 
to read.’ Rather like the child one first puts to his ABC’s, I began with the 
ancient histories from the beginning of the world, the history of the Hebrews, 
the Assyrians, and the early kingdoms, proceeding from one to the other, 
descending from the Romans to the French to the Britons and several other 
histories; and thereafter to the deductions of the sciences, according to what 
I could understand in the time I studied them. Then I went to the books of 
the poets...564

It is the stories in histories to which Christine frequently first turns when she wishes to 
make a point to her princely audience. Why history? Because history, historia, could be 
used to teach: specifically, as with memoria, to  teach prudence.565 Since she writes this 
passage directly before Lady Nature gives her the charge to write books for the princes 
and present them her memory, we can surmise th a t she outlines her own path of learning 
in order to set it as an example for her readers. In fact here the stories the histories contain 
are themselves meant as exempla, as means of teaching appropriate action. Used this way, 
one studies historia to see where others went right, and where they went wrong.566

564“Adonc cloy mes portes, c’est assavoir mes sens, que plus ne fussent tan t vagues aux choses foraines, 
et vous happay ces beaulx livres et volumes et dis que aucune chose recouveroire de mes pertes passees. 
Ne me pris pas comme présomptueuse aux parfondesces des sciences obscures es termes que ne sceusse 
comprendere: si comme dit Cathon, ‘lire et non entendre n ’est mie lire’. Ains, comme l’enfant que premier 
on met a ’a.b.c., me pris aux histoires anciennes des commencemens du monde, les histoires des Hebrieux, 
des Assiriens et des principes des seignouries, procédant de l’une en l’autre, descendant aux Romains, des 
François, des Bretons et autres plusieurs historiografes; après aux deductions des sciences selon ce qu’en 
l’espace du temps que je estudiay en pos comprendre. Puis me pris aux livres des pouetes...” Christine 
de Pizan, Advision, 110; Vision, 104.

565It is also good to note th a t history was not always used to  teach prudence: it was specifically the 
stories within histories tha t were used, and then typically only those which had acquired some cultural 
weight. In the words of Robert Sweetman, “In Aristotelian and medieval thought, historia is mapped onto 
prudence and moral philosophy when and only when stories about the past were thought to have become 
culturally authoritative and hence proper subjects of grammatical explication (enarratio poetarum.) Only 
then were historiae identified as good places to  begin a text-centered search for understanding, including 
understanding of the good-in-general.” Robert Sweetman, “On Prudence, Appropriation of the Past and 
Historical Inquiry: A Response to Thomas Albert Howard” in Fides et Historia Journal of the Conference 
on Faith and History (37:2, Summer/Fall 2005; 38:1, W inter/Spring, 2006), 37.

566In the context of discussing Christine’s letter to Queen Isabeau which tried to convince her to 
intervene and stop what appeared to be a quickly unfolding civil war, Samuel McCormick makes a 
similar point. Speaking specifically of the figures Christine uses in this letter, he writes, “For Christine, 
the political activities of Veturia, Esther, Bathsheba, Blanche, Jezebel, and Olympias are all evidentiary 
proofs—external events radiating their visibility outward to the queen (‘evidence’ being a combination 
of ex meaning ‘ou t,’ and videre, meaning ‘to see’). More specifically, all the exemplary figures she 
cites, regardless of their historical and typological distinctions, function as independent witnesses to the 
Orléans-Burgundy conflict. They are distant historical bystanders whose moment of testimony has now 
arrived in the form of Christine’s letter—the now in which these exemplary figures become recognizable
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4.3 France’s Story: Libera and the Sabine W omen

One of the best examples of Christine using memorable stories from history to make 
vital points may be found in the Vision, particularly when Christine is speaking with 
the figure of Libera, though the theme is present throughout the work. We reach Libera 
and her story only as Christine-the-narrator travels through the belly of Chaos, who we 
recall from chapter two had swallowed her whole at her birth in the opening scene of her 
Vision. She recounts then how as a child she walked a far distance through the “entrails” 
of this figure because her “guardians” wished to serve a royal princess of great frame 
th a t they had heard about.567 Arriving in France, which the famed princess represents, 
Christine’s narrative persona recounts th a t she greatly desired to know this wonderful 
princess and by the time she is an adult has gained not only the friendship but also the 
confidence of the famed figure. In fact the princess, Lady Libera, appoints Christine to 
be her “antigraphus”—her chronicler to recount her history and her present woes.568

Her woes we learn are no trivial m atter. Libera tells Christine th a t recently she has been 
“so mistreated by various problems th a t the perils of my adventures have not been greater 
since my birth .”569 Libera lists the violences done to her570 before the “able physician”

as mirrors for the queen.” Samuel McCormick, “Mirrors for the Queen,” 282.
567Christine uses the designation of guardian instead of parent when speaking about her biological 

parents here to remind her readers th a t figuratively she belongs more appropriately to Lady Nature. 
And as for the topic of memory, she even speaks here of how one of the first things she tried to do 
upon reaching this princess of great fame—metaphorically speaking, the land of France—was to work 
at “enlarging her memory,” noting even here its importance. For her account see Christine de Pizan, 
Vision, 21.
568Glenda McLeod discusses Christine’s use of this term  in her commentary essay on the Vision: see 

Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive Essay” in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 140.
569 " s i  m a l  m e n e e  p a r  divers cas que oncques puis ma premiere naissance ne furent greigneurs les perilz 

de mes aventures.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 21; Vision, 26.
570Libera says, “O très chiere amie, se je te comptoie toutes les tribulacions par lesquelles j ’ay esté 

pourmenee en l’espace des jours que je te conte, tu  t ’esmerveilleroies comment en tel beauté suis de- 
mouree. Car pour moy ravir et embler s ’assembloient diverses provinces et gens estranges, qui a grant 
ost deffoulerent m a terre et bruslerent mes villes et mes manoirs, faisoient de mes gens grant exart et 
toute me pilloient en très grant quantité de fois. Pareillement ay esté en peril d ’estre perdue, ravie, prise 
a force et du tout deshonnoree...” ; “Oh my dearest friend, if I told you all the troubles tha t tormented 
me in the time in which we speak, you would marvel at how I have remained so lovely, for in order to 
plunder and rob me, there assembled many provinces and foreigners who desolated my land with a great 
army and burned my towns and manors; they would bring great destruction to my people and rob me
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(King Charles V) appeared and France’s troubles subsided for a while. But even that was 
merely a respite before new and worse trouble to come. She tells Christine-the-narrator, 
“But alas, just as after calm weather there follow heavy rains, so I must now change the 
subject from my smiles to very bitter tears.”571 There follows an account of the death 
of King Charles V th a t hauntingly evokes Christine’s account of the death of her own 
loved husband,572 and then a heavily figurative but still recognizable recounting of the 
beginning of Charles V i’s bouts of insanity, along with the ills that fell upon France as 
a result of his mental illness.573 She even brings up images of “poor people” being found

many, many times. Likewise, I have been imperiled with loss, abduction, rape, and complete dishonor...” 
Christine de Pizan, Advision, 20-21; Vision, 26. It is also, however, in plaints such as this one tha t we see 
some of the marks of Christine’s context on her: in this same paragraph, Libera mentions being harmed 
by those descended of “subservient races” (McLeod notes in a footnote th a t Libera is likely speaking of 
the English here, as the French and English were engaged in the Hundred Years War) and in addition 
complains of a “revolt of earthworms” (identified by McLeod as the common people) which Libera calls 
an “abominable, poisonous mass of vermin.” ( “verminier venimeux et abhominable” see Advision, 21; 
Vision, 27.) Though “ahead of her tim e” in many ways, Christine was in other ways a woman of her time, 
and aspects of her thought are classist to their core, a tru th  th a t must be acknowledged when dealing 
at length with her work. Such aspects must also however, I believe, be set in the context of her larger 
work and theory. Even while maintaining adherence to strict class lines with regard to social position, 
Christine also repeatedly and vehemently championed the notion th a t one’s blood was not what made 
a person noble or common, bu t rather one’s deeds. This is a concept she talks about often in her City 
of Ladies, where she insists tha t women from all social classes are present, as well as in her Letter of 
the God of Love and elsewhere. T hat she was unable or unwilling to adm it tha t a “commoner” who was 
“noble of heart” could also move out from their social class was a fairly typical belief of the nobility 
of her time, and was likely further cemented by the violence associated with many of the revolts that 
happened during or shortly before her lifetime. The same could be said of her disparaging comments 
about the English, for she usually does not condemn them as a whole people and in fact sent her son to 
go live with and serve an English count of whom she spoke highly. Christine mentions this in book three 
of the Vision in her plaint to Philosophy ( Vision, 106-107). I believe it remains im portant, however, to 
acknowledge such problematic statem ents when they arise.

571 “Helas! Mais comme apres le temps sery viengne souvent la grosse pluie, convient a present changier 
le propos de mes ris en tres amers pleurs.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 23; Vision, 28.

572 Many of the phrases she uses are similar to those she used to describe the loss of her husband 
in her earlier M utation of Fortune. She cites here again Fortune being envious as the metaphorical 
cause of the king’s death, and of Libera being “widowed” “too soon,” of Charles V ’s “voyage” of life 
ending (similar to the fictional “shipwreck” Christine says took her husband), of L ibera’s tears and 
regret, and the “astonishing m utations” Libera has suffered since his loss. Clearly in this work written 
after her account of her own widowing, she is tying her widowhood to  the metaphorical “widowhood” 
currently being experienced by France, implying she has already gone through these experiences and 
may therefore authoritatively comment on them. Christine’s use of the trope of widowhood has been 
frequently commented on by scholars: see for instance Kevin Brownlee, who writes about Christine, “In 
many im portant ways, her literary career emerged from her widowhood.” Kevin Brownlee, “Christine de 
Pizan: Gender and the New Vernacular Canon,” in Strong Voices, Weak History: Early Women Writers 
and Canons in England, France and Italy, ed. Pamela Joseph Benson and Victoria Kirkham (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2005), 99.

573 As McLeod notes, Christine describes Charles VI and his brother Louis of Orleans as “butterflies” 
rising from the “entrails” of the dead king, who morph into birds of prey, one of which (Charles VI) 
Fortune strikes down, even describing the other dukes a t this point as “wasps.” See Christine de Pizan,
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in the forests and burned, and floods rising and covering the lands.574 Clearly, Libera 
presents herself as being in dire straits.

And here, having spoken mostly figuratively about the various people in power, Libera’s 
plaint to Christine-the-narrator becomes even more pointed. Having established herself 
as a personification of the land of France,575 Libera launches into a diatribe against the 
behavior of her own children. Christine-the-writer’s target is clear: again, she is speaking 
about and to the princes of France. To make her point, Christine has Libera recount to 
Christine-the-narrator an exemplary story covered earlier in the City of Ladies, which, 
as we saw in chapter two, Christine would again use in her “Lament on the Evils of the 
Civil War:” the story of the Sabine women. These women, as the histories Christine is 
referencing tell, were abducted by Romulus and his men and carried off to be their new 
wives. Their relatives raise an army to take revenge for this act of mass rape/abduction, 
and march to make war with Romulus. By the time the army reaches Romulus, however, 
a significant amount of time has lapsed and many of the women already have children 
by the Romans. The two armies do fight for some time, but neither makes any real 
progress, and finally they set up a large battle.576 At this point the abducted women 
take council among themselves and decide th a t if this war proceeds, they will lose either 
way. If their new “husbands” win, their fathers and brothers will be killed, and if their 
relatives are victorious the fathers of their children will be killed (as well as likely their 
children by those fathers, who would be rejected by their relatives, though Christine does 
not make th a t particular point explicit). They decide then to take it upon themselves to 
try  to avert the war, despite their unjust abduction. Having thus decided, they placed 
themselves on the battle field between their husbands and their relatives. Seeing this,
Vision, 29, n 24.
574These images come directly after the allegorical description of Charles V i’s onset of insanity. See 

Christine de Pizan, Vision, 30.
575Libera may also be read other ways, as Christine herself insists in the prologue she wrote to the 

Vision. I will discuss this a bit in my next chapter: see p. 217.
576These details are present in the narrative from the City, which is a somewhat longer account of the 

Sabine women themselves than  in the Vision, where the narrative focuses more on Libera. See Christine 
de Pizan, City, 147-150.
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both sides were moved to stop their fighting, since otherwise they would have had to 
trample either their wives or their daughters and sisters to enter combat against each 
other. Thus these women, and the men who took their point, were able to avert further 
war and to forge peace again between the two parties, even despite real and grievous 
wrong existing.577

In Christine’s Vision, Libera claims she attem pted the same thing, placing herself on the 
field between the warring armies. But instead of these men seeing her determination to 
mediate peace, they ignored her pleas and she was tram pled anyway by her own children, 
who recklessly insisted on fighting each other over her body. She writes,

Romulus and his company were not so cruel when the fathers and relatives 
gathered in a great army to avenge tha t disgrace because of the disgraceful 
abduction of the Sabine daughters by these Romans. But when the queen 
and all these women, piteous of their husbands, fathers, and families, placed 
themselves with tears and cries between the gathering armies, their hair di
sheveled, beseeching them in the name of God to make peace, they were 
not tram pled beneath the horse hooves of these strong and powerful knights; 
rather spared by reverence and heard with pity, their feminine voices made 
their loved ones make peace even on the field of battle. Oh friend, look, look 
upon the greatest of sorrows!... behold and consider first and foremost the 
wounds of my sides and limbs.578

The critique here is unmistakable. Even the Romans, (guilty in this case of the “dis

577It is im portant to note here tha t Christine does not shy away from the topic of rape in her work and 
she speaks passionately about what a horrible wrong it is, a crime worthy of death. (See for example 
the story of Lucretia in the City, 160-164). We may thus be assured tha t Christine is not implying that 
abduction or rape is something women should just put up with, nor is she trying to  excuse the actions of 
Romulus and his men, which she calls “disgraceful.” Rather, she raises this story to  show th a t no m atter 
how just the cause, war has bad consequences for all sides involved, and tha t here even those who were 
most wronged, and would have the most reason to  desire revenge, are able to call for peace for the good 
of their children and the land. As she makes clear in the City o f Ladies it is their positions as mothers 
tha t make the Sabine women decide to try  to avert the war. See Christine de Pizan, City, 147-150, in 
particular p. 149.

578 “Ne furent mie si cruelx jadis Romulus et sa compaignie quant, pour cause du ravissement des filles 
de Sabine fait par yceulz Rommains, s’assemblerent a grant ost le peres et parens pour vengier celle 
honte. Mais comme la royne et toutes les dames piteuses de l’effusion du sang de leurs maris, peres et 
parens, eschevelees, a pleurs et cris, se venissent fichier entre les batailles lors qu ’assembler devoient, 
prians our Dieu que paix feissent, ne furent mie d ’iceulz chevaliers fors et puissans les dames deffoulees 
entre les piez des chevaulx, ains par reverence espargnees, et oyes en pitié leurs voix femmenines, qui leurs 
cuers contraigny meismes ou champ a faire paix. O amie, voy cy, voy cy la supellative des douleurs!... de 
prime face regarde et avise les plaies de mes costez et de mes membres.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
25-26; Vision, 31.
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graceful” abduction and rape of the Sabine women,) and the Sabine men, (justly angered 
by the Romans’ ravishing actions against their daughters, sisters, and cousins) are able 
to work out their grievances at the insistence of the women involved, instead of tram 
pling the Queen and her women. If the Romans and Sabines—who, for Christine, should 
have been “less equipped” to be able to make proper moral decisions, lacking the au
thority of the Christian Scriptures—could make the appropriate decision and put aside 
their grievances, then, a fortiori, the Christian dukes should also be able to do so, even 
more! And yet they have failed. They have not managed to constrain themselves and 
thereby have not avoided “the greatest of sorrows.” They themselves trample France un
derfoot: her body is broken not by enemies from distant lands, but by them. Libera tells 
Christ ine-the-narrator:

W hat greater perplexity can visit the heart of a mother than to see anger 
and strife engendered and continued to the point that arms of war are taken 
up and seized by alliances among her own legitimate children of loyal fathers, 
whose crimes mount so th a t they ignore the grief of their poor mother, who 
compassionate of her offspring, plants herself between the two sides to sep
arate their troops? But incited by mindless intentions, neither sparing nor 
sensible of her maternal honor, they do not divert their horses’ hooves from 
her worthy person but release the multitude of their alliances upon her until 
they break and mangle her completely. 579

Christine is here trying to re-frame the history th a t is currently underway: she is trying 
to show th a t this is not simply a feud over who controls which bits of land, for Libera, 
as a ‘person’ is not something th a t can be parceled out. She is a unity: the persona 
of a united land, which Christine presents here as warring against its own members— 
“natural” relatives—such as the Sabines and the Romans became, whether they wanted 
or no, through the children of the Sabine women. We remember this argument, th a t of 
the princes being ‘natural relatives,’ from her 1410 letter “Lamentación sur les maux de

579 “ Quelle plus frant perplexité peut venir en cuer de mere que veoir yre et contens naistre et continuer 
jusques au point d ’armes de guerre predre et saisir par assemblees entre ses propres enfans legittimes et 
de loyaulx peres, et a  tan t monter leur felonnie qu’ilz n ’aient regart a la desolacion de leur povre mere 
qui comme piteuse de sa porteure se fiche entre deux pour départir leurs batailles? Mais iceulz, meuz 
par corages animez, sans espargne n ’avoir regart a honneur maternelle, ne destournent le tripignis de 
leurs chevaulx contre sa reverence, ains laissier aler la foule de leurs assemblees sur elle tan t que toute 
la debrisent et mahagnent.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 25; Vision, 30-31.
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la guerre civile.”580 Yet even here in 1405, the same year in which she pens the Vision, 
she is already thinking in terms of a ‘land divided against itself,’ as she makes clear in her 
letter to Queen Isabeau in October of that very year. There she tells Queen Isabeau in no 
uncertain term s th a t allowing the conflict between these princes to  continue will result 
in “horrible evils and injuries,” the very first of which will be the destruction of France 
itself, a claim she backs up with a quotation from no less than Christ. Using Christ’s 
(translated) words from the Gospel of Luke in this new, public, context Christine reminds 
the queen, “Le royame en soy divisié sera desolé.”581

W ithin the realm of the Vision, Christine then uses the personification of Libera, France 
herself, to  present to the readers a stark and memorable image of what will happen, and 
has happened, to the body of France:

The venerable princess then raised part of her gown and showed me her naked sides, 
saying ‘Behold’... I saw the white and tender sides blackened and beaten by the force 
and trampling of the crowds and collapsed in places as far as the entrails not cut by the 
blow of the sword. Then completely disconcerted in consideration of the new, piteous and 
dishonorable circumstance that such wounds might be procured so venerable a mother 
by her children, I told her, ‘Cover them, lady, in the name of God!’582

These appalling images, invoked through not just the words, but the pictured body of
58ÜI discussed this letter in chapter two: see pp. 111-116.
581 “The kingdom divided within itself will be destroyed.” Christine de Pizan, “An Epistle to  the Queen 

of France,” in The Epistle of the Prison of Human Life with A n Epistle to the Queen of France and 
Lament on the Evils o f the Civil War ed. and trans. Josette A. W isman (New York: Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1984), 72 (French) and 73 (English translation). The Biblical citation comes from not from Luke 
2:7, as W isman indicated in her translation, but from Luke 11:17.

582 “Adonc la tres venerable princesse haulce le pan de sa vesteure et a moy descueuvre le nu de ses 
costez disant: ‘Regarde!’... j ’avisasse les costez blans et tendres par force de presse et de deoffoulement 
noircis et betez et par lieux encavez jusques aux entrailles, non mie trenchiez de coups d ’espee maiz 
froissiez par force de grans foules, adonc moy toute esmarie, considérant le nouvel cas piteux et non 
honnorable, que a mere tan t venerable telz bleceures fussent procurees par ses porteures, en disant: 
‘Dame, pour Dieu, couvrez cheus!”’ Christine de Pizan, Advision, 26; Vision, 31.
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Libera583 plainly are pleading for direct action, and the image of Libera’s body brutally 
wounded is meant to ingrain itself on the memory of those who read it, pointing out to 
them at the same time th a t this conflict is a m atter of the body of France, not merely a 
feudal disagreement. The image of Libera is, like the statue of Semiramis, a mnemonic. 
Christine uses her fictionalization Libera to show a shocking image: the naked body of a 
bruised, broken, and even eviscerated woman, whose wounds have been sustained by her 
own children that she nevertheless still wishes to protect. Like Christine-the-narrator, 
who is initially so overwhelmed by this atrocious sight th a t she begs the lady to cover 
it up again, ashamed th a t she has seen it and even more th a t it was done in the first 
place, “dishonoring” this woman’s body so, the reader is meant also to be moved to 
shame and pity, and ultimately to action to bring this circumstance to an end. Having 
seen this sight, Christine-the-narrator does her best to  comfort the woman and to urge 
her to speak more, which account Christine-the-narrator will write down for all to see 
before receiving the charge from Libera at the end of book one not only to record Libera’s 
history, but also to convince her children, the princes, to stop hurting her more.584

Crucial to understanding a story and its im portant inner meaning is the ability to in
terpret th a t story, and Christine uses her fictionalizations to  aid her readers in doing

5S3Though she does not look at the Vision as one of the sources for her article, Marcella L. Munson 
discusses Christine’s use of the image of the female body wounded a t some length. She writes, for example, 
“In Christine de Pizan’s works, not only are the bodies in pain presented in striking detail, bu t they are 
clearly inscribed in the political sphere and entail explicitly political consequences.” Marcella L. Munson, 
“Destruire et Disperser: Violence and the Fragmented Body in Christine de P izan’s Prose Letters,” in 
Violence in Medieval Courtly Literature: A Casebook, ed. Albrecht Classen (New York: Routledge, 2004), 
272.

584Libera tells Christine-the-narrator, “demeures constante avec moy ou gracieux labour de tes dictiez, 
duquel mains plaisirs encore feras a moy et mes enfans, lesquelz je te pry que me salves et que leur 
segnefies les plaintes de mes clamours et que comme loyaulx et vrais enfans vueillent avoir pitié de leur 
tendre mere, de qui encore le lait leur est neccessaire et doulce nourriture, mais vueillent si espargner 
ses doulces mamelles qu’ilz ne la succent jusques au sang.” ; “So stay, steadfast, with me in the gracious 
labor of your writings, with which you will yet bring many pleasures to  me and my children, whom I 
pray you will save for me and make the lamentations of my cries known to, and who, like loyal and 
true children, may willingly take pity on their tender mother, whose milk is still necessary and sweet 
nourishment to them, but they must wish to spare her sweet breasts lest they suck her to  the blood.” 
To this Christine responds: “la remerciay de l ’onneur que m ’avoit faicte et de la charge que commise 
m ’avoit, lui en prom etant faire execution.” ; “I thanked her for the honor th a t she had done me and 
for the responsibility with which she had charged me, promising her true execution of it.” Christine de 
Pizan, Advision, 50; Vision, 52, both citations.
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so. She cannot count on her audience having the philosophical subtlety of understand
ing that was typically required for the proper interpretation of integumenta, since, as I 
noted above, she was writing not primarily to trained philosophers bu t to the princes 
of France. While certainly literate, they were by no stretch of the imagination scholars. 
Christine’s persona and the figure of Libera therefore act as commentators upon the 
story, interpreting the ta le’s meaning for their audience via allegoresis. They gloss the 
Sabine women’s story-as-integumentum  in a way th a t writes its meaning on Libera’s own 
body, which itself provides a powerful mnemonic device. And, as we saw from the first 
two chapters of this dissertation, such commentary is no passive explanation of the text 
in question. Rather, the commentary works within the source text to shape it towards 
significance with regards to contemporary contexts.585 The “Romanized” Sabine women 
are translated into France. Christine is trying to teach her readers—the princes, and in 
this case also the Queen, at whom the image of the Sabine women’s action must surely 
have been aimed—appropriate action in their context: they are supposed to be able to 
see themselves in the story and from th a t be moved to extrapolate how they should act 
outside the confines of the story, in their lives.

There is a word tha t describes this act of understanding, and it is the Aristotelian notion 
of phronesis. Phronesis, typically rendered in English as “practical wisdom,” is generally 
understood to relate to the ability to identify and pursue “right action” in a particular 
circumstance.586 Christine does not herself use the word phronesis, as it is Greek and she 
likely could not read Greek, but she does repeatedly use one of the Latin-become-French 
words that phronesis was sometimes translated into, and seems to be well aware of it as a 
concept. Karen Green, in commenting on Christine’s work, notes th a t Cicero translated 
‘phronesis’ as lprudentia\ distinguishing it from his translation of sophia (wisdom) which

585In Copeland’s words, “Even though medieval commentary works around the text, alongside the text, 
as addenda to  the text, it can take on a primary productive character: it continually refashions the text 
for changing conditions of understanding. It becomes an a rt whose end is realized in a kind of action.” 
R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 64.

586R ita Copeland also offers a discussion of the concept of phronesis: see Rhetoric, esp. 15-20.
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he rendered sapientia,587 and she notes tha t prudence was a word Christine frequently 
had recourse to, though as Green adds, Christine at first combines a notion of wisdom and 
prudence and it is only in her later works th a t she maintains somewhat of a distinction 
between them .588

Prudence, understood in terms of phronesis, was an im portant concept for Christine in 
the equipping of her readers to understand how her stories should relate to their lives. 
She recognizes th a t it is the lynchpin for moving a reader from ignorance to knowledge- 
which-spurs-right-action. As Christine herself tells us in her Book of Peace,

The better to explain what prudence is and where it comes from, let it be known that its 
beginning is with the understanding—a power and activity of the soul, as Saint Augustine 
observes, given by God individually to some men more than to others. The role of this 
understanding is to imagine everything seen and unseen; according to the capacity of 
this imagination to  investigate well, knowledge is engendered. This knowledge brings a 
closer understanding of practical things; th a t is to  say, of things one wants to  achieve, 
and understanding of how to achieve them .589

587Karen Green, “On Translating Christine de Pizan as a Philosopher” in Healing the Body Politic ed. 
Karen Green and Constant J. Mews (Tournhout: Brepols, 2005), 129.

588Green notes tha t a t the tim e Christine wrote the Letter o f Othea to Hector, for instance, it is likely 
she did not have an extensive knowledge of Cicero or Aristotle. (The Othea is one of Christine’s earlier 
works, dating sometime between 1399 and 1402.) She argues nevertheless th a t the ideas in the Othea 
can be traced to these authors: “Christine did not know these texts of Aristotle and Cicero in any great 
detail when she wrote the Epistre Othea. If she had read them, or some part of them, she certainly did 
not have them  at hand to quote extensively. Nevertheless, what is also clear is tha t she was working 
with a medieval notion of prudence tha t had descended from Socrates’ and A ristotle’s phronesis, via 
Cicero and later twelfth-century authors.” Karen Green, “Translating Christine as a Philosopher,” 129. 
It is interesting tha t Christine does mention the Ethics by name later in her Book o f the Body Politic-. 
in fact, she cites from several different books of the Ethics (books ten, three and four: ibid, 25, 56 & 98 
respectively) as well as its arguments more generally (ibid, 43.) The Body Politic was written after the 
Othea, however, and is therefore no guarantee th a t Christine was familiar with passages of the Ethics 
in any great detail when she wrote the Othea. On the other hand it does, I believe, show Christine’s 
continued interest in topics the Ethics covers. I will show momentarily below Christine’s more developed 
thought on prudence, found in her Book of Peace.

589 “E t de ceste prudence, pour mieulx descripre que c ’est et dont elle vient et dessent, est a savoir 
qu’entendement qui est puissance et operacion de l’ame, si que dit Saint Augustin, de Dieu donné sin
gulièrement plus grant es uns hommes que es autres, est son commencement; l’office de cest entendement 
est d ’ymaginer toutes choses veues ou non veues; selon la quantité de sa force pour lesquelles ymagi- 
nacions par bien invistiguer est engendree congnoissance, laquelle s ’aproche plus des chosesouvrales,
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Though she speaks of Augustine here, just shortly after this passage Christine asserts, “It 
would be appropriate to treat this very fine subject [of prudence-AC] at greater length 
and more subtly by way of Aristotle’s proofs, which my poor understanding can hardly 
represent or describe; but to keep to  the theme of this work we shall pass over it for the 
time being.”590 Yet even without going over Aristotle’s proofs step by step, Christine 
has defined prudence as an activity of the soul linked with understanding, imagination, 
investigation, knowledge, and the achievement of what one desires. Furthermore she has 
done so in the context of working towards the good—one could not “prudently” arrive 
at an evil action.591

W ith the story of the Sabine women, retold by Libera to the narrative Christine, Christine 
herself is using rhetorical tools to guide her reader towards the hermeneutical virtue of 
prudence, through the means of interpreting the texts she writes from the stores of her 
memory.592 Christine’s tying “prudence” in with right human actions matches well with a 
relation of prudence to  phronesis, since the defining feature of phronesis is tha t it is linked 
to learning such things as how to act ethically in concrete circumstances. Furthermore, 
she does so such th a t reading texts and interpreting them becomes, as Rita Copeland 
puts it, “the activity of practical wisdom.”593 Christine is trying to teach her readers

c’est assavoir des choses que on veult mectre a euvre, congnoistre et entendre les maniérés de les fair et 
entreprendre.” Christine de Pizan, Book o f Peace, French 208-209; English, 68.

590 “se pourroit plus longuement traictier mieulx et plus soubtilment par les preuves d ’Aristote, que 
mon povre entendement ne saroit ymaginer ne descripre.” Christine de Pizan, Book of Peace, French 
209; English, 69.

591Christine states tha t from the knowledge prudence produces comes discretion, “a virtue by which 
we can distinguish good and evil, and choose the good because it is valuable and spurn the bad because 
it is harm ful.” ; “une vertu par laquelle se puet congnoistre ce que est bon et ce que est mauvais en 
discernant le bien du mal, et en ¡’election du bien pour ce que il est valable et déboutant le mal pour ce 
qu’il est nuisible.” Christine de Pizan, Book o f Peace, French 209; English, 68.

592Though she does not speak at all of Christine in her text, Copeland notes a similar point when she 
writes, “however rhetoric is to be classified among the sciences, its association with the intellectual virtue 
of practical wisdom, phronesis, is clear. Rhetoric calls for an ability to deliberate about the contingent 
and the variable, about human actions and ethics, for which there are no fixed, necessary principles.” 
R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 15.

593 “[the] dialectical integration of understanding, interpretation, and application makes hermeneutics 
into an action, an event. Hermeneutics can be defined as a praxis, th a t is, in Aristotelian terms, the 
activity of practical wisdom.” R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 19. Moreover, Copeland explicitly draws on the 
work of Hans-Georg Gadamer here, much as I do in my introduction and as I will do again in my final 
chapter. See for instance 274-277.
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the ability to interpret as well, so th a t they too will have the necessary tools for proper 
ethical formation and action.

This is an im portant point for Christine’s work. The art of interpretation, what we call 
hermeneutics, becomes linked, even defined as “the activity of practical wisdom”—that 
is, of phronesis. Indeed, if one accepts the argument th a t Christine’s use of “prudence” 
is her term  for phronesis, (or at the very least a similar concept) it becomes difficult 
to ignore the connection of proper reading and phronesis in her work, since it is by 
telling these stories from myth and history which formed her ethical development that 
she hopes to  in turn  form the princes. And yet she is faced with the conundrum, as I have 
indicated, th a t her audience the princes cannot be assumed to be trained in “proper” 
ethical reading as she was. Certainly they can read the words th a t appear on the page 
before them, but this does not necessarily translate into their ability to see the meaning 
contained in the stories. They are unlikely to have the ability to “see through” her veiled 
language without considerable help. She must explicate th a t meaning for them in such a 
way that not only will they understand it, but th a t it will become lodged permanently in 
their memory as conceptual building material, and th a t they will be able to understand 
its application in their own lives: th a t they will be able to build with it. Christine has 
her task cut out for her, trying to fulfill her promise to the image of France she has 
personified by means of what she considers her vocation, the writing and interpretation 
of memorable integumenta to educate the powers th a t can change the course of France’s 
history—which, we recall, seemed set on destruction. In my next and final chapter that 
focuses on her texts, we will see how Christine employs her most complex and mature 
fictionalized work in her attem pts to fulfill this promise to Libera, answering the charge 
that Nature gave her.



Chapter 5

Im agining from M em ory
“True philosophy consists in re-learning how to look at the world. ”594

The previous chapter followed Christine’s journey to the heavens, accompanied by the 
Sibyl on the path of knowledge and, finally, imagination. There I detailed her charge 
from Lady Reason to deliver the transcript of what she saw in the court of Reason to the 
princes of France and then related how Christine presented a further, even more extensive 
charge from a different goddess-figure: Lady Nature, who charged her with presenting her 
memory to the princes in the form of the “veiled language” th a t is her “natural style.” 
I explored how this presentation of Christine’s memory was meant for the purposes of 
ethically educating the powers of France towards prudent action in their governing, and I 
showed one example of Christine’s attem pts to do so with her fictionalized figure Libera’s 
re-told story of the Sabine women. I have thus shown who her immediate audience was 
(the princes and the Queen), and why (the fact th a t France was in such dire straits), 
and have given one somewhat brief example of her attem pts to convince her audience 
what they must do: namely steer France away from civil war and back towards peace. In 
three out of the previous four chapters we have explored the way Christine de Pizan uses 
various stories, exempla, intellectual tools and figures to convey veiled meaning meant to 
persuade. We know as well from several of her writings and veiled stories tha t Christine 
was well versed in philosophical argumentation and quite prepared to engage in it as she 
saw fit. Her integumenta frequently carried conceptions of human nature and the nature 
of the world as well as addressing topics th a t would have been philosophically recognizable 
in her time: causation, wisdom, prudence, ethics, and the “nature” of things and of reality. 
In this chapter, I will gather together the various threads of her narrative work and show 
not only th a t Christine uses Active means to  craft philosophical conceptions, but also

594Maurice Merleau-Ponty, preface to Phenomenology of Perception, trans, Colin Smith (London: Rout- 
ledge, 2002), xxiii.
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th a t such Active means do things th a t dialectically primed philosophical work would find 
very difficult, perhaps even at times impossible to do. This is because during times where 
our conceptual apparatus has become too cemented in its structure, fiction can actually 
enable us to bridge a seemingly insurmountable conceptual gap in our philosophical 
constructions and understandings. Here I will develop my contention th a t began to take 
shape at the end of my previous chapter: th a t Christine understood the “proper reading” 
of veiled stories was necessary for the education of the princes to realize the type of 
societal transformation she desired. Now I mean to show how she hopes to accomplish 
the transformation of her princes th a t she desires.

5.1 Opening the W ay to U nderstanding

By now it has become clear th a t the activities of reading and interpreting were important 
to Christine. It was im portant enough, in fact, th a t she penned a gloss to the first book 
of her Vision in the form of a prologue to one of the manuscripts which is still extant. 
She did this with the hopes th a t she might, in her words,

open the way to explain m atters described by means of figures in the first part 
of this book, which appears somewhat obscure, in the event tha t someone in 
the future might want to understand how to interpret it more fully, or after 
the manner of poets, by whom often, under the figure of metaphor or veiled 
speech, are hidden much secret knowledge and pure tru ths.595

Christine—as with the rest of us—has at her disposal only the materials available to 
her, and these include poetry, myth, history, and the sciences, including philosophy. As

595 “Pour ouvrir la voie a declairier les choses soubz figures dictes en la premiere partie de ce livre, 
laquelle appert aucunement obscure, se aucun le temps a venir au gloser plus estanduem ent vouloit 
entendre, est asavoir selon la maiere de parler des pouetes, que souventesfois soubz figure de methaphore, 
c’est a dire de parole couverte, sont muciees maintes secretes sciences et pures veritéz.” Christine de 
Pizan, trans. Christine Reno, “The Preface to  the Avision-Christine” from “The Preface to the Avision- 
Christine in ex-Phillipps 128” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan  ed. Earl Jeffery Richards (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 1992), 208. Differing versions of the English translation can be found both 
on the opposing pages of this text and also in the 2005 publication of the full version of the Vision. I 
have chosen to  stick with the 2005 version to maintain consistency. For the English translation I have 
cited see Christine de Pizan, Vision, 10.
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we discussed in the previous chapter, she sees herself now at the midpoint of her life, 
and presents herself as looking back on it with an eye to discern the proper, and safest, 
way forward in dangerous terrain.596 She presents this “way forward” as learning, and 
therefore outlined her own path of learning for her audience to emulate. The problem 
is, much of her own learning was likely in m atters more “obscure” than her present 
audience would have a taste for. Scholastic commentary on Aristotelian texts and subtle 
re-workings of Boethius and Dante were a bit beyond the reach of her princes and so, 
one suspects, she is beginning to wonder whether they will be able to understand the 
im portant material she is trying to give them .597 For this reason, she appears to become 
even more painstaking in her attem pts to gloss her own writing. Her fictionalized figures 
are the keys with which she hopes her readers will be able to unlock her texts and thus 
all the remembered wisdom and prudence she has “placed” there.

Thus does she offer in her prologue to “explain m atters” for those who are interested, 
and her explanations present an im portant window on how she was trying to shape the 
princes. This is not to say that every single strand of Christine’s thought was only aimed 
at the formation of the French princes, or the Queen: clearly she had contributions of 
her own th a t she wished to make th a t were not directly or immediately related to those 
ruling powers, and she insisted in her Vision th a t there were multiple layers of meaning 
within her narrative.598 There are three layers which she identifies as possible readings

596See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 104.
S97Though one cannot say for certain, it is my conviction tha t this is what prompts her to write more 

and more clearly in prose without narrative after 1405, despite the fact tha t she is so clearly talented at 
such exercises and finds they come naturally to her. As the dukes become more openly hostile towards 
each other and the threat of English invasion looms ever larger, Christine appears more desperate to 
ensure th a t her princely audience will get the basic points, even if they prove incapable of taking the 
path of learning she appears to believe would lead to their proper moral education and the eventual 
return to  wise and stable governance of the kingdom of France. On this point it is notable tha t in her 
non-narrative Book o f Peace (1413) specifically intended as a mirror for the then heir to the throne, 
Louis of Guyenne, she draws extensively on the philosophers and theologians to make her points, still 
trying to educate him, but this time doing so in a much more direct manner, without the use of veils. It 
was imperative th a t France’s young but rising heir be well trained and Christine seems to be taking no 
chances. It is unfortunate tha t he died a t a young age, shortly after the disasterous battle of Agincourt.

598As she notes, “E t en telle parolle dicte par poisie puet avoir mains entendemens, et lors est la poisie 
belle et subtille quant elle puet servir a plusieurs ententes et que on la puet prendre a divers propos.” : 
“And in such poetic speech, one can often have many meanings; and then poetry is beautiful and subtle
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throughout the first book of the Vision, writing “the fiction of this book can be allegorized 
in three ways, th a t is to say, applied to  the general world, which is the earth, also to the 
individual man, and then to the realm of France.”599 This is in addition to the fourth 
level she sometimes brings up, where she notes she is talking about her own specific life, 
sometimes factually and sometimes metaphorically.600

The particular meanings I focus on here, however, are her more politically inclined ones, 
as for example in her discussion of the first image she glosses in her prologue. This is the 
image of the figure of Chaos, about which she says in one layer of her explanation, “the 
body of this image can be taken for the kingdom of France, which is large and forms a 
single body [politic].”601 She also, however, offers a reading that compares the trajectory 
of her narrative to the tale of the individual human—a reminder, perhaps, to the princes 
th a t it is their story as individual humans accountable to God that she tells, and not 
just that of France as a whole. And here, when she speaks of the ‘individual hum an’ she 
again explicitly brings in the philosophers as authorities and teachers, saying “Likewise,
when it can present several meanings and when one can take it different ways.” Christine de Pizan, 
“Preface,” 208. English translation may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 10.
599 “la fiction de cestui livre se puet alegorisier triblem ent, c’est assavoir assiiniller au monde general, 

qui est la terre, aussi a homme singulier et puis au royaume de France” Christine de Pizan, “Preface,” 
212. English translation may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 12.

600Here, Christine seems to offer layers of interpretation even within a particular layer of interpretation. 
Speaking just after the sentence I quoted above about the three ways th a t the text can be allegorized, 
she uses the story of her own removal to  France from Italy  as a child as a means of explicating the law of 
God, the prophets, and the effects of heresy on the Church (it must be remembered tha t while Christine 
was writing the Vision the Catholic church was split between two popes.) Christine writes, “we can 
take what Christine says in the fourth chapter, how, because of the cry of Fame, she, as a child, was 
transported with her parents into the country of a noble, crowned lady, she can say tha t the earth, in 
the time of her childhood, or her innocence—which signifies the time when the law was not yet given to 
the world—she was transported by the cry of Fame—which means the cry of the blessed prophets—to 
the law of God in which all goodness is contained; but the great ruins she saw there can signify the many 
heresies tha t have existed.” : “si pouons prendre ce que Cristine di ou iiij chappitre comment par le cri 
de Fama elle estant enfant fu transportée avec ses parens ou païs d ’une noble dame couronnee, peut dire 
la terre, que ou temps de son enfance, c’est asavoir de son innorance—qui segnefie le temps ouquel loi 
n ’estoit au monde encore donnee—elle fu transportée par le cri de Fama, qui est a entendre par le cri 
des sains prophettes, a la loi de Dieu en laquelle sont toutes biautés comprises; mais de grans ruines y 
vid, ce puet estre dit pour plusieurs heresies qui ont esté.” Christine de Pizan, “Preface,” 212; Vision, 
12-13. Then she even treats her own life as a layer of meaning worthy in itself by reading the narrative 
on the “literal sense”— “a la letre” in the next paragraph. Ibid, 13 and 212 respectively.

601 “Item, par le corps de cest ymage se puet pren[dre] le royaume de France, lequel est grant et n ’est 
que ung corps.” Christine de Pizan, “Preface,” 208; Vision, 11. Brackets in text.
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this said image can be taken for each individual human being according to the manner of 
language of the philosophers who called man the image of the microcosm.”602 We should 
not be surprised to find th a t on this reading of the image of the body of Chaos she 
explains th a t the stars forming the crown over his head “are the virtues of the soul, such 
as understanding, knowledge, memory, and the others.”603 That she mentions these three 
as the soul’s virtues, and does not mention others which she readily admits exist, also 
seems crafted in order to redirect the audience toward the im portant task of polishing 
their starry crowns. Her readers are being reminded to work at increasing the brilliance 
of their understanding, knowledge and memory so tha t their crowns may shine the more 
brightly and symbolize their appropriate station, with ‘virtues’ associated with Reason 
being the proper crowning feature of a human. In addition, th a t she ends her gloss, which 
started by speaking of how fiction can be truthful, by asserting th a t all th a t may be found 
within the work of the Vision accords with Scripture and the prophets604 by “whoever 
reads and understands them properly”605 leads us to understand tha t the appropriate 
reading of her material is of utmost importance. This is particularly interesting given her 
insistence th a t there are multiple ways the material can be read, yet, and this is certainly 
nothing odd in a medieval context, a reader is not thereby completely adrift when it 
comes to determining meaning. There are appropriate and also potentially inappropriate 
ways to  read a text, as we will see below.606

602 “Item, ce dit ymage puet estre pris pour une chascune creature humaine a par soi, selon le parler des 
philosophes qui nommerent homme ymage de petit monde.” Christine de Pizan, “Preface,” 208. English 
translation may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 10.

603“sont les vertus de l’ame, si comme entendement, cognoissance, memoire et les autres.” Christine de 
Pizan, “Preface,” 208. English translation may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 10.

604She is not mainly speaking of the prophets from Scripture, but rather (for all but one) those tha t are 
outside of Scripture here: she names “Merlin, the Sibyls, Joachim and John” as her examples. Christine 
de Pizan, “Preface,” 218. English translation may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 16.

605 “et qui a droit les lira et entendra” Christine de Pizan, “Preface,” 218. English translation may be 
found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 17, emphasis mine.

606I discuss Christine’s take on inappropriate readings of a text below when I look at her example of 
the alchemists which she discusses at length in book two of the Vision. This topic has already been 
touched on, however, when Christine repudiated the interpretation of Lady Reason’s words in Jean de 
M eun’s text of the Roman de la Rose proposed by the Rose’s defenders and again when Lady Reason 
corrects Christine’s poor reading of the misogynist auctors she has been reading, which Reason tells her 
must be read by antiphrasis. See Christine de Pizan, City, 7. For commentators on this topic see also for 
instance Glenda McLeod, “Poetics and Antimisogynist Polemics” in Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan, 
37-47 and M. Bella Mirabella, “Feminist Self-Fashioning: Christine de Pizan and the Treasure of the
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Now that we have looked at the interpretive framework Christine provided around those 
frameworks she placed within the text as witnessed in at least one manuscript copy, let 
us return to the story of the Vision itself. As I noted in chapter four, Christine’s own 
self-described path of learning began with the histories. As a result, it is not surprising 
to find book one engaged in re-telling the history of France. Having been swallowed by 
Chaos as I recounted in my second chapter, Christine-the-narrator travels through his 
belly until she gains an audience with Libera, whom we met in my previous chapter where 
she regaled us with the tale of the Sabine women. Libera sets the narrative structure, 
and she tells Christine-the-narrator at the opening of their dialogue,

Friend, to whom God and Nature have conceded the gift of a love of study 
far beyond the common lot of woman, prepare parchment, quill, and ink, and 
write the words issuing from my breast; for I wish to reveal all to you, and I 
am pleased that you, following your wise good will, should henceforth present 
the written memories of my dignity.607

She thus indicates she will tell Christine her history, in the form of her memories, which 
Christine is to write down for her. Interspersed with this history are accounts from 
previous histories, especially from the Bible. More importantly, many of these accounts 
detail terrible disasters or the fall of kingdoms due to  the poor actions of those in power 
in the stories.

Take the example of the “remembered figure” of Samson. Libera cites the figure and 
glosses it, not only as part of the history of Israel, but also in its capacity to  reveal a 
prophecy for the future of France. To this end, Libera “re-reads’ to Christine-the-narrator 
the story of Samson driving “female foxes,” whose tails he had tied together with brands 
of fire, into the grain houses, fields and vineyards of his enemies.608 Libera points out 
that Samson’s name translated means sol fortis or “strong sun”—which McLeod notes

City o f Ladies,” European Journal o f Women’s Studies 6 (1999): 9-20.
607 “Amie, a qui Dieux et N ature ont concedè oultre le commun ordre des femmes le don d ’amour 

d ’estude, apreste parchemin, ancre et plume et escrips les parolles yssans de ma poitrine, car a. toy me 
vueil je du tou t manifester et me plaist qu ’a tes saiges bien vueillans faces d ’ores en avant present des 
mémoires escriptes de ma dignité.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 16; Vision, 22.

608This story may be found, as Christine herself notes in the text, in Judges 14. Christine’s re-telling 
of this story through the mouth of Libera may be found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 40-41.
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is meant to  evoke the royal house of France, since both Charles V and VI used the sun’s 
rays in their heraldry.609 Thus Christine reads the tale metaphorically as a prophecy of 
future good to come to France. She relates the following through Libera’s mouth:

Oh dear friend, mark the prophecy of the hour of my glory! When this traitor 
[the personification of Fraud-AC] will have punished me sufficiently, when 
God will wish her punishment to cease, when the cries of my complaints will 
be compassionately carried before God just as once those of the children of 
Israel were when Holofernes laid siege to them with this great army, then 
Samson the strong, that is the strong sun, will become aware of the great 
malice against his enemies; this will be one of my sons, bright as a strong 
sun because the sun of justice will dwell within him. By a curious device 
this individual will destroy his enemies—that is, the children of th a t deceitful 
woman [Fraud again-AC], the enemies of his virtue—who have persecuted me 
and my land for so long.610

Libera has re-read Samson as a figure into Christine’s France. She uses his story to speak 
about the ill state of affairs th a t obtained prior to Samson, and his turning of the tables 
as a way to express figuratively Christine’s hopes for France. The “foxes” she also re-reads 
as being “the clever ideas of his own mind th a t he will use,”611 interpreting this “curious 
device” of Samson’s as metaphorical mental ingenuity instead of physical destruction. In 
so doing, she emphasizes the learning such a figure will need to redress France’s situation 
and enforce justice—not just the sword.

Libera continues this line of interpretation as she discusses two more Biblical figures and 
the tales their histories tell, also drawing analogies with France. She relates to Christine- 
the-narrator the story of Saul when he was deposed as King of Israel for his misdeeds,612

609 See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 40 n39.
610 “O amie chiere, note la prophecie du temps de ma gloire: quant ceste desloyale assez me ara chastiee, 

si que Dieu vouldra sa punicion cesser et les cris de mes plains seront par pitié devant Dieu portez, si 
comme jadis furent ceulz des enfans d ’Israël lors que Olofernes atout sa grant force assigiez les avoit, 
adonc Sanson, c’est le soleil fort, s’avisera de grant malice contre ses ennemis, ce sera ung de mes fliz cler 
comme le souleil fort, car le souleil de justice en lui habitera. Cellui destruira ses ennemis par estrange 
malice, c’est assavoir les enfans de la fraudulente, annemais de sa vertu, qui ma terre et moy par long 
temps ont persecuté.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 37; Vision, 40-41.

611 “Les regnars sont les soubtilz avis de son meisme sens qu’il prendra.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
37; Vision, 41.

612See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 42-43. There Libera relates the story of Saul’s disobedience regarding 
the spoils and prisoners of war tha t led to  the prophet Samuel anointing David instead of Saul. This 
account, as McLeod notes, may be found in I Samuel 15.
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saying “Alas, have I not cause to think of the image of my ruin in what is written in 
the fifteenth chapter of the Book of Kings...”613 She then draws the comparison between 
herself as a land and the land of Israel further, with reference to King David, who was 
punished for his pride by being forced to choose among three disasters th a t would set 
ruin on the land: a seven year famine, three months of defeat and fleeing one’s enemies, 
or three days of “fatal pestilence.”614 This was no random threat either, as Europe had 
recently suffered yet again from the Plague, with Christine’s husband one of its victims. 
Libera’s story of the pestilence sent as a punishment cannot help but be seen in this 
light, and her spoken fear is meant to awaken the same trembling in her audience and 
to spur them to reflection and action. As Libera tells her listener, “How frightened I 
am of the punishment th a t so incapacitates my neighbors from the examples of God’s 
anger I find to read concerning far more minor things than those I see committed and 
currently ram pant throughout my lands.”615 Thus does Libera, as a figure, provide im
portant fictionalized context which Christine, as the writer, may use to comment on the 
circumstances, drawing parallels between France’s current state and stories of ruin from 
history. The fictionalized Libera actually helps facilitate the commentary because she is 
able to re-collate the stories in a way th a t is at once vivid, narratively poignant, and 
from a position of authority: she speaks “from experience” as France herself.

Christine is not the only writer to use fictionalized figures as interpreters in their own 
story. Rita Copeland notes th a t in the Confessio Amantis the characters Genius and 
Amans, whom, Copeland asserts, Gower impersonates in order to move the story along, 
also enable the unfolding of interpretation.616 Furthermore, they become themselves “dis

613 “Helas! n ’ay je cause de penser la figure de ma ruine en ce qu’il est escript ou XVe chappitre du 
Livre des Roys...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 39; Vision, 42.

614See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 45 and II Samuel 24:1-17 for this account. David chooses the “fatal 
pestilence,” which arrives with terrible destruction and loss of life.

615 “Que j ’aye paour de la punicion qui tan t rent enfermes mes plus prochains par les examples que 
l’ire de Dieu je treuve encourue pour trop mendres cas que ceulz que courir vois communs par mes 
pourprises...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 42; Vision, 45.

616She writes, “in so accommodating the moral interests of Amans, Genius also functions as a projection 
of the ’au thor’ or as a voice of the intentio auctoris which monitors the purveying of meaning throughout 
the tex t.” R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 205.
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guises” th a t act as characters and interpreters, just as Christine-the-narrator and Libera- 
as-France do in the Vision. Copeland draws a parallel with D ante’s writings, with which, 
as I discussed in chapter four, we know Christine was familiar:

But even while he is a projection of intentio auctoris, Genius is also an actor 
in the narrative. He serves therefore as a rhetorical sleight of hand, as a 
disguise for the author’s auto-exegesis: as a ‘character’ in the ‘plot’ Genius 
masks the author’s self-referentiality to make it appear a necessary element 
of the narrative action. This allows the author to co-opt the role of exegete 
for his own text, bu t to carry it out under cover of certain rhetorical tropes, 
personification, allegory and irony. In some ways, this resembles the narrative 
and auto-exegetical configuration of Dante’s Inferno and Purgatorio, where 
Virgil as a personification is both actor in and expositor of the narration.617

It seems to me th a t this gets at some important central mechanisms of the type of nar
rative/ fictionalized/integumental writing th a t Christine (as well as Dante and Gower) 
practice. As we recall, with an integumentum  the meaning comes from “under” the text 
itself and the notion of an author’s intended meaning—or at least the author’s purported 
intended meaning—is very im portant to its use and reading.618 As I argued in my second 
chapter, it was assumed by Christine’s time th a t writing under the veil of an integu
mentum  was the province of a writer wishing to  be read philosophically.619 Christine 
expands th a t province in her work, using the integumentum  of the stories of the Sabine 
women, Samson, Saul, and David to creatively exegete through her fictionalized figures 
a philosophically practical political narrative.620

el7R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 205-206.
618Copeland notes this elsewhere in her book, when she says “By reading the narrative as an integu

mentum, as a ‘veil’ or ‘wrapping’ for a philosophical tru th , the interpreter supplies an ulterior structure 
of meaning which can be exposed or discovered through a rehearsal of all the narrative particulars. But 
this act of supplying an ulterior structure is not equivalent to  imposing a value from a position outside 
the tex t.” R ita  Copeland, Rhetoric, 81. She is criticizing here Rosemond Tuve’s conception of “imposed 
allegory.”

619Copeland cites the example of Bernardus Silvestris’ commentary on Virgil: “The accessus to  the 
‘Bernardus’ commentary describes a double intention for Virgil: he writes both as poet and as philoso
pher. As philosopher he writes sub integumento and it is the task of the exegete to draw away the veil 
of fiction and expose the philosophical ‘p lo t’ of the Aeneid  as Virgil ‘intended’ it to be read.” Ibid, 124.

620Some of her other integumenta pursue more abstract philosophical topics as well as political.
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W ith the tales Libera tells, Christine is attem pting to evoke in the princes of France 
a desire to change the story.621 She wants them to begin to mean—th a t is, to intend 
and produce—a different ordering of events, a re-collation of the history she is telling. 
But to accomplish this, they must be able to read allegorically: to perform allegoresis 
both on her text and then on their own lives as part of the narrative of the tale of 
France. To make the point more bluntly, as inventio and divisio are about ordering a 
text to produce meaning, so likewise is allegoresis. As a reading practice allegoresis too 
is labeled “productive,” meaning th a t such a reading actually “makes” something out of 
material “there.” In Copeland’s words,

In the reception of classical authors, the goal of rationalizing the text as a coherent signi
fying system, an aim which is itself rhetorical, is sometimes achieved through sustained 
troping of the text, resignifying the text through meticulous rehearsing of its narrative. 
This expository method, often known as allegoresis, represents a productive challenge 
to the text; it does not simply impose meanings from without... but, rather, patiently 
reconstructs (or, in effect, reargues) the text according to directives th a t the text itself 
provides—plot, materia, modus agendi.622

In fact, this produces the odd outcome th a t the text and the allegorical reading of it 
become difficult to disentangle. This is effected by the means of claiming that such was 
the auctor’s actual intention.623 I think it is clear in the case I discussed in chapter four, 
Libera’s comparison between herself and the Sabine women, and the Biblical analogies 
she makes which I have cited here, th a t Christine actually intends her readers to interpret

621 One might well see here a striking biblical model or archetype. I refer to the prophet N athan’s speech 
to David, where he tells a story to  King David about the man who stole the lamb from his neighbor. 
David is moved to  anger by the story and hotly condemns such a man, who would steal from the poor. 
As soon as David has stated  such a judgm ent, N athan responds to  him, “you are tha t m an.” David sees 
and understands the parallels and admits his fault. See 2 Samuel 12: 1-10.

622R ita Copeland, Rhetoric, 64.
623As Copeland writes, “Thus in its move to  validate the  tex t within the term s of the te x t’s own 

formal system, allegoresis proposes itself as co-extensive with the text, as the realization, at the level 
of the tex t’s ‘p roper’ (as opposed to ‘figurative’) reference, of authorial intentionality.” R ita Copeland, 
Rhetoric, 81-82.
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the text of Libera’s narrative via their own allegoresis. She wants them  to  understand 
its order, challenge th a t order, and then differently “reconstruct” or “re-argue” the text 
she has provided, working with th a t tex t’s own materials. That is, she doesn’t want the 
princes to take up plume and scroll to pen a new tale, but rather use their lives and 
actions to produce a new and different story which positively transforms the one she has 
here presented. Bob Sweetman has called this process ‘performative reading.’624 They 
should hear the sorrowful cries of Libera and cease their fighting, no longer trampling 
the “body” of France between them. And as the story and commentary progresses, they 
should also see th a t they too can be deposed like Saul, and punished like David—or be 
France’s savior as with the role Samson played in Libera’s narrative. Moreover, if they 
read the stories properly, they would see th a t not only would this have an effect on them 
as a person, but on the kingdom in which they play so powerful a role.625 The stones 
retold by these fictionalized figures exegete the kingdom of France itself, as though the 
kingdom could be seen as a text that needs to be compiled differently.

W hat does all this mean? I believe by now we may say th a t Christine believed proper 
“reading” of “stories” was necessary in order to teach the type of societal transformation 
she desired. If the princes did not understand the direness of the situation into which 
they were leading the land, they would hardly be motivated to pull in the reins. Could 
they have it explained to them logically why the course they were on was foolish and 
destructive, and how they should go about changing it? They could, but Christine intuits 
tha t any such explanations are unlikely to be listened to.626 If, however, they won’t listen

624See Robert Sweetman, “Thomas of Cantimpre: Performative Reading and Pastoral Care.” In Perfor
mance and Transformation: New Approaches to Late Medieval Spirituality. Edited by M ary A. Suydam 
and Joanna E. Ziegler. (New York: St. M artin’s Press, 1999), especially pp. 148-153.

625Perhaps also, if we take Christine’s court of Reason in her Path o f Long Study seriously, and connect 
the three levels of reading she proposes in her prologue to the Vision as ripples widening from where 
she hopes to  have hit her mark, we may hypothesize tha t Christine wishes her readers and particularly 
the princes to see their actions as having an effect not just on themselves, and on France, but on the 
world as well at large. They, as “m an” are, she reminds us, the “microcosm” to the world’s/universe’s 
“macrocosm” and as powerful figures have the ability to operate productively—tha t is, having potential 
impact—in all three levels: the individual, France, and the world.

626She makes a rather bitter comment in her Vision th a t Lady Reason has been imprisoned, and tha t 
any court adviser who dares to look at her will be beaten. I will discuss this below.
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to Lady Reason, what about Lady Story? If overt logic will not convince, what about 
covert logic: practical reason and wisdom under the veiled cover of the integumentuml If 
they can acquire the tools she is trying to give them—the learning necessary to formulate 
the ‘curious device’ th a t will save France with their own “clever ideas” then they will be 
able to  see the parallels between the stories she tells and the lives they are living. Having 
understood those parallels, and acquired the tools of prudence in their learning process, 
they will be able to act accordingly, and prudently. Such is Christine’s wager with this 
book.627

5.2 W hat the Im agination Tells

W ith book one of her Vision Christine has re-told stories drawn from history’s exempla 
as a means of inspiring her readers—specifically the princes, but others as well—toward 
peaceful relations and prudent actions. The framework in which she placed those stories, 
coming out of the mouth of a woman bruised and battered, cannot help but also provide 
analogies for her readers tha t should illuminate for them the dire straits in which France 
stood. W ith book two she shifts to a more direct form of argumentation, though still “un
der cover” of an integumentum. Book two leads the reader through two major steps. The 
first has to  do with the character of Christine-the-narrator’s primary interlocutor for that 
book: Lady Opinion. The second has to do with the specific argument tha t interlocutor, 
Opinion, presents. Thus in this section of my chapter I will discuss Christine’s construc
tion of the work of imagination and her understanding of causality as it relates to human

627I think Christine ultimately lost her wager, and knows she did. Due to  the fact tha t the majority of 
her later works are non-narrative, it seems, though we cannot be sure, th a t she came to the conclusion 
tha t perhaps overt logic was bette r after all to  teach these particular princes. Having said tha t, it appears 
she did produce a t least one more narrative work considerably later, as I discussed in my introduction: her 
Advision du Coq. This particular vision, of which we have no known copies, was intended for dauphin 
Lois of Guyenne, as Karen Green notes in her introduction to the Book o f Peace (see Karen Green, 
“Introduction” Book of Peace, 20.) Perhaps Christine thought to  give it one more extended go, in the 
hopes tha t w hat seems to be her preferred writing style might work. We cannot know whether this work 
had much of an effect on the young dauphin, since he was not to  survive for more than  a few years after 
Christine wrote it.
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action. Here she proposes to look at the “causes” of ruin and destruction, searching for 
explanations with support from none less than Aristotle, through the mouth of a figure 
“built on what the imagination tells man.”628

At the opening of book two, having left the figure of Libera to continue her travels 
within Chaos’ belly, Christine-the-narrator recounts how she arrives at the schools of 
“Athens.”629 She is very excited at finding these schools and wishes to learn by listen
ing to the various scholars there, bu t something interrupts her. She sees a new vision: a 
huge feminine form flying through the air, composed of shapes and shades of every color 
and composition imaginable, which this figure was using her own material to shape.630 
Christine tells us th a t there was no body (or thought, it appears) not “present to the 
imagination” to be found within this meta-shape, and th a t some of the forms the indi
vidual shapes tha t composed the whole took frightened her terribly:

there was no body, be it of human, strange beast, bird, sea monster, serpent, 
nor anything th a t God might have ever formed, indeed of the highest celes
tial sub-stances or of anything whatsoever that thought can present to the 
imagination, whose form was not present. There were so many strange things 
that no heart could conceive it. But forms of giants, horrible beasts or ser
pents nor any mortal things did not terrify me as much as did the horrible, 
black, disfigured, and hellish monsters, whose memory still fills me with total 
horror.631

628 “Je suis fondee sur ce que la fantasie reporte a l’omme soit mal ou bien.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
56. English translation found in Christine de Pizan, Vision, 57. This is one of the phrases the figure of 
Opinion uses to describe herself, as I will discuss shortly below. It is worth noting tha t Christine uses 
the term  fantasie here instead of ymaginee, as she did in her Path, though this word choice difference 
does not show up in the English translations. They are, however, separate but related terms: fantasie is 
a noun signifying a phantasm  or vision—something “imagined”—while ymaginee is a thought process 
of creatively constructing— “imagining”—something.

629See Christine de Pizan, Advision 51; Vision, 53.
630 "Lors, si comme l’oreille vouloie tendre a escouter, adonc le sens de m a veue preceda cellui de m ’o'ie. 

Car, en hal§ant mes yeulx, avisay voulant entre yceulx une grant ombre femmenine sans corps, si comme 
chose esperituelle de trop estrange nature E t qu’elle fust merveilleuse, l ’experience prouvoit; car celle 
chose veoie estre une seulle ombre, mais plus de cent mil milions, voire innombrables parties, les unes 
grandes, les autres mendres, autres plus petites de soy elle faisoit...” “Then, just as I pricked up my ears 
to listen, the sense of my sight went before th a t of my hearing. For listing my eyes, I saw flying among 
them  a great, feminine, bodiless shadow as if a spiritual thing quite strange in nature. And experience 
proved th a t she was preternatural, for this substance I saw as a single shadow, yet more than a hundred 
thousand million (indeed innumerable) parts—some large, others small, others smaller still—was she 
creating from herself.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 51-52; Vision, 53.

631 “Car il n ’est corps de creature humaine ne d ’estrange beste, oysel, m onstre de mer, serpent ne 
chose que Dieux formast oncques, voire des plus haultes choses celestielles et de toutquanquepensee
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Yet even these monsters were nonetheless taken up into the material she too gained, as 
she tells us th a t their “memory [remembrance]” “still fills me with total horror.”632 She 
watches, fascinated, while these forms come and arrange themselves around the scholars 
in attendance there, speaking in their ears as if informing them.633 As she attends to this 
spectacle, the shadow sees her and comes over to speak with her, seemingly as a whole, 
since Christine does not indicate th a t the shape sends part of itself only over to her.

W hat follows includes a further detailing of various events in myth and history, as we 
heard with Lady Libera. This time, however, the historical and mythical exempla are 
also accompanied by a history of philosophical ideas,634 which Lady Opinion (the form 
in question) recounts to Christine-the-narrator. This history of philosophical ideas is 
Christine’s own translation/com m entary635 of sections of Thomas Aquinas’ commentary 
on Aristotle’s Metaphysics—no easy text to render, and one which had not yet been 
translated into the French vernacular.636
puet presenter a la fantasie, dont n ’y eust la fourme. Si en avoit tan t d ’estranges qu’il n ’est vuer qui le 
peust penser. Mais formes de geans, serpens, orribles bestes ne chose mortelle tan t ne m ’espoventerent 
comme firent les horribles noirs deffigurez monstres d ’enfer, de laquelle remembrance encore suis toute 
espaourie.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 52; Vision, 53-54.

632Aspects of this scene are reminiscent of the description of Silva at the opening of the Cosmographia. 
There, Bernardus Silvestris writes, “Silva, intractable, a formless chaos, a hostile coalescence, the motley 
appearance of being, a mess discordant with itself...” Bernardus Silvestris, The Cosmographia trans. 
W inthrop W etherbee (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 67. In the Cosmographia it is Nature 
complaining here, speaking for Silva and insisting tha t Silva wants form, which is different than  how 
Christine approaches Opinion. The idea of a chaotic mass, though, is strong in both texts.

633Christine de Pizan, Vision, 54.
634Translated from portions of Thomas Aquinas’ commentary on A ristotle’s Metaphysics: see below.
635I have labeled it a commentary as well as a translation, although there has been some scholarly 

disagreement about this. Christine Reno, for instance, criticizes Bonnie Birk for imputing the category 
“commentary” to Christine’s interaction with the Metaphysics as well as Birk’s failure to note tha t 
Christine only translated portions of the Metaphysics, though overall she speaks well of Birk’s work. While 
it is im portant to  note th a t Christine did considerably abbreviate her source, only taking certain sections 
of it for her translation, and it is undeniable tha t Christine did not write a commentary in the traditional 
scholarly sense, I believe the explications of Lady Opinion and Christine-the narra to r’s reactions to them 
do constitute a sort of commentary on the text. The very fact tha t the partial translation takes place 
within the framework of a Active narrative places it in a wider context tha t juxtaposes Aristotle’s and 
Thom as’ texts with the rest of what Christine-the-narrator sees and does in her text. For Reno’s review 
of Birk’s book see Christine Reno, review of Bonnie A. Birk, Christine de Pizan and Biblical Wisdom: 
A Feminist-Theological Point o f View (Milwaukee, M arquette University Press, 2005) in Speculum July 
2007.

636Lilian Dulac and Christine Reno were the first to  note this, and I will discuss it below. Other scholars 
have picked up and expanded on their work. See their essays “L’humanisme vers 1400, essai d ’exploration 
a partir d ’un cas marginal: Christine de Pizan traductrice de Thomas d ’Aquin,” in Actes du Colloque
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Christine-the-narrator begs to make the form’s acquaintance and Lady Opinion obligingly 
gives her parentage: she is “the daughter of Ignorance: Desire for knowledge engendered 
me.”637 Although “Desire for Knowledge” is certainly a good tra it or virtue in the work 
of Christine, citing the allegorical figure of Ignorance as one of Opinion’s parents should 
give the reader reason to pause and Christine supports such a hesitation immediately. 
The first act of Opinion’s th a t she recounts to Christine in order to introduce herself is 
th a t it was she who played the serpent role with respect to Adam and Eve.638 This is 
hardly the stuff of a good character reference, and although she also lists useful things 
she has done for humanity,639 much of what she says about herself is how she has led to 
error, disagreement, violence, and even war.640

‘Practiques de la culture écrite en Prance au X V  siècle, ’ ed. Monique Omato and Nicole Pons (Louvain- 
la-Neuve: Fédération Internationale des Instituts d ’Etudes Médiévales, 1994), 161-178. and “Traduction 
et adaptation dans YAdvision Cristine de Christine de Pizan,” in Traduction et adaptation en France de 
la fin  du Moyen Age à la Renaissance: Actes du Colloque organisé par l ’Université de Nancy I I 23, 25 mar 
1995, ed. Charles Brucker (Paris: Champion, 1997), 121-31. In addition, Sister Prudence Allen discusses 
what Christine’s translation (and thereby familiarity) with this Aristotelian text would have meant for 
her, and Thelm a Fenster addresses the question of Christine and Latin usage. See Sister Prudence Allen, 
The Concept o f Woman vol I I  (Grand Rapids: Willliam B. Eerdm an’s Publishing Company, 2002), 543 
and Thelma Fenster, “Perdre son Latin: Christine de Pizan and Vernacular Humanism” in Christine de 
Pizan and the Categories o f Difference, ed. Marilynn Desmond (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998), 91-105.

637“[je] suis fille d ’ignorance: Désir de Savoir m ’engendra.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 54; Vision, 
55. Though Christine did not begin her translated section of the Metaphysics with tha t book’s opening 
one can see nevertheless in the parentage of Lady Opinion the influence of A ristotle’s text and Thom as’ 
commentary on Christine’s understanding of philosophical inquiry, since they too noted tha t philosophy 
grew out of wonder coming from ignorance and a desire for or pursuit of knowledge. I will discuss this 
passage momentarily.

638 “I made the first man and woman bite into the apple through my deceitful advice.” ; “Le premier 
homme et sa femme par mon exort decepvable fis en la pomme mordre.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
54; Vision, 55.

639She claims having directed Adam to  learn the various natures of plants and how to work the land, 
and she also claims tha t she helped people discover philosophy and all the other arts and sciences— 
though she notes tha t Philosophy existed before her and is a daughter of God, a claim she does not 
make for herself. Rather, she claims to  be Philosophy’s “chambermaid.” See Vision, 55-56.

640Opinion states it clearly when she tells Christine-the-narrator, “And so by ‘he has not, yes he has— 
he was not, yes he was’ I make people often kill one another, even in taverns it often happens. I am 
strong when there is wine, and I abound there. I make men fight over the archbishop’s cape, or the 
wars in Antioch—who was right or wrong, who is wiser and not a t all: hence I reveal the ignorance in 
humans who argue among themselves about things of no use or relevance to them. Oh! W hat folly in 
man, in whom the sense should govern reason, to base his sense on me and decide with surety through 
me about uncertain m atters of which they are ignorant!” ; “E t ainsi par: ‘non a,—si a,—non fu,—si fu’, 
fais gens entreoccire souventesfois, meismes es tavernes souvent advient. Adonc suis je forte quant il j a 
vin et plus je y habonde. E t fais mesler gens de la chape a l’evesque ou des guerres d ’Anthioche: lequel 
a ou droit ou to rt ou lequel est plus saige, ou lequel nel’est mie. E t ainsi je demonstre es humains leur 
ignorance de eulz debatre de ce de quoy riens ne scevent et ne leur apartient. Ho! Quel folie en homme 
de qui le sens doit gouverner raisonse fonder sens elle sur moy ey jugier par moy certainement de chose
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As the account progresses we find ourselves tied more and more firmly into a discussion 
of causality and searching for knowledge, even philosophical inquiry. As part of the litany 
of examples of her behavior th a t Lady Opinion gives, she tells Christine-the-narrator how 
she has ruled humans, “making” them  do various things.641 In addition, she claims, “From 
these earliest times, there were a few clever men whom I incited to such inquiry that 
they discovered philosophy. And consequently all the sciences and arts by me were first 
investigated and the way to attain  them was found...”642 Opinion reminds Christine-the- 
narrator time and again, however, tha t while she can incite people to further investigation, 
she is never “certain.” Any investigation undertaken with her lead is therefore also bound 
to be uncertain, and she in fact confirms this by describing the various errors she has 
led particular pre-Socratic philosophers to, even though she also incited them to great 
learning and discoveries. She tells us that ultimately they were unable to leave her, 
Opinion, behind, because they were still dealing with material causes in their search for 
first principles: “To those who first philosophized I said th a t those are only the principles 
of the nature of things which call to mind the material cause.”643 As Aristotle argued, 
and as Christine is attem pting to get across here, material causes will not bring one to 
first principles, nor to a full understanding of causation.

Opinion is crafty, for her claims are sometimes contradictory and her motivations as a 
fictionalization difficult to gauge.644 Take for example how she introduces her discussion

non certaine et qu ’ilz ignorent!” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 81; Vision, 79.
641 [Speaking of what happened after Adam and Eve were expelled from the garden, having followed 

Opinion’s counsels] “Thereafter, I ruled humans and made them  accept the law, which was at first that 
of nature.” ; “Ensuivant après je gouvernay les humains et leur fis prendre loy, laquelle fu premiere celle 
de nature.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 54; Vision, 55.

642 “E t très ces premiers ages furent aucuns soubtilz hommes, ausquelz tan t fis encerchier qu’ilz trouveren 
philosophie. E t par consequent toutes les sciences et ars par moy furent premièrement investiguees et la 
voie trouvee d ’y actaindre...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 54-55; Vision, 55-56.

643 “A ceulz qui premièrement philosophèrent je disoie que des natures des choses yveulx sont seulement 
les principes qui sont ramenez a cause de m atiere.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 59; Vision, 60.

644This fits well with what she personifies, as was Christine’s wont, for Opinion would certainly be 
changing, occasionally querulous and not necessarily based on good—or bad—reasoning. Christine writes 
her thus, thereby making an accounting of Opinion’s assertions difficult to trace. As a figure, how far 
can she be trusted? Christine does deal with these questions, but she does not truly give a definitive 
answer, a m ark of just how well she understood her interlocutor. Rather, the reader is left to struggle 
with the epistemic quandary Opinion’s many claims leaves one in.
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of the sections of the Metaphysics upon which she will comment. Opinion says,
in order to prove tha t there is no one so wise th a t I do not lead him to  error, 
let us discuss the ancient philosophers and what I was within them. And since 
the treat-m ent of this material, even though it be subtle, can be useful to the 
understanding, I will tell you about it at greater length, in language more 
veiled, as the m atter requires.645

There are two im portant things to note here. We see first th a t Opinion introduces the
topic by saying that she will prove how she leads even the wisest into error, even while
insisting th a t treating the material “can be useful to the understanding.” Is she leading
Christine-the-narrator and her readers into error, proving her point by action as well
as verbal demonstration? Likewise, what are we to make of her claim th a t just working
our way through this material can be useful to  the understanding—does the process
of treating this subject m atter itself have worth as a sort of intellectual exercise? This
question might be addressed by some reflection on a second thing we must note about
this particular piece of text. Here we see tha t Christine, through the mouth of Opinion,
labels the account she is about to give one that must be presented in “language more
veiled, as the m atter requires.” Opinion thus signals she is about to give the astute reader
a narrative in the form of an integumentum. And this time she is not just exegeting the
poets and historians philosophically, bu t the philosophers themselves.646

It is my contention th a t we are in fact dealing with an exercise of sorts—one meant 
to guide the reader toward the ability to understand allegorically, on several levels at

645 “pour preuve qui si sage ne soit que je ne face errer, parlerons des anciens philosophes quelle je 
fus en eulx. E t comme le traictier de ceste matier, tout soit elle soubtille, puisse estre au proufit de 
l’entendement, te deviseray plus largement en langaige plus couvert, comme la matiere le requiert.” 
Christine de Pizan, Advision, 5 9 .1 have modified one phrase in the English translation found in Christine 
de Pizan, Vision, 59-60: Willard and McLeod translated Christine’s “langaige plus couvert” as “more 
abtruse language,” which misses entirely the connections of the word couvert with the conception of 
integumentum  on which I believe it is clear Christine is drawing. This is especially im portant because she 
is telling her readers here, “Look, pay attention! I am presenting you with a veiled story, an integumentum. 
Be sure you do not read w hat follows just on its surface, bu t rather look for its inner meaning.”

646Although I cited this passage earlier, it is worth citing here again. While commenting on a somewhat 
later passage in the same section, Conklin Akbari writes, “In view of the accommodation of allegory, 
myth, and even history under the capacious definition of ‘poesie’ it comes as no surprise tha t, in the 
Advision Cristine, the term  is further extended to comprise the integumenta of the philosophers. In 
book two of Christine’s last allegory, in which the narrator interacts with the great shadow of the 
personification ‘Opinion’, the earliest poets’ descriptions of natural phenomena are explicated in terms 
of allegory...” Susanne Conklin Akbari, “From Verse to  Prose,” 141.
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once, and one tha t gleans a particular inner meaning from these sections with which 
Opinion presents us. Looking momentarily at a section toward the very beginning of 
the Metaphysics commentary might shed some light on what led Christine to  undertake 
this method. Though Christine does not cite the particular passage from Thomas I am 
about to discuss, it is almost certain she read it, coming as it does close by the portions 
of Thomas’ commentary th a t she does translate. It is likely, therefore, th a t Christine 
is drawing on a particular suggestive model of a philosopher to be found in Thomas’ 
commentary. He writes,

Further he [Aristotle-AC] points out th a t perplexity and wonder arise from 
ignorance. For when we see certain obvious effects whose cause we do not 
know, we wonder about their cause. And since wonder was the motive which 
led men to philosophy, it is evident th a t the philosopher is, in a sense, a 
philomyth, i.e., a lover of myth, as is characteristic of the poets...647

In Thomas’ text it is wonder identified as th a t which leads humans to philosophy—that is, 
wonder exists as a pre-philosophical kickstart to the process of which Christine’s Opinion 
is the first philosophical step. This passage’s real impact on Christine’ text, however, is 
found in its having connected poets and philosophers as both “lovers of m yth.” Christine 
is already a poet, and had clearly spent time reading several philosophical works prior to 
writing the Vision. Here she works to consciously connect these two modes of discourse as 
well, through th a t which they both properly love: myth and story. Thus we follow the tale 
of these ancient poets and philosophers as each of them proposes different things for the 
“first principles” of the world—one or more of the elements, or movement, or the harmony 
of numbers, etc. Each of these is discussed and rejected, some more severely than others, 
before Opinion says, “but about these m atters I was clear to my beloved son Aristotle, 
the prince of philosophy, who disproved these ancients with lively arguments...”648 She 
(Opinion) cites Aristotle’s argument th a t a corporeal body cannot produce anything non- 
corporeal, th a t the ancients failed to  show what would cause movement, and his criticism

647Si. Thomas Aquinas Commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics, trans. John P. Rowan (originally 
Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., 1961, this edition Dumb Ox Press, 1995), 19 (lesson 3, book 1).

648“Mais de ces choses fus je clere a mon tres amé filz Aristote, le prince de philosophie, lequel reprima 
yceulz anciens par vives raisons...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 70; Vision, 70.
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tha t they left off form, speaking only of matter. She then criticizes them because they
failed to understand th a t in searching for the cause of things, they did not realize

there is a difference between looking for th a t which is first [in a being] and 
that which is first in an absolute way. For if one seeks to know what is first in 
an absolute way, it is certain th a t th a t which is perfect is prior to that which 
is imperfect and th a t th a t which is actual is prior to th a t which is potential, 
for nothing is led from imperfection to perfection or potency to actuality if 
not by some perfect being, th a t is to say by some being of perfect actuality.649

To summarize, Opinion is stating that “first principles” and causes are caused by a perfect 
being (God), while also stating th a t if one wishes to look for a cause within a specific 
thing tha t is not God, one would of necessity look in th a t th ing’s prior potential. This 
would entail th a t one looks, in fact, within th a t being itself. Take Opinion’s definition of 
potentiality th a t she offers Christine-the-narrator directly after the passage I just cited: 
“I call potentiality (to the extent that I distinguish it from actuality) the potentiality of 
any non-extant effect whatsoever, that is, of anything th a t can be produced and led to 
some state of being—good or bad—that does not yet exist but is capable of doing so.”650 
If something is already “capable” of existing, but does not yet exist, it is considered 
lesser in the order of existence and so ‘imperfect.’ Opinion then argues that, except in 
God, who had no potentiality (being all actuality, for to be otherwise would make God 
less than absolutely perfect) “individual things” do “go in their being from potency to 
actuality.”651 The discussion of potency verses actuality is meant to be a description 
(albeit a veiled one) of human action: as Opinion explains, “potency in these [individual 
things-AC] precedes actuality in respect to time and thus imperfection comes before 
perfection, even though actuality must be prior in nature, th a t is with respect to  her

649 “qu’il y a différence entre qurir ce que est premier et a parler simplement. Car, s ’on enquiert de 
premier simplement, n ’est pas doubte que premier est parfait d ’imparfait et fait que n ’est puissance. Car 
nulle chose n ’est ramenee d ’imperfait a perfait ou de puissance en fait, se non par aucun ens parfait, c’est 
a dire par aucune chose estant de fait perfaicte.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 73; Vision, 72. English 
translation brackets in text.

650“j ’appelle puissance, en tan t que je la distingue contre fait, la puissance de quelconque effait, lequel 
n ’est, c ’est a dire de quelconques chose produisible et menable en aucune nature soit bonne ou mauvaise, 
ycelle nature non estre ore maiz pouoir estre.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 73; Vision, 72-73. Translation 
modified.

651 “particulières choses qui precedent en leur estre de puissance en effect” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
73; Vision, 73
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intention and method of knowing how to produce.”652

It is this phrase which is key here to  Christine’s meaning: [Nature’s] intention and method 
of knowing how to produce. The individual thing, in this case a human, does go from what 
is potential to what is actual, anytime he or she acts. And yet, as Christine points out 
to us through Opinion’s mouth, citing Aristotle’s work, there must be an ‘actuality’ with 
regards to nature, prior to what is potential. To explain what she means, Opinion gives 
the example of a messenger going to deliver a message. The messenger’s intention to 
deliver the message—and, in fact, the message itself—is prior to his undertaking the 
actuality of delivering the message. The movement of his potential actions to his actual 
action is thus framed by his intention. Furthermore, Opinion says of this messenger that 
“his intention could be called power.”653 The inner meaning of the integumentum  that 
Lady Opinion presents us here holds th a t the ‘actuality’ prior to intention is a person’s 
memory, and the state of their entendement—their understanding. Only from tha t can 
any action occur. The prologue states th a t ‘according to the language of the philosophers’ 
‘m an’ is the microcosm to the universe’s macrocosm.654 Consequently, we may read into 
Opinion’s discussion of first principles a reminder th a t the cause of human actions resides 
within the human him or herself.

W hat Christine has done here is show, through the poetic structure of her fiction, her 
integumentum , tha t she is doing philosophy proper. Truly, she is practicing philosophy- 
by-fiction here, and she is doing so for the purposes of motivating movement toward 
social transformation. She shows herself here as a poet-philosopher and storyteller par 
excellence, where her poetic ability is intrinsically tied up with her philosophical work, 
both of which issue together in her attem pts to fulfill her commission from Nature to write

652 “la puissance en ycelles quant a temps si precede l’efait, et ainsi l’imperfait le perfait, combien 
toutefois qu ’a nature l’efait soit le premier, e ’est assavoir quant a son entencion et maniere d ’elles savoir 
produire.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 73-74; Vision, 73.

653 “s ’entencion pouoit estre appelle puissance.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 74; Vision, 73. It is worth 
noting tha t Christine uses the word “puissance” to  refer both to power and to  potential.

654See Vision, 10.
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stories for the powers of Prance—and indeed all the world. She is discussing first causes, 
and doing so as a means of guiding her reader to reflect on human thought and action. 
This is a  stroke of rhetorical brilliance. After walking the narrative Christine through 
this demonstration of Aristotelian metaphysics and causation, Lady Opinion demands in 
the very next section th a t Christine-the-narrator recant part of what “she” wrote in the 
Mutation of Fortune with regard to the cause of human action. Opinion tells her that it 
is specifically because of the proofs she has just presented her tha t Christine-the-narrator 
should be able to accede to the correction Opinion gives her as to the proper cause of 
human actions. In this section headlined by “The Shadow Speaks of the Power She has” 
Opinion says,

Now I have sufficiently proved to you by what was said before that I am 
the first cause of human undertakings and th a t if I were not the origin, no 
work in humans would have effect: I wish you, then, to  retract some of your 
statements in your book entitled Mutation of Fortune, which you compiled 
with great labor and study. For even though the discovery might have come to 
you through me, you were quite mistaken—May God preserve you—when you 
authorized the power of Dame Fortune so much th a t you said there th a t she 
was the sole directress of the deeds prevalent among men, and my sovereign 
power over all mutual influences in common deeds, which excels all others, 
you forgot.655

Of course, this is Opinion speaking, so she may be right . . .  or she may not. W hat must 
be adm itted is th a t she does not know in the Aristotelian/Thomistic sense and so neither 
do Christine or we, her readers. Opinion is a product of experience th a t is imaginatively 
and affectively mediated through memory toward an intended understanding. Hers is a 
puissance th a t stands at the origin of human action. And, we recall from earlier, she tells 
Christine-the-narrator th a t she is built on the fantasie of the individual. Nevertheless 
Opinion feels she has proved to Christine-the-narrator th a t it is she, not Fortune, who 
is the “first cause” of all humans attem pt and do, and has taken the time to lay out

655 “Or t ’ay je assez prouvé, par ce que devant est dit, comment je suis cause premiere des oeuvres 
humaines et que, se précédant ne fusse, aucune oeuvres humaines n ’aroit effait. Pour ce te vueil reprendre 
en aucune partie de tes ditz en ton livre intitulé De la m utation de Fortune, lequel complis par grant 
labour et estude. Car, combien que par moy t ’en venist l’invencion, trop faillis, sauve ta  grâce, lors que tu 
tan t auctorisas la puissance de Dame Fortune que tu  la dis estre toute ordonnerresse des fais qui cuerent 
entre les hommes, et ma puissance souveraine sur toutes influences reflexibles es euvres communes, qui 
precelle toutes autres, tu  oublias.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 75 Vision; 74.
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the reasons for this in order to correct a prior work of Christine’s in which Opinion feels 
Christine erred. This is even despite the fact th a t Opinion openly admits th a t it was due 
precisely to her influence th a t Christine came to the false conclusion.656 She then asks 
Christine’s narrative persona whether the “author” or “the work th a t depends on the 
author” is more noble. When Christine-the-narrator answers her that it is the author, 
as first principle, who is more noble, Opinion seems mollified and responds, “You have 
answered well. Now I have conquered you by your own judgment!”657

That Christine is correcting her own work, thus labeling it worthy of commentary, is 
interesting in and of itself, but her reasons for doing so are far more interesting. This 
material on causality is key to Christine’s writerly purpose because, by using Opinion 
to walk her narrative persona through these portions of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, she is 
able to set up a scenario via integumentum  whereby she can demonstrate that people’s 
actions and situations are caused not by some amorphous force (Fortune) over which they 
have no control but by the opinions and actions of themselves and others. This is hugely 
important to  Christine’s project as a whole because it means th a t her readers are shown 
th a t they can no longer just attribute the state of their lives to a blind and unfeeling 
force: rather, they must own up to their own choices and responsibilities in the matter. 
That Christine manages to make this argument through the means of storytelling and 
a fictional figure is further indication th a t she was taking her source (and the tradition 
of philosophical integumenta) seriously and performing philosophy as a philomyth. As 
Glenda McLeod, co-translator of Christine’s Vision writes,

When the narrator [Christine] correctly untangles the argument as to whose 
in-fluence comes first, Opinion or Fortune, she correctly applies Aristotle’s 
ideas on first causes to her historical causal analysis in Mutation, correctly 
completes Opinion’s Aristotelian syllogism, and imitates the master commen
tators Aquinas and Aristotle in her commentary and critique of Christine’s

656She tells Christine, th a t Christine is “guilty of being badly advised.” (coulpable comme mal advertie) 
This is ironic, of course, because Opinion admits it was she herself advising Christine. See Christine de 
Pizan, Advision, 75; Vision, 74.

657“Bien respondis! Or t ’ay vaincue par ton meismes jugem ent.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 75; 
Vision, 74.
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works. Through such reinterpretations and accompanying introspections, the 
narrator begins to under-stand the nature of her guide and by extension the 
interpretive methodologies of a commentator.658

McLeod points out th a t the emphasis in this second book is on interpretation: not only 
of the philosophical texts of the tradition th a t are in question, bu t also of Dame Opinion 
herself, and thereby of the system of commentary on texts.659 This is a chance for Chris
tine to use her commentary to reorient her own view and (hopefully) the view of her 
readers, not just by commenting on Aristotelian texts, but on her own as well, exempli
fying for her readers how they too should not shy away from correcting their own faulty 
opinions.660 In addition, her text becomes the philosophy tha t is under consideration and 
to some extent usurps the place of her source text even as it refers back to it, as Rita 
Copeland argued the compilers and commentators whom she covered in her work did.661 
Thus Christine tells a story not only to do philosophy, but also to interpret and correct

658Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive Essay” in Vision, 148.
659 “Opinion addresses and characterizes the narrator as a ‘school girl,’ an appropriate appellation for 

a commentator working from the traditions of the schools. When the narrator [Christine’s persona-AC] 
professes ignorance of Opinion’s nature, the central issue of Book II is set: who is this odd creature, 
whose physical manifestation confuses the narrator at the s ta rt of Book II, and what is the nature of 
her equally confusing operations within the human mind? The dialog between Opinion and Christine 
answers those questions and in the process explores issues of right and wrong interpretive practice.” 
Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive Essay,” 146.

660 As Brown-Grant remarks, “By stressing the primacy of Opinion over Fortune, because she works as 
an internal force within human beings rather than as an external agent acting upon them, the Avision 
operates a shift in emphasis which is of primary significance to both Christine and the princely reader. 
By effectively throwing out the ‘alibi’ of the influence of Fortune, the Avision underlines the importance 
of self-knowledge and free will which are needed to combat the ill effects of Opinion.” Rosalind Brown- 
Grant, Moral Defense, 109-110. Douglas Kelly also discusses Opinion as “first and primary cause” of 
the misfortune Christine has w ritten about, but he places the more im portant and related lesson in 
Philosophy’s m outh, th a t “the opinion th a t she experienced misfortune is the source of her [Christine’s] 
grief, not Fortune herself, who has no power over those who do not cling to her false goods...” Douglas 
Kelly, Christine de P izan’s Changing Opinion: A Quest fo r Certainty in the Midst of Chaos (Cambridge: 
D.S. Brewer, 2007), 74. While so much is no doubt true, it seems a bit odd th a t he adds “a life free 
for study, introspection, and writing is hardly a misfortune for a person like Christine” (ibid, 74.) To 
put it this way seems to miss tha t, by her accounts, Christine truly did suffer a great deal in losing her 
husband. She manages to re-orient her perception of this event and see the many goods th a t nevertheless 
came out of it, but by all her accounts she experienced a great deal of pain over her loss. It seems to me 
th a t one must remember it is not just the narrative Christine we are looking at, but tha t there was a 
real human Christine as well who suffered the loss of a real husband. The loss of a loved spouse is always 
a misfortune, even for a person “like Christine,” who can bring good out of her misfortune. It is his tone 
here to  which I object. Kelly does make an excellent point, however, when he says, “In the allegorical 
mode of the Advision, Christine’s new understanding of her experience is applicable not only in her own 
life, but also in explaining the woes of France and the confusion of religious and philosophical opinions 
th a t confound good order in the nation and in human thought.” ibid, 74.

661I discussed this in chapter one. See p. 44.
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previous philosophers—herself included.

And yet we must remember that Christine is not just content to give an account of philo
sophical ideas and prove through commentary on various texts th a t Opinion, the daughter 
of Ignorance, is the first cause of human action. Rather, she also uses this philosophical 
account to comment on her political and social context, continuing her narrative through 
the mouth of her Active persona to bring her readers—particularly those in power—to 
the knowledge that they must order their own actions carefully, lest their work become 
part of the description of all Opinion has brought to ruin. Opinion somewhat testily asks 
Christine-the-narrator if she is stupid,662 since Christine-the-narrator has not at this 
point been able to correctly identify who Opinion is, and the information Lady Opinion 
gives to confirm her identity enables Christine to comment directly on the current and 
very volatile political situation in which she was writing. It was a time, as I mentioned 
above, when several of the princes of France were openly arming themselves against each 
other and threatening civil war. I will quote Opinion at length:

W hat do you wish me to say further? Do you not see the experience re
vealed by me every day in the country where you live through debates I 
incite throughout the city and in all other places? Behold and consider what 
discords I bring about even among the princes who are of one blood and 
naturally friends: through my diver-sities that are at odds in them I often 
find them at odds and in each I am so anti-thetically strengthened in what 
seems good to him th a t I cannot be renounced. For each says he is right and 
intends to maintain it; and in order to discuss their reasons, do you not see 
the assemblies th a t are made from a number th a t are called wise men. And 
by each for himself from his adherents who differ one from the other, which 
things cause great misfortunes, for in the country, kingdom, empire, or city 
where I may exist or generally have existed in various opposing and antago
nistic forms there is only rebellion and great discord, disturbance and battle: 
it neither was nor could be otherwise, for assuredly the place where I am not 
in general agreement will not have peace.663

662 As Opinion puts it, “Do you still not know me because of stupidity? W hat say you?” ; “Se tu  encores 
par graisseur d ’entendement ne m ’ignores qu’ren dis tu?” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 80; Vision, 78.

663 “A quoy veulz tu  que plus je die? Ne vois tu  l’experience de moy manifeste meismes chascun jour 
ou païs ou tu  demeures par les debas que je fais parmi la ville et en toutes places? Regarde et avises 
quelz discors je mez meismement entre les princes, qui sont d ’un sang et amis naturelment: par les 
diversitez de moy qui sus contraire en eulx, les faiz souvent estre en desacort, et en chascun suis si 
affermé contrairement en ce qui lui semble bon que l ’en ne me puet desmouvoir. Car chascun dit qu’il a
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Opinion thus identifies herself to Christine as the cause of the current conflict between the 
princes and indicates th a t so long as they remain unable to renounce their understanding 
of her as certain, which is a false understanding, discord and battle is inevitable: for each 
says he is right and intends to maintain it. The princes are deceived, for it is impossible 
that they are all right, since they contradict each other, and yet each one refuses to 
consider the possibility th a t he might be wrong. Each remains convinced of the strength 
of his opinion.664

Christine uses this speech to refuse to take sides, for right after Opinion outlines the 
situation, she has Opinion quip, “concerning the right or wrong among the said pre
eminent princes, I hold my tongue, for to determine this is not my duty, [I] who am 
always in doubt and uncertain.”665 She does, however, give counsel as to who the reader 
should ask when considering the m atter at hand. Having denied her own legitimacy in 
answering questions as to what is right in this case, Opinion refers Christine-the-narrator 
and Christine’s readers back to the earlier goddess-figure Christine had written of in book 
one (and elsewhere). Opinion says,

But it would be appropriate to ask it of the bright, resplendent, powerful 
goddess, whom you saw cloistered and imprisoned, concerning whom Fraud 
strives to block and seal the paths of her light, just as was apparent to you 
yourself and of whom, the ministers, even though it displeases them, dare not 
say a word or raise their eyes to under pain of torture.666

droit et ainsi le veult soustenir; et a discuter leurs raisons, ne vois tu  les assemblees qui en font faictes 
de plusieurs qu on dit saiges? E t a chascun pour soy de ses adherez qui different les ungs aux autres, 
lesquelles choses sont causes de grans inconveniens, car en païs, royaume, empire ou cité ou je soie ou 
aie esté communément de plusieurs guises contraires et mal acordables, ne fut que rebellion et grant 
debat, commocion et bataille: ne fust ne autrem ent ne puet estre, car certes la ou je ne suis d ’un comun 
accort, n ’ara ja  paix.’’ Christine de Pizan, Advision, 80; Vision, 78. It is worth noting the similarity of 
the language here with what Christine wrote earlier in her Path of Long Study on the conflict between 
the elements and the discord to be found in the world. See chapter four, p. 176. The French princes 
mirror this elemental discord and disturbance.

664We will see how Christine draws an analogy between this and the way Opinion deceives the alchemists 
momentarily.

665 “Mais du to rt ou droit d ’entre les ditz princes superieurs je me tais, car de ce determiner n ’est mie 
mon office, qui tousjours suis en doubte et non certaine.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 80; Vision, 78. 
Brackets in text.

666 “Mais de ce demander convendroit a la très clere, resplandissant, puissant deesse que tu  veis enclose 
en chartre et emprisonnee, et de qui Fraude s ’estudie a estouper et clorre les voies de sa lumiere, si 
comme a toy meismes fu apparent, et de qui les menistres, quoy que leur desplaise, n ’osent su peine
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This of course is Lady Reason, who was described in book one of the Vision as being 
imprisoned. It is Reason who has the mirror which shines so brightly and gives true 
knowledge, but in Christine’s Vision she has been shut up in a tower which Lady Fraud 
is guarding: Fraud, who Libera feared would lead her to ruin like Saul and David, who 
uses moss to  close up any chinks in the wall of this tower that might let the light of 
Reason come through.667 Reason could lead the princes out of their conflict if they would 
stop depending on Opinion, get rid of Fraud, and actually consult her instead of relying 
solely on (their own) Opinion, but Christine has indicated here how little likely she thinks 
that is.668 She has Opinion note th a t the ministers to these princes, who should be re
directing themselves and their masters back towards Reason’s mirror, are threatened 
with torture if they look at her at all. And so with brutal frankness Christine has Lady 
Opinion outline what is in store if this particular narrative continues, speaking directly 
about armed conflict. Opinion says, “In regard to the nobles following the profession of 
arms, are they not, as you believe, deceived by me? Certainly they are; often there are 
many of them. For I cause them to misuse chivalric deeds because they do not know or 
want to know the proper limits.”669

d ’estre batus tin ter ne lever 1’ueil.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 80; Vision, 78.
667See Ibid, 33-35. In particular, we are given the narrative of Lady Fraud’s actions regarding Reason on 

page 35. There Libera, who is Christine’s guide in the first book and on at least one level of interpretation 
represents France herself, tells Christine-the-narrator, “Sweet friend, since you know the lady who holds 
the bright mirror, you should not overlook her opponent who wishes to extinguish it. But it would greatly 
please me for you to  know her. So I tell you tha t she is Dame Fraud, may God confound her.” To this 
knowledge, Christine-the-narrator is appalled and retorts to Dame Fraud the literary version of “Go 
to  hell!” : “Oh who led you here, most treacherous enemy of tru th? Did not Dante of Florence, wisest 
of poets, once see you as a horrible, long-tailed serpent in the swamp of hell when Virgil accompanied 
him there, as he relates in his book? And came you here? Better, I advise you, to attend Persephone 
with Merga, Alecto, and Theisphone, the goddesses of infernal fury, than  be established a t this court.” ; 
“Doulce amie, puisque celle qui estaindre la veult ne deusses ignorer; mais bien me plaist que le saiches. 
Si te di que c’est Dame Fraude, que Dieux confonde.” “Ha! Desloial ennemie de vérité, cy t ’a menee? Ne 
te vid pas en fourme d ’orrible serpent a longue queue jadis le très saige pouete Dant de Florence sus les 
palus d ’enfer quant la le convoia Virgile, si comme en son livre recite? E t tu  es cy saillie! Mieulx t ’aduisist 
acompaignier Proserpine avec Megera, Alecto et Thesiphoné, deesses de rage infernale, qu’estre establie 
a ceste court.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 30; City, 35.

668perhaps she has become jaded by the princes’ lack of appropriate response to  her previous work in 
the Pathl

669Ibid, 82. Here McLeod refers back to Dulac and Reno, noting the potential for conflict among the 
dukes which I also noted above.
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5.3 Knowing by Fruits (or Stench)

At this point in her narrative, Christine turns to what a t first seems a rather odd topic 
for her book: a criticism of the alchemists. Following on the tail of so much politically- 
related discussion it is initially difficult to parse what she is doing when she has Opinion 
walk Christine-the-narrator through the folly of trying to make gold from other, baser, 
material. But this section too is related to the education of the princes—and not necessar
ily regarding the foolishness of trusting in alchemical practice, though Opinion certainly 
leaves no doubt tha t attem pting alchemy or funding it is only bound to produce poverty 
and misery. Rather, or perhaps additionally and more importantly, Opinion gives this 
criticism as a means to discuss the effects of poor understanding and a focus on seek
ing wealth instead of virtue. Disparaging the texts the alchemists read as merely ‘livres 
obscurs’670 Opinion says,

so cryptic are their author’s texts th a t human intelligence does not know 
them readily, nor comprehend them but haphazardly, or understand them 
but indifferently. Here, however, is what deceives those who practice this art: 
tha t they say and declare th a t since it must be unsuitable for so noble a secret 
to be discovered by ignorant ordinary folks, for the benefit of the clever they 
wished to so hide it so th a t it might not be stolen or taken away by nobodies.
And here is the deception, for everyone involved believes he is among the 
cleverest and deceives himself in his understanding as he studies these books, 
which give out the sense of their terms in such double meanings th a t the most 
clear-sighted see nothing at all there.671

Those who practice alchemy Opinion portrays thus as deluded into thinking that they can 
read special hidden meaning th a t isn’t  actually there, tha t even “the most clear-sighted” 
simply can’t  see. By what standard can Christine (through Opinion) claim this, since 
she herself is such an advocate for the use and beauty of integumental Though Christine

670 “Obscure books.” See Advision, 82.
671 “toutevoie tan t sont couvers estrangement les textes de leurs aucteurs que bonnement le sens humain 

ne les scet ne mes a l’aventure concepvoir ne sentir fors tellement quelement. Mais voy ci qui deçoipt les 
ouvreurs en ycelle art: que ilz dient et touchent que, comme il n ’appartiengne qu’aux ignorans ruraux 
soit descouvert si noble secret, pour le bien des soubtilz l’ont voulu si mucier que des rustiques ne leur 
soit tollu ne fortrait. E t yci est la decevance, car chacun qui s ’i fiche cuide estre du nombre des plus 
soubtilz et abuse en son entendement en estudiant yceulz livres lesquelz baillent le sens de leurs terms a 
si doubles ententes que les plus clerveant n ’y voit nulle goûte.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 82; Vision, 
80.
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does not make the criteria of appropriate reading explicit, it seems as if the worth of a 
reading is made manifest “by its fruits.”672 Having called the alchemists’ texts obscure 
and poked fun at the assumption of their own cleverness, Opinion gives several examples 
of actions engendered by the terrible fruit produced by these alchemists’ reading. The 
men she lists end up drying their own dung and digging through garbage heaps for old 
shoes from which they think to make gold.673 Their exploits cast them  from society, for 
the stench raised by following what they believe to have read, the “hidden” meaning that 
only they are clever enough to parcel out, causes their neighbors to either flee from their 
presence or to quite literally run them  out of town for polluting the air. Who, indeed, 
would want to smell burning dung and old rotten shoes?

It seems clear tha t Christine includes these examples and the discussion Opinion provides 
concerning the alchemists as a means of illustrating what happens when readings go 
wrong, and with the arrogance of believing th a t one has achieved certainty of knowledge 
when no one else can see it—both literally, and metaphorically.674 The alchemists make 
a perfect target for her because they are looking for hidden meaning and instruction on 
how to act in their texts, but they do so for the wrong reasons, in the wrong places, 
and by reading in an inappropriate manner. Their goal is not to educate themselves in 
virtue, but to  produce wealth. Furthermore they read antithetically to how one should 
read an integumentum : they find their meaning by mixing letters around, reading words 
backwards and finding different ways to understand what is on the surface675 instead of

672This is, of course, a Biblical notion. See M atthew 7:16.
673See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 81-82.
674McLeod places an emphasis on Christine’s presentation of the alchemists as having “misread” their 

texts, which she then compares to the princes “misreading” their situation: “For Christine in book II, the 
movement from opinion to certainty is not merely an academic exercise. It has tangible consequences in 
the real world... Thus the alchemists who misread their texts impoverish their patrons. More sinisterly, 
the nobility of France who misinterpret legal, theoretical and even literary texts fail in their duties as 
combatants.” Glenda McLeod, “Interpretive Essay” in Vision, 147. I would not say tha t the French 
nobility fails in their duties as combatants, however: in this situation, they are failing, rather, to grasp 
tha t they should not be combatants, at least not against each other.

675As part of the human dung story, Opinion tells us th a t this particular alchemist came to the con
clusion he should use his own excrement by finding the word “mercury” in his text, which he thought 
must be reversed to  be read cure ton marc, translated, as McLeod notes, “use your dung.” See Christine 
de Pizan, Vision, 81 n49.
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looking through the text for the kernel there. Christine is making an analogy here with 
the actions of the princes, who refuse to consider th a t anyone who does not share their 
opinion could be right. They are deceived like the alchemists. Metaphorically speaking, 
the alchemists are looking for what is base with the thought to change it into gold— 
wealth, a mutable ‘good’ dictated by Fortune, and therefore no source of true happiness— 
instead of looking within to find the virtues of true worth. So also with the princes, who 
search for power and wealth through the base means of political machinations instead of 
allowing the splendor they should already have within them, gained and polished through 
proper reading—the light of Reason—to shine through. Seeing th a t these illustrations 
from the alchemists follow directly on the heels of a discussion of the folly of those who 
trust in Opinion instead of Reason when deciding political m atters we may understand 
that the princes, like the alchemists, read their situation poorly and allow themselves to 
be deceived by an improper belief in their own cleverness. Consequently, like the deluded 
alchemists who wallowed in their own refuse and filth in foolish attem pts to create gold 
from base material, the princes produce actions that, metaphorically speaking, “stink” 
to high heaven: they bring war and bloodshed.

Thus through the progression of the story Christine has led us to  a place where not only 
should her reader see th a t it is the disreputable Opinion who resides in each person and 
guides human actions (thereby th a t they need to take responsibility for their actions 
instead of blaming ill Fortune) she has also placed this discussion firmly in the context 
of what for her is the here and now.676 The entire way she has built up the argument, 
her use of Aristotle’s Metaphysics and his discussion of causation, the Active figures of 
Reason, Fortune, Fraud and Opinion herself, and the narratological means by which she 
set up her text, is all geared toward making her reader see and understand that their 
part in the chain of events th a t is unfolding while she writes is destructively foolish, and

676 As Douglas Kelly writes about Christine in her Vision, “she invites her readers to do what allegory 
presumes: dream on, as it were, tha t is, think on allegorically in order to  find meaning in and thus extract 
true opinion from her fictions about the world, the self, Prance, and other suitable subjects. She appeals 
for subtle reading.” Douglas Kelly, Christine’s Changing Opinion, 71.
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to convince them of the necessity to change their course.

There is one final thing to note about Opinion’s presentation of her effect upon the 
alchemists. I asked earlier whether it could be true that Lady Opinion might in fact be 
leading Christine-the-narrator and the readers into error. The answer to this question 
must, by the definition of what she personifies, be “yes, she might be.” Christine herself 
is aware of this, since she reminds her readers th a t Opinion cannot answer their questions 
regarding what is right: Opinion refers them back to Reason. But even this must, finally, 
also fall under the cloud of suspicion, for a person’s ability to be guided by Reason 
would ultimately (Opinion claims) fall under Opinion’s jurisdiction. By ‘suspicion’ here, 
I am not saying th a t we should throw out anything Opinion says, just that Christine 
reminds us—and herself as well—tha t Opinion is never certain, and can never have 
the final word. This is why it is so im portant to realize th a t while we can never get 
out from Opinion’s influence we should be sure we turn to other influences as well, to 
guide our guidance by Opinion, if you will. I believe it is for this reason th a t Christine 
continues her narrative by moving on to a third interlocutor, not leaving the last word 
with Lady Opinion. And the third interlocutor she picks to end her book with is the 
revered and authoritative Lady Philosophy herself, whom, as we will see, Christine also 
calls by many other names. Opinion does not release Christine from her jurisdiction— 
she will, in fact, meet Philosophy in the school where Christine first sees Opinion at the 
opening of book II—but Christine nevertheless seeks out another voice to help direct her 
work with Opinion.

5.4 Philosophy and Fiction

It is thus by engaging with Lady Philosophy th a t I will end my final Christine-centric 
chapter. This seems particularly fitting since Christine ended her Vision, the last primar
ily narrative work of hers which to which we still have access, with a conversation between
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her persona and Philosophy. Here, however, I will be covering only the very ending of th a t 
conversation, where Philosophy responds to Christine’s plaint and Christine-the-narrator 
in turn responds to Philosophy, accepting her teaching with joy and re-naming her as 
her own experience (and reading) has taught. In this section, we get some of Christine’s 
most m ature narrative work on concepts at once political, philosophical and theological.

As I have previously noted, the Consolation of Philosophy, wherein one finds the figure 
of Philosophy which Christine draws on for this final book of her Vision, is often one 
of the first texts Christine turns to when writing. Clearly it was an important source 
of inspiration and comfort, as she references it throughout her oeuvre and uses it as 
a significant influence in at least three of her major narrative works.677 Where indeed 
does the medieval genre of Christian goddess-literature within which Christine so defined 
her voice look to find its origin, if not to Boethius? From whom could one learn more 
about the interaction of Philosophy and fiction?678 Boethius’ narrative is based on his life, 
certainly, and to  th a t extent is “fact,” bu t he places the narrative in the framework of an 
interaction with a figure who appears to  him in his distress and who leads him through 
argument and dialogue to a better understanding of himself and his situation. Certainly 
on most readings his narrative is, as the title plainly states, a consolation: one in which 
he is led to true “happiness” or flourishing. Given the depths of her grief and her account 
of how that grief initially incapacitated her, one can well imagine the hunger with which 
Christine read this text. She certainly presents herself as having needed consolation, and

677Christine use the Consolation most notably in the Path o f Long Study, as I discussed previously, 
here in the Vision, and in parts of the City of Ladies as well. In particular, in the opening scene of 
the City the description of Lady Reason (and her two sisters) appearing to ease Christine’s melancholy, 
and Reason’s assertion tha t Christine has forgotten who Christine herself is, echoes the opening scene of 
the Consolation, as has been noted by scholars, for instance such as Dominique Hoche: see Dominique 
Hoche, “Come Boece a Pavie’: Christine de Pizan’s use of Boethus’s Consolation of Philosophy in The 
Book o f the City of Ladies” Carmina Philosophiae : Journal o f the International Boethius Society 13 
(2004) 23-52.

678There is, of course, also Prudentius’ Psychomachia, which predates the Consolation. Boethius, how
ever, specifically personified Philosophy in his fictionalized work, and it for th a t reason tha t I name him 
as the founding authority for Christine’s use of goddess-literature and the interaction of Philosophy and 
fiction. On the concept tha t this medieval goddess-literature has specifically Christian structures, see 
Barbara Newman, God and the Goddesses, esp. 1-3.
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the focus on re-orienting one’s own life away from being controlled by the machinations 
of Fortune and towards personal integrity in the midst of both ease and tribulation would 
have been and clearly was an important personal tool for Christine.679

There are several ways th a t one could read the third  book of the Vision, bu t in my 
opinion—acknowledging of course the uncertainty of being under her influence!—the 
most central meaning is political instruction. We remember after all th a t it is in her 
conversation with this goddess, Philosophy, th a t Christine-the-narrator tells us she was 
given the charge by Nature to create books and present her memory to the princes.680 
And what we find at the very end of book three is Christine performing what Nature 
earlier told her to do: th a t is, present her memory, the fruit of her experience, to the 
princes. She does this through the mouth of Lady Philosophy herself, but she must do it 
carefully, as France is already in such a precarious situation and the Princes have already 
demonstrated they are not particularly inclined to acquiesce to Lady Reason. Christine’s 
grim conclusion seems to  be that perhaps Reason’s ways of proceeding are too complex 
for the princes she feels called to teach, and so, taking Boethius’ cue, she presents her 
own persona as in need of medicine and much more “basic” fare in the hopes her persona 
can prove exemplary for her readers.

Once Philosophy has listened patiently to  Christine-the narrator’s long plaint, a highly 
autobiographically descriptive narrative of her life to th a t point, Philosophy responds 
with a laugh.681 She delivers up a veritable bouquet of quotes for Christine-the-narrator 
to digest as “medicine,” quipping, “Just like the skillful doctor who considers the power

679Though she was clearly quite fond of D ante’s work as well, it seems Christine felt much closer to 
•Boethius than  she did to any of the other auctores I have treated here. Scholar Mary L Skemp even refers 
to him as her “soul-mate:” “[Christine’s] connection to  Boethius is tha t of soul-mate not only in the 
experience of suffering but also in the act of writing down this experience and glossing it retrospectively 
herself through the voice of Lady Philosophy.” Mary L. Skemp, “Autobiography as Authority in Lavision- 
Christine,” Le Moyen Français 35 (1996): 24. I believe the description is apt. Christine’s relationship 
with Boethius’ text is so central to her writing tha t its influences appear, in one form or another, in 
almost all of her narrative texts.

680See my discussion in chapter four, pp. 195-200.
681See Christine de Pizan, Vision, 110.
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of the nature and complexion of his patient and according to his strength or weakness 
gives him a medicine and purgative, so I will employ a light and restrained diet in you 
because of the weakness of the stomach of your understanding.”682

This is yet another point where fictional persona-creation and personification allow impor
tant distinctions to be made and maintained. Christine-the-narrator to whom Philosophy 
is speaking is not identical with Christine, who is writing. Christine’s narrative persona 
is a fictionalization th a t she has shaped in order to model a proper relationship of some
one who recognizes her ignorance with Philosophy, who we will soon find out has many 
names, and is actually many “goddesses” rolled into one, and who will show the “only” 
road to true happiness. Of course it is Christine herself who “helps” Philosophy gather 
the medicine by writing the narrative and collecting the necessary sentences to present 
to the princes and her narrative persona. Knowing th a t her readers are likely to  be less 
learned than she is, probably even less desirous of learning, she turns to what she terms 
this “lighter” fare for her narrative persona and, by implication, her reader. Christine 
collects ready-made bits of wisdom from a common source meant for that purpose: in 
this case the Manipulus florum, as McLeod gives the citation from Reno and Dulac.683 
Christine has already proven she does not require particularly light fare when it comes to 
reading. Implying, however, th a t her narrative persona does, even chiding th a t persona 
for her supposed frivolous annoyances,684 is a way of coaxing her reader to identify even

682 “tou t ainsi comme l’expert medecin qui considéré la faculté de la nature et complexion de son pacient 
et selon sa force oufoiblece lui donne purgatoire et medecine, ainsi useray en toy de regisme tenve et 
legier pour la foiblesce de l’estomach de ton entendement...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 117; Vision, 
110- 111.

683See for just one example note 29 in the text: Vision, 113.
684As Philosophy says to Christine-the-narrator, “And tha t which is w ritten in the secret of God who 

disposes all things and governs a t His good pleasure, it seems you wish to apply to chance when you say 
tha t Fortune took them  from you, as if she had nothing to do but occupy herself with your annoyances. 
And do you know what leads you to  such fancies? It is the excessive good opinion and affection you hold 
of yourself and your easeful pleasures, which makes you attribu te  to your imagined design everything 
tha t may have gone contrary to your wishes.” ; “E t ce qui est ou secret de Dieu escript, qui toutes 
choses dispose et gouverne a son bon plaisir, il semble que vueilles appliquier a aventure quant tu  dis 
que Fortune te ’en despouilla, tou t ainsi comme se de autre chose n ’eust a faire fors soy occuper pour tes 
nuisances. E t sees tu  la cause qui te meut a telz ymaginacions? C ’est la trop grant gaveur et tendreur 
que as a toy meismes et a l’aise de tes plaisirs qui te fait tou t ce qui avient contre ce que vouldroies 
atribuer au propos de ce que tu  ymagines.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 118; Vision, 111.
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further with th a t narrative persona, and to listen to Philosophy’s lighter medicine—which 
is not necessarily all th a t light to begin with, but is presented as such to make it easier 
for the princes to “digest.” Including carefully chosen selections of various pithy wisdoms 
of the Church Fathers and other thinkers in the Manipulus florum  allows Christine the 
chance to present some of what she has learned in a format already primed for ease of 
remembering. It is meant to aid with memoria, to further her task of presenting the 
princes with the necessary memory acquisitions. Authority after authority is gathered up 
and presented to Christine-the-narrator, while Philosophy consoles Christine’s narrative 
persona in much the same way as she consoled Boethius. She reminds Christine of all 
the good th a t still exists in her life, asserts th a t even her troubles are meant to refine 
her, and re-orients her away from relying on Fortune,685 whose fickleness can destroy a 
person’s (or a Kingdom’s) life at will. Philosophy also reminds her of all the blessings she 
still has: for example, a virtuous mother and equally virtuous children.686 Christine is 
echoing Boethius here as well, as Philosophy reminded him of his virtuous father-in-law, 
his wife, and his two children, who Fortune had not taken from him.687

It is not surprising that the material of Christine’s consolation is very similar to th a t of 
Boethius’, since he is the the authority from whom she is working here to compile her 
text. The main difference, however, lies in the particular audience for whom the two texts 
are meant. Unlike Christine’s situation, where she is trying to give the princes tools for 
prudent governing, it stands to reason that Boethius’ text would not have been aimed at 
those in power while he was writing. It was his own king, Theodoric, who had already 
condemned him to death: Boethius was in exile awaiting execution when he wrote the 
Consolation. Nevertheless despite Christine’s considerably less precarious situation she is

685 “But let us move on, thanks be to God, to know why you can address yourself to him and not 
fault fortune.” ; “Mais alons oultre, pour Dieu mercy, savoir mon de quoy tu  te peus clamer de Dieu ne 
plaindre de Fortune.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 120; Vision, 113.

686See for instance Christine de Pizan, The Vision of Christine de Pizan, trans. Glenda McLeod and 
Charity Cannon Willard (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 114-116. As I mention in the next note, this 
echoes Boethius’ own text as well, though tha t is not to say Christine does not mean what she says.

687For Christine’s account see Christine de Pizan, Vision, 113-17. See also Boethius, The Consolation 
of Philosophy, trans. V.E. W atts (London: Penguin Books, 1969), 61-65.
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confronted with a problem here th a t we might see a bit between the lines. She is, I believe, 
coming to the conclusion that most of her readers, and in particular the princes who need 
it most, are never going to come to the love of learning she has. By her understanding, this 
means that they will fail to acquire the moral lessons from history that Lady Philosophy 
teaches, th a t would aid them in governing well. Their “weak stomachs” simply can’t or 
won’t handle it. Thus she turns here at the end of her book and likely in the midst 
of the threat of real civil violence, to th a t source common to the time, the conceptual 
“food” of the Scriptures and the Church Doctors commenting on them. She does this, 
importantly, through the mouth of one of her fictionalizations, Philosophy, who seems 
to imply th a t this is a step in the process of re-orienting them  and hopefully developing 
stronger stomachs. More importantly, however, it is a consolation. Christine-the-narrator 
and her reader are developing a relationship with Philosophy, who is presented in her 
“lighter” format as having what those readers need in order to heal themselves. We 
must note, however, th a t even this “lighter” Philosophy is still engaged in such topics as 
causation, ethics, and appropriate understanding. She is merely doing so from what, to 
Christine, seems a more fundamental starting point. Just as Lady Opinion used Aristotle’s 
work and Aristotelian logic to refute Fortune’s supposed primary influence on humanity, 
Lady Philosophy too, following her own example in consoling Boethius, refutes Fortune as 
the cause of Christine-the-narrator’s troubles. Let us look at Lady Philosophy’s words to 
Christine-the-narrator in some detail, to see what this fictive representation of philosophy 
itself is up to.

It is at this point th a t Philosophy explicitly tells Christine th a t the comfort she offers is 
not for Christine alone, but for the community at large as well. Philosophy says,

As illness gave you your opinion, medicine was necessary whatever caused 
it. B ut so that my remedy may be a use to some of your friends who are 
similarly afflicted as well as other simple or ignorant people in the Christian 
community to whose understanding this will come, the remedy advantageous 
to  the cure of such a disease will not be denied you by me; and still I see you 
have need of it.688

688 “dont, puisque maladie ta  meismes reputación de donnoit, medecine y convient, a quelque cause que
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The consolation Philosophy offers is one th a t is not merely personal, despite her references 
to Christine’s personal life. Rather, Christine’s life, given in this narrative by her persona, 
is an exemplum for her readers.689 Analogously, Philosophy’s consolation to Christine- 
the-narrator applies not just to herself but to  many people, in community. Furthermore, 
this consolation is given to Christine-the-narrator so that she may in turn give it to others, 
though at the time Philosophy speaks to Christine-the-narrator, she is still suffering from 
her conceptual illness.

Having first spent some time demonstrating to Christine-the-narrator th a t the trou
bles she has experienced are not necessarily bad and her life is not as terrible as she 
thought, Philosophy addresses Christine-the-narrator again. An attentive reading of the 
text, however, reveals a shift in the focus of th a t address. Philosophy begins by speaking 
to Christine-the-narrator directly, but ends with her net spread far wider: suddenly, she 
is speaking to “you worldly creatures:”

I will offer you the promised tru th  on the lesson of your life. You who long for 
happiness, if you wish to achieve it, come to me; I will open the way for you; 
notwithstanding th a t it may be fraught with trials, you can go there by no 
other road. Because of this among the other cruel pains to be borne it seems 
among you worldly creatures that unjustified injury and persecution received 
from your neighbors may be the hardest thing to bear patiently, I will base 
the beginning of our oration on what Saint Gregory says about our topic in 
On Ezekiel, ‘All the good we do is nothing,’ he says, ‘if we do not bear the 
injuries we receive from our neighbors.’690

le mal soit venus. Mais affin que a de tes amis ou amies semblablement enfermes ou a d ’autres simples ou 
ignorans du coliege crestien a que ce venra a congoissance, puisse mon remede estre valable, le regisme 
prouffltable a garison de tel maladie ne te sera moy veé; et encore voy quemestier en as.” Christine de 
Pizan, Advision, 126; Vision, 118.

68DScholars Mary Skemp and Andrea Tarnowski echo similar sentiments. Skemp argues for example 
tha t “it is ultim ately this w ritten account of her [Christine’s] experiences which allows a more universal 
understanding of the world...” Mary L. Skemp, “Autobiography as Authority,” 17. Andrea Tarnowski, 
also writes, “As soon as Christine speaks of a specific individual or event, she must speak of a greater 
tru th ; the individual life, or moment, only means insofar as it represents.” Andrea W. Tarnowski, “Per
spectives on the Advision,” in Christine de Pizan 2000: Studies in Honor of Angus J. Kennedy, ed. 
Nadia Margolis (Amsterdam: Rodopi B.V., 2000), 110. I would hesitate to  use the word only here, but 
the gist of the point is still quite valid.

690 “te tendray de promesse vérité sus l’ensengnement de ton vivre. Tu qui felicité desires, se parvenir 
y veulx, viens a moy; je te trouveray la voie, laquelle, non obstant que toute soit pleine de tribulación, 
aler n ’y pues par autre chemin. E t pour ce que, entre les autres peines dures a souffrir, semble entre vous 
mondains que injure et persecución sans cause receue de vos prouchains soit pacienment porter la plus
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Christine knows perfectly well th a t her princely audience is feeling their neighbors (each 
other) have wronged them. Appealing to a sense of those princes’ nobility of heart, she 
has Philosophy remind her readers of Hugh of St. Victor’s words, “the noblest victory 
a man might have is to spare a man he could injure.”691 She is attem pting to entice 
them towards prudent restraint, but her reason for doing so is more universal in scope 
than merely averting the current crisis. Philosophy is trying to teach the way of true 
happiness. Her topic is not just politics, not just justice, not even just wisdom. It is all 
of these things and more: it is human flourishing itself.

Even if the princes manage not to go to war against each other this time, Christine is 
aware th a t unless they can reach an understanding of how best to orient their lives to 
the highest good, violence and disorder will be a continual threat. One problem will be 
averted only to  reveal another. If, however, they can learn from Philosophy the path to 
real human flourishing, “true happiness,” then lasting social and personal good is more 
likely to achieved, for in her world (where the king is incapacitated) the princes are the 
“heads” th a t direct the social “body.”692 Let us look at Philosophy’s words which are 
ostensibly aimed at Christine-the-narrator, but which again she neatly converts to the 
implied plural ( “mortal human”), this time quoting from Boethius directly,

‘Oh mortal hum an,’ said Boethius, ‘why seek beyond yourself for the happi
ness th a t is seated within you? Ignorance deceives you. For pure true hap

forte chose, fonderay l’entree de nostre oroison sur ce que dit ad ce propos saint Gregoire sur Ezechiel: 
‘Tous les biens dist il, que nousfaisons sont nulz se pacienment nous n ’endurons les maulx que recepvons 
de noz prouchains.’” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 130; Vision, 122. All these quotes she picks up are, 
as Reno and Dulac have noted, from different sections in the Manipulus florum.

691 “c’est la plus noble victoire que homme puist avoir que d ’espargner par vertu cellui a qui grever 
pourroit.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 131; Vision, 123. One notes tha t Christine includes the phrase 
‘d ’espargner par vertu’ instead of simply ‘d ’espargner’, so one could perhaps read her as saying, “to 
virtuously spare,” locating the the princes’ own internal virtue as the motivating reason for deciding 
not to injure someone they could. It is the virtue from which such a decision comes which makes it plus 
noble.

692And also, at times, the Queen, though her power waxed and waned according to events as they 
unfolded. At this point we must also remember, lest it seems I jum p too quickly from a few princes to 
society, tha t Christine was one of many medieval writers who conceived of society as a functioning body. 
One of her non-narrative political works even goes by tha t name, the Book o f the Body Politic, a name 
she likely picked up from John of Salibury’s Policraticus. This is commented on, for instance in Kate 
Langdon Forhan’s book The Political Theory of Christine de Pizan (Burlington: Ashgate, 2002). I will 
also discuss it in my final chapter. See p. 269.
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piness is having sovereignty over oneself. For man has nothing as dear as 
himself, and Fortune can-not deprive him of that. And so that you may know 
that in the things of Fortune one cannot be happy, I tell you that happiness 
and well-being are the supreme benefits of nature, and this is reason and un
derstanding; and the sovereign good cannot be lost! These very words tha t I 
say to you I likewise told my dear Boethius.693

For Christine as a writer trying to present the m atter of her memory to the princes, 
true happiness, human flourishing, is the final and ultimate goal of Philosophy, and 
the supreme goods she names are reason and understanding. Only these, she tells us, 
cannot be taken away from a person, and possessing them will enable true happiness. 
This is the remedy of Philosophy, the medicine she offers to Christine-the-narrator and, 
indirectly, to  the princes. Philosophy continues to expound this remedy to Christine-the- 
narrator, eventually proving to her by demonstration, drawing again on sections from the 
Consolation, th a t the “end” (goal, or telos) of true happiness is God, and that all who 
possess true happiness thereby also participate in the divine.694 Philosophy therefore does 
not only offer happiness and human flourishing, she also ultimately offers participation

693 "'O gens mortelz, ce dit Boece, pourquoy la hors querez la beneurté qui est assise dedens vous? 
Yngorance vous deçoipt. Car la pure vraie beneurté est avoir de soy meismes la seignourie. Car homme 
n ’a si chiere chose comme soy mesmes, et ce ne lui puet Fortune tollir. E t affin que tu  saches que es 
choses de Fortune ne puet avoir felicité, je te dis que felicité et beneurté sont les souverains biens de 
nature, et ce est raison et entendement; et bien souverain ne puet estre perdus.’ E t ces meismes paroles 
que je te  dis pareillement dis a mon amé Boece.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 131; Vision, 123. I have 
changed McLeod’s translation to  read “O mortal human” (though it could also have been rendered ‘O 
m ortals’) instead of “O m ortal m an” because Christine uses ‘gens m ortelz’ instead of ‘homme mortelz.’ 
McLeod notes th a t Christine’s quotation of Boethius is drawn from La Consolation II. 4, 31. See Vision, 
123 n 54.

694Philosophy states, speaking first for Boethius and then also I believe in the royal ‘we’ here, “His 
[God’s-AC] goodness, then, must be perfect, for otherwise (Boethius says this, and it is true), He would 
not be supreme among the other blessings. ‘Thus we have said,’ Boethius says and we also concur with 
him, ‘tha t happiness is the true sovereign good. And you see tha t man is blessed when he has happiness, 
and if happiness is God: then man is God when he has happiness. For in the same way tha t those who 
have righteousness are righteous and those who have wisdom are wise, so those who have divinity are 
gods, and he who has happiness is God. Thus all the blessed are God, but there is only one God by 
nature, and He is many by participation.’ These words are the very tex t of the said book of Boethius 
in his Consolation.” ; “Il convient doncques que son bien soit parfait, car autrem ent, ce dit Bouece—et 
il est vray—ne seroit pas prince des autres biens. ‘Si avons dit, ce dit Boece, et aussi nous l’accordons, 
que felicité est souverain bien. E t tu  vois que homme est beneurez quant il a felicité, et felicité si est 
Dieu: donc est homs Dieu quant il a felicité. Car, ainsi comme ceulx qui ont droiture sont droituriers et 
ceulz qui ont sapience sont saiges, ainsi ceulz qui ont divinité sont dieux, et cil qui a felicité est Dieu: 
donc tous beneurez sont dieux. Mais par nature il n ’est que ung Dieu, et par participación il en est 
m oult.’ E t ces paroles sont le propre texte dudit livre de Bouece en Consolacion.” Christine de Pizan, 
Advision, 138; Vision, 130. Christine seems to tread carefully here, speaking not only with the mouth 
of her fictionalized Philosophy bu t also using Boethius’ words and framing the entire argument with his 
name at beginning, middle, and end.
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in the divine. W hat better good could be offered to a prince, or to anyone?695

How does Christine-the-narrator respond to Philosophy’s teaching? Here, Christine tries 
to draw her readers even closer in to Philosophy’s lessons. She does so at the end of her 
Vision by naming Philosophy by her various attributes and leaving room for her reader 
to likewise name the venerable goddess. Christine-the-narrator recounts,

Then the reverend Lady fell silent, and I [Christine-the-narrator—AC] began 
to speak as follows: Oh most sovereign administratress of nourishment and 
medicinal restorative, who not only heals the invalid wounded by sorrow but 
gives her life, strength, and vigor by the sweet ointment and liquor of your 
comfort, you, Philosophy, the repository and substance of all the other sci
ences, which are your appendages, I see th a t what they say about you is true 
just as Saint Augustine relates. For you are all sciences, and to those you love 
you show yourself as it pleases you, depending on how they wish to search for 
you.696

One can see she leaves room for others to find their lessons through another one of Philos
ophy’s many “appendages”—the other sciences. Her narrative persona then exemplifies 
this approach, exclaiming, “To me, a simple person, by your noble grace, you reveal 
yourself in the form of Holy Theology...”697 And yet Christine-the-narrator does not stop 
at naming Philosophy Theology, bu t continues, listing off various designations and how 
the goddess personifies all these things, citing them  as possibilities for her readers to 
search for the path  of true happiness th a t leads eventually to  human flourishing and

695By this point, Philosophy’s fare has gone a bit beyond what could be considered “light,” but it is 
clear tha t Christine hopes she has brought her reader to  a point where even somewhat “heavier” fare 
might be understood and useful. And in case this section from Boethius has gone over the heads of her 
readers, she returns immediately to the Church Fathers from the Manipulus florum. Philosophy’s very 
next few sentences are: “Now we have found this blessed felicity which we should desire. But what shall 
we make of this blessed happiness? Does it promise us anything? Let Saint Gregory come in his homily 
and tell us. See it here...” ; “Or avons trouvé celle benoitte felicité que desirer devons. Mais que ferons 
de celle felicité? Nous promet elle riens? Viengne saint Gregoire en son omelie et le nous die, vez le cy...” 
Christine de Pizan, Advision, 138; Vision, 130.

696 “Adonc se tu t la dame honnouree, et je commençay ainsi a dire: ‘O tres souveraine admenistreresse de 
la pasture et du restorement medicinable, qui ne garist pas tan t seulement le malade par tribulación navré, 
mais lui rend vie, force et vigour par le doulz oingnement et liqueur de ton reconfort, toy, Philosophie, 
l’armoire et corps de toutes sciences, lesquelles sont tes membres, je apperçoy qu’il est vray ce qui est 
dit de toy, sicomme saint Augustin recite. Car tu  es toutes sciences et a tes amez te demonstres telle 
qu’il te plaist selon la voie qu’ilz te veullent enquerre.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 140; Vision, 132.

697“Et a moy simple de ta  digne grace t ’es monstree en fourme de Sainte Theologie...” Christine de 
Pizan, Advision, 140; Vision, 132. Following Reno and Dulac, McLeod notes tha t the list which follows 
shortly after this statem ent is taken “almost word for word, from a quotation from Augustine’s De 
doctrina christana found under the rubric Scriptura sacra in the Manipulus florum.” Ibid, n 93.
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blessed participation in the divine. One notes she even ends the list with politics, where 
community comes in again. In Christine-the-narrator’s words,

Truly you are all sciences. You are true Physics, which is to say theology, 
inasmuch as you are from God, for all the causes of all of nature are in God 
the Creator. You are ethics because the good and honorable life that you 
lecture and teach is loving what should be loved, which is God and one’s 
neighbor; and that, Theology, you reveal in the sciences of physics and ethics.
You are logic because you reveal the light and tru th  of the just soul. You are 
politics because you teach the virtuous life, for no city is better protected 
than by the foundation and bond of the faith and by the firm agreement to 
love the common good...698

Looking at this list, one can see how heavy an emphasis Christine places on right action 
and justice as flowing from the teachings of this goddess and as relating to the common 
good: the flourishing of the community. She relates physics to theology, citing “all the 
causes of nature.” She relates ethics to a “good and honorable life” and loving what 
is proper/ appropriate. She relates logic to the order of the “just soul,” which would 
also manifest its proper ordering in the way by which th a t soul ordered the actions 
of the person in whom it resided. Finally, she turns to politics, which she also relates 
to the “virtuous life” and th a t by means of arguing a “virtuous life” founded on the 
faith and oriented towards the common good is the best protection possible for a city— 
metaphorically, a political entity. Again, then, we are dealing with Christine trying to 
show her readers th a t not only is it good personally speaking for them to  live virtuous 
lives: it is also politically good, their kingdoms and regions will be best able to  flourish 
when the people within them  are virtuous and oriented towards the common good, and 
are governed by this same orientation. All her examination of causation, of wise and 
prudent action, of the nature of humanity itself is oriented towards learning this lesson 
from Philosophy: as Christine-the-narrator says to this goddess of many by-names, “If 
in you he [‘m an’-AC] does not trust, all will be wasted time and ignorance, for you are

698 “E t vraiement es tu  toutes les sciences. Car tu  es vraie phisique, c’est assavoir theologie, en tant 
que tu  es de Dieu, car toutes les causes de toute nature sont en Dieu createur. Tu es ethique, car bonne 
vie et honnestes que tu  sermonnes et aprens, c’est assavoir a amer ce qui est a amer, c’est Dieu et le 
prouchain; et cela, Theologie, monstres tu  en la science de phisiques et de ethiques. Tu es logique, car 
la lumiere et la vérité de l’ame raisonnable tu  monstres. Tu es politique, car tu  aprens a bien vivre, car 
nulle cité n ’est mieulx gardee que par le fondement et lian de foy et de ferme concorde a amer le bien 
commun...” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 140; Vision, 132.
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true wisdom; no other is it than you, in whom is found what cannot be elsewhere—true 
happiness.”699

And so at the end of Christine’s text we are left with at least one question among many 
possible: who or what is Philosophy? Christine’s Philosophy is a goddess that, as the 
queen of all sciences, allows herself to appear to different people in different forms. She 
is, in the final analysis, a shapeshifter. Moreover, she is tha t because th a t is what was 
required for Christine’s context. At the very beginning of this chapter, I asserted that 
during times where our conceptual apparatus has become too cemented in its structure, 
fiction can actually enable us to bridge a seemingly insurmountable conceptual gap in our 
philosophical constructions and understandings. Lady Philosophy accomplishes this with 
sublime skill. In the context in which Christine was writing, not only had the discussion 
surrounding women’s supposed “nature” become too solidified to really move forward 
in a positive direction—a problem Lady Reason, Rectitude and Justice attem pted to 
fix in the City of Ladies and th a t Christine uses Lady Nature to  address again at the 
beginning of the Vision—so too had an understanding of what would constitute human 
flourishing itself in this present context. And the problem, as Christine understood it, had 
to do with an inappropriate understanding of political causation th a t even she admits 
herself as falling into earlier.700 This is the immature belief th a t it is the blind force 
of fortune—or anything other than one’s own decisions—that dictates human action. 
Christine used fictionalizations to try  and transform conceptions of gender th a t had 
become too cemented, and, having tried th a t with gender, with the fictionalized figures 
of the Lady Opinion and the goddess Philosophy she takes on the arguably more weighty 
topic of causation of human action and the means of human flourishing.

699 “se en toy ne reffiert, tou t sera perte de temps et ignorance, car tu  es la sapience vraie, ne autre 
n ’est- que toy en est trouvé ce qu’ailleurs ne puet estre, c ’est vraie félicité.” Christine de Pizan, Advision, 
141; Vision, 133.

700She locates her mistake, for example, in her M utation of Fortune, where she ascribes to Fortune so 
much power over humans.
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We can see how throughout many of her works, Christine is not abashed to enlist the 
help of fictionalized figures and stories. We have noted that this is possible for her since, 
as integumenta, Lady Philosophy and all the other goddesses and fictionalized figures 
Christine creates along with all those stories she tells, can make analogies in the minds 
of her readers, teaching them the construction of their own lives as stories as they learn 
to see the meaning in what they read. We have followed along as she writes her stories to 
present those ideas and then moves her reader toward reading those Active stories back 
into their own contexts, to make those theories th a t the stories develop available in the 
realm of memory from which readers may build appropriate ethical action. She shows 
herself to be a scholarly commentator and true philosopher not merely through the act 
of commenting on scholarly texts, but by doing so Actively, crafting her own arguments 
for philosophical conceptions she deems necessary to  effect specific transformations on 
the social order through the eyes of wonder, and as a proper philomyth would. In short, 
Christine uses the integumenta her fictional figures and stories constitute as a means of 
demonstrating the necessity of listening to “the voice of reason,” in whatever philosophical 
goddess-garb in which she appears, in order to establish a peaceful and secure social good 
th a t she believed would lead to true human flourishing.



Chapter 6

On Fiction-M ediated  Philosophy, U topic  
W orld-G eneration, and the Im aginatively  

C onceptual Work of P ossib ility
11 One ought never to allow dogmatism to stifle utopian fantasy and readiness 
for reflection, even when dogmatism gives itself an appearance of analytic 
sobriety”701

I have spent the last five chapters detailing the work of two writers as they use philosoph
ically oriented stories, metaphors and images as a means of transforming the tradition 
in which they found themselves. W ith Christine, we have watched as she challenged and 
changed the textual tradition, using her fiction to teach the princes of France means 
of ethically-tuned prudence to  change the way society was ordered through reforming 
the ‘head’ of the social body.702 Irigaray, on the other hand, attem pts to write a revolu
tion. She wishes to generate an alternative, fictionalized world th a t did not exist prior 
to her work, and which is meant to  help realize social transformation. Having elaborated 
the fictionalized means by which Christine and Irigaray have developed the philosophi
cal concepts they hope will effect social transformation in my previous chapters, I now 
stand in my final chapter, where I will develop my own focused look at the fruitfulness 
of fictionalized philosophical work. To do so, I will be drawing on what I feel are some 
strengths from the writings of Christine and Irigaray, while using hermeneutical tools 
and insights I have gained from Hans-Geog Gadamer.703 Though this chapter will not 
operate primarily by discussing Christine and Irigaray’s work after the comparison and 
critique I offer below, nevertheless what we have already learned from reading them will 
be the background from which this argument takes its shape, and I will, at times, refer

701Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Practical Philosophy” from Gadamer in Conversation, 85.
702It is not th a t she was not oriented toward self-transformation of her reader as well: she was. However, 

for Christine, the only real way tha t positive social transform ation on a wide scale would be able to 
happen is through the power(s) ruling.

703 As I indicated in my introduction, I have previously spent time with Gadam er’s thought. I completed 
my MA thesis “Truth in Art: A Dialogue with Gadamer” in 2006. Thus his writings form a large part 
of the background from which my own work grows.
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explicitly to  sections of their books as a way of discussing a point about which I am 
writing.

In this chapter, I will offer a brief comparison and critique of two concepts integral to 
both Christine and Irigaray which have meaningful impact on the fruitfulness of their 
fictionalized work, hence their impact on my project. I will then show how the centrality 
of interpretation in our lives and interactions allows us to understand the malleability of 
our own traditions and resources, using as examples the work of the two women about 
whom I have written. Working with Gadamer’s notion of tradition as something we are 
both shaped by and ourselves shape, I show how it is possible for us to change the way we 
think and act in the world, once we realize th a t our contexts are not set in stone. Following 
Gadamer’s description of the notion of tru th  in art and his engagement with Aristotle 
on tragedy, I explore ethical self-formation with relation to art, connecting such self
formation with knowledge of how to  act properly in the world.704 I then show by means 
of an exploration of a particular novel th a t fiction mediated philosophy is not an ethically 
neutral means of working: it can be done with the intent of aiding social flourishing, but 
it may also be done with the intent of social oppression. In contrast to such storied 
oppression, I use Irigaray’s utopic work of envisioning by fictionalization different social 
relations in a a new, possible world. Finally, by means of reading Gadamer’s commentary 
on some points from Aristotle’s Poetics, I show how utopic work is both a means of 
criticizing its own context and also of developing our ability to form a new and different 
future—which is not to say the specific future that fiction describes, since this kind of 
fiction, as I discuss, is itself a way of thinking. I conclude the chapter and the dissertation 
with some brief reflections on where one could go next.

704This mimics Christine’s understanding of her calling as the aiding in the ethical formation of the 
princes via her stories.
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6.1 Comparing N atures and Social Images

Before getting to the rest of my work in this chapter, it is well worth working through 
a comparison between two important aspects of Christine’s and Irigaray’s writings that 
we will also see have an impact on their ability to use fiction philosophically as a means 
of effecting positive social change. These two aspects which illuminate the strengths and 
weaknesses of their work are the questions: W hat constitutes human nature? and W hat 
constitutes the “social?” The question of human nature is important here because, as we 
will see below, one of my main contentions is tha t we are able to act in transformative 
ways upon the world because we can transform ourselves and, in the process, perceive 
and generate the ‘world’ in which we are and act. If, however, something in our “nature” 
were to preclude or make difficult our world-generative capacity, then my project will 
fail. The question of what constitutes the social, on the other hand, is important for 
enumerating my project because the answer to th a t question shapes the very means 
by which we try  to transform the ‘world’ and the standards by which we measure the 
“positive transformation” desired. The ‘social’ is not the world, but it is inextricably 
linked with it, since we are socially situated creatures. Our conception of the shape of our 
social interactions will shape our ability to imagine worlds as well, and it will certainly 
guide our ability to transform our social relations, which to a large extent shape our 
mutually enmeshed worlds.

First, the question of human nature(s). Both of my primary interlocutors here have 
approached the question of human nature (s) from the standpoint of the “nature” of 
women, since both of them  were trying to address what they saw as a lack of appropriate 
or good definition of woman as such.705 And yet, although Christine and Irigaray are

705Irigaray prefers to stay away from “nature” language, presumably because it comes with so much 
baggage. She does, however, frequently use the word “universal” in a way tha t is both akin to and 
somewhat different from something’s “nature” as such. I will discuss this momentarily below: see pp. 
261-264. Nevertheless, she does occasionally use the language of “nature” with regards to human identity: 
in particular when she is speaking against “the neuter.” In I  love to you for instance, she writes, “To 
now wish to  shake off m an’s hold over History by advocating the neuter is to go back to the level of basic
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both concerned with re-defining women, they come to vastly different conclusions.

As I noted previously, Christine understands human nature to be in essence “one.” For 
her, there are human women and human men, but no m atter what your gender, you are 
essentially a human being.706 Though this conception was already present in her City, we 
saw her develop this position in particular in her account of her own metaphorical birth by 
the work of Nature and Chaos, playing off Aristotelian concepts.707 We also saw how her 
re-conceptualization of the nature of women opened up an ability to reject misogynistic 
claims about the nature of women th a t portrayed women as at best imperfect/failed 
attem pts at male-being and at worst un-human monsters. Christine’s conception of the 
united human nature of female and male allows women and men the chance to start 
from the same ground, as equal creations of a God who gave them equally sacred souls 
in different bodies.

Irigaray, however, is fundamentally opposed to any such conception th a t depends on 
“one” united conception of what it means to be human, or “equality” as such. Rather, 
she asks equal to what?708 As we saw in chapter three, she believes no single, truly 
“human” identity exists: there is female human being and male human being, and these 
constitute two separate and non-identical “universals.”709 Furthermore, by her account a

needs or to  remain under the rule of money, a rule th a t is pseudo-neutral and which destroys identity. It 
is to  deny yet again, and this tim e quite consciously, th a t women need a culture compatible with their 
nature and th a t human kind cannot develop a civilization without taking care to  represent with validity 
the two genders it is in reality...” Luce Irigaray, I  love to you, 44.

706See for example Lady Reason’s arguments concerning being created in the image of God: Christine 
de Pizan, City, 23.

707See my discussion in pp. 107-110.
708As she writes in Je, turn nous: “To demand equality as women is, it seems to me, a mistaken 

expression of a real objective. The demand to be equal presupposes a point of comparison. To whom or 
to what do women want to be equalized? To men? To a salary? To a public office? To what standard? 
Why not to themselves?” ; “Demander l’égalité, en tan t que femmes, me semble une expression erronée 
d ’un réel objectif. Demander d ’être égales suppose un term e de comparaison. A qui ou à quoi veulent être 
égalées les femmes? Aux hommes? A un salaire? A un poste public? A quel étalon? Pourquoi pas à elles- 
mêmes?” Luce Irigaray, Je, tu, nous: Pour une culture de la différence (Editions Grasset & Fasquelle, 
1990), 10; Je, tu, nous (English), (New York: Routledge Classics, 2007), 4.

709As Irigaray writes in I  love to you, “I belong to a gender, which means to a sexed universal and to 
a relation between two universals.” or again, a bit earlier, “I am not the whole: I am man or woman. 
And I am not simply a subject, I belong to a gender. I am objectively limited by this belonging.” Luce
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person’s gender trum ps any other part of her or his identity. Race, socio-economic status, 
religion, locality, political beliefs: all are secondary with regards to gender. She states this 
explicitly, for example, in I  Love To You;

W ithout doubt the most appropriate content for the universal is sexual dif
ference. Indeed this content is both real and universal. Sexual difference is 
an immediate natural given and it is a real and irreducible component of the 
universal. The whole of human kind is composed of women and men and of 
nothing else. The problem of race is, in fact, a secondary problem—except 
from a geographical view?—which means we cannot see the wood for the 
trees, and the same goes for other cultural diversities—religious, economic 
and political ones.710

In her understanding, language itself is sexed. Even beyond being in many senses a 
construction of ‘m an’ as I discussed in my third chapter,711 language is also marked by 
the gender of the speaker, and by a bias within the grammatical structure, at least of 
the French language about which she often speaks.712 Irigaray’s question equal to what 
is therefore a valid question, and with it she problematizes a tradition tha t has seen the 
one human nature Christine speaks of as being one male human nature.713

Given the character of the majority of the tradition handed down to her, I can understand
Irigaray, I  love to you, 106.

71QLuce Irigaray, I  Love To You, 47.
711See section 126-129.
712Irigaray writes, for instance, “Gender markers show how one sex, how the world, has been forced to 

submit to the other. Thus, at least in French, the masculine gender always carries the day syntactically: 
a crowd of a thousand persons, nine hundred and ninety-nine women and one man will be referred to 
as a masculine plural; a couple composed of a man and a woman will be referred to in the masculine 
plural; a woman telling the story of her love affair with a man will have to  use the supposedly neutral 
masculine plural form in her agreement of past participles when she says ‘we fell in love’... these laws 
of syntax in French reveal the power wielded by one sex over another.” ; “Elle [“la marque du genre”} 
montre comment un sexe s ’est soumis l’autre au le monde. Ainsi, en français, du moins, le genre masculin 
l’emporte toujours sytaxiquement: unefoule de mille personnes composée de neuf cent quatre-vingt-dix- 
neuf femmeset un homme se décrira comme ‘ils étaient’; d ’un couple, on dira ‘ils s ’aim ent’ une femme 
racontant son histoire amoureuse doit employer la forme ‘nous nous sommes aimés’, etc. Par ailleurs, le 
neutre s ’exprime par le même pronom que le masculin: il tonne, il faut, et non elle tonne, elle faut. Ces 
lois syntaxiques révèlent l’empire d ’un sexe sur l ’autre.” Luce Irigaray, “Les Trois Genres” in Sexes et 
Parentés, 187; “The Three Genders” in Sexes and Genealogies, 173.

713This is not to  say Christine’s conception of one human nature was a male conception, though Irigaray 
may see it tha t way. It is rather to  say tha t this “one” nature, or the “subject” as Irigaray often calls it, 
has often been spoken of as “neutral” but from a perspective of mostly male writers not concerned by, 
or perhaps not aware of, having w ritten their own sex into the subject. Irigaray wants to correct this by 
consciously writing one’s sex into two sexed subjects, a female “I” and a male “I” who then may, by her 
account, truly speak to each other for the first time.
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Irigaray’s motivation for claiming there are two human ‘universals’ (female and male) th a t 
comprise sexual difference. However, I disagree that her claim is accurate or necessary.714 
While it is true th a t humanity does seem to be roughly715 divided into women and 
men, (or, so as not to exclude children, males and females), and there do seem to be 
some characteristics tha t separate those two genders, th a t does not seem to me enough 
grounds for believing th a t this should be cause for insisting on two and only two separate 
“universals” even as a metaphorical basis for one’s theory.716 I would not claim th a t there 
is only one fundamental difference to begin with, be th a t sex, race, religion or anything 
else.

This is im portant to my work because Irigaray’s formulation of the dual universals of 
humanity insists th a t “world production” is only possible by sexual difference, whether 
metaphorical or physical, as I discussed in chapter three.717 In fact she is quite explicit 
about this, writing, “We cannot achieve [a relationship to an other-AC] without the 
horizon of sexual difference. No world is produced or reproduced without sexual difference. 
Plants, animals, gods, the elements of the universe, all are sexed.”718 I believe Irigaray’s

714Nevertheless, I agree tha t sexual difference is an important difference among humans.
715I say “roughly” because if one is talking biology, there are people born who are hermaphroditic 

(and therefore not easily classified as either male or female), and if one is talking sexual identity th a t is 
not necessarily linked to biology (“gender identity”), there are also people who claim neither ‘male’ nor 
‘female’ fits them.

716One could claim th a t further gender identities could be generated out of those two universals: for 
example, tha t a person who identifies as “omnisexed” or “transsexed” or some other description th a t does 
not fall within “female” or “male” could still find their “place” in Irigaray’s work on the understanding 
tha t their understanding comes out of, and is a fulfillment of, one of those two universals. If th a t were 
so, it would go part of the way towards addressing my concerns. However, I am not sure Irigaray would 
be comfortable w ith such a conception. Certainly, I have not read anywhere tha t she indicates such a 
possibility. In addition, even given such a possibility, I would ask what there is to be gained by insisting 
on beginning with the number two, as opposed to  beginning with the understanding tha t sexuate being is 
truly differentiated plurally (two or more): this plural expression would often be differentiated as female 
or male, but could entail other gendered possibilities as well as their own “starting point,” and not as 
derivative.

717See 154. I will discuss this further below when I address utopie work and world building; see pages 
298-301.

718 “Nous ne le pouvons pas sans l’horizon de la différence sexuelle. Aucun monde ne se produit ou 
reproduit sans différence sexuée. Les végétaux, les animaux, les dieux, les éléments de l ’univers, tout 
est sexué.” Luce Irigaray, “Trois genres” in Sexes et parentés, 192; “The Three Genders,” in Sexes and 
Genealogies, 178. In this essay, lest its title confuse, Irigaray is talking about the two genders of male and 
female and the possibility of a third  “one” tha t has, some day, “overcome” sexual difference (Ibid, 179). 
But she does not seem very hopeful for that. She traces the possibility to  one of the apocryphal gospels,
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insistence on sex/gender as constituting both a complete and unbridgeable division and 
also the foundation of any world production or generation limits our creative capacity 
because it ties all our generative impulses to the particular constraints of one kind of 
self-and-other understanding: namely, a world divided into and only producible by men 
and women or female/male. In her words, “across the world, there are, there are only, 
men and women.”719

And yet there are those who feel they fall outside these two categories.720 To have without 
exception anyone who understands themselves not to fit into these categories called either 
fundamentally mistaken about their own sexual identity or, if they are right, not human 
is outside the realm of any sexual ethics I would subscribe to, and in addition detracts, 
I believe, from Irigaray’s ability to imagine possibilities, since she so clearly and starkly 
confines herself to a very specific generative mode. As Irigaray says in Je, tu, nous, “Sexual 
difference is necessary for the continuation of our species, not only because it constitutes
which talks about sexual difference being effaced (a notion tha t could also be interpreted as found in 
Hebrews, for example) but adds, “If sexual difference is to  be overcome is it not imperative first of all 
to find a sexual ethics? If one day we are to be one must we not now be two? Otherwise we fall back 
into some formal and empty (male) one...” ; “Pour que la différence sexuelle se surmonte, ne faut-il pas 
qu’elle trouve d ’abord son éthique? Pour faire qu’un, n ’est-il pas nécessaire que nous fassions d ’abord 
deux? Sous peine de retomber dans quelque un formel et vide...” Luce Irigaray, “Les Trois Genres” in 
Sexes et Parentés, 193; “The Three Genders” in Sexes and Genealogies, 179.

719Luce Irigaray, I  Love To You, 47.
720I believe it is well worth asking whether sexual difference can productively be conceived of as two 

only. As seems increasingly clear in the context of western culture as it is currently unfolding, if we 
must divide sexual difference among humans then two is not quite enough. My point of disagreement is 
precisely with the presupposition on Irigaray’s part th a t there is a fundamental psychosexual organization 
of all persons into either male or female, (be tha t understood biologically or on a socially-constructed 
“subject” model) out of which any other distinguishing features (such as sexual orientation) arises. 
My point is tha t the categories “male” and “female,” when conceived of as the only two categories 
available, are not enough. As Anne Fausto-Sterling puts it in her book Sexing the Body, when it comes 
to determining sex as either male or female, “A body’s sex is simply too complex. There is no either/or. 
Rather, there are shades of difference.” Anne Fausto-Sterling, Sexing the Body: Gender Politics and 
the Construction o f Sexuality, (New York: Basic Books, 2000), 3. While not everyone agrees with the 
claims in Fausto-Sterling’s book, in particular with her definitions of “intersexed” people and of the 
frequency with which they are born, (see for example Leonard Sax’s article “How Common is Intersex?: 
A Response to  Anne Fausto-Sterling” in Journal of Sex Research (Aug: 2002)) it does seem increasingly 
obvious tha t individuals exist for whom a biologically grounded assignment as either male or female, 
where those are the only options, is difficult. It could of course be argued tha t Irigaray is not speaking 
of biology here, bu t then, to my mind, her claims become even more problematic, for I believe it is even 
more clear tha t there are more than two socially constructed definitions of gender. For just one example 
of a book tha t deals with issues of these sorts, see Bisexuality and Transgenderism: InterSexions of the 
Others, ed. Jonathan Alexander and Karen Yescavage (Binghamton: Harrington Park Press, 2003).
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the locus of procreation, bu t also because i t ’s here th a t life is regenerated.”721 It is not 
just, then, th a t Irigaray claims there are only women and men in the world, a position 
I find problematic to begin with. Rather, she also claims that world may be produced 
only between heterosexual partnership in the metaphorical image of the couple.722 To be 
clear, it is both of these “onlys” with which I disagree.

Mary Beth Mader, one of Irigaray’s translators, sums it up well in a critical essay she 
penned on Irigaray’s work: “In any case, clearly, being one of two sexes is not necessary 
for being a human being, since persons exist who match no contemporary definitions of 
one of the two sexes recognized as such and yet do not therewith fall into the category of 
another species or belong to no species whatsoever.”723 It seems to me such a conclusion— 
that persons exist outside the boundaries of the two categories Irigaray has described, 
and yet their existing outside those boundaries does not place them outside the boundary 
of humanity as such—is sound, and calls into question the reliability of any dependence 
on two-and-two-only definitions of gender as the foundation of human universal(s) and 
the place from which all our imagining and world-generation must begin. In addition, it 
strikes me th a t insisting on the structure of a (heterosexual) couple also limits the creative 
energy possible within groups of people, of varying genders.724 I am not speaking against 
the couple here, whether hetero or homosexual: couplings can also produce much and 
beautiful creative energy, and the image of a couple as world-generating is a powerful 
image. There is, for instance, a beauty and wonder in Irigaray’s re-written account of 
the Annunciation tha t creates a place for flourishing which was not previously open.

721 ; “La différence sexuelle est nécessaire au maintien de notre espèce, non seulement parce qu’elle est 
le lieu de la procréation mais aussi celui de la régénération de la vie.” Luce Irigaray, Je, tu, nous, 13; 
Je, tu, nous (English), 7). In any case it is certainly hard, if not impossible, to get around her claims of 
there being ‘only women and men and nothing else’ in humans.

722We saw an example of this in chapter three with her re-telling of the Annunciation story. See chapter 
three, 163-168.

723Mary Beth Mader, “All too familiar,” 384. Mader translated The Forgetting of A ir in Martin Hei
degger.

724This concern is echoed by scholars like Debra Bergoffen, whom I cited in my third chapter as 
wondering “must this be an exchange between two?” See Debra Bergoffen, “Irigaray’s Couples” cited in 
my section “Concluding Conclusions,” 168-171.
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But again I find myself thinking it is just one possible account among many, or at least 
several, and th a t it should not be forced to stand metaphorically for all accounts of world 
redemption or generation.725 I say, let this story th a t you (Irigaray) have re-told be what 
it is: a beautiful and exemplary image of intersubjectivity between a man and a woman, 
without forcing everything else to fall under its umbrella. I want a sexual ethics that 
allows other people the chance to tell their stories and mutually generate their worlds in 
a way appropriate to how they understand their contexts.

Having said that, if one looks at Irigaray’s motivation for an insistence on two universals 
of humanity, one can see some im portant points th a t she raises, particularly in her work 
with stories and metaphors as I have detailed above in chapter three. She is trying to 
build a better future for the world by offering tales of new possibilities, and while I 
don’t  agree tha t sexual difference is the one thing th a t could be our salvation, I do 
think tha t improving the ability of women and men to relate to each other could go a 
long way towards making the world a better place.726 While the fictionalized possible 
world she describes, where two and only two human universals exist and are the only 
means by which any ‘world’ is generated, is not a possible world I see as having the best 
potential for human flourishing, nevertheless her work of producing that world provides 
an example of how one might proceed in imagining new and different ‘worlds’ where one 
would not have to subscribe to the specific contours of the possible world she describes. 
Thus even though I am critical of Irigaray on these points, I do not believe th a t this 
invalidates the whole of Irigaray’s project.727 Rather it seems to me th a t we do not need

72SI want the possibility of other models too: homosexual male models and homosexual female models, 
and communal models, and trans, omni or intersexed models as well. To disallow the possibility of 
creating or reading those models by insisting th a t the universe is made up of men and women and 
nothing else, and tha t redemption or generation is only achieved by healthy relations between those two 
sexes, I feel tru ly  is to limit possibilities for creative generation.

726I think it is just as im portant, however, for men to be able to  relate to each other, and for women 
to  be able to relate to each other, and for all people of any mixed group or gender identity to relate to 
each other.

727Rather, Irigaray seems to interpret exceptions to her rule in such a way tha t they are no longer 
exceptions—in such a way, to my mind, tha t they would suffer a loss of part of the spark th a t makes 
them  who they are, and which helps animate their imaginative capacity. Even with the best of intentions 
towards fecund intersubjective flourishing, constraining a person’s imaginative capacity not only harms
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to posit a fundamental divide between only two genders in order to be able to respect 
the boundaries and mystery of each person or to be generative in any one of the many 
ways in which it is possible to be so.728

Although Christine did not theorize humanity’s generative capability for world-production 
as such, since the concept of ‘world’ as we mean it today was not available to her, nev
ertheless her conception of human nature allows for much imaginative potential. On the 
model she was working against, from which eventually grew the model Irigaray critiques 
later, the concept of ‘women’ had been given mostly negative qualities and defined at 
best as something that had gone wrong in the process of making a male.729 Christine, 
however, denies this form of inverted definition and posits women and men as being of 
the same nature, each with imaginative intellectual powers for invention and creativity. 
Imaginative inventiveness is one of the categories Christine describes at length as being 
something of which women are just as capable.730 If we were to speak of a possible ‘world’

tha t person’s own conceptually generative powers, but ultimately also robs the community in which they 
are situated of the full expression of tha t person’s creativity. This is not to say tha t Christine would have 
been any more knowledgeable about or tolerant of gender differences outside a strict sexual dualism of 
female/male: the fifteenth century was not concerned with sexual identity to the same extent tha t we 
are today, though th a t is not to say it was not a topic of thought. I do believe, however, th a t Christine’s 
conception and creative appropriation of part of A ristotle’s work on sexuation leaves more room for 
maneuvering within what is a very complex issue, and tha t is why I find myself more sympathetic to 
her definition.

728Emanuela Bianchi makes a similar point a t the end of her 2010 essay, “Sexual topologies in the Aris
totelian cosmos: revisiting Irigaray’s physics of sexual difference” where she writes, “the developmental 
and narrative processes by which we become sexuate beings (biological, psychical, social, historical, and 
so on) are always already subject, constitutively, to  endless displacements and deviations, minute and 
large, and these are not insignificant and require attentive theorization. Here, then, we might complicate 
and deepen Irigaray’s project, disclosing tha t an ethics of sexual difference and a space-time and topol
ogy in which such ethics may flourish cannot be restricted to a scene between and among two already 
constituted sexes, man and woman. The place tha t Irigaray calls for, for women among themselves and 
for women and men in relation to each other, in tu rn  is subtended by a taking place, giving place, and 
displacement: processes of sexual differentiation and deferral tha t are the sine qua non  of sexual subject 
formation, formation of subjects as sexuate and sexual beings, and which might give myriad possibili
ties for admixtures of desire and identification, beyond the regime of two.” Emanuela Bianchi, “Sexual 
Topologies in the Aristotelian Cosmos: Revisiting Irigaray’s physics of sexual difference” Continental 
Philosophy Review  43 (2010), 388.

729I discussed this in chapter two: see pp. 103-111.
730In Lady Reason’s words, “many noteworthy and great sciences and arts have been discovered through 

the understanding and subtlety of women, both in cognitive speculation, dem onstrated in writing, and 
in the arts, manifested in manual works of labor. I will give you plenty of examples.” ; “maintes not- 
tables et grans sciences et ars ont esté trouvées par engin et soutiveté de femmes, tan t en speculacion 
de entendement, lesquelles se demonstrent par escript, comme en ars, qui se demonstrent en oeuvres
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Christine might have created, had she been historically primed to do so, such a world 
would likely have emphasized healthy partnerships between women and men, as well as 
women learning in community with each other and from each other, passing such learning 
on to their daughters and sons, opening up possibilities for all people to body forth from 
their generative memory such virtues as reason, rectitude, justice, prudence, and peace. 
One need only look at her City through the eyes of possible world creation to reach such 
a (future-history) conclusion.

6.2 Social R elations

There is one other major, but related, difference between Christine’s work and the work 
of Irigaray as they relate to my own work, and th a t is their understanding of the “social.” 
On this issue, I find myself closer to Irigaray than to Christine, since, due to her under
standing of what the social is and how it should be constituted, Christine will ultimately 
only be able to use fiction-mediated philosophy’s capabilities as a socially transformative 
tool to challenge the content of her current social structure, and not the form of that 
structure itself.731 Christine images French society as a body, which image she draws 
from John of Salisbury’s PolicraticusP2 Metaphorically speaking th a t body has a head 
(usually the King but in her case, in all but name, the princes or at times the Queen), 
hands and arms (the knights and nobles), as well as legs, a belly, and feet (everybody

manuelles et de labour; et de ce donray assez exemple.” Christine de Pizan, Cité, 735; City, 71.
731 Christine focuses on changing specific persons, and not structures. Her aim is to transform the 

powers of France so th a t they, as France’s head, can transform the rest of the body.
732See Christine de Pizan, Book of the Body Politic, ed. K ate Langdon Forhan (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1994); Le Livre du Corps de Policie, ed. Angus J. Kennedy (Paris: Honoré Champion, 
1998). Langdon Forhan also discusses John of Salisbury’s use of the image of the body in his Policraticus, 
from which Christine draws, and asserts tha t although Salisbury credits Plutarch with the image of the 
body, it was most likely Salisbury’s own creation (though I would add to Langdon Forhan’s comments 
th a t Salisbury likely adapted the image from Paul’s image of the new Church as one body of Christ in 
Romans 12: 4-5 and I Corinthians 12:12-27). See K ate Langdon Forhan, “Introduction” in Body Politic, 
xx. Christine would also likely apply this image of society as a body to other kingdoms, as she specifically 
mentions in the third part of the book th a t the teachings of this book are relevant those living in other 
countries (see Body Politic, 91-92) but nevertheless notes th a t she is addressing France in particular.
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else, including the clergy).733 In order for this body to function properly, it must be in 
harmony with itself. Each part must understand its role in the appropriate workings of 
the body as a whole, and must not act outside th a t role734 nor can any part afford to 
devalue the role of any other member, since all parts of the body must work together to 
keep the whole running. As Christine writes,

just as the human body is not whole, but defective and deformed when it 
lacks any of its members, so the body politic cannot be perfect, whole, nor 
healthy if all the estates of which we speak are not well joined and united 
together. Thus, they can help and aid each other, each exercising the office 
which it has to, which diverse offices ought to serve only for the conservation 
of the whole community, just as the members of a human body aid to guide 
and nourish the whole body. And if one of them  fails, the whole feels it and

733Following John of Salisbury’s example, Christine writes, “[Plutarch] compared the polity to  a body 
having life. There the prince and princes hold the place of the head in as much as they are or should be 
sovereign and from them ought to come particular institutions just as from the mind of a person springs 
forth the external deeds th a t the limbs achieve. The knights and nobles take the place of the hands and 
arms. Just as a person’s arms have to be strong in order to endure labor, so they have the burden of 
defending the law of the prince and the polity. They are also the hands because, just as the hands push 
aside harmful things, so they ought push all harmful and useless things aside. The other kinds of people 
are like the belly, the feet, and the legs. Ju st as the belly receives all tha t the head and the limbs prepare 
for it, so, too, the activity of the prince and nobles ought to  return  to  the  public good, as well be better 
explained later. Just as the legs and feet sustain the human body, so, too, the laborers sustain all the 
other estates.” ; “[‘Pultarque’-sic] compare la chose publique a un corps aiant vie, auquel le prince ou 
les princes tiennent le lieu du chief, en tan t qu ’ilz sont ou doivent estre souverains, et de eulx doivent 
venir les singuliers establissemens, tout ainsi comme [de] l’entendement de l’omme sourdent et viennent 
les foaines cevres que les membres achèvent. Les chevaliers et les nobles tiennent le lieu des mains et 
des bras, car tou t ainsi que les bras de l’omme qui sont fors pour soustenir labeur et peine, doivent- [ilz] 
avoir la charge de deffendre le droit du prince et la chose publique. E t sont aussi comparez aux mains, 
car si que les mains déboutent les choses nuisibles doivent-ilz m ettrearriere et degetter toutes choses 
malfaisans et inutiles. Les autres gens de peuple sont comme le ventre et les piez et les jambes, car si 
comme le ventre reçoit tout en soy ce que prepare le chief et les membres, ainsi le fait de l ’exercite du 
prince et des nobles doit revertir ou bien et en l’amour publique, si comme cy après sera plus declairié. 
E t ainsi comme les jambes et piez soustiennent le fais du corps humain, semblablement les laboureurs 
soustiennent tous les autres estas.” Christine de Pizan, Corps de Policie, 1-2; Body Politic, 4. One can 
see here how Christine attem pts to show tha t each part of the political body is not only connected to 
but also dependent upon each other: the head simply could not do without the feet, nor could the feet 
go anywhere without the  head. For where Christine includes the clergy as part of the “people,” see Part 
Three, chapter four, ibid. Kate Langdon Forhan points out th a t placing the clergy as part of the people 
(and therefore with images of the belly, legs, and feet) differs substantially from John of Salisbury’s 
image of the body, where the clergy are its soul. See her “Introduction” in Body Politic, xxii.

734As Christine writes, “The thing th a t is appropriate for the prince to do is not appropriate for the 
simple knight or the noble and likewise the opposite... everyone ought to  do his own part in the order 
th a t God has established, th a t is, nobles do as nobles should, the populace do as it is appropriate for 
them, and everyone should come together as one body of the same polity, to live justly and in peace 
as they ought.” ; “Car telle chose appertient a faire au prince qui ne loist mie au simple chevalier ou 
au noble homme, et semblablement par l’opposite... chascun doit tenir en ce que a faire lui compette 
selon l’ordre ou Deu l’a establi, c’est a savoir les nobles comme les nobles, les populaires aussi ce qui 
leur appertient, et que tou t se refiere en un seul corps d ’une meisme policie ensemble vivre en pais et 
justem ent, si qu’il doit estre.” Christine de Pizan, Corps de Policie, 57; Body Politic, 58-59.
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is deprived by it.735

Although an image of the inter-connectedness of the social body certainly works to sup
port a notion for social flourishing like the “common good,” since what is good for one 
part of the body is supposed to also be for the benefit of the rest of the body, it neverthe
less insists on a particular mold to shape the community th a t is organized in such a way 
that I believe would not allow for social flourishing in the context of today. This is not at 
all surprising given Christine’s historical situation, which is very different from our own, 
but it entails th a t social transformation meant something very different for Christine than 
it does to  someone in the twentieth or twenty-first century, such as myself or Irigaray. 
This is true not just in the content of what each of us would desire for th a t change, but 
in the very shape it could take, the definition of what constitutes “social.”736 Christine

735 “Car tou t ainsi comme le corps humain n ’est mie entier, mais deffectueulx et diffourmé quant il lui 
fault aucun de ses membres, semblablement ne peut le corps de policie estre parfait, entier ne sain se tous 
les estas dont nous traictons ne sont en bonne conjonction et union ensemble, si qu’ilz puissent secourir 
et aidier l ’un a l’autre chascun excercitant l’office de quoy il doit servir lesquelz divers offices ne sont a 
tou t considérer establis et ne doivent servir, lesquelz divers offices ne sont tou t considérer establis et 
ne doivent servir ne mes pour la conservación de tou t ensemble, tou t ainsi comme les membres de corps 
humain aident a gouverner et nourrir tou t le corps. E t si tost comme l’un d ’eulx deffault, couvient que 
tou t le corps s ’en sente et en ait disete.” Christine de Pizan, Corps de Policie, 91; Body Politic, 90.

736 Christine believed, for instance tha t acting outside of w hat was considered appropriate for one’s 
social “place” in life was counter to the proper functioning of a society, though when she was being 
careful and not reacting to a popular uprising and the violence such revolts inspired, she nevertheless 
believed virtue was what made one noble, regardless of one’s social class. She just believed it was in the 
best interests of society if everyone behaved virtuously and also with full appropriateness with regards 
to their social station. On true nobility being founded on virtue, see Lady Philosophy’s admonitions to 
Christine the narrator in book three of the Vision, where Philosophy, who is listing Christine’s various 
blessings, says “the first [blessing] is being born of noble parents, by which nobility I mean virtues.” ; 
La premiere est estre nez de nobles parens, laquelle noblesce je tiens des vertus.” Christine de Pizan, 
l ’Advision, 120; Vision, 114. On Christine’s claims tha t all people must remain in their social class and 
act/dress appropriate to  tha t class, see what Christine wrote in her Treasury o f the City o f Ladies: 
“in France, the noblest realm in the world, everything should be most orderly—as the ancient customs 
of France have established, no m atter w hat exists elsewhere. As I have said, several times, the wife 
of a laborer in the Low Countries has equal status with the wife of an ordinary artisan in Paris; but 
the ordinary artisan’s wife does not have the importance of a burgher’s wife, nor does tha t woman, in 
turn, have the social status of a demoiselle. The demoiselle is unlike a lady, the lady dissimilar to a 
countess or duchess, and neither of these is comparable to a queen. Each ought to maintain her proper 
place in society and, along with this, her particular lifestyle.” ; “E t pour ce en France—qui est le plus 
noble royaume du monde, et ou toute choses doivent estre les plus ordonnées selon qu’il est contenu es 
ancians usages de France—n ’apertient point,m  quoy que elles facent ailleurs, si que ja  est plusieurs foiz 
touchié devant, que la femme d ’un laboureur de plat païs porte tel estât que la femme d ’un homme de 
commun mestier, ne la femme d ’un homme de mestier comme une bourgoise, ne une nourgoise comme 
une damoiselle, ne une damoiselle comme la dame, ne la dame comme une contesse ou duchece, ne la 
contesse ou duchece comme une royne; ains se doit chascune tenir en son propre estât, et ainsi qu’il y 
a difference es maieres de vivre des gens, doit avoir es estaz.” Christine de Pizan, Les Livre des Trois 
Vertus, ed. Charity Cannon W illard and Eric Hicks (Paris: Librairie Honoré Champion, 1989), 183-84; A
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certainly created a great deal of rhetorical difference for the purpose of changing her 
audience’s minds and actions on particular topics, as we saw in the previous chapters, 
and this extended to how they were supposed to behave in their social relations. But her 
social understanding is much more static than Irigaray’s, largely (I contend) because she 
did not have available to her a notion like ‘world’ tha t Irigaray, coming after Heidegger 
and the phenomenologists, has as part of her philosophical repertoire. W ithout a concept 
like ‘world’ or one similar to it, it would be much more difficult to see the social struc
tures in which one finds oneself as ‘constructed’ instead of ‘given.’ It would be difficult 
to imagine how to change them even if one thought th a t they could appropriately be 
changed.737

Medieval W oman’s Mirror of Honor: The Treasury of the City of Ladies trans. Charity Cannon Willard, 
ed. Madeleine Pelner Cosman (New York: Bard Hall Press, 2001), 193. As part of her point, Christine 
notes here th a t acting or dressing outside one’s class can lead to higher taxation, (ibid, 194-195) which 
could, of course, have adverse affects on society itself: overly high taxes, as Christine was well aware, 
were a fruitful ground for violent uprisings. While I, a woman in and of the twenty-first century, do not 
agree with Christine’s position on the need for strictly maintained social hierarchy, I do believe she was 
not out of place in her context for having such opinions. This view is not shared by all those who have 
w ritten on Christine, however: Shelia Delany has criticized Christine as backwards even for her day, (see 
Shelia Delany, ‘“Mothers to Think Back Through,”’ in Selected Writings, 312-328.) Delany, however, 
seems to m isunderstand or mis-read Christine’s ouevre, taking phrases out of context and using them to 
label Christine’s entire supposed social program. Delany writes, “Few can have been so intensely loyal to 
their employers as Christine, who—the Rosemary Woods of her day—praises her corrupt and fratricidal 
patrons as the most benign and humane nobility in the world. When Christine, ‘plus royaliste que le roi,’ 
asserts it is literally a sin to  criticize king or nobles—‘Je dy que c’est pechie a qui le fait,’—she is very 
much in the reargaurd of social thought of the period.” (Ibid, 320.) As I believe is clear from the work I 
have laid out, however, such an assertion on Delany’s part is, simply put, misfounded. Christine spends 
a great deal of time criticizing all manner of ruling powers, including those of France. To understand 
Christine as “literally” saying or believing th a t it was a sin to criticize the nobility or king/princes is to 
have read her wrongly.

737Christine was, after all, attem pting to  reform particular individuals (i.e., the princes) whom she 
thought could in turn  have a positive effect on society. She was not advocating for reform of the structures 
of society, for the concept of reform was not de facto a structural critique in Christine’s time. It still 
often first referred to individuals. Interesting work has been done by G erhart Ladner on the notion of 
reform as formulated by the Church Fathers, many of whom Christine read at least sections from. His 
discussion of the concept of reform during the Patristic period detailed its use as a personal concept 
instead of a structural one. See his The Idea of Reform: The Impact on Christian Thought and Action in 
the Age of the Fathers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959.) The concept of reform as dealing 
with societal structures and not just individuals was available by the fifteenth century, but Christine’s 
primary focus in her narrative works remains changing the hearts, minds, and actions of the powers of 
France. It would certainly be worth further study to consider her treatises such as the Book of the Body 
Politic and the Book of Peace, etc, and ask whether Christine argues more directly for any structural 
kind of reform in her non-narrative works.
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Irigaray, on the other hand, practically begins from a notion of ‘world.’ Her early critique 
of Heidegger ensured th a t it was a concept about which she had to spend a great deal of 
time thinking and responding to, as we saw in chapter three. ‘World,’ for Irigaray, is a 
conceptually generative term  th a t allows her to imagine new ways of being and relating, 
shaping them often by fictionalized means to meet what she believes are present needs. 
It is for this reason th a t Irigaray fares somewhat better for our context when speak
ing about the social, since, being a deeply political thinker historically situated in this 
century, thereby coming after a century and a half of theoretical investigations into the 
nature of social hierarchy and class structures, she does not impute substantive power 
for social transformation only to those who occupy the seats of power.738 Rather, she a t
tem pts to inculcate in her readers a sense th a t every person is capable of (and responsible 
for) working towards social change th a t allows for greater flourishing.739 Irigaray sees the 
“social” not through the metaphorical image of a body, bu t through the metaphor of 
a relationship between “at least two” (bodies), a “we” she most often characterizes as 
woman and man.740 While I have already stated how I feel about her stance on the dual

738This is not to say tha t Irigaray does not engage in “top down” work like Christine did, addressing 
the powers tha t be in their governing capacity: quite a bit of her later work became actively focused on 
changing laws, and she became involved in dealing with the European Parliam ent, arguing for the need 
for changed laws. (See her account of this work in her book Democracy Begins Between Two (London: 
Athlone Press, 2000); originally published in Italian in 1994.) Coming after Marx, however, she places 
much more emphasis on the power of people in all areas of society to  effect changes than  would have 
made sense to  Christine.

739Writing in this case about a possible re-definition of law tha t would respect (and be founded on) 
sexual difference and sexed rights, Irigaray says, “The principle of morality and ethics thus consists con
cretely in the respect for real differences, of which sexual difference is a t one and the same time the most 
particular and the most universal model, a model in relation to which genealogy is a secondary, though 
necessary, paradigm. Respecting the law thus becomes, with this definition, a moral and ethical task. It 
regulates the spiritual behavior of every individual—man or woman—and regulates the organization of 
society. In this way, religion ceases to serve as a subjective buttress for or against respect for the other 
qua other and social power is taken away from authoritarian control and management by masters. It 
falls to each woman and man to exercise the rights and duties of citizenship.” Luce Irigaray, I  love to 
you, 52.

740See for instance what she says in I  love to you: “Being we means being at least two, autonomous, 
different. This we still has no place, neither between the human genders or sexes, nor in the public realm 
where male citizens (women not being full citizens) form a social whole in the form of one plus one plus 
one, a sort of undifferentiated magma under the monarchical or oligarchic authority (even in supposedly 
democratic systems) of a male kind of power. Here individualism is both postulated as the norm and 
turns out to be an impossibility inasmuch as the autonomy of citizens remains to be constructed, as does, 
paradigmatically, th a t of the men and women of which the public realm is constituted.” Luce Irigaray, 
I  love to you, 48.
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universals of humanity and her insistence on a couple th a t under-girds such a metaphor, 
I believe one can still look at the relational language without acceding to the underlying 
“two and only two” view th a t it entails. The respect and mystery th a t is at the heart of 
her conception of this relationship is meant to re-orient each person towards an ethically 
framed way of relating to each other.741 And yet the ethics she describes also has impli
cations for understanding the world and critiquing its structures. This is her “ethics of 
sexual difference.”

It is im portant to understand th a t Irigaray’s ethics is not just a description of how 
relations should be formed intersubjectively, or how individuals should act. Her ethics 
is not an “ethics” in the typical sense of the w ord-that is, a description of what is 
moral or right action, relating, or living. Rather, her ethics is a structural description 
of a world. She calls it an ethics because it is relational in nature, and dependent on 
healthy interactions of the couple she has described-“woman” and “man.” But it does not 
end with their interactions. While this “ethics” has ethical implications for individuals, 
placing on each of us a mandate to “respect the mystery of the other,”742 it is also 
meant to structure our very understanding of our own existence. For Irigaray, “we are 
two,” fundamentally so, for there is real sexual difference. Here the “are” th a t connects 
“we two” is not merely a means of counting how many are present, but rather it is an 
ontological statem ent of the existence of sexual difference. Conceptualizing the “two” 
th a t “are” is meant to change everything, effecting a revolution not only in how we act, 
but down to  the very core of who we are and how we exist as being(s)-in-the-world. That 
world-changing revolution is the ethics she presents to us.

741 “This respect for the mystery of the other represents a positive and negative path  toward him, or 
her. In so far as I am confronted with such a mystery, it represents the same towards me. If our culture 
were to  receive within itself the mystery of the other as an unavoidable and insurmountable reality, there 
would open up a new age of thought, w ith a changed economy of tru th  and ethics.” Luce Irigaray, To 
be two, 110.

742See the previous note.
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6.3 Interpreting a Tradition

Having laid out a comparison and critique of two of the central concepts with regard to 
my project in the work of Christine and Irigaray, I turn  now to elucidating my own view. 
The lion’s share of this dissertation has centered on appropriate “reading,” on the ability 
to interpret a text or the situation in which one finds oneself not just ‘correctly’ but in 
such a way that it ‘fits’ with one’s context.743 Interpretation thus provides us one of the 
first keys to my project because when one recognizes the centrality of interpretation, one 
understands what I called above the “malleability” of one’s resources. In order to get for 
a moment at the importance and power of interpretation finely and carefully practiced, 
let us tu rn  to the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer, for whom reflection on interpretation 
was a central topic of his work.

When reading Gadamer one cannot separate any notion of interpretation from a notion 
of understanding, and so I will deal briefly with both concepts here. Gadamer argued 
th a t our very experience of what we perceive to be reality is hermeneutically conditioned. 
He believed interpretation goes all the way down, not just as to how we understand the 
world with our minds but also phenomenologically, as to  how we experience and perceive 
the world concretely as embodied people living in the world.744 There is nothing that 
we experience without interpreting it, for it is only in interpreting things th a t we can 
experience them  at all. This is for him an intrinsic feature of human being, of living as a

743This was a concern of Christine’s, certainly, and of Irigaray’s as well, as we can see in the extremely 
careful and close way tha t both authors read and re-present for new readings the texts of the tradition 
handed down to them, in which they find themselves. For this reason, the concept of interpretation is 
vital to both, though it operates as the animating breath of their work and not so much the eyes: their 
concern is not interpretation as such, but what they can do with their interpretations.

744Though he uses somewhat different language than  I do, I believe there is a similar meaning when 
Gadamer says for instance, “when one encounters ousia, the Greek word for being, in Aristotle and 
finds him saying tha t this word means, first of all, real estate, what is present, a capacity, the farm that 
the farmer has, then one begins to  think more concretely. Thus I would say tha t, ultimately, thinking 
consists in realizing tha t the abstractions one performs can also be found in what is concretely real: 
concretizing is ultim ately the soul of abstracting.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, “The Greeks, Our Teachers” 
in Gadamer in Conversation, 93.
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human in relation to others and a world: we are interpretive animals.745 The importance 
of understanding the centrality of interpretation for human being in the world, and for 
my project, is the fundamental realization of the creativity th a t goes into understanding 
at all.746 To put it another way, humans are not only interpretive animals, but also, and in 
so being, are creative animals. It is, as it were, in our nature to be interpretively creative 
with regards to  understanding our contexts. We interpret our contexts and in so doing 
project back on to them: Gadamer’s argument is th a t interpretation is always already at 
least in part application.747

In order to really appreciate this insight, we will have to  examine the notion of tradition— 
what it means, how it affects us, and how we, in turn, affect it. Though his thinking on 
the concept of tradition has often been misread, the work of Gadamer is particularly 
relevant here. Tradition for Gadamer entails two general movements: its operations as 
the context of our historical situatedness in forming us, and, as we grow, our feedback 
into and onto tradition.748 As for the first of those two movements, it is important for 
Gadamer th a t we understand that we are already born into contexts and can never 
somehow “approach” the world as though it were outside us, as a thing to be observed. 
Rather, we are communally situated within a context-tradition already bigger and older 
than us.749 We learn long before we understand what it is that we learn, and we can

745Gadamer writes, “Interpretation is not an occasional, post facto supplement to understanding: 
rather, understanding is always interpretation...” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 307.

746I am using “creativity” here for its relation to the verb form to create, trying to underline again the 
understanding th a t interpretation is not something akin to looking through glasses of a particular shade, 
or even through glasses at all: rather, interpretation is akin to  building: it is a process of creating. Thus 
I am not using “creativity” as a synonym for “artistic” or “new,” as “creativity” is often understood to 
mean. Rather I mean by “creativity” creative activity, the work of creating, of making something.

747“[U]nderstanding always includes an element of application and thus produces an ongoing process 
of concept formation.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 403.

748Though I do not have tim e to develop a full comparison here, one cannot help but notice the 
similarities between G adam er’s notion of tradition as I detail it here and the notion of memory, memoria, 
tha t was discussed earlier in chapters four and five. See in particular the discussion surrounding the 
practice of memoria and C arruther’s work on memory as a storehouse, where memory is also largely 
connected with communal situation: p. 200. I intend to  do more work on this connection in my later 
work.

749At one point in an interview Carsten D utt quotes from Truth and Method to  draw out Gadam er’s 
thoughts on understanding and tradition, saying “[You wrote that] Understanding, by its very nature... 
is an occurrence in which history is operative.” To this Gadamer responds, “Yes, indeed! Historical con
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only make sense of the world through communication, through a form of dialogue that 
is always already going on not only verbally or intellectually, bu t also between our very 
bodies and our contexts, even from before we are born. In his words,

We always already have a certain character; no one is a blank sheet of paper. 
Communication with one’s mother begins long before any speaking at all; as 
we know today, it begins already in the m other’s body. In every other respect, 
too, we know th a t nobody really is fully aware of things th a t cause him or her 
to become who he or she is. We are not just stamped by our ‘genes’ but also 
by the socialization through which we are in a position to gain access to our 
world and to the traditions in which we exist. These characteristics imprinted 
on our minds open up our horizons, and of course also limit them. But it is 
only through them that we have a horizon at all and are able to encounter 
something th a t broadens our horizon.750

As Gadamer argues here, we are shaped by influences long before we become aware 
of them, and that process continues throughout our life, though we can (and should!) 
actively reflect on and engage what we can see/feel of the forces influencing us. Through 
practice, we grow more capable of such reflection. And as we grow we try  to become ever 
more adept a t ways of communicating, through our interpretive efforts. This is true of 
life until we die, and communication as we understand it now ceases.

But there is the second part of th a t movement as well: we also influence the things which 
influence us. This is fundamentally to say th a t we are not passive receptors of a tradition 
or (in fact) a world: we shape it even as it shapes us, and the fact of our finitude is not 
just a wall th a t “limits” us but is also, at the same time, the focusing lens th a t allows us 
to see, the skin th a t delineates the boundaries of our body even as it allows us to touch 
and feel.751 That is to say, we may not know our tradition in the sense of having full 
knowledge of all out of which we come and all th a t works upon us, but through what

sciousness must learn to understand itself better and to recognize th a t its interpretive [hermeneutische] 
efforts are constantly co-determined by an effective-historical factor. We stand in traditions whether we 
know these traditions or not; th a t is, whether we are conscious of these or are so arrogant as to  think 
we can begin without presuppositions—none of this changes the way traditions are working on us and 
in our understanding.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Hermeneutics” in Gadamer in Conversation, 45. Ellipsis 
in tex t, first brackets mine.

750Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Hermeneutics” in Gadamer in Conversation, 43.
751 This is an understanding I have picked up in part first from writers such as Gadamer and Merleau- 

Ponty, but which also, and on a deeper level, made more sense having read Irigaray.
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Gadamer calls “historically effected consciousness” [wirkungsgeschichtliches Bewußtsein] 
we begin to interpret the situation at hand.752 On this way of thinking about tradition 
and the sources we have tha t shape us, even what was problematic can be re-formed. One 
is not doomed to re-inventing the wheel whenever substantive changes to  our conceptual 
definitions are necessary. Gadamer himself writes at one point, “However much it is the 
nature of tradition to exist only through being appropriated, it still is part of the nature 
of [hu]man[ity] to be able to break with tradition, to criticize and dissolve it...”753 Read 
this way, tradition, the source of our shaping, truly is the matrix of our becoming and 
not merely a structure th a t defines our boundaries.

It is in part this understanding of human beings as both embedded in and yet still actively 
shaping our contexts th a t I pick up from Gadamer, and that can be so useful when 
thinking in terms of fiction-mediated philosophy for social transformation. We take the 
materials of our tradition and can shape them into something new and different. But new 
and different does not yet mean “fictionalized,” the focus of my project here, nor does it 
prove a connection between tha t difference and effecting positive social transformation. 
For that, as may be suspected from what we have learned by reading Christine and 
Irigaray, we need something else. We need to discuss art and, eventually, poetry.

752As Gadamer says in an interview with Carsten D utt on the topic of hermeneutics, “In living, one 
always finds oneself already in a situation tha t is conditioned by effective history. In the concept of 
situation, I still firmly hold the view tha t one can never by means of reflection place oneself in an 
externalized relation to one’s situation. This does not mean tha t scholars in the humanities and social 
sciences do not have the task of using their powers to  develop a consciousness of their own situation, the 
situation in which they stand over against the tradition tha t they are trying to understand. Quite the 
contrary! In every genuine effort a t research one needs to  work out a consciousness of one’s hermeneutical 
situation. Only in this way can one shed light on the basis of one’s interests in it and on what supports 
one’s standpoint of questioning. And of course one still must confess the endlessness of this task.” Hans- 
Georg Gadamer, “Hermeneutics” in Gadamer in Conversation, 46.

753Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Forward to the Second Edition” in Truth and Method, xxxvii. Brackets mine.
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6.4 Transformative Art

In his section of Truth and Method entitled “Retrieving the Question of Artistic Truth: 
Critique of the Abstraction Inherent in Aesthetic Consciousness,” Gadamer states tha t 
“art is knowledge, and experiencing an artwork means sharing in that knowledge.”754 
Criticizing what he calls “the radical subjectivization of the aesthetic experience,” Gadamer 
asks, “Does not the experience of art contain a claim to tru th  which is certainly different 
from that of science, but just as certainly is not inferior to it? And is not the task of 
aesthetics precisely to ground the fact th a t the experience of art is a mode of knowledge 
of a unique kind... but still knowledge, i.e., conveying tru th?”755 The pin holding his 
project together on this topic is knowledge, specifically, knowledge from experience. But 
because this type of knowledge is knowledge from experience, one cannot just passively 
receive art in order to  come to the knowledge or tru th  th a t art might awaken in us, or 
how it might change us. One needs to properly experience the art. One must be actively 
engaged.756 W ithout going into all the intricacies of Gadamer’s theory on tru th  in art, 
which I cannot hope to cover in this chapter, one of the im portant points Gadamer made 
about a r t’s ability to have “tru th ” was its ability to engage us, arrest us, challenge us, 
make us think, even make us change.757

While the fictionalizations I have mostly been dealing with in this dissertation are not, 
strictly speaking “works of a rt” except in a broad sense of the word, many of them are 
works dealing with or consisting of fiction—with stories, characters, and metaphorical

754Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 97.
755Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 97-98.
756Again here, if I spent the time to fully develop Gadam er’s point, we would see the dialogue structure 

come out. Unfortunately I do not have th a t time in this chapter, but one can see how it would fit: the 
participation he calls for makes of the work of art a dialogue partner.

757I am not making the claim th a t all art challenges us, or even tha t th a t is its primary goal. Nor am I 
here going to enter the specialized (though very im portant) debates over the definition of tru th  or of art.
I am, however, locating my project within a particular conversation. For an excellent discussion of the 
concept of tru th  in art th a t takes stock of debates on the subject in both the analytic and the continental 
sides of philosophy, see Lambert Zuidervaart, Artistic Truth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004).
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creations—th a t are specifically written with the intention of changing their audiences. 
Allowing for a robust conception of what constitutes art th a t includes such things as 
poetry and Active narrative accounts,758 Gadamer’s insistence on the ability of art to  
transform us is an important point tha t both of my main interlocutors assume in one 
way or another. He even talks about how the work of art, speaking specifically about 
poetry, “sets up a world of its own.” In his words,

When a work of art truly takes hold of us, it is not an object tha t stands 
opposite us which we look a t in hope of seeing through it to  an intended 
conceptual meaning. Just the reverse. The work is an Ereignis—an event 
tha t ‘appropriates us’ into itself. It jolts us, it knocks us over, and sets up a 
world of its own, into which we are drawn.759

On what basis does Gadamer allege a r t’s ability to change us or “knock us over?” It 
is partly on this notion of art being able to “set up a world of its own, into which we 
are drawn.” The work of art itself has the capability of setting up a world.760 Gadamer’s 
discussion of the ontology of art in conversation with Aristotle’s account of tragedy, and 
his discussion of moral knowledge in conversation with Aristotle’s Ethics together lead 
us to the necessary insight.761 Gadamer notes th a t “in defining tragedy he [Aristotle] 
included its effect (wirkung) on the spectator... the spectator belongs essentially to the 
playing of the play.”762 This is im portant not only due to the spectator’s participation 
in the play going on, but because such participation ultimately leads to a form of self- 
knowledge th a t the spectating participant takes away from the tragedy. In Gadamer’s 
words,

758Gadamer would certainly agree with such a robust conception of what constitutes art. See for 
example his section on literature in TYuth and Method, 159-164, where he writes, “Literary art can be 
understood only from the ontology of the work of art, and not from the aesthetic experiences tha t occur 
in the course of the reading.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 161.

759Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Aesthetics,” Gadamer in Conversation, 71.
760I discuss this below, see p. 282-284. This is im portant even when dealing with Christine’s fictionalized 

work, for in as much as we recognize them  as a work of art they too set up a fictionalized world. Whether 
or not Christine would understand the phenomenological notion of ‘world’ and all it entails, she certainly 
understood notions of fictions telling tru th  (as she made clear in her quote from the prologue to her 
Vision) and having their own kind of reality, which she typically relates in terms of a “vision."
761For this particular phrasing I am indebted to  Lambert Zuidervaart, who encouraged me to  explore 

the relation of Gadamer and Aristotle on a rt and tragedy. In addition Gadamer himself asserts in Truth 
and M ethod; “A ristotle’s theory of tragedy may serve to exemplify the structure of aesthetic being as a 
whole” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 129.

762Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 130.
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W hat happens to the great ones of the earth has an exemplary significance. 
Tragedy does not affirm the tragic course of events as such, or the justice of 
fate th a t overtakes the hero but rather a metaphysical order of being th a t is 
true for all. To see th a t ‘this is how it is’ is a kind of self-knowledge for the 
spectator, who emerges with new insight from the illusions in which he, like 
everyone else, lives. The tragic affirmation is an insight th a t the spectator has 
by virtue of the continuity of meaning in which he places himself.763

This is only true, of course, of the successful tragedy: one which does “reach” its spectator. 
Such a tragedy is able to “reach” the spectator because the spectator can find herself 
in the play. It is in a sense “her” story, for she is able to walk imaginatively alongside 
the characters, participate in the dialogues and see how the threads of their stories are 
interwoven with her own.764 One recalls th a t this is precisely what Christine models in 
her own texts through the dialogues her narrative persona has with the other various 
fictionalized characters th a t inhabit her writings.

W hat is the character of this self-knowledge, however? Later in Truth and Method Gadamer 
turns to th a t question and again to Aristotle, this time to his Ethics, as a way of discussing 
moral knowledge for appropriate action (phronesis). Just as we saw th a t Christine took 
the path of an Aristotelian notion of moral knowledge to guide her reader,765 so too does 
Gadamer, though he does so as a means of looking a t what kind of knowledge is proper 
to the humanities, the human sciences. He writes,

[The human sciences] are ‘moral sciences.’ Their object is man and what he 
knows of himself. But he knows himself as an acting being, and this kind 
of knowledge of himself does not seek to establish what is. An active being, 
rather, is concerned with what is not always the same but can also be dif
ferent. In it he can discover the point at which he has to  act. The purpose 
of his knowledge is to govern his action. Here lies the real problem of moral 
knowledge th a t occupies Aristotle in his Ethics. For we find action governed 
by knowledge in an exemplary form where the Greeks speak of techne. This 
is the skill, the knowledge of the craftsman who knows how to make some

763Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 132.
764Gadamer writes, “[the spectator] finds himself again in the tragic action because what he encounters 

is his own story, familiar to him from religious or historical tradition; and even if this tradition is no 
longer binding for a later consciousness—as was already the case with Aristotle, and was certainly true 
of Seneca and Corneille—there is more in the continuing effect of such tragic works and themes than 
merely the continuing influence of a literary model.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 133.

765I developed this in chapter four: see section 212-215.
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specific thing. The question is whether moral knowledge is knowledge of this 
kind. This would mean th a t it was knowledge of how to make oneself.766

And yet, Gadamer argues, we do not quite “make ourselves” in the way th a t a craftsworker 
makes her work, a conclusion Aristotle comes to as well.767 This is because, as Gadamer 
notes (still discussing Aristotle’s text), “W hat is right, for example, cannot be fully de
termined independently of the situation th a t requires a right action from me, whereas 
the eidos of what a craftsman wants to make is fully determined by the use for which it 
is intended.”768 Moral knowledge of the kind involved in the self-transformation I have 
been speaking of here with regards to the work of art is not a techne, precisely because it 
cannot be known ahead of time, outside of its current context.769 It is a knowledge that is 
context-specific, which means tha t it is in a sense “new” for each person, in each situation. 
It is this form of knowledge, self-knowledge directed at moral knowledge, th a t enables art 
to be transformative for us when we engage with it in a participatory way. In the play we 
watch, in the book we read, in the sculpture we see in a museum at Torcello,770 we find 
ourselves and we suddenly understand more deeply about ourselves, in our contexts and 
all our relations. This new perceptive ability allows us greater connection with phronesis 
and with ourselves. It allows us greater understanding of our own contexts and how we 
should, and can, act in them. Finally, having such revelation enables our own capacity 
for self-transformation.

One sees the phronetic occasion th a t Gadamer describes in Christine’s works as I have 
detailed in previous chapters. They are fully works of art in the sense Gadamer means. 
They operate as dialogue partners with us because they allow us to enter into them  and

766Hans-Georg Gadamer, TYuth and Method, 314. Emphasis in text.
767As Gadamer notes, “It is obvious tha t man is not at his own disposal in the same way tha t the 

craftsm an’s m aterial is at his disposal. Clearly he cannot make himself in the same way th a t he can 
make something else.’’ Hans-Georg Gadamer, TYuth and Method, 316.

768Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 317.
769As Gadamer says, “Moral knowledge can never be knowable in advance like knowledge tha t can 

be taught. The relation between means and ends here is not such th a t one can know the right means 
in advance, and this is because the right end is not a mere object of knowledge either.” Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, Truth and Method, 321.

770I am referring here of course to Irigaray’s discussion of her response to  the statue of Anne and Mary. 
See chapter three, p. 162.
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see ourselves in them. We are meant to be with Christine in her study when Reason, 
Rectitude and Justice appear to her in the City. We are meant to follow along with her 
and the sibyl on their journey to the heavens in her Path. We are drawn with Christine 
into the hands of Nature and the mouth of Chaos in her Vision, and we walk with her 
through Chaos’ belly, seeing all th a t she sees and participating in her dialogues with the 
characters th a t she has placed there. Because Christine-the-narrator is supposed to be 
an exemplum for us, we are able to see ourselves in her texts. This is the reason that, as 
I quoted Earl Jeffrey Richards quoting Susan Groag Bell in my introduction, “Christine 
de Pizan gets under your skin. Once she has been discovered, there is no forgetting, it is 
not possible to be free of her.” In a doubly real and fictionalized sense, this is because 
“Christine” is herself a character. The books of hers th a t really “get under your skin” 
are her fictionalized works, and their ability to  do so is due to their status as works of 
art that challenge us, drawing us into a conversation with them. She knows how to craft 
a good story, a work of art, and her fictionalized books are a world into which we are 
drawn. It is not Christine de Pizan the historical person who lived and breathed and 
walked the streets of France who gets under one’s skin. It is Christine-the-fictionalization 
who lives and breaths within the texts, walking the entrails of a giant spirit-creature, 
treading the heavens with a re-animated pagan prophetess, and feeling secure enough in 
her self to undertake an interrogative dialogue with such figures as Reason, Rectitude, 
Justice, Opinion, and Philosophy—not to mention a personification of France, the very 
land in which she lived. In all this we watch as “Christine” is transformed and re-oriented 
toward appropriate understanding, and then appropriate action. We see ourselves in her, 
and are able to have the moment of ‘this is how it is’ th a t allows us to take something 
with us out of the story material for our own self-formation. We enter her stories and we 
leave them changed.

This participation in or with a work of art is possible, somewhat counter-intuitively, 
because of our own historical situatedness. If we accede to Gadamer’s understanding of 
tradition then we assert as he does, when he moves beyond tragedy as such to address
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art in general, th a t artists producing a work are attempting, somehow, to  engage their 
context, their continuity of meaning, because they are situated in a common tradition.771 
That tradition is one in which, to some extent, we are or may be still involved. On 
Gadamer’s account, “The player, sculptor or viewer is never simply swept away into a 
strange world of magic, of intoxication, of dream; rather, it is always his own world, and 
he comes to belong to it more fully by recognizing himself more profoundly in it.”772 This 
is so even when that ‘continuity of meaning’ stretches over several thousand years, as any 
such continuity th a t includes both Gadamer and Aristotle must.773 Since Aristotle is (or 
can be) part of the tradition as handed down to us, in which we may find ourselves, we 
are able to find meaning in his works with relation to our context. Likewise with the 
plays of Sophocles, or, for tha t m atter, the writings of Christine.774

Of vital importance to reiterate here is a r t’s ability to change us. Thus, coming to ‘belong 
more fully’ in one’s ‘own world’ does not mean complacently settling in to the status 
quo. Rather, it means seeing oneself as assuming an active and participatory orientation 
toward one’s world, able to have a voice th a t is recognizably yours or mine, and also 
capable of both assent and dissent: in short, of cultural shaping.775 This is to say that

771 Or, to put it in Gadam er’s words, “the artist addresses people whose minds are prepared and chooses 
what promises to have an effect on them.” Hans-Georg Gadamer, TYuth and Method, 133. Emphasis 
mine. It is here in particular tha t the connection with memoria might be intensely generative. We are 
not merely situated in a “common tradition” : the artist, in addressing the minds of people ‘prepared’ 
and choosing what ‘promises to  have an effect on them ’ is presenting her or his audience with material 
from her or his memory (in the thickest meaning of the word as we have explored in these chapters), 
which the audience may then take up and make a part of their own memories.

772Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 133.
773The issue becomes more complex when we speak cross-culturally, specifically between cultures where 

it would be difficult to argue there is a common tradition. And in some cases we may find tha t the 
‘continuity of meaning’ is broken, or never existed. Nevertheless, I would say tha t even between cultures 
where no common tradition exists previously, shared meaning can be found. I would tentatively add that 
this is likely because much art (in all its varied forms) depicts human relations—to each other, to our 
environments, to other animals, to divinity/ies. And while forms and ways of human relating are never 
the “same” in every time and place, I believe it would not be assuming too much to say th a t one could 
find similarities even between cultures th a t previously had no shared tradition.

774Gadamer says in fact tha t, “However clearly I showed tha t ‘aesthetic differentiation’ was an ab
straction tha t could not supercede the artworks’ belonging to its world, it remains irrefutable tha t art 
is never simply past but is able to overcome tem poral distance by virtue of its own meaning presence.” 
Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 165.

775By asserting “cultural shaping” I have gone in tone, though perhaps not in concept, a little past 
what Gadamer has said. His ‘transform ation’ th a t art can effect on us has the flavor of being more
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fiction represents a different way of understanding, one related to, as a subset of, what 
Gadamer articulated for the humanities.776 Fiction deals with possibilities and the ability 
to think in or of a different realm while still seeing how th a t difference is connected to 
this realm out of which it comes (since one understands th a t it is fiction, tha t it is not 
actually existing in this realm). And it is th a t due to its structure as art, its ability to 
set up a world in which we may find ourselves and bring what we find back to our own 
world.

There is an im portant point to acknowledge here, however, and it is tha t fictionalized 
philosophy, and the re-telling of historical stories in particular, is not an ethically neutral 
act. Any such storytelling has manifold ethical ramifications. While I do believe that 
stories from a tradition th a t encourage harm or damage need to be re-examined and, 
perhaps, re-ordered as Christine and Irigaray have tried to do, nevertheless not all re
orderings, re-tellings and fictions can be considered aimed at moral situational knowledge 
or the transformative power of phronesis, let alone positive social transformation. A brief 
example will draw the distinction I am trying to make here between creating fiction 
that truly opens up a place for seeing oneself in th a t story and developing appropriate 
situational moral action toward social-transformation, and fiction th a t I would say is not 
properly oriented to the situational flourishing of its community’s context.777 Allow me 
to turn for a moment to George Orwell’s novel 1984-

“He who controls the past controls the future.” This novel highlights the tru th  of that 
statement— a formulation from the novel itself—better than any argument could. Orwell’s

individually focused, though he would certainly agree tha t the individual then also participates in (and 
therefore is part of the shaping of) their context and tradition.

776This is w hat I referred to in my introduction as fiction’s “structural-herm eneutical” capabilities: see 
p. 22.

777In his book Artistic Truth Lambert Zuidervaart develops a notion of tru th  tha t is founded on 
imaginative disclosure and social flourishing. Although I see things from a slightly different angle, reading 
his work allowed me to conceive of tru th  as something other than, for example, correspondence-based, 
and encouraged me to take into account such notions as justice and social flourishing. See Lambert 
Zuidervaart, Artistic Truth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
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novel taken as a whole I would classify as a work of fiction th a t “speaks true” through 
utopic work (even while being itself a dystopia),778 but within the novel the ruling “Party” 
also engages in doing or making fiction, using some of the same hermeneutical tools of 
fictionalization I have outlined, and for the same reasons, (transformation of society), 
though for different goals. The Party specifically wishes to re-write history to match 
their needs and wants, all of which boil down to power over people, brutally obtained 
and brutally enforced. In the society described by this book, everything is controlled by 
the Party. Thinking apart from Party lines is Thought Crime—th a t is, the very idea of 
thinking differently is defined by the Party as criminal. Most telling with regards to what 
I have discussed here, however, was the Party’s management of history books/sources, 
novels, art, and news. All of these media were not only considered malleable but alterable 
down to the most minute detail. And all those alterations were meant to bring the past 
in line with the present, further shaping the social fabric such th a t it was brought ever 
more tightly under the Party’s control.

In the passage I am about to quote below, Winston the protagonist has just ‘corrected’— 
altered—three sections of the Times paper where what had been previously reported 
somehow did not match the present situation. One of these alterations was as minute as 
the paper having previously reported there would be no upcoming reduction in the choco
late ration, which—since a further reduction had become a reality—had to be changed 
to a warning that a reduction was likely.779 Having performed these alterations, Winston 
thinks about the revisionary process in which he is involved at the Records department 
of the Ministry of Truth. It is a process so exhaustive as to be mind-boggling:

As soon as all the corrections which happened to be necessary in any particu
lar number of the Times had been assembled and collated, th a t number would 
be reprinted, the original copy destroyed, and the corrected copy placed on the

778I believe dystopias in particular grasp the real work of utopic possibility and its connection to critique 
of the present. They are w ritten to  show a possible world into which what is present today might be 
headed, as means of criticizing the present reality and, hopefully, allowing people to  see how to act 
differently in this world such th a t that world, the world they describe, will not come into existence. 1984 
was just such a book.

779See George Orwell, 1984, (New York: Signet Classic, 1961), 39.
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files in its stead. This process of continuous alteration was applied not only 
to newspapers, but to books, periodicals, pamphlets, posters, leaflets, films, 
sound tracks, cartoons, photographs—to every kind of literature or documen
tation which might conceivably hold any political or ideological significance.
Day by day and almost minute by minute the past was brought up to date. In 
this way every prediction made by the Party could be shown by documentary 
evidence to have been correct; nor was any item of news, or any expression 
of opinion, which conflicted with the needs of the moment, ever allowed to 
remain on record. All history was palimpset, scraped clean and reinscribed 
exactly as often as was necessary.780

W hat is this if not history re-written? The process Orwell describes here through the 
eyes of W inston is a process of fiction making toward social transformation. It is engaged 
in building a world: it is the work of building a world th a t describes how the Party is 
in charge, was in charge, and will be in charge, for the world produced by this work 
is engaged in making a full mythology of the Party actual. The Party has never been 
wrong. Orwell even writes just shortly after the passage I have cited tha t “W inston’s 
greatest pleasure in life was his work.”781 W inston finds the little details like replacing 
predictions on chocolate rationing tedious, but experiences a  certain thrill in the more 
complex fabrications, such as re-writing a news story to  take out any references to its 
previous main figure, who had become an “unperson”—someone fallen from grace and 
“vaporized” by the Party.782 This world Winston is engaged in helping shape is one where 
not only is every kind of literature or documentation alterable, but where all alternations, 
all stories told, are controlled by the Party. In the final analysis, nothing is ‘possible’ in 
such a world, though it may spawn endless potentialities th a t mask themselves as future 
possibles.

I believe it would be overstretching the limits of interpretation to attem pt to describe 
what the Party does in Orwell’s novel as in any way oriented towards social flourishing. 
This is a tru th  Orwell was trying to point out with his fiction: in a society where every 
aspect of the past was alterable to fit with Party needs, every aspect of life controllable

780George Orwell, 1984, 40.
781George Orwell, 1984, 43.
782George Orwell, 1984, 44-46.
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under Party lines, and every creative urge subjugated to furthering the Party machine 
(with the only alternative vaporization) there is no real life. Such was the implication 
of Orwell’s title: if we don’t  do something, then by the year 1984 we will be living in a 
totalitarian society worse than the ones we just fought;783 a society in which not only our 
actions but our very thoughts are controlled.784

In the society Orwell described, as we observed Irigaray saying earlier in this thesis, 
‘m an’ became part of his machine and could no longer truly create.785 The Party’s 
fictionalizations—their literal re-writing of history, such as Christine and Irigaray have 
done—certainly transforms the tradition and even the history with which they engage, 
and they do so through fictive means, but the world they constructed is not one that 
imagines ways of social flourishing but ways of social oppression. They are still in a sense 
doing philosophical work with fiction, however, their fictionalizations are ones I would 
classify as “morally reprehensible.” Thus when I write about fiction and the power of 
storytelling I do so from an understanding th a t fiction and stories are not in and of them
selves ethically “good.” Rather, I would say they are positively or negatively ethically 
oriented insofar as they succeed or fail at describing possible worlds th a t enable social 
flourishing. Stories and fiction presuppose within themselves, as part of their narrative

783 1 984 was published in the late 1940’s, just after the Second World War.
784Sadly, dystopias are not always recognized for the powerful critique of the present tha t they often 

constitute. Barbara Goodwin, for example, argues th a t dystopias serve as “warnings of future horrors, 
based on extrapolation and projection of current tendencies or ideas, [which] serve to validate the present 
as the lesser evil, and to promote a ‘decision’ for no change.” Goodwin, Politics o f Utopia, 27. This seems 
to me to miss the point of dystopias entirely, however. It seems to me tha t the normal function of a 
dystopia is not to  warn against changing the status quo but to  sound an alarm about the bad way society 
already seems headed. Its negative implications are bette r understood as a wake up call. Dystopias such 
as she lists—in particular 1984 and Brave New World—were not meant to  keep m atters stable by 
warning of worse ills to  come if change was attem pted: rather, they were polemical attem pts a t changing 
the direction of society. Poldervaart recognizes this when she notes th a t there was an “anti-utopian” 
movement th a t took place approximately between the end of the first World War and the 1960’s, but she 
points out tha t some of the dystopias w ritten during tha t time, especially the more well-known ones that 
Goodwin has mentioned, were not anti-utopian as such: “Krishan Kumar has convincingly demonstrated 
th a t Huxley’s and Orwell’s anti-utopias were not connected with the dominant anti-utopian attitude. On 
the contrary: they, too, desired another society. Huxley warned against the high expectations people had 
of science in his time and Orwell attacked the totalitarian thinking of communism and fascism (while 
not attacking utopianism!)” Poldervaart, Contemporary Utopian Struggles, 14.

785See chapter three, p. 151.
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structure and the very process of their writing, particular ethical orientations. Fiction is 
not a realm of neutrality and telling a story is not a neutral act.

The example I have given here of 1984 1S a particularly useful one because it exemplifies 
both sides of fiction-as-philosophy’s double-edged sword. W ithin the story itself, the Party 
is engaged in what I would call negatively charged transformative world building through 
telling fiction that is ultimately and quite purposefully aimed at social oppression. And 
yet the story itself as a whole aims to undermine the very world it describes the Party 
building. Orwell writing 1984 was telling a story meant as a form of social critique of 
the present reality in which he was writing, as well as the future to which he felt that 
society was oriented. That is, although it is a dystopia, because it is a dystopia, it is also 
a fundamentally utopic work.786 He has done the chronological inverse of what Irigaray 
did with her tales of Kore/Persephone and Antigone. She told a dystopic fictionalized 
‘history’ from the past as a means of reflecting on how we should change the way we 
act in our present (with an eye, of course, to calling forth a new possible future.) Orwell 
tells a dystopic fictionalized ‘future’ that is also meant to change the way we act in our 
present—again, with an eye to calling forth a new possible future th a t differs from the 
one he described. The story Orwell tells is meant to convince his readers of the necessity 
to fight tooth and nail against allowing such a future to take place. It too is a means of 
attem pting to call forward social flourishing by fictionalized means.

To put it another way, Irigaray’s retold stories are meant to give us “knowledge” of 
the “past” in such a way th a t we develop a kind of moral understanding of our current 
situation and how we should act in it. So too with Orwell’s story, which was meant to 
give us “knowledge” of a future he did not want to happen, in such a way th a t we could 
develop moral understandings of ways to think and act now, in the present, to avoid such 
a terrible future. Analogously, like the storied image Christine gives us of the figure of

786I discuss w hat I mean by this in more detail below. See pp. 298-301.
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Libera bruised and broken that was meant to  spur the princes of France to writing a new 
story for France with their own actions, 1984 is meant to spur us too toward making a 
new and different future. All three writers work with stories as a means of reflecting on 
the need for change in their present reality with the hopes of affecting the future—they 
just do so from different temporal starting points. Irigaray works from the past to reflect 
on the present in order to generate a new possible future; Christine’s broken figure of 
Libera works from the present (by means of referencing the p ast), to reflect on the present 
in order to motivate a new possible future; and Orwell works from the future to reflect 
on the present, in order to  generate a different (new possible) future than what he had 
described.

If one looks at a good (that is, well written) story, one notices th a t so often the characters 
in it express emotions like wonder, puzzlement, confusion and a desire to know what is 
going on precisely because the structure of the narrative as it unfolds is in part moving 
from ignorance on some m atter to  some sort of knowledge and understanding.787 This 
was so in Orwell’s work, certainly, as Winston struggles to  find out the “tru th ” about 
Big Brother and the Party. It is even more overtly so in Christine’s works, where she 
frames her narrative persona in a debate meant explicitly to educate her and the readers. 
Likewise in Irigaray’s texts, where her textual voices come to  new self-understandings. 
Though making general claims about literature is a risky business, one could venture the 
claim that all works of fiction follow similar patterns.788

Take J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings: no one knows what the Ring is a t the opening 
of the story, and in the quest th a t follows not only does one learn the real (and sinister) 
power of the Ring, but one also learns, as the characters of the book do, what it takes to 
challenge and overcome th a t power. The stubborn tenacity of friendship, a refusal to give

787This, we remember as Christine recounted in her Vision, is the movement Aristotle describes that 
philosophers make when they philosophize and as well is the locus of their similarities with the poets, 
who also begin with wonder.

788Perhaps I should say rather “all works of fiction tha t are well-written, as well as many tha t are not.”
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in to the call of evil (along with the terrible consequences when you do), and the amazing 
strength tha t lies in even the smallest and shyest creatures come out in the course of the 
books. One also learns along with the characters over the course of the books th a t some 
forms of destruction are too powerful to resist alone and th a t sometimes choices made 
long ago have unexpectedly profound communal ramifications. Had any one of the many 
characters who had had a chance killed Gollum, he would not have been there in the 
climactic scene, and the Ring would not have been destroyed, for even Frodo’s tenacity 
and desire to do good was not enough to resist it. It is through understanding narratives 
like this th a t we experience the tru th  of insights like Nietzsche’s: whoever stares into the 
abyss long enough, know th a t the abyss stares back into you.789 We enter into the worlds 
such stories create and see for ourselves the abysses (and the beauty) they describe. And, 
at least in this particular narrative, we also can experience the profound necessity and 
power of such things as hope, mercy and even pity.

Many of the best stories, the ones that stick with us, work this way. W hether it is 
Huck Finn’s gradual understanding of the ethical ramifications of the relationship he and 
Jim have, or Jane Eyre’s steady growth of self-knowledge, or even the popular Harry 
P otter’s final insight into what concepts like love and sacrifice mean, these stories are 
written not just to entertain—though they do th a t too, and would be impoverished 
without doing th a t—but are also meant to make us think along with them, to participate 
mentally, emotionally and even spiritually in the unfolding of their narrative. They are 
told as participatory forums wherein one can ultimately realize, like the “spectator” of 
the Greek tragedies Aristotle describes, that they are us and we are them: to understand, 
as Gadamer put it above, tha t “To see th a t ‘this is how it is’ is a kind of self-knowledge for 
the spectator, who emerges with new insight from the illusions in which he, like everyone 
else, lives.” But the real wonder of these stories is not just th a t they show us ‘this is how

789Adapted from Beyond Good and Evil chapter 4, aphorism 146. Orwell, I believe, struggled with the 
same type of notion: we recall (if one has read the book) tha t W inston too is ultimately unable to resist 
the destructive powers of the Party. It is when they are able to finally truly isolate him from other human 
connections th a t they are able to  break him.
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it is’ in a way th a t brings self-knowledge: rather, it is in seeing and understanding the 
difference such a realization and self-knowledge can create. Understanding such difference 
has the potential, though it is not always realized, to apply th a t self-knowledge to self
transformation and then to go one step further.

When we allow and work with fiction to transform our self-understanding it cannot help 
but change the way th a t we perceive the world, th a t same ‘world’ in whose becoming 
we are constantly involved, because it is only through our own embodied interpretive 
experience th a t we can perceive the world a t all. As we recall from above, understanding 
always involves application. Fiction allows us the means by which to illustrate other ways 
of thinking, acting, and being, in order to creatively imagine new worlds into and out of 
which we may come and go. These new imagined fictionalized ‘worlds,’ as works of art 
with which we engage participatively, can in turn  transform again our self-understanding 
and our perception of our larger world, up to and including how we act in th a t world and 
how we shape it as it shapes us. We may not in fact understand what is the appropriate 
action in our contingent world without having first imagined a possible world in which to 
find ourselves and see—rather, truly experience—what action is appropriate: how we re
ally should be in-the-world. This is the fundamental hermeneutical and phenomenological 
mechanism of fiction’s philosophically and socially transformative capacity.

This is not to say tha t seeing how something is possible is meant to show us how to 
reproduce it exactly, as from a blueprint. That, as Gadamer reminded us from Aristotle, 
would be techne. Rather, seeing and understanding possibilities relevant to  our situation 
enables us to  approach the story mimetically in our own fashion, in ways th a t—despite
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being mimetic—will vary from the story as laid out.790 One hardly needs to  be participat
ing in a society th a t openly sells people on the block, as in the story of Huck Finn, to find 
meaning from it for one’s own life. Similarly, those who draw one-to-one connections791 
with elements, for example, from Tolkien’s work miss most of its power and possibility. 
This is why the peculiar form of knowledge th a t is attendant upon art and fiction is first 
self-knowledge and not knowledge of a skill or instructions on how to act. In fact, to 
take a story th a t way is not only to  miss the point entirely, but to fail at gaining true 
self-knowledge or any real morally-perceptive phronesis-ability. It is to fail to truly enter 
the world th a t particular fiction has built.

790Although it is anecdotal as opposed to systematic evidence, the following story I ran across never
theless illustrates the point I am trying to  make. While reading a blog several years ago, I came across 
the following entry from 24 June 2005 (called, funny enough, “fairy tales of present day”) where the 
author recounts an incident she witnessed:“On my walk home this evening I passed by an elderly woman whose hands were full 

of grocery bags. As she shifted one bag from her left hand to her right, she accidentally 
dropped her wallet. She kept walking, unaware of her loss.
Before I could say anything, a young boy (7? 8?) from across the street yelled, “Excuse 
me! You dropped your wallet!” She glanced over a t him, then behind her shoulder at the 
wallet on the ground. She shouted sincere thanks, grabbed the wallet, and kept walking.
Long after the woman was gone, I was still walking behind the boy who had said something 
and his two friends.
Friendl: You didn’t have to say anything.
Friend2: Yeah, I bet tha t she had a lot of money in her wallet.
Friendl: Yeah, we could be rich.
Boy: No way. T h a t’s something a Slytherin would do.
Friendl: Heh, yeah. Good point.
For some reason it makes me smile a lot to know th a t popular children’s novels of today are 
actually teaching kids valuable lessons. I got home, logged in to  amazon, and pre-ordered This in s a n e c a ts . com /cgi/m onth . py?month=jim05 (and then

scroll down to the 24th of June) is a good example of the way fiction can help effect understanding of 
a situation and even transform ation of how to  act. While it is impossible to  know whether the young 
boy who alerted the woman to  having lost her wallet would have done so whether or not he had read 
the Harry Potter series, it is worth noting, as the author of the blog did, tha t telling his friend only a 
‘Slytherin’ (a particular house in the series, out of which come the m ajority of witches and wizards who 
‘go bad’) would act tha t way is what convinced his friend tha t telling the woman was in fact the right 
course of action. My experience with seven and eight year olds has shown me th a t on the whole they are 
a pretty  practically-oriented bunch, and the fact th a t this was a book, indeed a Active world, which they 
had all read and which they could use as a common tool for orienting understanding and legitimating 
their actions to each other tells me th a t such stories do have the ability to change the way we live and 
experience our world.

791 As, for example, “the Ring of Power =  nuclear weapons.”
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6.5 Tools for Reading and Building

It is this emphasis on change and self-transformation from the experience of art that 
we can bring to bear on the work of Christine and Irigaray. Acknowledging tha t her 
stories are “art,” one can see th a t Christine’s working theory of storytelling is implicitly 
in agreement with what Gadamer (drawing on Aristotle, through Heidegger as well) has 
said. One can see from her work in fact tha t Christine operates on the assumption, or at 
the very least the hope, th a t “experiencing” her work will not leave her reader unchanged. 
By ‘experiencing’ here in the context of Christine’s writings, I mean the active reading 
and interpreting th a t Christine both expects of and tries to teach her reader, which I 
covered in the previous chapters. To experience her work is to perform its divisio. It is to 
understand th a t work and translate it into one’s own life through inventive (inventio) acts 
of self-formative ordering. It means discovering, under the guidance of practical wisdom, 
the meaning latent in the text, which one had placed in one’s memory (memoria) as 
ethical m atter im portant for guiding one’s actions in life. As I noted in my previous 
chapters, Christine intended all this for her readers and went to great lengths to coax 
them into this sort of experiential participation—th a t is, to active reading of her texts 
tha t was meant to flow from her readers’ intellectually engaged imaginations.792

Although ‘fiction’ in the sense we mean it today was not part of Christine’s experience, 
thinking in fictionalized ways certainly was, as her work with the concept of imagination 
and her multiple fictionalized figures, goddesses and her own narrative persona showed. 
As she intuited, it is imagination, and only imagination th a t will allow one to really 
theorize—th a t is, to speculate. Imagination is required to  reach the bigger questions that 
frame our fives, our understandings, our relationships, and our experience.793 Christine

792See my chapter four, in particular the section “Presenting one’s memory and the reading of integu- 
mental stories” pp. 194-204.

793This is not to say tha t imagination is always undertaken in a fictionalized way. It is not. However, 
when it is, one may more readily reflect on the structure tha t supports imagination, as it is self-consciously 
examining what is possible with the understanding th a t tha t possibility does not yet exist actually.
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also intuited tha t imaginative construction requires long study, a leap of faith, and the 
ability to be conceptually limber. In order to  do fiction as philosophy, one must either 
construct the fiction oneself or do it along-with who one is reading—though of course, 
such doing-along-with, like the participation required from the spectator of a play as 
Gadamer talked about, is always done from one’s own finite historical place in one’s 
tradition and context, and any tools one acquires from doing-along-with will also be 
acquired by means of the tools one already has. That too is the work of imagination, for 
it is a mimetic response th a t is still a growth or development into something different. 
Having said that, fiction is no easy tool to use: using it well requires th a t one already 
have, or gain in the process, a highly refined intimacy and understanding of the m atter 
one is attem pting to engage. One requires, as Christine noted, long study. Writing finely 
accomplished fiction-mediated philosophy is not for the faint of heart.

Though she does not write using fictionalized means in quite the same developed way as 
Christine did, Irigaray does work with fiction as an imaginative tool by which to bring 
into being new conceptions and indeed world-constructs. She creates narrative voices, 
complexly developed elemental metaphors, and narrative re-readings of stories from myth 
and history to  challenge the structures in which she finds herself. She discusses this in 
her lecture “Divine Women” where she begins by telling her audience what she has been 
reading—here, fairy tales—and how th a t reading has shaped her thoughts and work. 
While attem pting to work through a relationship to the elements of fire, water, air and 
earth in several of her books Irigaray says,

as I read Melusine for the first time and reread “The Little Mermaid” and other stories, I 
discovered some of the reasons tha t led me to consider our relationship to sea, air, earth, 
fire. I understand now th a t this relationship has never been decoded and has therefore 
remained a m atter of fables and monsters (particularly in the etymological meaning of 
the word), revealing and hiding something of our identity, of the difficulties we have 
in situating ourselves in relationship to ourselves and to our fellows, something of the
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dramas and spells tha t captivate us, capture us, bind us and separate us.794

Irigaray notes th a t it is in part the stories tha t led her to this understanding, which 
was a form of self-understanding: these stories ureveal[ed] and hid[] something of our 
identity, of the difficulties we have in situating ourselves in relationship to ourselves and 
to our fellows, something of the dramas and spells that captivate us, capture us, bind 
us and separate us.” It is through reading such stories as Melusine and the “The Little 
Mermaid” tha t she “discovered” material which helped her to re-think our relations to 
the natural world and the elements, i.e., m atter itself, and to ourselves and our “fellows.” 
That is, just as Gadamer talked about in his re-counting of Aristotle on tragedy, reading 
and engaging with these stories gave Irigaray self-knowledge and ultimately revealed to 
her something about the human condition.795 She then proceeds to take this discovery 
and, over the course of the lecture, relate the discovery she made to her audience, asking 
the questions tha t led her to where she has arrived so th a t they too may discover. Noting 
th a t we still so often turn to the Middle Ages796 (and in particular its stories, apparently) 
she asks her audience,

Is this because we still need a little time to dream? Or does it point to a driving need 
to elaborate the opacity of the subject, woman in particular, God in particular? When 
we question the mystery of the image and all th a t hides behind it, are we not in fact 
investigating the transm utational or transfigurational states that may be represented

794 “Mais en lisant Mélusine, en relisant la Petite Sirène et d ’autres contes, je découvre certaines causes 
de la force qui m ’a menée à méditer sur notre relation à la mer, à l’air, à la terre, au feu. Je comprends que, 
faute de l ’avoir déchiffré, ce rapport est demeuré fables et monstres (notamment au sens étymologique 
du terme) révélant et cachant quelque chose de notre identité, de nos difficultés à nous situer vis-à-vis 
de nous et entre nous, quelque chose des drames et charmes qui nous captivent, nous capturent, nous 
lient et nous séparent.” Luce Irigaray, “Femmes Divine” in Sexes et Parentés, 69; “Divine Women” in 
Sexes and Genealogies, 57.

795I say this while acknowledging, of course, th a t Irigaray would always see any human condition as 
sexually differentiated.

796 As she asks, “Is it not true th a t in this age of sophisticated technical apparatus we still frequently 
tu rn  to the Middle Ages in search of our images and secrets?” ; “Notre temps d ’appareillage technique 
assez sophistiqué ne va-t-il pas chercher ses images et secrets dans le Moyen Age...?” Luce Irigaray, 
“Femmes Divine” in Sexes et Parentés, 70; “Divine Women” in Sexes and Genealogies, 58.
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therein, may be figured therein without expressing the totality of a native, natal secret 
tha t is always bound up with touch? Fish, bird, of course! But what lies hidden behind 
these partial incarnations, these monstrously composite women, or indeed men, these 
stages in a becoming th a t must never be seen or unveiled either in their physical nudity 
in the wife’s case, or in their lineage in the husband’s...797

It is meaning she constructs here, through the questions she asks and the framework she 
places around the stories with which she is interacting. But the meaning does not just 
relate back to the story: she is not simply performing an exegesis of a text, even of a fairy 
tale. Rather, she enters the story as its own world, taking the meaning th a t she ‘discovers’ 
(invents) in the text—her interpretation of what she finds there in the tale—and she shows 
how it sheds light on, or touches, us all. It is, in some ways, an exegesis of a world, of our 
understanding of the world in which we live. Building on the myth of Melusine, she argues 
th a t we (women) must somehow move forward into becoming ‘divine.’ Not divine in the 
sense shown in the fairy tale, where Melusine is a half-serpent, half human “fairy,” but 
rather we must find a relation to the infinite, grounded in being female.798 She tells her 
audience that, “when we take a close look at the myth of Melusine, its range of diffusion, 
its different versions, we are in fact investigating something th a t attracts us, fascinates 
us even, like a mystery, a key to our identity.”799 This identity th a t she discovers and 
interprets through interacting with the story is, as her title tells us, divine women. With 
her discussion of this story she models first her own self-transformation as she engaged

797 “Est-ce pour se donner le temps de rêver encore un peu? Ou cela signifie-t-il l’obligation d ’élaborer 
l’opacité du sujet, notam m ent femme, notam m ent Dieu? Interroger le mystère de l’image et de ce qui s ’y 
cache, ne revient-il pas à questionner les états de transm utation, de transfiguration qui s’y représentent, 
peuvent s ’y figurer sans exprimer la totalité d ’un secret natal, natif, toujours lié au toucher? Poisson, 
oiseau, certes! Mais que cachent ces incarnations, partielles, monstrueusement composites de la femme 
et, d ’ailleurs, de l’homme, ces étapes d ’un devenir qu’il ne faudrait pas voir, pas dévoiler, ni dans sa 
nudité physique pour l’épouse, ni dans son lignage pour l’époux...” Luce Irigaray, Femmes Divine” in 
Sexes et Parentés, 70-71; “Divine Women” in Sexes and Genealogies, 58.

798Irigaray would argue th a t men must do a similar thing, but she is here in part critiquing the concept 
of God-which-is-male, so she covers the need for a feminine divine. See “Divine Women,” 61.

799 “Interroger le mythe de Mélusine, son extension, ses diverses versions, revient à questionner quelque 
chose qui attire, voire y fascine, tels un mystère, une clé de notre identité” Luce Irigaray, “Femme 
Divines” in Sexes et Parentés, 72; “Divine Women” in Sexes and Genealogies, 60.
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with the story, but also what she is hoping will be world-transformation. She recounts 
that story to us, her audience and readers, in a different context and in an inventive way, 
allowing us to discover meaning along with her th a t will, she hopes, lead to social change: 
the social group of women perceiving themselves as “divine” instead of as monsters.800 
As Irigaray sees it, it is only through such changed perceptions th a t women as a social 
group would be able to begin to act differently in the world, in which they may now see 
themselves as formative actors instead of destructive/dis-forming monsters.

In practice, Irigaray’s ability to see and explain how something like a fairy tale is a work 
of art and ‘world’ wherein one may find meaning for understanding oneself and one’s 
relations to others means th a t she has a robust understanding of real utopic work—the 
philosophical practice of inventing new possible worlds tha t are meant to be read or 
understood as a means of commenting on the world out of which that utopic work arose. 
Melusine is not a utopia in the typical sense of the word,801 but when Irigaray uses it as 
a means of reflecting back on herself and on society, arguing for social transformations 
and the need for re-orienting one’s understanding of and relation to the divine, she 
is approaching that story in a utopic manner802 from which she creatively fashions her

8°°w e can see how in a sense Irigaray re-tells the same story Christine did at the opening of her 
City, though I have not heard th a t Irigaray ever read Christine. As we recall from chapters one and 
two, Christine recounts in her City how she came to  the conclusion th a t women are monsters made by 
Nature and it is only the three divine women figures, goddesses, who appear to her tha t can led her 
back to  a proper knowledge of herself. Thus, whether or not Irigaray ever read Christine, she mimics 
the movement of a story teaching women appropriate knowledge of their own non-monstrous “divine” 
nature/relationship to the divine.

801 “Utopias” as such are usually understood to mean a story or description of society organized ideally, 
a “perfect” or “good” society. Such descriptions might be read as suggestions of what th e /a  good society 
could look like, or they might be meant to  make us critically reflect on our own (in which case I would 
call them  a utopic work in addition to being a utopia), but all “utopias” proper share the commonality 
of describing a “good” society.

802By “utopic m anner” I mean understanding a work of art to  be a possible, albeit fictionalized, world 
and entering th a t  world primarily as a means of reflecting back critically on the societal context in which 
one finds oneself. Melusine could undoubtedly be read in many different ways, certainly not all of which 
would be utopic work. I should note tha t in this dissertation I deal, by choice, primarily w ith what I call 
“utopic work” and not “utopias” proper, not specific examples of an idealized society. I say this here 
because I am aware tha t Irigaray states in I  love to you th a t “I am a political m ilitant for the impossible, 
which is not to  say utopian. R ather I want what is yet to  be as the only possibility of a future.” (Luce 
Irigaray, I  love to you, 10). I do not believe my claim here contradicts her words, though: rather, it 
supports them. She too is speaking of possibilities and the future, and is doing so through a critique 
of the present. As will become clearer momentarily, my understanding of “utopic” does not equate to
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philosophical material. She did not herself create the story of Melusine, bu t she was willing 
to approach it as a world into which she could enter and find meaning for herself and 
her own context. Nor is this the only utopic work she does: the voices she created in her 
texts, the stories she re-tells as a means of illustrating both the devastating damage of the 
current situation and how matters could be so drastically different are also fundamentally 
utopie work even if they are not “utopias” proper.

Utopic work, and utopias in particular, have sometimes been perceived as the realm 
of ineffectual or noxious dreamers; people who either can’t  or won’t  face reality, and 
who may even have sinister visions for society.803 Even the definition of utopic thought 
has been contentious. Barbara Goodwin, for instance, names Marxism as conforming in 
many aspects to utopic thinking, while Saskia Poldervaart, an editor of the book The 
Concepts of Utopianism, links Marxism, liberalism and social democracy all as enemies 
of utopia.804 It is difficult to find a consensus, except perhaps on the acknowledgment 
that utopic thought is not generally well accepted. Proponents, however, argue tha t social 
change requires at least some utopic thinking.805 I too would say th a t this is so, and that 
this link between social change and utopic thinking exists because of the utopic ability 
to grasp the concept of possibilities.

“utopian,” where “utopian” is understood as a blueprint for a perfect culture.
803 As one author writes, “The notion of utopia rarely receives any recognition in politics; instead it is 

more often seen as a daydream—a dangerous, romantic and unreachable fantasy.” Marius de Gras, “Eco
logical Utopias as Navigational Compasses” in Contemporary Utopian Struggles: Communities Between 
Modernism and Postmodernism, eds, Saskia Poldervaart, Harrie Jansen and Beatrice Kesler, (Amster
dam: Aksant Academic Publishers, 2001), 66.

804Saskia Poldervaart, “The Concepts of Utopianism, Modernism, and Postmodernism, Community 
and Sustainability” , in Contemporary Utopian Struggles, 11.

805According to Goodwin, utopias can be conceived of as a different type of theoretical thought: “The 
basis of u topia’s claim to be taken seriously as political theory is its critical analysis of socio-political 
reality, as much as its ideal vision.” Barbara Goodwin and Keith Taylor, The Politics o f Utopia, (London: 
Hutchinson & Co., 1982), 17. Goodwin acknowledges th a t utopias are not the only apparatus that 
a ttem pt such criticism, but argues tha t they have a particular and incredibly valuable way of doing 
it. As she asserts: “social criticism is not the particular prerogative of Utopians, but they conduct it 
in an idiosyncratic, forceful fashion, by demonstration rather than  by reasoned argum ent.” Goodwin, 
Politics of Utopia, 17. Though I would not quite posit such a stark  distinction between demonstration 
and reasoned argument, it seems Goodwin is getting at a point similar to my own.
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All kinds of what I would consider truly utopic thought—which, as we saw with the 
discussion above of 1984 can include dystopias—stem from a conviction that the context 
in which one is situated is imperfect, and th a t it could be otherwise than it is. Utopias 
and utopic work, by definition, refuse to be fully constrained by the actual, and insist on 
concerning themselves with the possible. Furthermore, utopic thought does so because it 
desires change from one’s current context.806 Utopic thought forges a link between the 
possible and the actual from which it was imagined. It thus presupposes th a t the exercise 
of discussing or imagining alternate possibilities is useful for critical reflection. Precisely 
because of its attem pt to distinguish and release itself from its context in the form of a 
fictional construction, the strength of utopic work lies in its capacity as a powerful critique 
of the current situation by demonstrating other ways th a t things could be.807 Utopias 
and utopic work are fictionalized thinking, and as one scholar, Wolfgang Iser, puts it, 
the process of creating fictionalizations is really a means of (fictionally) “actualizing the 
possible.”808 A utopic work is a fiction. It is most effective and helpful, I believe, not in 
somehow asserting, “this, and not some other way, is the way things can and should be.” 
If tha t were so, utopic work would have fallen back into the realm of techne, and would 
not have the imaginative power of self-and-world transformation th a t I am arguing for. 
Rather, the power of utopic work is in presenting an alternative to awaken the realization 
th a t one’s social, theoretical or political structures need not be static, and that change is

806Akke Visser cites R uth  Levitas and her 1990 book The Concept o f Utopia: “Levitas tries to  find 
out what all the different utopias have in common. She finds this common ground in ‘desire.’ Utopias 
are descriptions of a society tha t is different and, at least in the eyes of the writer, better than  the cur
rent one.” Akke Visser, “Scenario-Thinking: a Contemporary Use of U topia,” in Contemporary Utopian 
Struggles, 82.

807I discuss this notion below: see for example p. 300. It could of course be argued tha t some of what 
people have called “utopias” are not aimed at opening up a discussion of possibilities or seeing tha t there 
could be alternatives at all, but rather of providing a supposed very particular blueprint for what the 
“perfect society” is. B.F. Skinner’s Waldon Two might arguably be an example of this kind of “utopia” 
(though even he would likely not wish his fiction to be copied precisely). I will say point blank tha t I do 
not consider texts which self-identify as being of the “blueprint to a better society” type to be truly utopic 
in nature. I realize tha t not all those who comment on utopias will agree with me, nevertheless I hope my 
arguments linking utopic work, as properly fictionalizing work, with possibilities is compelling enough 
for me to make my points here and continue working, as a lengthy and more developed consideration is 
out of the bounds of this chapter.

808Wolfgang Iser, “Fictionalizing: The Anthropological Dimensions of Literary Fictions,” New Literary 
History 21 (1990): 939.
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possible. To put it differently, just because a particular utopia doesn’t  necessarily want 
to be taken at its word— “let’s go create the society I describe!”—does not mean th a t it 
doesn’t  want to be taken seriously.

Irigaray does not actually write us a description of a fictive place or city, such as we might 
be used to thinking of with previous utopias such as Moore’s book or P lato’s Republic, 
but much of her work is nevertheless engaged in re-ordering a description of reality in 
such a way th a t it projects itself as true even while it is not founded on what is currently 
the structure of our being, relating, and perceiving in the world. And we are meant to 
understand th a t tension.809 We know it is not the world in which we live; we recognize 
the difference she creates. She wants another world, a world different from the one built 
by the likes of Heidegger, to whom she is at the same time much (and consciously so, 
I believe) indebted. And yet even so, the utopic work Irigaray does is, along with all 
proper utopic work, a means of commenting on the current situation and showing that 
difference from the societal and structural features of th a t situation is possible. Utopias 
and utopic work, properly understood and practiced, are im portant tools of critique and 
are meant, in an inverted way, to be descriptive of what could be, not prescriptive of what 
should.810 They are aimed at social transformation, but their aim is the present, not some

809Iser refers to  this sort of work (something projected as true even while it is a fiction) in his essay 
positively as “double meaning.” Iser, however, asserts tha t in such double meaning, we are somehow able 
to place ourselves “outside” of life—a claim with which I would not agree. He writes, “Fictionalizing is 
the enactm ent of hum ankind’s creativity and as there is no limit to what can be staged, the creative 
process itself bears the inscription of fictionality: the structure of double meaning. In this respect it offers 
the paradoxical and (perhaps for tha t very reason) desirable chance to be both in the midst of life and 
at the same time outside of i t .” Wolfgang Iser, “Fictionalizing” 949. Though I hesitate a t the language 
of being “outside life” tha t Iser uses, one can, I am arguing, be outside of a ‘world’ tha t one creates.

810It is quite possible th a t this is what Moore and Plato were doing. They too may have been com
menting on their current context in a fictionalized way and not simply have been positing some sort of 
perfect world to which we should strive. This is in fact close to Gadam er’s position on P la to ’s Republic. 
As he told Carsten D utt, speaking about an essay he had recently published criticizing Popper’s view 
of the Republic, “it is totally impossible to  talk appropriately about P lato  if one does not understand 
how to talk appropriately about utopias. The Republic and the Law are utopias, and as I point out in 
th a t essay, utopias are a Greek genre of literature. One other thing is fully clear: where no freedom of 
speech prevails [he had just a moment prior been talking about Nazi Germany-AC] one can only practice 
critique in such indirect forms. Indeed, this is precisely its primary function: critique of the present, not 
the construction of whatever project being described in the work. The Republic is a classical example of a 
critique of nepotism. For certainly one cannot take seriously the idea tha t Plato thinks children ought to 
be brought up away from their parents. But he did in fact mean th a t  one’s degree of relationship to the
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future reality th a t is supposed to be exactly as they have said. One must grasp this vital 
point if one is to understand the depth of thought fiction in all its manifestations can 
offer philosophy. This is what we can learn from Irigaray, and what Christine is moving 
towards but does not quite reach because of the social ground in which she is situated, 
which differs so drastically from Irigaray’s.

6.6 P oetic  Possibilities

But there is one other piece to the puzzle th a t allows fiction its power and profundity with 
regards to philosophical work. We have touched on it, even mentioned it, but I have not 
yet made it a topic of discussion in this chapter.811 To see fiction’s philosophical potential, 
we must understand th a t it is a form of poesie and thus is inherently linked with the 
notion of the possible. In the Poetics Aristotle states tha t “poetry is more philosophical 
and more serious than history. [Because] Poetry tends to express universals, and history 
particulars.”812 Reading again from Aristotle, Gadamer can claim that, contrary to what 
might at first appear to be the case, art is more closely linked with philosophy than 
history is. In his words, “Since the universal is obviously the topic of philosophy, art is 
more philosophical than history precisely because it too intends the universal.”813 Or, as 
he puts the m atter in a different essay,

Aristotle is quite right: poetry makes the universal more visible than th a t 
faithful narration of facts and actual events which we call history can ever 
do. The ‘as if’ modification of poetic invention and the formative activity of 
sculpture or painting clearly make possible a form of participation that is be
yond the reach of contingent reality with all its limitations and conditions.814

powerful should not be determinative for the distribution of power!” Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Practical 
Philosophy” in Gadamer in Conversation, 84.

811I discussed the notion of the possible, which I am about to address here, in chapter three. See p. 
149-154.

812Aristotle, Poetics, trans. Malcolm Heath (New York: Penguin, 1996), 16.
813Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Relevance of the Beautiful” in The Relevance of the Beautiful and Other 

Essays, ed. Robert Bernasconi, trans. Nicholas Walker (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 
13.

814Hans-Georg Gadamer, “The Play of A rt” in Relevance o f the Beautiful, 129.
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Especially interesting here is that both Christine and Irigaray have chosen to deal with 
history, the narration of facts and events as the tradition has handed them down to us, in 
a poetic manner. Using an “as if” structure, they have invented new stories and treated 
history as though it too is fiction and can be used to get at the universal, and at what 
could be.815 Some of their work lies outside the bounds of “history” as such as well, but 
neither of them  shies away from approaching a story from the tradition and interpreting it 
for their context in such a way tha t it is barely recognizable in relationship to its previous 
telling. While it is true th a t most of the stories from ‘history’ th a t both Christine and 
Irigaray take are arguably of a mythical quality, they are nevertheless important stories 
for our culture th a t are generally seen as having particular narrative elements—the more 
or less historical “facts” of the story—that both Irigaray and Christine choose to ignore, 
deny, or significantly revise.816

It is here th a t we find so much room for the work of transformation when dealing with 
philosophy and fiction. Unlike a strict narration of “facts” and an account of reality as 
we are experiencing it currently, fiction (as a form of poesie) is concerned with the uni
versal. W hen paired with philosophy, it allows philosophy too to go beyond the bounds 
of what we are currently experiencing, our current “actual.”817 I am not saying here that 
all philosophy is concerned or should be concerned with what is beyond our actual. There 
is much necessary and im portant philosophical work th a t concentrates on what is actual, 
or what could potentially come out of th a t actual. I am however saying th a t philosophy 
cannot address what could truly be called social, political or historical possibilities with
out making use of a  poetics. Moreover, although philosophical possibilities are certainly

815I say this with the acknowledgment tha t, as discussed above with the example of the Party  in 
1984, (PP- 284-288) this is not an ethically neutral decision. Re-telling history can be used for for many 
different reasons, guided by many different motivations, and with the desire of effecting many different 
goals—some of which would be antithetical to real social flourishing.

816 As example one could look at Christine’s re-telling of Medea th a t I covered in chapter one or Irigaray’s 
re-shaping of the Annunciation th a t I explored in chapter three. See 67-68 and 163-168 respectively.

817This is not to  say th a t our “actual” is set in stone: what is actual changes as well, for the actual 
always contains potentialities which could be realized.
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not limited to social and political philosophies aimed at developing better communal 
relations, nevertheless, social and political theory is a realm of philosophy where possi
bilities are very im portant—sometimes, even necessary. If social or political relations as 
they currently stand, as they are actual, are untenable, then one requires something truly 
‘other’ in order to transform those relations and the contexts they create. One needs then 
possibilities. One needs fiction.

Poetical philosophy (that is, philosophy which has a poetics-structure dealing with pos
sibilities) is concerned, as Gadamer put it above, with “what is beyond the reach of 
contingent reality with all its limitations and conditions.” Moreover, and more impor
tantly  for my purposes, in his Afterward to Truth and Method Gadamer explicitly links 
this “beyond” with a critique of the very “contingent” reality out of which th a t beyond 
comes. To put it another way, it is precisely in being concerned with the beyond th a t we 
are actually concerned with the here and now. Philosophy mediated by fiction is meant to 
refer back to  its context even and through the work of its re-told stories and its creating 
new worlds. In other words, fiction, in its poetic structure, is able to offer philosophy 
something it would not otherwise have. It offers philosophy the dimension of the possi
ble in contradistinction to  what is purely potential.818 Occupying a place of privilege as 
almost the last thing he says in his Afterward, Gadamer notes,

Aristotle, who derives the mimetic nature of art from the pleasure of learning, 
considers the poet different from the historian in th a t he portrays things not 
as they happened but as they could happen. Thus he ascribes to poetry a uni
versality [Er spricht damit der Poesie eine Allgemeinheit zu] that has nothing 
to do with the substantialist metaphysics underlying the classical aesthetic of 
imitation. The Aristotelian idea of concept formation, the hermeneutic legit
imacy of which seems to  me indisputable, points rather to the dimension of 
the possible, and therefore also to the critique of reality (of which not only 
ancient comedy has given us a strong taste)...819

818W ith  a broad understanding of ‘fiction’ one can see this even in the field of logic, in its use of 
counterfactuals. They too have a “poetics” structure tha t is rooted in possibilities alternate to what is 
actual.

819Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Afterward” in Truth and Method, 579. Original German text: Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, Nachwort zu Wahrheit und Methode: Grundzüge einer philosophischen Hermeneutik, 4. Au
flage (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1975), 541.
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Vital here is Gadamer’s pointing to the “dimension of the possible” as something related 
to “the critique of reality.” He insists th a t the creation of material th a t is possible is not 
mere whimsy, but can in fact be a form of substantial critique of one’s current context. 
His words, as was typical of his writing, were understated, bu t one senses the conviction 
beneath them. He acknowledges th a t we have a “strong taste” for critiquing reality, and 
th a t such taste is not simply due, as he so wryly puts it, to “ancient comedy” via Aristotle. 
Rather, Gadamer understood th a t the reality in which he was writing that Afterward— 
which is not all tha t far off from where we are currently situated—often leaves us desirous 
of something else, of feeling the need to substantially critique and transform the situation 
in which we find ourselves. If I understand him correctly, Gadamer maintained a life-long 
love of and interest in poetry and poetic speech, artworks and drama because they were 
a constant reminder of the play of language and interpretation, and of the orientation 
towards possibility th a t he so desired philosophy to practice. W ithout poetics, of which 
fiction is a part, we are only able to speak of what is or what could potentially come 
out of what is currently actual. If we limit ourselves to  the actual and what is potential 
to it, we deny ourselves the ability to create anything truly “other.” We see along with 
Gadamer, therefore, th a t this “dimension of the possible” is an active arena wherein one 
may dispute the current structures of reality, the m atter of one’s tradition and the shape 
of one’s ‘world’: not as they stand, but as how they could stand. In the dimension of the 
possible, one may create new worlds.

We are coming to the end of my project now. I have discussed utopic work and the 
re-writing of stories and other fictionalized means to positively transform society, as 
well as given an example of fiction being used for the inverse goal—the oppression and 
constrainment of societal possibilities—even while noting the double-edgedness of that 
particular story. Orwell gives us an example of how the oppressive story told by groups 
like the Party can be enveloped and undermined through telling a story about them 
th a t is itself a dystopic form of social critique. The most oppressive forms of social 
organization can use fictionalization to support their own oppression, certainly, but they
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are not immune to the “as if” structure themselves. Stories can be told about them in 
such a way th a t destabilizes the “world” they have created. New possibilities can be 
imagined.

Christine and Irigaray used fictionalizations in their philosophical and political work 
to great effect, and with the intent of aiding in societal flourishing. They even re-wrote 
history on a few occasions, treating it as a story for the purposes of allowing their readers 
to enter into history in a new and different way, allowing for new ways of perceiving 
themselves and their contexts, trying to build a new future. Christine does not always 
tell her readers when she has narratively gone off the beaten track, as it were, but the 
stories from myth and history tha t she retells are generally meant to convince her readers 
that there were better ways of acting and relating to each other, ways that Christine 
believed would have a positive effect on the whole of society. Irigaray is somewhat more 
open when she changes an important story from history, as when she asks her what if  
questions about the Annunciation, re-writing that story in an entirely different way. She 
too, however, writes her stories with the intent to engender better relations between the 
sexes and to  imagine a new and more fecund world that is ‘redeemed’ in a new way.

We have seen th a t both of them have portions of their work th a t I find contentious or 
inappropriate for the context I am addressing. Yet each of their bodies of work has its 
profound strengths. The strength of Christine’s work for my project lies in her under
standing of the malleability of the tradition she draws on and her incredible ability for 
imaginative conceptual re-formation. It also lies in the emphasis she places on teach
ing her reader to follow her movements and themselves become compilers of a “tex t,” by 
which I mean the text of their minds and memory, from which they may form themselves. 
Furthermore, she seems to have a deeper understanding of the power of fiction itself to 
speak tru th  and effect change. She seems more comfortable writing in a fictionalized tone 
than Irigaray, who preferred generally to stick to the stories from tradition, albeit retold 
in strikingly new ways, but without producing any of her own stories as Christine did
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through her narrative accounts of her goddess figures. Finally, Christine is able to see 
herself (and therefore act as an example for her reader) as a being in the story: she has 
her own narrative persona physically appear in many of the stories she tells, which allows 
her to engage in a fictionalized dialogue with the text and the characters in it. Christine’s 
texts are alive with conversation, and she herself models the mode of discourse she wishes 
her audience to have, with her persona truly engaging, listening and learning from her 
dialogue partners in a way that is appropriate to the context.

Irigaray’s texts however, even when they assume the appearance of dialogue, are usually 
extended monologues addressed to  an other who remains mostly silent.820 Irigaray is a 
solitary figure struggling with an overwhelming tradition, but nevertheless tenaciously 
wresting from it what resources she can. She too has an incredible sense of the malleability 
of th a t tradition, though she also sees how deeply its structures go. Her greatest strength 
in terms of my project, however, lies in her conceptual ability to build (and tear down) 
‘worlds,’ and in her understanding of the hope and conceptual potential th a t the notion of 
possibility holds. Christine was able to create vast rhetorical difference from her sources, 
opening up new ways of seeing and understanding a particular topic. Irigaray, coming 
from a historical situation that entailed a different set of conceptual tools than was 
available to Christine, is able to take things one step further: she is able to create an 
entire new conceptual world, and ways of being that do not yet exist but could. She can

820Irigaray attem pts to model the mode of discourse she advocates (dialogue between the two univer
s a l ) , but the nature of her own thinking prevents her from realizing it fully. Because she believes tha t 
humans are of two universals and tha t she will never be able to speak for a man, she cannot have her 
dialogue partner in her text: he is, in a very deep sense, forever excluded, for she will never be able 
to write him into being. Only he would be able to  do tha t, bu t he would not be able to  do so in her 
tex t—only in his own. She means this as a sign of respect and as a means of non-oppression, but it 
also entails th a t she is unable to write a true (though fictionalized) “dialogue” between herself and the 
interlocutor with whom she is always engaged: man. She could possibly have gotten around this issue by 
finding an actual male writer and requesting tha t the two of them  attem pt a fiction-exercise where they 
would write a fiction-dialogue together th a t would belong to them  both, but even th a t would not be 
“her” work: it would be the work of the couple. While she did have actual public dialogue with men such 
as Renzo Imbeni, these were not fictionalized, and operated in a different mode of discourse entirely. As 
far as I know, she has not undertaken any fictionalized writing projects with a man, where they both 
contributed equally to tell a story and create fiction-mediated philosophy for the means of conceptual 
imagination together.
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do the utopic work of creating and describing possibility that was not yet available in 
Christine’s time.

In this dissertation, I have examined several of the writings of Christine de Pizan and 
Luce Irigaray in order to look at the ways tha t fiction and philosophy can be intertwined, 
especially for the means of arguing for social transformation. I have shown how fiction is a 
different way of understanding, one th a t has the potential, if we are willing to  truly engage 
a work of art like fiction, to lead to self-transformation. Such self-transformation cannot 
help but have an effect on our world and the social structures we make that constitute 
the shape of our being in-the-world because it would change both the way we perceive 
the world and the way we act in th a t world. Stories allow us to speak tru th  th a t may not 
yet exist as tru th  in the world in which we currently have our being. Furthermore, when 
stories speak tru th  not available yet as existing and so available to us in this world, they 
help us to see the possibility tha t such a tru th  could exist in our world, if only because we 
are able to  understand its existence in another alternate world-construct. Well-crafted 
fiction can be meant to build concepts and understandings th a t are not there in our 
world, but which become there, become available to us, through our participation in this 
new fictionalized context. Fiction can, therefore, be a conceptual-creative tool.

I have thus shown how individual persons can, through engaging in creating or re-creating 
philosophy via the medium of fiction, imagine new possibilities and begin the process of 
changing themselves and their shaping of the worlds we all mutually inhabit. I have not 
shown how this could be done on a large scale: in education, for example. That would 
be another project altogether, one well worth doing. But I have run out of time here. I 
would like to close, however, with an invitation to further discussion. W hat I have put 
forward here is only a beginning. More dialogue is needed. Some of it should take the 
form of fiction. In fact, if my argument is right, th a t would be one of the best ways to 
further open up such dialogue and imagine those possibilities not yet available to us. 
Here, however, I will bring my own speaking in the body of this thesis to a close by
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imitating one of my auctores and philosophical sources. Borrowing words from Gadamer, 
but fitting them to my own context I say with him:

But I will stop here. The ongoing dialogue permits no final conclusion. It 
would be a poor hermeneuticist who thought she could have, or had to have, 
the last word.821

S21Hans-Georg Gadamer, “Afterward” in TYuth and Method, 579. I have changed only “he” to “she.”



Epilogue: A Tale o f Two Sisters
“[T]he philosophical formulations and conceptual means with which we think, 
clearly must always stand the test o f art. ”822

I was seated at my desk in my room studying when I heard a knock at my door. “Is rest 
time done yet? I’m hungry.” a small voice asked.

Glancing at the clock beside me I said, “all right, we’ll get you a snack. Go tell the 
others.” I rose from my reading to  the sounds of excited chatter and followed my small 
child back down the hall toward the kitchen.

It was evening before I could return to my studies, and after a long day, I was tired. I sat 
down at my desk again to work on my writing, but exhaustion quickly overcame me and 
I fell asleep. Presently, a noise startled me. My head jerked up from the book upon which 
it had lain, and I looked around. Expecting one of my children, I was surprised instead 
to find a woman standing near my desk, regarding me with a sympathetic expression. 
I stared a moment in wild surprise, and then, glancing at the book open beside me, I 
ventured a guess as to her identity.

“Christine de Pizan?” I asked, not entirely sure, though her dress would seem to  indicate 
it, and I rose to greet her.

“A reasonable conjecture, but no. You see me in her guise because you have been writing 
about me through her. But she is a human, and I am of divine parentage.”

Having thus revealed her nature, her light dazzled me, and I was afraid. For a moment I 
didn’t  know what to  say, but then my manners stung me to a response. “I ’m sorry my 
room is such a mess, I’ve been working and haven’t  had time to clean! I wasn’t  expecting

822Hans-Georg Gadamer, “The Greeks, Our Teachers” in Gadamer in Conversation, 100.
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to entertain a deity tonight... I have nothing to offer you to eat or drink except my cold 
coffee from this morning and some pretzels.” I hurriedly cast my eyes around, wondering 
if I had chocolate stashed in my desk drawers somewhere th a t I could give her.

She laughed. “Do you think I would be interested in food for the stomach or the state of 
your room? You are concerned with the surface, you must look deeper. Do you not know 
who I am?”

I shook my head, frustrated by my own blindness.

“I will tell the tale of my birth, then, and perhaps it will jog your memory. My mother, 
Wonder, met Inquiry my father while they were out looking at the newly appeared 
human race. They got along so excellently tha t they decided to partner. I, the eldest of 
my siblings, was conceived soon after, at a festival honoring Understanding. My parents’ 
friends Creativity and Ordering were midwives at my birth and continue to be midwives 
delivering my own children, as well as the children of my siblings. I have two sisters of 
the same parents: Philosophy and Science. You see how all three of us come out of the 
coupling of Wonder and Inquiry, and are true offspring of such excellent parents.”

I was struck dumb at her words and did not know what to do. She smiled at me.

“Have a seat, there is no need for formality. You know me already, and have known me 
a long tim e.” I sat and watched her, still mute with surprise and trepidation. “But do 
you still not recognize me?” She asked. “You used to be one of my companions, though 
lately you have spent more time with my sister. I do not grudge it: you learn best from us 
both, and have always been an eager student, if sometimes a bit clumsy. Perhaps you will 
recognize her.” She looked behind me expectantly and I turned to find a second figure, 
whom I did recognize immediately.
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“Philosophy!” I cried, and she motioned for me to remain seated. She was as I remembered 
from the texts I had read: beautiful, tall, a little intimidating, somewhat severe in her 
appearance, and with sadly torn but richly embroidered...

“Jeans?!” I asked her, confused. “Don’t you usually wear a dress?”

“Times change, and i t ’s harder to work in a dress. These days I ’m more of a gardener 
than a palatial queen. I get the dress out on special occasions still. But today is a day for 
working, and there is much to be done. How could you fall asleep before we are finished? 
Did you think th a t this work will finish itself?”

“No...” I murmured, chagrined. “Sorry...”

“Oh Sophie, can’t  you see th a t she’s exhausted? You should cut her some slack: at least 
she woke up when we came.” The first figure said.

“I suppose.” Philosophy pursed her lips and regarded me with what appeared like mixed 
annoyance and, I hoped, affection. “Well, are you fully awake now? There’s work to be 
done, we need to get moving.”

“She won’t  know what she needs to  do, she hasn’t  recognized me yet...” the first figure 
chimed in a mildly taunting tone.

“W hat, wasn’t  she your student first?” Philosophy turned to me with her hands on her 
hips. “You were her student before you were mine, how could you not recognize her?”

“Uh...”
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“You do dazzle a bit, you know.” The first figure gave her sister a meaningful look, and 
Philosophy glanced at her quizzically. The figure rolled her eyes. “Your mirror: i t ’s a bit 
bright.”

“Ah.” She gave her mirror an appraising look. “I suppose th a t’s so. But it does help.” 
Philosophy added a bit defensively, then turned it toward me. “Look into the mirror, for 
it will give you true knowledge of yourself. And if you have true knowledge of yourself, 
you will remember th a t you are my sister’s student too—”

“and friend—” the other figure interrupted.

“Yes, yes, and friend. Go ahead, look!” Philosophy commanded, and I blinked twice, then 
looked into the mirror as directed. I saw my own reflection, more deeply than just my 
face, and I remembered again things I had forgotten that I had forgotten.

“There, do you not know me now?” The figure asked. Profoundly embarrassed, I turned 
to look at her again. I could tell she was very old; her hair was white with age, though 
her face remained young and her eyes appeared filled with understanding. I noticed now 
th a t she carried a basket of weaving supplies from which spilled masses of threads and 
textile projects already begun. A few threads in particular caught my eye and I looked 
more closely at them and then at her. There was something familiar about those threads 
and her face.

“Story!” I finally cried, leaping up again in excitement and upsetting a nearby pile of 
books.

She smiled and helped me re-order them. “Yes, I am Story,”

“See, the mirror—” Philosophy started in, but Story continued speaking.
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“—though I have been called by other names—Fiction, Myth and Fabula among them. 
Have you not been writing about me?”

“I have.” I found myself able to answer, setting Truth and Method back in its place.

“She was just writing about you a moment ago, she was showing it to me before she 
fell asleep.” Philosophy said in a somewhat peevish voice, trying not to step on any 
fallen volumes as she scooped up Marine Lover and added it to the pile. I thanked her 
sheepishly.

“And yet you seem to have fallen asleep. Perhaps your attention has wandered and you 
no longer remember who I am?” Story handed me Christine’s Vision, and I placed it on 
top, with a nervous cough.

“I am sorry I had forgotten.”

“I t’s not me you forgot so much as your relation to me. You are not quite yourself at 
the moment.” She put her hand to my forehead and shook her head, clicking her tongue. 
“You have a touch of fever; I will bring you back to yourself, though we will have to find 
another to accomplish it. But first, you must answer some questions, for we must test 
your strength before we proceed. Having spent some time with us both, I believe you are 
ready.” She nodded to Philosophy, who stepped forward and cleared her throat.

“Tell me, in your studies with me, have you not found that while we are separate, my 
sister Story may at times aid me, Philosophy, in seeking what I desire?”

I glanced between the two of them and then ventured, “Yes I have.”

“And do you believe th a t she may do so by her own means?”
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“Yes, I do.”

“And yet you have not seen fit to do so yourself here.” Philosophy said, sternly.

“Do you then not trust my ability?” Story added, raising her eyebrows.

Taken aback I responded, “Of course I do!”

“Then why do you only talk about her instead of invoking her person? You write words 
but not tales. If you found her a worthy teacher and companion as well as myself, why 
do you not also write stories even as you work with me?” Philosophy continued her 
interrogation.

“You have said,” Story peered pointedly at me, “unless I am mistaken, that my means 
are not for the faint of heart? Do you find your heart so faint?”

I blushed a t her words and replied, “For a while I found it difficult to see you, because 
I was worried I could not be a student of both you and your sister. It was not lack of 
courage but doubt th a t held me back.”

“You see?” Story said, shooting Philosophy a reproachful look.

“I ’m sure I don’t know where she would get such ideas from!” Philosophy protested. “We 
have shared students practically from when we both became teachers!”

Story ignored the protest. “Do you still feel th a t way?” she asked me.

“No, I see now that not only may I work with both you and Philosophy, but also that 
for some work which I very much wish to undertake, I must work with you both. I was
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hoping to find you again and tell you—I have already told Philosophy.” I appealed to 
her with a look.

“She has.”

“I understand.” Story seemed pleased, then became very serious. “Good. I see you are 
able to answer our questions and we may proceed without fear of you losing your way. 
For where you are about to go, you will need a strong heart, a clear mind, and the tools 
you have gained by working with us both. They will come to mind when you call for 
them, as will I.”

“And I.” Philosophy added. “Have you those tools yet in mind?”

I thought a moment, searching the spaces of my memory, and said “Yes, I do.”

“She is ready, then?” Story asked.

Philosophy gave me a piercing look. “Are you willing to go? It is a dangerous path .”

I took a deep breath and nodded.

“Very well. She is ready.”

Story squared her shoulders. “Excellent. One of my daughters, and a sister of yours, 
needs help. She has been abandoned in a dreadful place—”

“Non-place.” Philosophy corrected.
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“Non-place” Story acceded, “from which even my other students will not bring her out. 
But I cannot stand for her to be left there any longer, and my sister needs her for a 
student as well, to help with some of her work.”

Philosophy silently held up a trowel and small garden rake.

Story nodded and continued. “You will recognize where you are going, for you have been 
there before.”

“Arm yourself with the memory of what you have learned, for you and she both will have 
need of it.” Philosophy said, earnestly. “As my first bit of aid to  you, though, look before 
we go and tell me, where are we now?”

“We are in my room.” I said, a bit confused.

“Which means th a t at this moment we are not there, am I correct? Are we here or there?”

“And what if we could be both here and there?” Story murmured.

“There?” I asked them. “W hat do you mean by there? W hat does being here or being 
there have to do with where we are going?”

Philosophy opened her mouth as if to answer, but then closed it, and wordlessly handed 
me a book. She looked a t Story, who paused a moment before saying with a wry look, 
“You like pomegranate seeds, don’t  you?”

Before I could answer, the room around me welled ceiling-wards in a fountain of color. I 
was suddenly pulled though the floor and swallowed up underground. Everything went 
dark.
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Though I could not be sure of how long it took, it seemed several moments later that 
I felt still again, as though whatever had pulled me had stopped doing so. Finding my 
eyes closed, I opened them, wondering where I had been pulled. I was standing alone in 
an underground earth-bound passage. In my hand was a notebook I recognized as my 
reading journal, with a pencil stuck into it. On the first available page was written

Remember my sister and I.

I could not tell if the handwriting was my own or one of my two patronesses’: it looked 
familiar, but from whom had I learned to write if not Story and Philosophy? Surely my 
script would mimic their own. Yet neither was anywhere in sight.

“Story?” I called, quietly. “Philosophy?” The place felt oppressive, and I did not want to 
call too loudly, for I was unsure who else might hear and come. Searching around more 
closely, I felt the walls of the passage, peered back at the path leading up, which was 
barred, and stared down the descending passage to another door th a t stood open. I knew 
then where I was, and I knew what I would see when I went through th a t door. It did 
not surprise me to suddenly hear a voice speaking through my own: much, much older 
than I, and yet so much a part of me that I could not quite tell where it ended and I 
began. Tradition spoke through my lips:

“You are expected.”

I could not tell if it was I or Tradition moving my feet and legs, but move they did, and 
I found myself walking. It was not long before I had passed through the door I had seen 
a moment before and entered the great and cavernous hall below.
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Once inside, I could see tables stretching from one end of the hall to the other. They were 
set as if for a feast, but the only food on them was the dark red of over-ripe pomegranate 
seeds. Girls and boys, men and women were all seated there. There were bowls in front 
of each person, and every dish was piled high with the ruby seeds. The hall stank of 
fear, though, and there was no noise, nor breath. Their stares all seemed vacant, but I 
could tell their bodies were gaunt with hunger. Bones seemed to  show even under the 
thin robes they all wore. I wondered why no one moved to eat the seeds in front of them 
that glistened so invitingly, and then my eyes adjusted to the dim torchlight. Only then 
did I see the ropes. Each man, woman, and child was bound to the table where they sat. 
They did not move because they couldn’t.

I became aware suddenly that someone was looking at me. I turned away from the tables, 
and there he was. Hades. He was seated at the head of the hall and beside him sat a 
young woman I recognized as well. She was crying, and she would not look anywhere 
but at her hands, which lay trembling in her lap. I could see they were stained red with 
pomegranate juice. Watching her too-familiar quaking, I felt a responding quiver of fear 
begin in my stomach. Looking down at my hands I saw th a t they too were stained red, 
though I had not noticed before. I was caught.

“Red-handed, I see.” His smooth voice surrounded me and seemed to suck the very breath 
from my body. “You ate my fruit, yet you thought you could leave? I told you before that 
everything you are and all tha t you have are mine. You have your very being from me, 
you were sustained by my fruit, my seeds. As they sustained your body being formed, 
now that body is mine.”

Though I saw his mouth move, his words seemed to echo within me and I knew Tradi
tion was speaking them  as well. I wondered even if my lips had mimicked his in their 
movements.
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“You are bound.”

I looked down again as he spoke and saw th a t he was right. I was bound. Translucent 
ropes had wound themselves around my body, had perhaps already been there like the 
fruit stains I had failed to recognize before. I pulled hard to free myself, bu t found th a t 
they were very tight. They were made of words. Some of them were even my own words. 
All of them were arranged, ordered, strung into sentences, stories and songs, texts and 
tales th a t were wrapped not only around me, bu t through me as well. I choked on their 
taste and spat out a seed.

“Too late for that. You have already tasted my fruits. And ah, how blessedly bitter they 
are.”

“I don’t have to listen to you—” I began to say, but he interrupted.

“There is no one here who can speak without my voice.” He mocked. His smile was 
more frightening than the bonds th a t constricted my movement, and as I watched, seem
ingly frozen, his words became more lines: they formed themselves into a rope and flung 
themselves around my neck, constricting my breathing even more.

“Don’t  you know there is no leaving the underworld?”

Panic seized me, as I could not take the breaths I needed to calm myself. He began to 
move toward me. Clutching at anything I could, I felt the solid shape of a book in my 
hand. Why do I  have a book in my hand? My frightened mind worked as fast as it could, 
trying to piece together what was going on and how I could respond.

He must have either read my thoughts or interpreted my wild glance at my hand, for he 
said, “That book is mine too: even the words you wrote in it are my words flowing out
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of your hands, for I have bound your speaking and writing both. You have no words of 
your own!” He laughed, and at the sound I saw Persephone look up. Red tears poured 
down her face, as though the fruit had permeated her very pores, poisoning her from the 
inside out. Seeing her silent, staining tears sparked a response in me and Tradition spoke 
again through me, this time with several voices.

There is no world beyond the underworld. It was my voice, and Tradition’s voice, and 
Hades’ voice all woven together tha t spoke, but there was another strand tha t insisted,

You are here, but you were there.

The voices spoke against each other, through me, inside me. They seemed to multiply 
inside my head, clouding my brain, as though the very words could twist back on them
selves and sting me with unseen meanings. I clutched at the book I held, for the pain was 
great and I felt I was suffocating. Through the haze of multiplying words th a t seemed to 
vomit out of me, I could see him approaching ever nearer. I saw Persephone shivering, 
wrapping her robe closer around herself, as though to ward off my fate th a t was already 
hers. He was only a few steps away.

Then I remembered. I had been here before. More importantly, I had left here before.

It did not have to be this way.

The knowledge cleared my mind enough tha t I remembered my patronesses, and called 
on them both. In a blaze of light, the two sisters appeared. Hades fell back, glaring at 
them.

“You are not allowed down here!” he said, angrily. “Your divinity forbids it—”
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“You have no hold over what is divine.” Philosophy answered serenely. “And it is true 
that we cannot come here of our own accord, but we can be called.” She threw me 
something and I recognized it. W ith a surge of comprehension, I applied it to  my bonds. 
Cut, the divided texts tha t had been stopping my breath fell to  the ground. I certainly 
didn’t need those bits; they had kept me from breathing properly. A few more swift cuts, 
and my hands were free from the ropes of words. I picked up pieces of the severed texts 
and looked at them while Hades fumed.

“She is still mine—not just my student, mine. As are all these people.” He motioned 
around him throughout the great hall, and I saw out of the corner of my eye th a t a few 
of them stirred at the sound. “She is but one of my many.”

“We will see.” Story replied, unperturbed. I continued to run my fingers appraisingly over 
the rope-texts, dropping pieces here or there, but finding others strong and supple in ways 
tha t felt good in my hands. Pondering this I looked up and my eyes met Persephone’s. 
More memory flowed, and I knew suddenly what needed to  be done, here and now. I 
called out to her.

“I have gotten out of this place before, but I needed help. Now I need your story, Perse
phone.”

“Her story?!” Hades scoffed. “Of all the stories there are, it is her story th a t binds you all! 
It is her story that gives me my power! Tell her.” he directed his cold voice at Persephone. 
“Tell her how her story is yours, and you are all mine because of it.”

Persephone hung her head in shame, as wilted as a droughted earth, but I narrowed my 
eyes at him.
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“I know th a t my story is hers. T h a t’s exactly why I need her story. We’re going to re-write 
it.”

Enraged, he lunged at me, but Philosophy was too quick for his maneuvers. She spun 
on the spot, delivering him a swift, clean kick to the head. He went flying backwards 
and landed several feet away, apparently unconscious. As I hurried over to Persephone, I 
heard Story say,

“I told you those kickboxing lessons from Chivalry would come in handy.”

“I ’m sure the boots Logic gave me helped.” Philosophy responded, modestly. “But th a t’s 
how I keep getting these tears in my jeans, and Reason keeps reminding me she’s supposed 
to sew arguments together, not be repairing my garb all the time.”

“She needs to look more closely, then, for isn’t  tha t the same work?” Story rejoined.

“Persephone,” I said, trying not to be distracted by the goddesses’ banter, “I’ll need your 
robe if we’re going to get you out of this. We’ll have to cut some pieces out of it, and I’ll 
give you some of my own th a t others have already given me.”

“My robe?” She asked, sounding frightened. “I t ’s all I have...” She looked over at Hades, 
who was already beginning to stir on the ground where he had fallen. That seemed to 
decide it for her: she handed it quickly to me. Story was suddenly by my side calling out,

“Sophie, do you have Reason’s needle and thread?”

“Right here.” Philosophy responded, hurrying over.
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Never, I believe, have four women worked so quickly. I helped Persephone cut her robe 
into pieces, and I could see her testing its material in her fingers, beginning to understand 
the feel of the fabric she was looking for: strong, supple, breathable. She threw aside much 
that had bound her so tightly tha t it left bruises on her body, but laid out other pieces 
she found to  use. Meanwhile Story quickly wove new fabric out of the old pieces, along 
with some new material she drew out of her basket, and Philosophy sewed it together.

As we finished, I turned and saw two things: Hades had risen and was glaring with malice 
toward us, but behind him, a man had also risen from the tables. His ropes too were cut 
loose and he was staring at them in his hands, one of which held a pair of scissors, just 
as I had a moment previously. Hades did not see him.

Persephone, who had been bent over her work, stood and faced Hades. Philosophy and 
Story stepped back a moment, allowing her to do so, and I followed suit.

“W hat is th a t thing you’re wearing?” He said even more cold than before.

She appeared more filled with wonder than anything else, and she looked down again to 
gaze at her newly made garment, tenderly touching it. She spoke, but it was as though 
to herself. “I have my own covering now, your words no longer bind me.”

“It doesn’t m atter, you are still here. Here, in the underworld, here in my dwelling and 
my domain! There is no other place for you.” Hades insisted.

Persephone moved her limbs experimentally, as though stretching. She looked at the 
stitching and the colors. The fabric moved with her, flowing over her body without 
constricting her movement. She took in a deep breath and I saw her ribs expand, her 
chest fall and rise. Suddenly, she smiled. “But Hades, did you not just say a moment ago 
that anything divine is forbidden from being here, in your underworld?”
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All the color drained from his face until he looked like less than the shadow of a ghost. 
And then I knew why Philosophy had asked me earlier are we here or there? and why 
Story had responded what if  we are both? In re-making her covering, Persephone had 
built a link between the here and the there. Hades’ here was no longer the whole shape 
of her world.

“I could be elsewhere, could I not?” She pinned him with a look, and the inverse of 
what had happened to him seemed to occur. All the pomegranate tear-stains on her face 
seemed to coalesce into a bright warm glow, warming her from the inside. She continued 
speaking. “W hat if, Hades... what if  I  remembered something from out of my story? I 
am Demeter’s daughter, am I not?” Persephone traced with her finger one of the lines of 
Philosophy’s seams. “And Demeter is a goddess. That would entail that I am a goddess 
too.” Persephone held out her hand to look at it and out of the palm of her hand there 
grew a shape: a warm, glowing crimson fruit. I recognized Tradition’s voice with her own 
when she named what had grown there: “Look, Hades! A pomegranate. Would you like 
a taste?”

Hades backed away with fright, but Persephone had become distracted: she was looking 
at the tables with a bright smile. We all turned to see what had caught her eye.

“They are helping each other. I should help them too!”

The man I had seen earlier had managed to further free himself, and had turned to 
the man next to him, helping him get free too. That man was already working with the 
woman to his right, and a child across the table was watching them  with rapt attention. I 
could see the look of dawning comprehension already on her young face. She was learning 
their movements. This scene was being repeated, in endlessly unique ways with endlessly 
unique people, all around the tables. Persephone hurried over and called to everyone,
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“Clear away the dishes! They are dirty and this fruit has gone bad. But we can grow 
more fruit th a t will not be rotten, for I am Demeter’s daughter, and we have an excellent 
gardener here with us.” She gestured toward Philosophy, who nodded respectfully. “I 
have seen what this place can be become, with more work. The river Styx will irrigate all 
th a t we touch, and we will have groves and orchards, and again there could be flourishing 
life here!”

“But... we are dead, my queen.” One of the men said falteringly. “This is the underworld, 
are we not no longer living?”

Persephone smiled warmly at him. “Every gardener knows th a t out of death comes new 
life. I turn Winter to Spring, and you are my workers.” She opened her smile to the rest 
of the people at the table, and the warmth of it seemed to melt what ropes remained to 
bind them. There were piles of discarded fabric everywhere now, and people stooping to 
pick pieces of it up with wonder.

“You can’t...” Hades’ voice was raspy and desperate behind us. He had been forgotten. 
He tried to collect himself and project his voice over the growing and increasingly happy 
din. “Are you all delusional? You can’t  grow anything down here, there is no real light, 
there is no sun!”

“Hades.” Persephone sighed, with pity. “You have stared so long at the darkness tha t it 
is all you can see. Are you so blind to my light? Where did you think my fruit came from? 
You forgot your own light, and your fruit became tainted, it was only able to poison and 
trap. But I have remembered my story now. I am Queen of the underworld not because 
you forced me to be your bride, but because it is my inheritance as Demeter’s daughter. 
I am Queen of the underworld because I make things grow.” And she offered him the 
fruit in her hand again.
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Hades seemed to shrink away, frightened, and I saw suddenly th a t he too was bound: 
tied by his own words. Persephone seemed to see it too, and after a moment she set the 
new fruit on the little table next to Hades’ throne. “Think about it, anyway.” She said. 
“Maybe the taste of it will remind you tha t you can grow your own too. I hope you will 
come and work with us sometime.” Then she turned away from him and started assisting 
with clearing the tables. “Come, we’ll need some of this space to plant!” Many of those 
around her sprung up happily to help.

Philosophy, who still stood near me, pushed some hair back out of her face and rummaged 
in her pocket for a bobby-pin. Tucking the straying strand neatly back she said, “Well, 
Allyson, I have my work cut out for me here. There’s plenty of soil for growing, and I’ve 
brought my bag of gardening tools and new seeds. Time to  get started. You should be 
on your way, for you still have your own work to do. Don’t  worry. My sister and I will 
aid you still.”

“I suppose as a divinity you can bi-locate without problem?”

“Bi-locate?” Philosophy laughed. “I can multi-locate. And i t ’s a good thing too, for there 
is always work to be done. Now go and continue the work you have begun, for it is a 
good start, but be ever listening for other voices and stories, and do not forget what you 
have learned here.”

“Yes, Philosophy.” I said.

She gave me what I now understood to be a playfully stern look, and then called out 
to the crowd there, “All right, who likes to get their hands dirty?” Whatever she might 
have said next was drowned out in the excited chorus of answering voices, as people of 
all ages began eagerly presenting themselves to her.
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I looked around and saw th a t Story was already busy at work teaching children, women, 
and men her weaving skills. They were already fashioning new clothes and cloaks: warmer, 
more supple, and breathable. She looked up at me, smiled, and called from where she 
was seated, “Are you ready to continue your work now? Do you have what you need?”

“Yes, Story.”

“Good.” She grinned, even while guiding a small boy through the process of warping up 
his weaving. “I think when you find yourself in your room again, you will recognize your 
tools in even deeper ways. And hopefully you will be able to recognize me still as well.”

“I believe so!” I laughed. “And I don’t  even think you’ll need to dress up as Christine 
for me to know you.”

“Good, because this this headdress is a bit heavy, and one gets tired of blue all the time.”

Even as I nodded my agreement, a voice behind me said suddenly, “You dropped your 
pencil.” I turned and there, this time I knew, was Christine herself. “And I really didn’t 
wear blue all the time, despite all the illuminations. It was a metaphor, you know. I was 
supposed to  look like Mary.” She shook her head and handed me my writing implement.

“I know.” I said, though thrown a little off balance by her sudden appearance. “I grew 
up on those images. I thought of Mary the first time I saw your illuminations.”

“Oh, good.”

There was no blue dress now, though: instead she was in a yellow tank-top, wearing jeans 
similar to Philosophy’s. Seeing my startled look she explained, “Philosophy loaned me 
an old pair of hers. We’re about the same size.”
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“I see.” I said. “But why are you here? Isn’t  the underworld part of Greek mythology? I 
wouldn’t  expect to find you in this story.”

“Ah, but th a t’s the beauty of learning possibilities—which, after all, I’ve had more than 
six hundred years to do now. W ith possibilities, you can find your way into places you’ve 
never been before, tha t you might not have even known could exist.”

“And bring what you learn there back with you?”

“T h a t’s right. Thank you for writing about me. I hope you enjoyed my stories.”

“I did. I still do. Thank you for writing them in the first place.” We smiled and shook 
hands.

I woke up with a start again, and looked around me, wondering whether I had had a 
vision or a dream. I decided at least in this case that they were not necessarily separate 
things. My reading journal was open on my desk and my pencil lay inside. Looking at the 
pencil and paper, I realized suddenly the deeper kernel of tru th  I found in understanding 
the process of truly creative writing. I also found I had renewed energy to return to my 
work. And as I bent to my task, these words came to me, from within me, though I 
thought I could discern the echo of Tradition’s voice humming along inside them:

W hat a moment it was 
struck by a word 
I saw
I knew then
exegesis
and I realized
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those same people who bound me 
bound themselves 
but gave me the means 
to cut the knots 
to weave my own 

meaning.
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